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ABSTRACT

Introduction:

After a brief statement that Proclus 1 5th and

6th essays deal with Plato's discussions of poetry in the
Republic, some remarks are made about the continuing interest
and relevance of Platonic and Neoplatonic attitudes to art,
the background to Proclus 1 work and the problems of studying
Neoplatonic commentaries.

The contents of the thesis are

summarised and related to these remarks and some important
recent bibliography is mentioned.
Chapter i.

The Porm oj? the Essays and their Scholastic Context!

The chapter opens with a discussion of C. Gtellavotti's view
that Proclus 1 Commentary on the Republic is a heterogeneous
collection of essays and that the 5th and 6th essays differ
in their nature and purpose.

This view is essentially accepted

and the two essays are then examined separately as regards
their form and their scholastic context.

The 5th essay ia

related to the " genre1* of problems in the exposition of a
philosophical authority exemplified by
of Plutarch and some of the Quaestiones of Alexander of
Aphrodisias.

It goes together with eleven of the other essays

in the collection to form an introductory course on the
Republic for students in the Platonic school.

The 6th essay

is similarly related to this "genre" of philosophical problems
and also to the tradition of exposition of problems in Homer.
It is shown to be the written up version of a lecture delivered
to the Platonic school on Plato's birthday.

After dealing with

the question why Proclus wrote no continuous commentary on the
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Republic the chapter concludes with a discussion of the
dating of the two essays*
Chapter 2>

The Text of Homer and the Text of Plato;

Proclus 1

quotations from Homer and Plato are analysed in order to discover
whether his text of these authors differed from ours.

Our know-

ledge of the history of the text of Homer suggests that Proclus 1
Homer was essentially the vulgate text.

This is borne out by

the detailed examination of his quotations.

Problems and variants

are found principally in those quotations which also occur in
Plato and examination of Proclus 1 Plato quotations reveals that
his text of Plato differed significantly from ours and agrees
with no one branch of the medieval tradition.

This is fitted

in with the general conclusions drawn by modern scholars about
the Neoplatonic text of Plato.
Chapter £.

Pro <fl.ua. * <febt to Syrianus ;

into five sections*

This chapter is divided

In section (i) the problem of the relation-

ship between the ideas of Proclus and those of Syrianus is set
out and some views of it are discussed*

Proclus' references

to Syrianus in the 6th essay are examined and it is shown that
Syrianus did not write anything of precisely the same format
as Proclus 1 essay*

Section (ii) analyses the four interpretations

of Homer which Proclus refers explicitly to Syrianus *

the

Theomachy, Agamemnon's dream, the union of Zeus and Hera on
Mount Ida and the unseemly behaviour of Achilles*
(iii) conclusions are drawn from these analyses:

In section
Syrianus

developed allegory of Homer in terms of transcendent metaphysical
entities and Proclus was largely taking this over, adding some
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refinements and adaptations.

Some more of Proclus 1 inter-

pretations of Homer are attributed to Syrianus on the basis
of these conclusions.

Section (iv) deals with Proclus 1 debt

to Syrianus in the interpretation of Plato.
of the 6th essay are analysed:

pp. 155. 25-156.9;

168.3-169.24 (with 117. 27-122. 20)|
173.4-177.3.

More passages

169. 25-1 70. 26 |

166. 12-167. 91
and

The conclusion is drawn that Proclus is again

following and adapting Syrianus, who in this sphere was
closely following earlier interpretation.

In section (v)

it is argued that the theory of three types of poetry, developed
at the end of the 6th essay, is Proclus 1 own.

Syrianus had

distinguished between two types, inspired and uninspired, and
Proclus splits inspired poetry in two to create a new classification
of inspired, didactic and mimetic.
Chapter &»

Proclus 1 interpretation of Pl^to :

The 5th and 6th

essays are examined separately to see what kind of problems
Proclus deals with in interpreting Plato and how he resolves
them.

Much of the 5th essay is analysed in detail and it is

shown how Proclus 1 interpretation there is related to the
criticisms of Plato made by Aristotle and his followers, and to
the rhetorical concepts and terminology of Proclus 1 own time.
Proclus 1 attitude to irony in Plato and his belief in the unity
of Plato's thought are also discussed.

The 6th essay is then

examined, particularly Book II (pp. 154-205).

As in the 5th

essay, Proclus expounds Plato by means of his own words in other
contexts, displays knowledge of rhetoric and literary criticism
and takes up earlier criticism of Plato.

His view that Plato

and Homer agree is discussed and related to the belief in one
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authoritative tradition which is expressed by different writers
in different ways.

Finally Proclus* interpretations in the 6th
Throughout

essay of the Craty^us and the Ion are discussed.

the chapter Proclus 1 interpretation is evaluated and some
comparisons are drawn with modern interpretations of Plato.
Chapter £.

Allegory. Symbols and Mysteries;

the terms Proclus uses for allegory.
from mystery religion and from theurgy.

This chapter examines

Most of them are taken
The traditional use of

mystery-language in Greek philosophy is surveyed and it is
argued that in Proclus the mystery metaphor forms a meaningful
part of an organised philosophical terminology.

Some discussion

of Proclus 1 attitude to theurgy, including the problem of the
relationship in later Neoplatonism between theurgy and the
Plotinian ideal of intellectual contemplation, reinforces the
point that Proclus is revitalising the traditional mysterylanguage.

At the end of the chapter further aspects of Proclus 1

use of mystery-language are briefly considered:

the distinction

between inspired and educational myths and their respective
audiences;

the danger of misunderstanding both myths and

mysteries;

the part played in both by the demons;

and the

application of mystery-language to the interpretation of individual
passages of Homer.
Chapter £. JtS Theory ££ Three Types ££ Poetry:

An account of

pp. 177.7-199.28 of the 6th essay is followed by discussion of
the passages where Proclus gives Homeric examples of his three
types of poetry and claims that Homer knew his poetic theory.
Proclus 1 use of Homer here is related to the tradition of Homeric

interpretation.

The three concepts of inspired, didactic and

mimetic poetry are then considered individually.

Proclus 1

interest in inspired poetry itself rather than the psychological
state of its creator and his definition of inspired poetry in
terms of its content are contrasted with other views of
inspiration, ancient as well as modern.

A discussion of the

relationship in Heoplatonic thought between poetic and prophetic
inspiration leads to an examination of Proclus 1 different uses
of the concept of inspiration and the view which he shares
with Hermias that inspiration is a kind of mystical cognition,
though at a lower level than full mystical union.

This view

is made possible by Proclus' theory of mysticism, in which
divine assistance plays a more important role than in Plotinian
mysticism,

Proclus 1 didactic poetry is distinguished from the

modern concept of didactic poetry as a genre, its subject-matter
is discussed and it is contrasted with some eighteenth century
views of didactic poetry.

Proclus' mimetic poetry is shown to

be based on Republic X and subdivided into eikastic and
phantastic on the basis of Sophist 235d ff.

His interpretations

°£ "the Sophist passage and of Laws II 661 c ff. are discussed.
The final part of the chapter considers the theory of three
types of poetry as a whole.

It is developed out of Plato and

clearly differs from theories of genre.

Like Neoplatonic

metaphysics, it forms a hierarchy of value.

The theory's

relationship to the distinction between inspired and educational
myths is discussed and the validity of Proclus' interpretation
of Republic X is considered.

The thesis concludes with an

examination of Proclus 1 important distinction between symbolism
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and direct imitation in poetry and some remarks on the
value of Proclos 1 three types of poetry as a literary theory.
Appendix j[ contains a brief summary of the contents of the
Commentary 91^ -frhe Republic and a more detailed summary of the
3th and 6th essays*
Appendix II relates Proclus 1 interpretation of the judgement
of Paris, on pp. 108.3-109.7, to earlier interpretation of
the legend.
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ABBREVIATIONS

A1JD

GREEK.

NAMES

In the main I have followed the Liddell-Scott-Jones
Greek Lexicon in abbreviating the authors and titles of Greek
works, and L'Anne'e Philologioue in abbreviating the titles
of periodicals.

For patristic works not given in LSJ I have

used the abbreviations of Lampe's Patristic Lexicon and for
Latin works those of Lewis and Short's Latin Dictionary*

The

abbreviations I have used for the titles of Neoplatonic texts
will be found in Section A of the Bibliography.
from LSJ in using Eep. and Tim,

I have diverged

for Plato's Republic and Timaeus.

For the works of Philo I have followed

instead of R. and Ti.

the abbreviations used in the new French edition being produced
by the Editions du Cerf.

For Plutarch I have used De aud. poetis

for the De audiendis poetis (Quomodo adulescena poetas audire
debeat)*

De Is. ejfc Qs. for the De Iside et Qsiride;

Quaest. conv. for the Quaestiones conv^viales.
for Pauly-Wissowa's RealencyclopMie.

and

I have used RE

I have also referred

to a number of modern works in abbreviated form (usually
the author's name).

Full details of such works will be found

in Section B of the Bibliography.
I have tried to use the most common spelling for Greek
proper names.

This means that I use the Latin spelling for

most, but not for all.

Thus I write the god of fire as Hephaestus

but the father of £eus as Kronos.
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INTRODUCTION

The two essays with which this thesis deals are concerned
Republic II, III and X, that is, with the sections of the
Republic in which Plato discusses poetry and banishes it from
his ideal state on the grounds that it is educationally harmful*
The 5th essay considers ten problems which arise in interpreting
Plato's words, for example, the problem of how Plato's hostility
to poetry in the Republic is to be reconciled with the admiration
which he expresses for it in the Lavs. The 6th essay tries to
reconcile Plato and Homer by defending the passages of Homer
which Plato had attacked in Republic II and III. Proclus defends
these passages against Plato by interpreting them as allegories
of Neoplatonist metaphysics* At the end of the 6th essay Proclus
develops a theory that poetry falls into three types, inspired,
didactic and imitative.
In modern Western Europe it is common to assume the autonomy
of art and to regard Plato's attitude in the Republic as
authoritarian and uncomprehending. Art is deemed to exist in
an area of its own, with its own values and standards which are
not to be subordinated to ethical or political demands. Yet the
issues which Plato raised about art are far from settled. In
our own time Marxist criticism believes, with Plato, that art
should serve the state. The Socialist realism of Russia in the
1930's demanded from the artist very much what Plato demanded,
as we can see from the way £1^ Times obituary of Shostakovich
described the unfavourable reception of his opera, Ladv Macbeth
££ EifiSflafc: "Socialist realism ... asks a composer not for an

interpretation of things as they are ...but for a use of music
for moral and social ends.

As the excitement of its performance

abated the authorities ... could find nothing in the work to
uplift the public consciousness and openly teach the good
life ... H1

Proclus shares Plato's belief that art has an

essentially moral and didactic purpose, but his practice of
allegorical interpretation opens the way to a claim that inspired
poetry, which for Proclus includes much of Homer and in
particular Homer's myths about the gods, can teach in a way of
its own, provided the audience are suitably trained to understand
it.

Proclus stresses other aspects of Plato's views on art,

such as the belief in poetic inspiration expressed in the
Phaedrus and (more equivocally) in the lojy and claims that
Plato himself held the views which he, Plato's interpreter
and successor, was putting forward some 800 years later.
While Plato's insistence on the moral purpose of art
raised issues which are still vigorous in Eastern Europe, if
less so in the West, Plato's metaphysics has had a striking
influence on European art and literature of many periods, from
Dante and Botticelli to Shelley and W.B. Yeats. Neoplatonism
played a vital part in the transmission of this influence and
many creative artists have seen Plato's philosophy through
o
Neoplatonic eyes. What the Neoplatonists themselves thought
1 The Times. 11th August, 1975.
2 On the influence of Platonism on both the theory and practice
of art, cf . E. Cassirer, Eidoq and Eidolon. Das Problem des
M& der &J&&1 1& Platona Dialogen (Vortrftge der
, 1 922-37iTeil77pp: 3-4, and E.H. Gombrich,
,.
"Icones Symbolicae", in Symbolic ii^yf fy - Studies j& the Art of
ibg, Renaissance (London, 1972), pp. 123 ff. (amplified version
of a study which appeared in JWI 11 (1948), pp. 163-92).

about art and literature is therefore a particularly interesting
part of Neoplatonist philosophy.

Later, post-Iamblichean

Neoplatonism has been little studied, even in comparison to
the amount of work that has been devoted to the first and
greatest Neoplatonist, Plotinus5

consequently Heoplatonist

aesthetics is usually thought of as meaning only Plotinus'
aesthetics.

Proclus, however, develops areas of aesthetic

theory that are treated only sketchily, or not at all, by
Plotinus. In such passages as Bnnead 1.6 or V.8.1 Plotinus
deals with the visual arts, painting and sculpture, but he
Moreover, although
5
Plotinus interpreted myths allegorically when it suited him,
he does not present us with systematic allegory of poetic myths,

has little or nothing to say on literature.

or a coherent theory of allegory, as Proclus does.

The last

two chapters of my thesis deal with the aesthetic theories
of the 6th essay. In Chapter 5 I discuss Proclus 1 theory of
allegory by means of examining his use of language taken from
the mysteries and from theurgy as a terminology for allegory,
while Chapter 6 is concerned with his theory of three types of
poetry.
Proclus has often been described as the last great
pagan philosopher and many traditions of Greek culture flow
together in his work. The name, "Neoplatonism", applied to
the Platonism of the 3rd to 6th centuries A.D., is misleading
if it suggests a unitary movement deriving in a straight line

3 See, e.g., III.5. On Plotinus 1 interpretation of myths, cf.
J . Pepin, KLvthe et Allegor^e (Paris, 1958), pp. 190-209 (revised
version of an article, "Plotin et les mythes11 in HPhl 53
****
(1955), pp. 5 ff.).

from the philosophy of Plotinus.

Not only may different

schools and movements be detected within Neoplatonism,

but

the Neoplatonic philosophers drew on thought before Plotinus,
and on other areas of ancient culture besides philosophy.
Perhaps the best illustration of this is Proclus' own Evmns.
They are the hymns of a Platonic philosopher, addressed to
the gods of traditional Greek religion as they were fitted in
to the Neoplatonic metaphysical system.

Yet they are written

in the traditional language and metre of Greek hymns, and
they were transmitted to us along with the Homeric Hymns, the
Hymns of Callimachus, and the Orphic Hymns.

Throughout the

thesis, and particularly in Chapters 5 and 4» we shall see how
Proclus 1 interpretation of Homer draws on a wide area of the
ancient critical tradition, both allegorical and non-allegorical,
and how even his interpretation of Plato draws on earlier
literary and rhetorical interpretation, not just on past
philosophical discussion.

In Chapter 1 I argue that the form

of Proclus 1 essays is to be related to an established "genre"
of ancient philosophical scholarship, the exposition of problems
in a philosophical text.
One reason why later Heoplatonism has been so little studied
is the form in which thinkers of that period presented their
work.

Most of what survives is rambling, discursive commentary

on the philosophical authorities, Plato and Aristotle, and
there are peculiar difficulties in the way of studying ideas
4 See the classic article by K. Praeenter, "Richtungen und
Schulen im Neuplatonismus", frenethliakon Carl Robert (Berlin,
1910), pp. 104-56; reprinted in Praechter's Kleine Schriften.
ed. H. D&rrie (Hildesheim-New York, 1973), pp. 165-216.

in such a form.

Connections of thought can be hard to follow

and passages taken out of context can easily be misunderstood*
With Proclus we do have the great advantage that the dry bones
of his philosophical system are laid out in the Elements &£
Theology, but to make them live one must study the system
as it is used in his exegesis of Plato.

The rambling commentary

form means that there is much repetition of ideas in different
works of the same author and in different authors of the same
school.

What Proclus is saying can often be illuminated by

parallels drawn from his own work, or from that of his predecessors,
contemporaries and successors.

In drawing such parallels it is

always important to take account of the context from which a
passage comes: often the passage of Plato (or Aristotle) which
is being interpreted colours both thought and expression, and
the ideas, while repeated, have been tailored to fit the
particular context.

So, for example, in Chapter 1 I compare

Proclus 1 distinction between inspired and uninspired poetry at
£a £i£* 64.13-65.3 with the similar distinction in the 5th
essay. There are certain differences between the two passages,
which are to be explained by the fact that the one is closely
related to the Timaeus. the other to the Republic: yet the
basic distinction is the same in both and is, I argue, significantly different from the distinction of three types of poetry in
the 6th essay.
The Neoplatonists are developing Plato.

Although the

ways in which they do so may seem misguided to our different
5

See pp.

19-21

below.

point of view, many Neoplatonic ideas cannot be properly
understood unless they are first traced to their Platonic
origins.

In dealing with a particular passage from a late
Neoplatonic commentary therefore, one must take account of the
passage being discussed, and of other Platonic passages which
may lie behind the ideas being used, as well as of Neoplatonic
thought on the topic in question. This is the method I have
tried to follow and I hope that in particular the conclusions
of Chapter 1, on the scholastic context of Proclus 1 work, and
of Chapter 4, on Proclus 1 interpretation of Plato, could
usefully be applied to the wider study of Neoplatonic
commentaries.
Apart from their interest for aesthetic theory, the 5th
and 6th essays of the Commentary on the Republic are a good
place to begin the serious study of lieoplatonic commentary.
Beside the bulk of a work like the Commentary on the Timaeus.
these two essays are short and their content easily accessible.
Many of the problems I have mentioned are present in them on
a small scale.

The different chapters of my thesis cover
different aspects of Proclus 1 activity as teacher, scholar
and thinker, from the point of view of the two essays. Chapter

1 deals with questions which are an essential preliminary to
any discussion of Proclus 1 ideas: to understand Proclus 1
theories of allegory and of poetry one must first understand
how they are set out for the purpose of defending Homer against
Plato, and the way in which the defence is conducted is affected
both by the original lecture-form of the essay and by the
traditional scholarly methods of expounding problems in a

philosophical or literary text.

In Chapter 2 I examine

Proclus 1 text of Homer and of Plato as presented in the
quotations in the two essays and find that while his Homer
differed little from ours, there were significant differences
in his text of Plato.

These are not so great that they sub-

stantially affect Proclus r interpretation of individual
Platonic doctrines but there are, as we shall see, a couple
of cases where Proclus 1 interpretation may be affected by
his text.

On the larger scale, Proclus 1 general view of

Plato's teachings was affected by his acceptance of such works
as Alcibiades II and the Second Letter as genuine.

The conclusions

of this chapter are also of some interest for the history of
the text of Plato.

In Chapter 3 I make use of the surviving

work of Syrianus, of Hermias' commentary on the Phaedrus.
and of references to Syrianus 1 views in other Keoplatonic
texts, to elucidate Proclus 1 intellectual relationship to
Syrianus.

We thus become better able to perceive just how much

Proclus owed to his revered teacher and in what ways Proclus
himself was developing and systematising earlier thought.

In

Chapter 4t on Proclus 1 interpretation of Plato, we again see
how he built on the ideas of his predecessors, and what
assumptions and principles lie behind his interpretation.
Chapters 5 and 6, on Proclus 1 use of mystery-language as a
terminology for allegory, and on the theory of three types
of poetry, we come to the independent theories which evolve
6

See pp. 77-9 and p. 100 below.

With
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from Proclus 1 exegesis*

The thesis thus moves from

study

of Proclus 1 activity as a teacher, lecturing on particular
texts, through investigation of how he used the ideas of
his predecessors, particularly those of Syrianus, and of his
method of interpretation, to consideration of the aesthetic
theories to be found in the essays.
Proclus* teacher, Syrianus, and Ms contemporary and
fellow-student, Hermias, have received hardly any discussion
or attention and I hope that Chapter 3f together with the
discussions of Hermias at a number of other points, will
provide a beginning for study of these two figures and their
work.

Syrianus was considered a most important thinker by

his successors in the Platonic school, yet we know very little
of him.

Hermias is not so interesting in himself but his

commentary on the Phaedrus. largely a report of Syrianus 1
lectures on the dialogue, contains much interesting material
for the study of later Neoplatonism.
In the course of the thesis many passages of the 5th and
6th essays are discussed and commented on.

Although this thesis

is not a running commentary on the text, it is intended to be
useful to anyone wishing to understand the essays and for that
purpose I have provided an index of passages discussed.
In many ways this is an exciting time to be studying later
Neoplatonism, since there is a revival of interest in this
period of thought, and valuable new work is being done.

My

work would hardly have been possible without a number of new
editions of Neoplatonic texts.

Dodds 1 Llements of Theology

of 1933, issued in a second edition in 1963, is now being joined

by a new edition of Proclus' Platonic Theology by i^affrey and
Yiesterink in the French Bude* series.

Volumes I and II of

this edition have appeared and I regret only that reference must
still be made to Portus 1 original printed edition of 1618 for
the rest of the work.

The first volume of Dillon'e edition

of the fragments of lamblichus has also recently appeared, shortly
after the publication of the thesis of -B.D. Larsen, Jamblique
de Chalcis. exegete et philosophe. which covers some of the same
ground as well as dealing with the works of lamblichus which
survive intact and stressing the importance of lamblichus 1
exegetical activity.

lamblichus is a figure of great significance

for the later development of Keoplatonism and his philosophical
work is as yet hardly understood or appreciated.

V;hen more of

Billon's edition has appeared we should be in a much better
position to understand this puzzling mixture of wonder-working
magician and respected philosopher.

The philosophers who

followed Proclus, JJamascius and ulympiodorus, are gradually
being re-edited and new editions of their works too have been
very useful to me. 7 Among recent secondary works, xi.T. Wallis's
book, fteoplatonism.deserves special mention.

It appeared in

1972, not long before I began my research, and has guided and
assisted me at every stage.
i-iy thesis was nearly complete when J.A. Coulter's book,
The Literary lyiicrpcosm.

theories of

Later jbiepplatonists. appeared.

Interpretation of the

Coulter's work to some extent

7 Full details of theee, and of the other works mentioned,
will be found in the bibliography.
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complements my own, since he is concerned to present Neoplatonist
ideas on literary theory so as to make them easily accessible
to non-classicists, rather than with the historical development
of these ideas or the details of Keoplatonic thought.

Dealing

with a range of Neoplatonic texts instead of concentrating on
one, he focusses on slightly different problems from those
which have concerned me.

I have included in my footnotes some

comments on his work and discussion of places where it overlaps
with my own.
Finally I must mention the recent French translation of
"k*16 Commentary on the Republic by Festugiere.

This translation,

with its notes, is a great help to the modern reader trying
to find the way through the discursive maze of Proclus* work.
The aim of my thesis is to provide more such help, by illuminating
the background and context of the 5th and 6th essays, and so to
contribute to the understanding of later Neoplatonist thought,
especially in the field of aesthetics.

11

CHAPTER
THE

FORM

OP

THE

SCHOLASTIC

ONE

ESSAYS

AND

THEIR

CONTEXT

Any reader opening Proclua 1 Commentary on the Republic
will immediately be struck by the fact that it is not a
commentary at all, in the strict sense of the word, but a series
of essays.

C. Gallavotti has argued in two articles

that the

commentary is not even a connected series of essays but a
heterogeneous collection written by Proclus at different times
and put together by a pupil of Proclus or by someone still
later.

In Gallavotti's view the first five essays, the seventh

and eighth, the tenth, eleventh and twelfth, the fourteenth
and the fifteenth all belong together and in his second article
he suggests that together they form an Isagoge, an Introduction
to the Republic.

The remaining four essays, the sixth on

Homer and Plato, the ninth on the views of Theodorus of Asine,
f*.
f
the thirteenth, P\ L A i £ £ <* ^ T-W <L ./ TiT* ^ i ^ >'<* A °(° J 'n- ' y
M o u < isv , the sixteenth on the myth of Sr (which does take
) i— /
the form of a line-by-line commentary), and the final ^ T^^W
of Aristotle's objections to Plato in the second book of the
p
Politics are all quite distinct units of different kinds.
1 "Eterogeneita e cronologia del commenti di Proclo alia
Republicaw , RFIC 57 (1929), pp. 208-19 and "Intorno ai commenti
di Proclo alia Republica% BPEC U.S. 19 (1971), pp. 41-54.
2 See Appendix I for a brief summary of the contents of the
whole Ggrfl^ftr^fripY- and a more detailed summary of the 5th and
6th essays.
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If Gallavotti is right, the two essays with which I am
concerned, the 5th and 6th, although they deal with the same
part of the Republic and therefore with the same group of
philosophical topics, should be considered quite separately;
we should not be surprised to find that they differ in form
and should take this as a sign that they differ in nature
and purpose and even, according to Gallavotti, in date.
It is therefore of some importance to examine Gallavotti's
arguments, as they apply to the 5th and 6th essays, in greater
detail and to consider whether his conclusions are to be accepted,
as a preliminary to discussing the form and the scholastic
context of these two essays.

Apart from his arguments on

chronology, which I shall deal with later when I come to
consider the question of the date (or dates) of the Commentary
on tfre Republic* G-allavotti uses three main arguments to
First

separate the 6th essay from the others in the collection*

he argues that although the 5th and 6th essays deal with the
same part of the Republic they differ in their treatment of it
and their point of view and that the 6th essay is more polemical
in tone than the 5th and than the others in the collection.
Secondly he points out that the MSS repeat the name of the
author before the

6th essay and again before the 7th, M as

if to re-affirm the authorship of the work which is taken up
again after a long parenthesis".

Finally he claims that the

lack of cross-reference between I 119.2, in the 6th essay,
and II 105.23 ff., in the essay on the myth of Er, when both
these passages deal with the views on myth of the Epicurean
Colotea, shows that these two essays are quite distinct.

This
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last argument would not in itself be conclusive if there were
no other grounds for treating the essays as distinct;

if

there were a cross-reference the manner of it might show us
whether Proclus was referring to a distinct work or to an earlier
part of the same work but the fact that there is no crossreference is at best only a straw in the wind.

The second

argument does have some weight since the name of the author is
not repeated before every essay in the collection, but it could
show simply that an early copyist shared Gallavotti's belief
in the heterogeneity of the collection and was trying to indicate
this.

The first argument, that the 5th and 6th essays differ

in treatment and point of view, is by far the strongest and
Gallavotti could have brought this out by a more detailed
discussion of the content of the two essays.

Such a discussion

does in fact support his argument.
i'irst of all Proclus 1 view of allegory in the two essays
may be compared.

Both the theory and the practice of allegorical

interpretation play a large part in the 6th essay while in the
5th allegory is mentioned only in the first and the eighth
of the ten problems there discussed, namely at 44. 3 ff« and
at 65.19-25.

In the first of these passages Proclus is

explaining why Plato banishes poetry from his ideal state.
The first reason for the banishment is that poets produce
inaccurate representations of reality
--

A o'ocJ/

44*3-4)

and this inaccuracy takes two forms, ignoble descriptions of
heroes on the one hand and the use of improper words about
the gods on the other (44.6-20).

The improper expressions used
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of the gods are called TTC*Z>O<. m^ ^6^.^-^ "veils" (44*14).
This is a standard term in Greek thought about allegory
for a myth requiring allegorical interpretation.
44.19-20 Proclus Speaks Of TO

-rr-av 6ft\».<*

/^?

So too at
^.U^OTTO-U L

While Plato's objection, according to Proclus, to poetic
descriptions of heroes is that they are just false or fictional
( 4/66d£-r^c ) &is objection to poetic descriptions of gods is
that

c?u

K^A £/

or fictions.

(^&6cT£~r-cAL

,^ they are ggly falsehoods

Poetry about the gods is bound to be fictional,

that is, in Proclus 1 terms, allegorical.

This follows from the

Neoplatonist view that since the gods are transcendent any
human account of them, whether poetical or philosophical, is
bound to be inaccurate.

Plato's demand is that these necessary

fictions should be beautiful and fitting and should use descriptive
terms taken from the good in human life, not the bad*
is very clear at 45.3-4J
(t^j

K«O!<J/

(^<^!>d~£6&*L *

(poets) on^-u J<i

The point

y^J^^Uoc

jVov

Proclus gives the same interpretation

of Plato at 65.19-25 where, in considering what the best poet
would be like according to Plato, he says that such a poet
would make his poetry about the gods conform to the theological
TUTT^L,

laid down by Plato in Republic II and discussed by

Proclus in his 4th essay, i.e. that the gods are good, impassive
and uachanging.
In these passages Proclus is envisaging poetic myths about
3 In 44.24 cv
must be supplied:- See Kroll's Addenda, Vol.
II f p. 472 and cf. Festugiere's note.
4 Cf. also the re'eume' at 47.14-9 where -ro ^nr-cpdcv -^
gods

refers to poetry about the
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the gods as requiring allegory (since they are inevitably
and the allegorical interpreter can get a little
nearer the transcendent truth) but is placing restrictions
on the kind of poetic myths that are admitted in the first
place (the (±jc^£f\

have to be

K<*Ai

).

Is this in-

consistent with the position of the 6th essay where Proclus
is concerned to allegorise just those myths in Homer which Plato
attacked as not ^^A«x

?

The difference between the two

positions can be explained when we remember that in the 5th
essay Proclus is concerned to expound Plato;

the view that he

puts forward there is a tenable interpretation of Plato's words
in lie p. II.

In the 6th essay Proclus' express purpose, as

laid down at the beginning of it, is the reconciliation of
Homer and Plato.

Homer therefore plays a part in the 6th

essay which he does not play in the 5th and the format of the
6th essay allows Proclus to develop his own views and those
of earlier commentators on Homer as weH as to expound and
interpret Plato.

The theory of allegory is made more

sophisticated by the introduction of the idea that myths can
symbolise transcendent reality by using terms directly opposed
K

to it to describe it (77.12-28)^ and by the use of the argument
that the myths are literally true of the demons (77*29-78.14
and Pflfffflip] later).

Both these sophistications go far beyond

the scope of the 5th essay.

Proclus can be acquitted of the

charge of self-contradiction on this point but the manner of
5
6

Of. further below, pp. 399-407.
Of. below, pp. 149-50; 192-4;

and 331-3.
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hie acquittal brings out clearly that there are differences
of nature and purpose between the two essays.

The difference

of attitude to allegory in them thus supports G-allavotti' s
general argument that the two essays are distinct and do not
form two closely related links in a continuous chain of
discussions.
It is worth pointing out that Proclus 1 view of poetry
concerning heroes in the 5th essay - that Plato's objection
to it is

straightforwardly that it ty&j cfe-r-^i

(see especially

44*26-45.1) - is absolutely consistent with his treatment of
the Homeric heroes in the 6th essay and indeed helps to explain
why he solves problems about them by means other than allegory
on the whole and never dissolves the heroes themselves into
metaphysical entities as he does the gods.

Poetry about heroes

is not inherently allegorical as poetry about the gods is,
Similarly Proclus 1 rather surprising hostility to tragedy is
equally clear in both essays and in both is linked with Plato's
hostility to it.
195.21-196.13;

(See 49.13-51.25 in the 5th essay and
196.24-198.24;

205.13 in the 6th).

7

201.16-202.6?

and 202.25-

Both these facts reinforce my point

that we are dealing here not with self-contradiction but with
a difference of attitude between the two essays of the kind
that Grallavotti describes only in very general terms.
A much more disturbing difference appears if we compare
the classification of types of LL^U^IU.A
7

in 56.20-60.13* the

On Proclus' attitude to tragedy, cf. below pp. 250-1.
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fifth problem of the 5th essay, with the classification of
at 177 ff. in the latter part of the

types of -n-o«/\Tn*/
6th essay.

Proclus distinguishes four types of i

in the first passage, basing what he says in part on the types
of life listed in Phaedrus 248d.

The highest type is philosophy.

Second is possession by the Muses which moves souls to
and TPOKTDK-O'
.In this type utroti^v
^KIi
t
jare the same thing and such poetry teaches by the exhibition
of noble examples from the past which the young are to imitate.
who is reminded of eternal

Then there is the ^i/UV^of

harmony by the sound of sensible harmony and finally there is
T>KA

which knows which rhythms and harmonies

ucn^iKi/

(i.e. musical modes) will best mould the soul.
Proclus distinguishes poetry from u.cnj<fiKL/

In 60.6-13
in general and
or under

says that it goes either under inspired u-eru^i^
uninspired but not under -rv\f
the e^AcWAo/

.

^vc*vem£\Mf

> the

u^iVj^/

of

This means that poetry belongs under either

the second or the fourth of the types of LC&-V^\U^
The types of uenJ^i/^/

mentioned.

do not seem to be mentioned in a

hierarchical order for although the first, philosophy, is
the highest and subsumes all the rest, the third, that of the
c£iAoKi<xAof

f is superior to the second and the fourth.

V^«t« 59• » 9—20S

&\"\

/o^Toix^f

o/ V/

o

and 60.9-10).

~r^nerL>~ro r

The

LcenJ//K_of

concept of poetry here is very

much that of Plato in the lie public i

it is directly mimetic

and the inspired poetry mentioned under the second type of
f^vrf'iu^

is of the kind which Plato in the Republic is

prepared to admit, that is, poetry which presents good examples
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for the young to imitate.
In the second passage, at 177 ff.» there is a three-fold
classification of types of poetry into inspired, didactic
and mimetic, the last being further subdivided into eikastic
poetry, which aims at accurate representation, and the even
lower phantastic poetry, which represents things only as they
appear, not as they really are, and aims at ^u>(<*/<J//o< .
How is this classification to be reconciled with the classification
into two types of poetry at 56.20 ff.?

The mimetic poetry of

the later passage may be taken to be the same as the uninspired
poetry which comes under Tn*icfep-nK'l

u&ut^*

in the first

passage. At 190.20 ff. Proclus does actually refer to Tr^iJieo-n*^
^-*V6(KA

» after quoting Laws II 667 ff

and classifies eikastic poetry under it.

on ^u?vt'\*s\

,

Moreover, moulding

the soul by the use of the right rhythms and modes may be
considered a type of (^JU^Y^^&L , though in the later account
of mimetic poetry Proclus seems to be following Plato in
Hep. X in thinking only of its power to harm and to be neglecting
the educational possibilities of mimetic poetry of the right
kind.

The real difficulty lies in trying to reconcile the

concept of inspired poetry in the two passages.

It is not

just that the inspired poetry of 57.23-58.27 sounds much more
like the didactic poetry of the later discussion (cf. especially
58.3-24 on the educational function of this inspired poetry
with the account of didactic poetry at 179.3-15);

it is that

Proclus uses exactly the same term,
in the later passage for a quite different concept.
K

The

of the second passage has direct access
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to philosophical truths which it expresses in allegorical
mythological terms while that of the first passage relates
the deeds of heroes who were once

in this world rather than

myths about the transcendent gods, and teaches not by revelation
hidden in allegory but straightforwardly by example.

Moreover

Proclus uses the same passage of the Phaedrus. 245a, in each
case to illustrate his point and ^ive it Platonic authority
(see 57.25 ff. and 180.11 ff.).

The words in that passage of

Plato which describe the poet's educational function, TX?

/i

T

, are interpreted in two quite different ways
at 58.2 ff. and at 181.30 ff.
Here we have not just an apparent inconsistency which
may be explained by the difference of purpose between the 5th
and the 6th essay but a significant change of view which is
best explained in terms of a different time of composition of
the two essays and a development in Proclus 1 views about
poetry.

The fact that his view of allegory in the 6th essay

is more complex and sophisticated than in the 5th, even though
not in direct contradiction to the view there, would accord
well with this.
Gallavotti refers to a passage from the Commentary on
the Timaeus in order to support his view that the 6th essay
of the In Remp. is more mature in thought and later in
composition than the In Tim.

At In Tim. 64.13-65.3» in the

context of commenting on Plato's remarks about poets at Timaeus
19de, Proclus makes a distinction between ^v/£^u/

and

V

comes from the gods;

the second
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is due to human T-X^

and is no "t good enough to praise the

inhabitants of the ideal state described in the Republic and
recapitulated in the Timaeus.

The two types of poetry here may

be aligned with the two types of the 5th essay which belong to
inspired and uninspired w-cnj^i/^A

respectively, provided due

allowance is made for the fact that the one passage is closely
related to Plato's .Republic, the other to his Timaeus
and

same distinction as in the In Tim.. between £V'£^up

, using the same terminology, may be found in Hermias 1

-rroi^-nK^

commentary onjgjaaedrus 245a (97.29 ff.), the passage of which
Proclus gives differing interpretations in the 5th and in the
6th essay (cf. also Hermias 146.28 ff.).

Hermias f commentary

on the Phaedrus largely consists of Hermias' notes from Syrianus 1
o

lectures on that dialogue.

we can therefore expect to find in

it some of the same ideas as in Proclus, taken over from
Syrianus, but not those ideas which are Proclus' own.

A similar

distinction is also made in Proclus 1 16th essay, at In Hemp.
II 316.6 ff., between inspired and human ^enJCiUr!

.

In

the In Tim, passage Proclus makes use of the concept of otyof ,
which makes no appearance in the discussion of poetry in the
In Remp..and the passage arises out of a consideration of the
views of Longinus, Crigen and Porphyry about Timaeus 19de,
Although he introduces the passage under discussion with
i

cen_

i* seeras plausible to consider, in view of the

8 See K. Praechter's KB article on Hermias (1912) and Bielmeier.
Bielmeier suggests that Hermias' work also contains material
drawn from the commentary of lamblichus but the suggestion
is regarded with some scepticism by westerink (Anon. Prol.,
p. x, note 6), Gelzer (p. 22, note 48) and Larsen (p. 362).
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Hermias parallel, that the distinction between v£^u>r and
,
was iQiown to Proclus from Syrianus and that
-A<?U merely expresses his selection of a view from
among those of his predecessors,
c/

(The use of the concept of

does tempt one to speculation about Longinus even though

the J]>/
him.)

uif/eur we have is now commonly agreed not to be by
While this distinction between £\;^ou

and

-nsvi

appears to be the one which Proclus has in mind
in the 5th essay, and in the 16th, the view of the 6th essay
is much more complex.

It seems that Proclus had developed

his views between writing the 5th essay and writing the 6th.
On the classification of types of poetry, and to some extent
on allegory, there is a real difference cf view between the two
essays and a development in the thought from the one to the
other, of the kind claimed by Gallavotti.

Whether Gallavotti

is right or not in all his conclusions about the date of the
different parts of the In Hemp . and the cohesion into an
"Isagoge to the Republic" of the twelve essays which seem to
go together, he clearly is right that the 5th and 6th essays
must be considered as distinct units, composed at different
times, with different purposes, and for different types of occasion.
In what follows I shall therefore consider them quite separately
as regards their form and their scholastic context.

9 But cf. G. Luck, "Die Schrift vora l^rhabenen und ihr Verfasser",
Arctos U.S. V (1967), pp. 97-113. Luck argues that the
. is by the 3rd century Longinus. This passage of
the In T^m. could be added to Luck's evidence. Proclus makes
as a literary concept again at In Parm. 646.
use of t>yof
21-647.24.
10

See further below pp. 221-34 and Chapter 6, pp. 536 ff.
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The 5th essay considers ten different problems which
arise in connection with Plato's discussion of poetry in Rep.
II.

Two of them, the third and the seventh problems, are

concerned to reconcile what Plato says there with what he
says in other dialogues;

the first and the fourth are concerned

to resolve apparent contradictions within the Republic itself;
the second discusses the conflict between Plato's rejection
of tragedy and comedy and the Aristotelian doctrine of catharsis;
and the remaining five problems expound what Plato says and
fill in what he does not say but (in Proclus* view) would or
might have said.
42.1-43.25.

The ten problems are initially set out at

They are then discussed in order and in each case

the problem is restated before it is discussed, the progress
of the argument is clearly marked and the answer that has been
given is often summed up at the end of the discussion of the
individual problem.

It can be seen from the way I have

characterised the ten problems that they are all closely linked
to the exposition of Plato.

Although this is not line-by-line

commentary, it is commentary in a wider sense of the term as
comment on problems that arise in
particular text,

the course of studying a

when one thinks of commentary in the ancient

world, or on classical texts in the modern world, one thinks of
line-by-line commentary, whether on literary texts or on
philosophical writings.

In fact

however, just as today,

the study of texts could also take the form of the selection
and discussion of specific problems. G-udeman's ti± article on
i
i ]
u££i|'
discusses just tnis type of activity. The
A
11 (1927). Cf. also H. DBrrie, Porphyries* Synnikta Zetemata.
in Zetemata 20 (Munich, 195iJ, pp. 1-4.
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is the answer to a scholarly question, the explanation
of a difficulty, or the solution of a problem. The problem
s6*S

(
f
or <X?TTO/».V .
^-^
itself can be called TT/>O£A^OL , S'A^"^
/
' *
if
A large part of Gudeman's article is concerned with the

collections of 7l/?o ^A^^^~^ or

discussions of both philological and moral difficulties in
Homer, to which I shall return when I come to discuss the form
of the 6th essay. After a brief mention of J^y^'^r^ concerned
Y^T^u^-r^v
i**.£jv JM-i-r
TroiATwith other author
\ ——
—i- ——
^ s such^ as the "TT^^
of Diogenes of Tarsus, mentioned
— ^°^ v ^rrix^-y^1-^
in Diogenes Laertius VI. 81 , and the Quaestiones in Ctepftpjjn
&&& in Exodum of Philo, Gudeman passes to the collections
/
f/r- "'*
*"_^^~_
wuion range from
or ~
of independent Z^
the philosophical and scientific TG^A^7^- °^ Philosophers
such as Aristotle and Theophrastus, to the less serious
collections of problems discussed at symposia such as Plutarch* s
Quaestiones Conviviales or Athenaeus 1 Deipnosophistae . Proclus 1
5th essay falls into a particular group of this large and
heterogeneous class of writings, a group not properly distinguished
by G-ud email who simply makes a broad classification into
i-^

linked to a particular author and independent
cr-cx. but then includes a work like Plutarch's
^nder the latter. The group in
A K ^^ linked to a particular
philosophical author and concerned with philosophical exposition
rather than with the solution of philological or moral
difficulties. (The latter is the only kind of discussion Grudeman

question is that of
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seems to have in mind for his first class of T//>o/?/U L^^TC* .)
Good examples of the kind of philosophical discussion I am
talking about are provided by Plutarch's
and by some of the Quaestiones of Alexander of Aphrodisias
which deal with specific problems in the exposition of
Aristotle. 12
Plutarch's ten TQ<x-

TvXtx:'n>c

^ne same

number of problems as we find not only in Proclus 1 5th essay
but, by explicit design, in most of the books of Plutarch's
Quaestiones Conviviales .

and also in Proclus* own De decem

dubitationibus circa providentiam) may be found in Volume VI. 1
of Drexler's revised Teubner text of the Horalia. 1 1 They
discuss a variety of individual problems taken from different
dialogues of Plato, often giving more than one solution without
taking a final view as to the right answer*

A typical example

is the third one where Plutarch summarises the account of
the Divided Line in the Republic and then poses the problem:
Vo^ f^j

<£f

JrfV<./<?<

"""^

iro-ns./>o\/
To

vo^XiN/

ou /6 J/ x\ tJ k.

^

^4

.

^/^^T^O^

U.£%OV

TUA
^ .m
£6T>V^

c^J-^C

Y^/)

With the demand that what Plato has left

unsaid should be filled in we may compare the fifth, the ninth
and the tenth of the problems in Proclus' 5th essay.

Plutarch

12 Gf. also Porphyry, Plot. 15s- Euboulos wrote tp_Plotinus from
Athens and sent him fuw a k ^uL*cr&~
o-^/o -nv/^jv/ Tr^^-n^vn^x/
. Seefurther Koch, pp. 13-8J Nock's
Sallustius, Prolegomena, p. cxiv, esp. note 28> Larsen, pp. 155
and 175-6 (with reference to the De myst. of lamblichus.)
1^J (Leipzig, 1959)» For a brief discussion of the THX^-qjv/^^
V^ X u ^—^. see R.M. Jones, The Platonism of Plutarch (Menasha.
1916T, pp. 104-6.

.

I ,»

r,

introduces the answer with Z\ o £ ^v

6

X

adding a string of further points with a succession of £
_

i

Then he states the opposite view: n/^/
>(

r* \

?

i

c'<s T-ero\/c^i/7Yov/ ^

, supports it with passages from other dialogues and

the addition of further points with M^ ^/

,

' but comes to no final conclusion.
interest is the eighth problem, T^

Of particular

'

*

' '

/
vVjV/

7f

a more

complicated structure than the others, being in two parts.
In the first part Plutarch does give a verdict as to which
solution he prefers and he deploys and refers to the opinions
of a variety of other philosophers and, on the same level, the
views of Pindar and Euripides.
Tne Quaestiones of Alexander as they have come down to
us are a very miscellaneous collection.
his edition
are:

In the introduction to

Bruns divides them up into four groups.

These

independent problems, distinct from the commentary and

like the ~]^>/S\S\^^T^

of Aristotle and Theophrastus;
were originally part of a complete

commentary but the rest are separate discussions of particular
problems in Aristotle;
passages;

summaries and paraphrases of Aristotelian

and fragments.

In practice it is difficult to

separate the third group from the second.

A problem like III.6,

for example, on the section of the De anlma in which Aristotle
demonstrates that there are only five senses, is placed by Bruns
14

Supplementpm Aristotelicum II (Berlin, 1892).
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in his second group but could be considered a paraphrase and
placed in the third group. In any case I am concerned with
the second group, in which there are a number of clearcut
examples. A good instance of the type is 11.25 (p. 76.16 ff.
in Bruns). It is headed '^A/W A^jf^Uf Itc T^HJ cfeijT^/
/
f*
~)
i
k
\
~
r~
TUv 7T£/>, y^x^f Ap ( *> ~^° ~~>~^^oof ^ Jp) X0^'r • Alexander begins
/

»

by quoting the relevant portion of the De anlma and then poses
the question what a particular phrase in it means: 7\p£r T\
.

><

\

)

/

i

>

/

V

/N

He expounds the problem a bit further and then introduces the
j\
solution with ^ . Another interesting example is 1.11, of
which there are two different versions (p. 21.14 ff. in Bruns).
^ TiJ ^T TU-V, ^^/(^
^/\TT>U
After the heading TQj'P

^/>O\/

^^, 0^
S^

~r<^\

r\ i \
m*<J>^=>/\erO

f}" ~v£^

> Cl
erod^V

> ,
<^^v>\/

9 it begins: E^T^T-r^ mlj- ^^/\i~c^ . ., -

A^

Alexander

refers in it to his own commentary on the De anima. thus
making it clear that this is a separate c.
particular problem written after the overall commentary and
distinct from it.
Proclus 1 5th essay falls into this genre of problems
in the exposition of a philosophical authority, although It
differs from the examples I have given in that it is confined
to a particular portion of a particular work.

A formal analysis

of the essay brings out clearly its relationship to such works
as those of Plutarch and Alexander. I have already mentioned
the way in which the problems to be discussed are set out and
the progress of the argument clearly marked. G-udeman in his
RE article picks out a number of formulae regular in the exposition
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u£»j and others may be found in

of a Tni>£y£yU iw and its

the manner in which Plutarch introduces his TC\<xT~v4V \I^L^
T>\ {A<x-rsi .

to introduce the problem

Thus Gudeman's TTUr

is found in Proclus 1 first statement of his third problem,
at 42.16, again in the second statement of it at 51.27 and
in the second statement of the fourth problem at 54. 3 1 while
in Plutarch problems 6,7 and 8 all begin with TnJf
£cX/(

'A^ ' o/. .. Similarly

Y£x T^y V^X*?
Alexander begins 1.11, quoted above,
/PAT^,^ . ^ -

£«$*') T^-TO

rrvJ/

Another of Plutarch's standard opening formulae,

this one not noted by Gudeman, is TL <TVOTT^

which introduces

his first, second and fourth problems. So in Proclus

_ c

is used when the second and fourth problems are first stated,
at 42.10 and 42.22, while in Alexander 1.16 we find the similar
f TVoT- ' .
> i
•
Tl
ATTX) /?A £ £
Plutarch's most frequent way of introducing his solutions
n

is with TT^T^OV' ...

because, as I said, he frequently

gives alternative solutions and does not decide between them.
In Alexander there is no regular formula for introducing the
solution;

there is a more tentative LL//TTX>T~ X
Bruns).

while at III.3

at 11.25 it is introduced with A*
crov

(p. 81.29 in

In Proclus we find ^^AuSc^cv at 49.20 and

^V&IJL

at 57.8 which is like the
etc. noted by Gudeman.

The most common sign in Proclus that we

have moved from exposition of the problem to the solution is
Just the particle p_£V
;

erov/

65.19 y^A

.

30 at 61.2
u£\/

&vv/etc.

-renjf

ut-v

cnjv/

(Cf. also 63.21-2
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A
I

Proclus frequently expounds Plato by means of his own
words in other contexts.

He refers to the Timaeus at 45*7 f f »

to the kaws at 46.5 ff., and to the Politicus and then the
Laches and the I-iinos at 61 .5 ff . where he is concerned to amplify
what is said about harmony and rhythm in the Ke public and
turns to other works of Plato for help. 1 S This is a schoolroom
discussion of problems for an audience of serious students who
all know their Plato texts and are concerned to understand
them better.

The marking out of the steps of the argument,

the frequent summaries and repetitions (e.g. 46.1-7;

47.14-9;

51.20-5;

53.26-54.2, etc.) are also a part of this scholastic

context.

The Ueoplatonic commentaries were originally given

as lectures in the Platonic schools and some of those which we
have, such as that of Olympiodorus on the Gorgias . are actually
, written up from notes taken by a student.
Proclus seems to have written up his own lectures;
implied by Marinus Ch. 22, £v
Lto<.

k«*A

SotJji^f

-re-

T^G^

this is

<^ overuse* if

^"^j^/y^^o u.£

*
takes Smvv/rsk as referring to all that Proclus went into
) in his lectures.

It is also indicated

by the fact that his commentaries are not called
in the KISS and are on the whole free from the kind of student's
errors which beset some of the

later commentaries.

15 See further below, pp. 237-42 and 26->70.
16 Of. Westerink's introduction to the Anon. Prol.. p, x, note
4 and p. xxxix on errors of this kind in the Anpn. Prol.
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The 5th essay then is a subsequent written version of
a schoolroom discussion of ten problems arising from Rep. II.
It is a fairly elementary discussion, concerned largely to
expound Plato.

The repetitions and summaries make it easier

for the beginner to follow.

There is some reference to the

views of other philosophers, notably Aristotle in the second
/
problem and the five/ of 65.3 who consider Plato a bad judge
of poetry, but on the whole discussion of other interpretations
is excluded for the sake of simplicity.

A momentary comparison

with the pflfnfflm^Q/TY on the Timaeus will make clear that this was
not always Proclus' method.

Indeed if we compare 65«3» which

is actually concerned with Timaeus 21c, with the discussion
of the same problem in the In Tim, at 90.16 ff., we can see the
difference.

The In Tim, tells us who these Tiv^p are and

goes into their views in greater detail because it is a more
detailed and less elementary work.

Towards the end of the

5th essay, in the ninth and tenth problems, we do get something
of Proclus 1 independent views but on the whole these are much
more subordinated to the exposition of Plato than they are in
the 6th essay.

The 5th essay shows us Proclus in his role as

teacher of philosophy rather than in the complementary one of
original philosopher.
G-allavotti believes that the 5th essay goes together with
eleven of the others in our collection and in his 1971 article 17'
he argues that together they all form an "Isagoge to the
.Republic", the introduction which the 1st essay explicitly
17

See note 1 above.
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announces.

Gallavotti does seem to be right to group these

twelve essays together (i.e. 1-5;

7?

8;

10-12;

14 and

15) as all concerned with elementary exposition of the Republic
and he is certainly justified in giving them the name "Isagoge"
as the proper term for an elementary course, like Albinus'
to Platonic philosophy as a whole, or Porphyry's
Isagoge to the Categories of Aristotle.

The only point on

which I would take issue with him is his assertion that the
succeeding essays do themselves form the seventh of the points
to be discussed listed in the first essay (see 6.1 ff. and
especially 6.24 ff» for the seventh point -nw
^r\/^e*|X.UorNOp

cUXn^WtkX/

TUV

C/OKU.i'nJv/

^Ko'l

difficulty is that the end of the first essay is missing, along
with the whole of the second, and the portion we have only
gets as far as the third of the seven points.

It seems out of

proportion for Proclus to have considered his first six
points relatively briefly (though in what we have the first
is discussed at more than twice as much length as the second)
and then to have spent eleven distinct essays on the seventh
point.

I would rather envisage the first essay as including

some treatment of the seventh point, with the emphasis on
how the different parts of the Republic form an organic whole,
in the terms of the Phaedrus referred to at 6.26, and in relation
to the £ico7r<>f
point.

of the dialogue considered under the first

Proclus would then make a new beginning and turn ex-

plicitly to the exposition of particular points in the different
18 On the form of the Isagoge cf. also Nock's Sallustius, p.
cxv.

The most illuminating parallels for an
elementary course on the Republic of this kind do not come
from the ancient world at all. Consider, for example, a work

books of the dialogue.

familiar to most students of the Republic at modern British
universities, Gross and Voozley's Plato * s Republic. A Philosophical
4Q
It is called a commentary though it is in fact
Commentary.
an exposition of particular problems; it is explicitly intended
as an elementary book for students and the stages of the argument
in each chapter are accordingly set out very clearly; reference
in the text to the views of other philosophers and to other
interpretations is kept to a simple and limited level; however
the modern work differs from that of Proclus in that there is
little or no reference to other works of Plato. Cross and
Voozley do not deal with exactly the same problems as Proclus
for their interests are not the same. Although both they and
Proclus begin by considering first the argument with Polemarchus
and then that with Thrasymachus (dealt with in Proclus 1 second
and third essays and in Cross and Woozley's first two chapters)
Proclus gives greater attention to
theology, Cross and Woozley to political philosophy. We may
20 Like
.
blic
Repu
the
on
ures
Lect
ip's
lesh
Nett
also compare

the paths

then diverge:

many of the Neoplatonic commentaries but unlike those of Proclus
21 The intro.
notes
s
ent'
stud
from
iled
comp
been
has
this work
ductory chapter reminds one of Proclus 1 1st essay in considering
19

(London, 1964).

20
21

(London, 1901).
See O.R. Benson's prefatory notice.

the true subject of the dialogue, its form as a dialogue, its
logical method and its main divisions*

The succeeding chapters

give a sympathetic exposition of the problems of the different
books, interspersed with comment and explanation, and with
some reference to other works of Plato.
Gallavotti then is substantially right that the 5th essay
forms part of an introductory course on the Republic*

Its

internal division into ten problems relates it to the genre
of problems in the exposition of a philosophical authority
exemplified by Plutarch's TTxlx ~riM )do<
of Alexander's Quaestiones.

Vjio<Tb< and some

Proclus is using the technique

and approach of that scholarly genre within the wider framework of a standard type of introductory course for students.

The 6th essay, unlike the 5th, is an independent unit,
not linked to any of the other essays of the In Remp. , and we
have already seen that it is more complex and sophisticated
in its thought and probably later in composition than the 5th
essay.

Like the 5th essay it belongs to the genre of problems

in the exposition of a philosophical authority and the parallels
of Plutarch and Alexander are as relevant to it as they are to the
5th essay.

However, in the 6th essay Proclus is trying to

reconcile Homer and Plato and we also have to take into account

the tradition of cO/x/|/)|^
r l/

-T77>p/?/Uixc*"nx > of exposition
/ /

of problems in Homeric poetry.

When Proclus refers his readers

or hearers to the work of Syrianus for more details on the
theomachy, at 95. 26-31 » it is to Syrianus' /\o6<^$

of I

, that is, to a work devoted to problems in Homer.
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There was a long tradition of such collections of c
-rn^xU' p. ocTc* and indeed it seems to have been the form which
much ancient comment on Homer took (cf . the first part of
Gudeman's RE article).

iAtt2/ v

Ch. 25 of Aristotle's Poetics is TT-£/>,

u^

i^x-A

and sets out the different

kinds of problems and solutions.

c£

an ^>T-<><

Aristotle did also write

) IUo*

22
have fragments given by other authors.

of wnich we
The Quaestiones

Homericae of Heraclitus belong essentially to this genre, as
their title shows, ajid Porphyry's

V IJK:
I
fV)

was an

important collection of interpretations drawn on both by the

2*3

scholia to our Homer MSS and probably by Syrianus and Proclus. ^
The relationship of the 6th essay to this tradition is clear
not only from the reference I quoted to Syrianus 1 work but also
from Proclus' references to earlier, pre-lleoplatonic interpreters
of Homer at 115.14, 131.5 ff., and 150.11.
is not itself a collection of f O^/)i^
discussion of Plato:

Yet the 6th essay
-Tr^/fAVuocn^ but a

Proclus deals only with those passages

to which Plato raised objections in Rep. II and III, his avowed
aim is the reconciliation of Homer and Plato, and much of the
second book of the essay is taken up with the discussion of
Plato's general views about poetry and the development of Proclus'
owntheory of poetry, although the discussion is brought back to
Homer at the end.
'vW u <*T^<

Proclus is combining c£V/\/2it<u>< and TTAc^TTJv

The latter come to the fore in the second book of

22 Fragments 142-179 in Rose's edition (Leipzig, 1886).
23 Cf. the Prolegomena to Schrader, esp. pp. 408 ff., and cf.
below, pp, 156-7 and 185.
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the essay where, for example, a special section, 173* 4-1 77 .3*
is devoted to explaining Plato's apparent devaluation of Homer
in favour of Stesichorus in the Phaedrua .
Just as in the 5th essay, here too a formal analysis
brings out clearly the relationship of Proclus 1 work to these
two genres of scholarship.

When Proclus states the aims of

his essay on p. 71 he gives as the first of these, ~ro<f -r£i)
(71.8).

At 129.6-7 he passes

from the discussion of why the gods are said to laugh to the
next difficulty raised by Plato with the words: <£
TTpofc Ma
U 6 \V
~]r——

o\i(\%
\ov<*-vc
. Similarly at 132.14
'
'/
'
Q
he introduces the question of the union of £eus and Hera with the
/

words: €K.cfc^T2JL

c-fe

'jf*/1

^^OA'C*

u-^'JVJv/

while at

146.8-9 there is another similar introductory formula: £7*0 M-<? \/ov/
V

Tro/^^ n

One may compare some of G-udeman's examples of introductory formulae
to

./u>iK.o< TToje^-r^ such as
.

>o/>/^\/

T^y^-^v

and

Blunt questions of the type found in

the 5th essay and in Plutarch's T/TUnyW 1 1<: <^

^n "X 1 c*/r°*

less common in the 6th essay but 126.18-9 T/

enjv

r\^

o /yrr-<rn£

^

-rvlvy

L±

* 14 q/oij. f

fits the now familiar pattern.
(

are

As in the

'v

5th essay LL&V ovv is frequently used to introduce the
(e.g. 106.18, 112.13, 141.4, 146.17) and there are also more
extensive formulae like
(96.16)}

s\<^x<^o C7L-4

tA6l/

e~V \/

u^i

<ri r

(115.13)} /I^Vi^ix^v7

C^iAW&£\V CTL

'
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ij- ^rrmA^i/ (124.1).

119.2, 130.1 ff., 131.5).

(Cf. also 113.20,

These are like the xV

of 57.8 in the 5th essay and the variations on /lir
-nb^ listed by
Gudeman.

Proclus uses a similar formula at

173.26 when

dealing with a problem in Plato, not Homer: VUA' eo>\/

The use of Plato's own words in other contexts to elucidate
obscurities or, more commonly, to provide a parallel and give
authority to the point being made is found again here, as in
the 5th essay.

So at 108.9-17, for example, the Phaedrus is used

to elucidate the Platonic doctrine of a choice of lives.

In general

the problems in the 6th essay are dealt with in a less mechanical
way than those in the 5th.

The structure of the argument is still

clear but the moves from one point to another are not so obviously
marked.

This more sophisticated style is a concomitant of the

more complex thought of the 6th essay.

It is a less elementary

piece of work altogether but the reasons for this lie not, as
Gallavotti thinks, simply in its probably later date but rather
in the fact that it is different in purpose and intended for
a different kind of occasion.

The part of the 6th essay where

the structure is most clearly marked is in the sections at
177 ff.

The three types of poetry are first introduced at

178.6 ff., then described in greater detail and shown to be
recognised by Plato at 180.3 ff., that section is recapitulated
at 191.25-192.3 and then in a further section at 192.6 ff. we
are shown how all the types of poetry may be found in Homer.
There is thus a certain amount of repetition here as well as clear
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marking of the argument.

It is just in this part of the essay

that both are most necessary for here Proclus is developing
complex ideas which are in part his own and it is important
that these new ideas should be presented in such a way that the
reader cannot fail to grasp them. 4

Similarly in the difficult

opening sections of the essay, 71.21 ff. and 87.1 ff.> we
find Proclus concerned to summarise what he has said before
moving on to a fresh point (e.g. 76.8-17?
93.24).

78.14-79.26;

92.28-

Proclus writes as one who is used to the techniques

of lecturing and teaching and aware of the necessity of
presenting ideas, particularly abstract ideas, in more than
one way in order to get them across.
obvious in the 5th essay because

The techniques are more

that is directed at a less

advanced audience.
At whom in fact is the 6th essay directed and what is
the occasion of its delivery, if it is a lecture, or production,
if it is a written work?
the words "t-Voo/'v/o/

/^?v

The essay opens, at 69.23 ff., with
£V rc^f

-K^>

TO^ruNof

v-£vc£M/cnf

means,
"it occurred to me 11 , and the words A^TV.--

J^Xc-rcrut-Voi/ would

naturally imply that Proclus is speaking of himself as giving a
lecture.

This is the way they are taken by Pestugiere and he

refers to Philostr. VS. I 24.1 for J^Ac-^V
lecturej

meaning a public

one might also compare LSJ's reference to Philostr.

VS II 21.3.

Gallavotti, however, appears to take the phrase

in the sense of "when we had a discussion", referring op'-V to
24

On Proclus 1 originality here, see below, pp. 221-34.
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Proclus and Syrianus together and not taking it as an editorial
"we" for Proclus alone.

lie takes 69.23 and 71.3 together to

imply that it was byrianus who held the discussion and speaks
of "dispute". 2S This must, 1 think, be wrong. G-allavotti
has misunderstood cA<x/\6i/oWv/eif and it is quite illegitimate to
take 69.23 and 71.3 together when more than a page of text
lies between them.

1'he opening sentence could mean either

that while Proclus was giving the lecture he had the idea of
discussing Plato's attitude to iiomer, or that the lecture did
itself deal with that topic.

Only in the latter case would the

6th essay be, as is usually assumed, a written-up lecture.
usual assumption seems to me to be justified.

The

In the course

of the essay the reader/hearer is addressed not only in the
second person singular used in Greek either in written work
addressed to a reader or in a speech addressed to a number of
people, but also in the second person plural which must imply
a live audience (e.g. u\*<*$
&^At6&±
198.25).

an(i upn/

in 71.22 and 25»

144.21 and 164.13; 2^orr^-r^

J^ <£

/£

In particular the whole passage at 71.21 ff. sounds

like the words of a lecturer.

But the essay is too long in its

present form to have been a single lecture.

In writing up the

thought could be developed further and there would be more
scope for extensive quotation from Plato of the kind found in
the second book of the essay.
25 See note 1 on p. 217 of his 1929 article (op. cit. above,
note 1). Similarly, Gallavotti, L*estetica greca... p. r11.
Of. also Immisch, p. 269; he thinks that a lecture or £n.T-£t£.\
by avrijinue is what is referred to. Coulter, pp. 112-15 follows
Festugiere.

The lecture is presented as taking place on Plato's
birthday.

**e know from Porphyry, Plot. 2 and 15 that the

birthdays of Plato and Socrates were regularly celebrated by
the rlatonists and in 1 5 "we near of i orphyry reading out a
poem as part of the celebrations.
of Porphyry's Q)u\o '\orof

Similarly in a fragment

<^i^pJ^6i(

in iiusebius P^ ^.3

467d (Vol. II, p. 12.1 ff. G-ifford) we find mention of a banquet
accompanied by philosophical discussion on Plato's birthday
and the first part of Plutarch's uuaest. conv. VIII, which
deals with questions about Plato, is said to take place
on Plato's birthday (see the preface to the book, 71 7a, and
the opening of the first "quaestio", 71 7b).
~ ~" i

liarinus Ch. 23
I

mentions irroclus 1 own celebration of the /'>W"rvi v/£i<* and the
L^
similar anniversary banquets were held in
/ * -neroc .
the school of ^picurus. 27 i'he possibility should not be
excluded that this setting is fictional.

This is clearly the

case with the Plato's birthday discussion of Plutarch Quaest .
conv. VIII and we may also compare the itenaissance commentary
on the Symposjlum. by iiarsilio Picino.
of that work, ii. karcel,

The most recent editor

argues that a real banquet celebrating

Plato's birthday did take place in tiie year 1468 but then goes
on to say not that the debate recounted by Picino really took

26 Cf. also Anon. Prol. 6.16-8. Westerink translates
there as "the city of Athens", but it is more likely to mean
"the A thenian philosophers". (The Anon. Prol. is itself a
product of the Alexandrian school:- cf. Westerink, p. x).
27 «->ee A.J. Pestu^iere, .u-picure ct ses dieu>; (2nd edn., Paris,
1968), pp. 31 ff. and P. Boyance, Le culte des Nuses chez les
philosophes /:recs (Paris, 1936;, pp. 523 ff.
28

In the introduction to his edition (Paris, 1956).
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place but that the celebration gave Ficino a pretext for
presenting his commentary in the form of a fictional debate.
However, the evidence I have mentioned does support the view
that the 6th essay really did originate in a special lecture,
as does the fact that most Neoplatonlc writing originated in
oral teaching.
There is yet a further point of doubt regarding the origin
of the essay*

Oallavotti, as I have mentioned, takes the mis-

taken view that the birthday lecture was in fact a discussion
in which Syrianus took part*

Pro clue states a number of times

that what he says derives from Syrianus and the difficulty
lies in determining just how (a) the initial lecture and (b)
the essay we have are related to lectures or written work by
Syrianus.

G-allavotti is aware of this problem and his error

lies in oversimplifying the solution.

It is important to

recognise that Pro das' references to Syrianus are not all
to one work of his or to one occasion on which he told Proclus
his views on Homer and Plato.

On the one hand we have the

reference of 95 26-31 to a written work by him, his A
and in 133.5ff* a reference to a
special monograph on Zeus and Hera;

on the other 71*2 ff*

refers to a lecture by Syrianus on the i^&\v^^ Tviv Jo\/jAoraJ\/
of Homer and Plato. 2Qy It is this latter reference which
(Jallavotti wrongly equates with the birthday lecture of 69*23*
So far we have (i) a lecture by Syrianus J

(ii) a subsequent

29 Notice f^^^^cM 9 but the word may not be as significant
as it looks at first sight. Julian (0^. V.162c) can speak of
"hearing" Xenarchus who lived in the time of Augustus. Of.
Dillon, Introduction, p. 10, note 4.
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lecture by Proclus on Plato's birthday;

(iii) the final

written up and expanded version of that lecture.

The references

to Syrianus 1 written work could have been added in (iii)
but might equally well have been part of (ii).

There still

remains the reference to Syrianus of 71*21 ff., in which
Proclus disclaims originality for what he is going to say;
the credit, or otherwise, for it must go to Plato and Syrianus.
All Proclus claims he is going to do is repeat the ideas of
Syrianus: £k£
'

cQ

txUxiv/

->W
\

-~TU

A&yv\/-T^i
0
I

i-o T^

<

r^p^tQ^L*- -r^VT^,
/
/••

I

/M (7t^-r^
_____. \
TTT^D
,

vof

c^/c

f

^

!

cK<^\M u. cv£-<j
^
TVJ\/

~>
/""
tx^oTv-Jv/

A^/uU^-

If we

were to take this passage as belonging to stage (iii), the
writing up, and refer -TOTE to the recent birthday lecture of
69*23 we would seem forced to take Gallavotti f s view that
Syrianus played some part in that.
do this.

However we need not

The last lecture mentioned has been Syrianus 1

lecture in 71 .31

it is to that that TOT&

refers;

Proclus

is going to report what was said then and in private discussions
afterwards between himself and Syrianus and this passage may
be taken as belonging to stage (ii), the original lecture by
Proclus.

The use of the plural 6u?\/ confirms that this is

correct.

So in fact we need to allow for four stages in the

development of the essay:
1)

lecture by Syrianus (71*3)

2)

subsequent discussions between Proclus and Syrianus
(71.26-7)

3)

a lecture by Proclus on Plato's birthday (69.23)

4)

the writing up of that lecture into the essay we have.
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We shall see in Chapter 3 that these four stages of development
have to be taken into account in considering how much of the
essay derives from Syrianus.

The fact that there is more than

one type of reference to Syrianus shows in itself that the
view that is often taken, that Proclus is doing little more
30
than transcribing Syrianus, is too simple to be correct.
The celebration on Plato's birthday in which the 6th
essay originated, or rather in which it originated as far as
Proclus himself is concerned, would be a celebration within the
Platonic school, just as the celebration of Epicurus 1 birthday
described by Festugiere^
school.

was an event within the Epicurean

A number of features

of the 6th essay make clear that,

no less than the 5th, it is intended for an audience of students
of Plato within the school although it differs from the 5th
in not being directed specifically at elementary students.
When Proclus cites passages of Plato he does so in a way
which suggests his audience are all expected to be familiar
with Platoi

©.g. T-uiv

(=v

/ip c^l(J

(164.13 ff.) -ri Je

4UT5^T»*iv JK. -mv ^ "/k»l,n

(190.26-7).
157.16-7, etc.).

^GvAouiL+zvuv
(Gf. also 169.25-6,

At 131.29-31 Proclus says that the words

Od. 9.6-10 agree -rov"
of Odysseus in —

meaning, "with Platonic doctrines".

'W-r^Wjr

<f<^YU<
dr

The very term

shows that we are in the context of a philosophical school
with fixed doctrines;
30
31

that these are just called "ours" shows

Pp. 120 ff. below.
See reference in note 27 above.
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that we are among members of, or at least sympathisers with,
the school and that all of the audience are presumed to
take certain points of view for granted.

In the same

way Socrates at 149.22 is called a -r^^p 1
The most striking passage in this respect comes at the very
end of the essay, at 205.21 ff. After another reference to
Syrianus - the whole essay is dedicated to the memory of his
^ut/c-u^/o* , a vague term which can cover lectures, discussions,
and individual "tutorials" - Proclus says that his words are
to be o^/7/>A o^ TT/>^$ -r^jf TroA/lou/ . AS Festugiere points out
in his translation, this is a topoq. He cites parallels in
Stob. Hermet. fr. XI. 4, in his own note on that passage, and
in Porph. Marc. 14-5, especially p. 284.16 ff. Nauck. He
might have added Bpictetus I 29-30 -rl crbv j A^Wnv/ Jc-~T
oof ~^f
W

TX=» A X enj/

er&x/y

u-(\floL£^v

\

and 64 (at the end of a
£&

~r^2)Ti^

-rrs>&f

rr^iVT^ifj

The parallel from the Hermetica is interesting for Pestugiere
"52
himself has shown^ that the Hermetica belong to a scholastic
context, of instruction given by a master to one or several
pupils.

Ai^ /A/?^
Similarly the ———
- —— of Spictetus are Arrian's

reports of the philosophical discussions which £pictetus conducted
Festugiere suggests in his
in his school at Nicopolis.
note on Proclus that the topos is merely used here to give
solemnity to the conclusion but 1 think there is a little more
to it than that.

It does show us that here we have a work for

32 In La reVdlation d'Hermes Trisme'giste. Vol. II (Paris, 1949),
Ch. 2.
33 Cf. I. Bruns, De Bchola flpicteti (Kiel, 1897).
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the school, not for an outside audience, and in Proclus 1
insistence that the Homeric myths he defends could be harmful
if not understood aright we may find the reason why the work
is unsuitable for any chance reader. In the conditions of
the 5th century A.D., where the Platonic Academy continued
to teach pagan philosophy while the outside world was largely
Christian, there might be particular point in stressing that
allegories in terms of Neoplatonist metaphysics were for the
ears of the school only. ^
Presumably the audience at the special lecture on Plato's
birthday would be all the members of the school who wished to
come, from the wisest and most learned to the newest and
least experienced. AB often happens with such lectures Proclus
pitches the argument at quite a high level. He goes beyond
the simple exposition of Plato to develop his ideas with some
complexity and although he continues to mark the progress of
the argument clearly the whole process is less mechanical than
in the 5th essay. The students who were attending the elementary
course on the Republic of which the 5th essay forms a part
must, one imagines, have found themselves in unexpectedly deep
water when they came along to the master's special lecture on
Plato's birthday.

These remarks apply equally to the written
up version of the lecture which we have, for I think we are
justified in assuming that while Proclus may have added things

34 I owe this last point to Prof. E.R. Dodds. It is supported
by the fact that ct TT-^/W is one of the "code-phrases" which
Proclus uses to refer to the Christians:- see H.D. Saffrey,
HAlluaions antichretiennes chez Proclus: le diadoque platonicien",
R3Ph 59 (1975), pp. 553-63, and cf. the allusion to the Christians
in the 6th essay, at 74.8,
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when he came to "publish" the lecture, or rather to prepare
it for circulation in written form, and while in lecturing
he might repeat points or digress, as lecturers do, nevertheless
the essential characteristics of the work which distinguish
it from a simpler production like the 5th essay remain the
same in the written version as they were in the original
lecture.
I have considered the form of the 5th and 6th essays in
themselves and in relation to the rest of the Commentary on
the Republic.

Two questions remain to be answered which concern

the relation of the Commentary pja the Republic to Proclus 1
work as a whole.

One is the question why, in dealing with

the Republic. Proclus should have written an introductory
course dealing with specific problems, and special monographs
on particular topics in it, like the 6th essay, but no continuous
The other is the question of the date of the work:

commentary.

can we say anything about its date or about the date of different
parts of it in relation to Proclus 1 other works?
The answer to the first of these two questions is, I
think, that we have no continuous commentary on the Republic
by Proclus because the Republic was not one of the dialogues
read in the regular Platonic school course as laid down by
•2C

lamblichus.
Prol.

That order may be found in Ch. 26 of the Anon.

The difficulties and confusions of the passage are

discussed by Westerink on p. xxxvii of the introduction to his
35 This answer was suggested to me by Prof. T. Gelzer. Cf.
also Saffrey and Westerink's introduction to the PT, Vol. I,
pp. Iv-vii.
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edition of the Anon. Prol.

However one resolves these, it

is quite clear that the Republic, together with the Laws,
did not form a compulsory part of the course but was an
optional extra.

The compulsory dialogues listed in the

Anon.. Prol. are Alcibiades I, Gorgias. Phaedo. Cratvlus*
Theaetetaa.Phaedrus. Symposium. Philebus
Parmenides.

Timaeus and

Westerink argues that the missing two required

to make up the number of twelve mentioned are Sophist
and Politicus. which would follow the Theaetetus.

Proclus'

full line-by-line commentaries were all on works within the
compulsory list:

those on Alcibiades £,

Cratylus. Timaeus

an^ Parmenides survive, at least in part, and we know that he
-rg

also wrote on Phaedo. Theaetetus. Phaedrus and Philebus. y

He wrote a commentary on the Sophist too. a fact which fits
"57
The Republic does figure in the short
Westerinkte argument.
list of dialogues that the student should read in Ch. 5 of
Albinus 1 Isagoee and it is clear that it remained popular although
excluded by lamblichus from the compulsory canon and kept out
of that canon by Proclus.

(This seems the only reasonable

interpretation of the statement at the beginning of Anon.
Prol. 26 that Proclus £/C/<X/MCL the Republic)

It appears

in Henry's list of the dialogues most quoted by Plotinus.
It therefore makes excellent sense and accords well with what
36 See R. Beutler's RE article "Proklos 11 (1957) for the evidence
for these works.
37 His commentary on the frorgias may have been only on the myth
and if so would be like the commentary on the myth of Er which
forms the 16th essay of the In Remp.. while his commentary on
the speech of Diotima in the Symposium, falls into the same
class of commentary on a portion of a text.
38 Cf. Wallis, p. 19.
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we know about the dialogues read in the Platonic school, both
as part of the compulsory canon and as popular optional
extras, that Proclus should have treated specific problems in
*ne Republic and even given an introductory course on it
but should not have composed a detailed commentary on the
50
whole work*
The whole question of the dating of Proclus 1 commentaries
is made very difficult by the nature of these works.

As we have

seen they were originally delivered as lectures and only later
put into written form.

A special lecture like the 6th essay

will only have been given once but a lecture like the 5th
essay which formed part of a course could have been given
year after year.

This makes any attempt to date Proclus 1

commentaries on the basis of cross-references between them,
such as that of Preudenthal,

virtually impossible.

Freudenthal

argued that the In Tim, which we know from Marinus Oh. 31
to have been written when Proclus was 28, i.e. in 439/40,
was later than the In Remp.. but Praechter has shown

that

Freudenthal*s treatment of these references is inadequate.
Praechter himself points out that each of the two works refers
to the other but argues that the nature of the references
suggests that actual publication of the In Tim, preceded that
of the In. Remp.

Whereas at In Remp. II 335*20 we find i\j i^r
the references in the In Tim, to

39 On the canon of dialogues, cf. A.J. Festugiere, "L'ordre de
lecture des dialogues de Platon aux Ve/VIe siecles", MH 26 (1969),
pp. 281-96, reprinted in Festugiere's Etudeq de philosophic grecoue
(Paris, 1971), pp. 535-50; also Larsen, pp. 332-40.
40 M £u Proklus und dem jilngeren Glympiodor", Hermes XVI (1881),
pp. 214 ff.
41 In his review of Diehl's edition of the In Tim. in GKrA 167
(1905), pp. 531-2.
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study of the Republic can all be taken as references to oral
interpretation.
i4f

(He mentions particularly In Tim. Ill 66.16

^ui(Poii€V lv

TTo/Ur^/e*

the form of which points, he

says, on the analogy of other Proclus quotations, to oral

teaching. )
Both Freudenthal and Praechter assume that the In Remp.
is a unified work.

If we take account of its heterogeneous

nature, then aH Praechter has shown is that the 16th essay,
on the myth of Er, in which 4v -r^^
3

f r

'

£KLdc-c)oju£Voij

£?(

T-QV/

T7p.^<^ov/

occurs, is later than the In Tim,

and that

some at least of Proclus 1 oral interpretation of the Republic
preceded the In Tim.

In the 5th and 6th essays the only

references to other works of Proclus are two instances of the
vague e/ Ji/Uocf

at 126.20 and 128.18-9.

Kr oil's index

to the In Remp . . under "Proclus"^ shows that it is in fact
in the 16th essay that Proclus makes the largest number of
references to his other works.

This tells us about the nature

of that essay, that it is detailed and closely-documented
scholarly commentary, like the In Tjjtu rather than about its
date.

In all the twelve essays which form the Isagoge to the

Republic the only cross-reference, apart from cases of the
vague <*v ^AAoi/ , is to Proclus 1 commentary on the Qhaldaean
Oracles at 40.21 .

Marinus Ch. 26 tells UB that it was not

until after Syrianus 1 death that Proclus made any extensive
study of the works of Porphyry and lamblichus on the Chaldaean
Oracles and of "the accompanying writings of the Chaldaeans"
although he was "brought up with" ( ^v -r~/»cc(c / *<^'°f
Oracles themselves.

) the

This suggests that Proclus did not write
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his own commentary on the Oracles until after Syrianus 1 death.
.^
>
40.21 does refer explicitly to a written commentary - <J v r^n/
"TSZ

-^o*-

v£\*<Lu& d-v^r - and so allows us to conclude

that the final version of the 4th essay and of the
of which it forms a part was not composed until after that
commentary.

The lack of other cross-references is due to

the elementary nature of the Isagoge .

Just as Proclus keeps

reference in it to other thinkers than Plato to a minimum, so
also he does not include detailed cross-references to his own
works.

Nor does he do so in the 6th essay, for a lecture on

a special occasion is not the place for such references.
We have now at least a date before which the laagoge
could not have been completed in its present form*
also date it relatively to the 6th essay?
1 929 article^

Can we

Grallavotti in his

tries to date all the essays of the In, Hemp.

relatively to one another on grounds of style and treatment
of subject, but he fails completely to take into account the
fact that such differences are due to a difference of genre
rather than a difference of date.

The fact that the 5th

essay is simpler in its approach than the 6th does not
necessarily prove that Proclus was younger and leas experienced
when he wrote it but rather that it was written for a younger
and less experienced audience.

Indeed it could be argued that

greater skill and experience on the teacher's part are required
to present something simply;

it is often the youngest scholars

42 Op. cit. above, note 1. Coulter, p. 41, note 11, unthinkingly
accepts Grallavotti's suggested chronology.
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who write most obscurely.

However, as I have argued on pp. 15-21

above, it is in fact possible to show that the thought of the
6th essay is a sophistication of the thought of the 5th and
in particular that the classification of types of poetry of
177 ff. is a development of the classification implied in the
fifth problem of the 5th essay which we can see from the In.
Tiff, and Hermias to have been taken over by Proclus from
Syrianus.

So we can conclude that the 6th essay is later than

the 5tht although not on G-allavotti's grounds.
Gallavotti also argues that Syrianus had only just died
when the 6th essay was written down, that Marinus* Life
suggests that Syrianus died soon after Proclus had completed
the In Tig|. and so that the 6th essay must have been composed
soon after 440,

It should be said in passing that no conclusions

can in fact be drawn from Marinus 1 Life about the date of
Syrianus 1 death relative to the completion of the In Tim.
As we shall see, it is more probable that Syrianus died before
the In Tim, was completed.

But the premise from which this

argument of G-allavotti's begins is in any case invalid.

His

reason for thinking that Syrianus 1 death occurred only a short
time before the essay was written is his mistaken belief that
the recent lecture on Plato's birthday of 69.25 was a discussion
in which Syrianus took part (of, pp. 36-7 above). This, as
I have shown,is wrong.

As Gallavotti sees, the closing words

of the essay -r&£u-n^ < * f\pC\v

6u\J^£\*t{

suggest that Syrianus is now dead but

there is no clue as to how long he has been dead.

We may even

suppose that the birthday lecture, which in my view was given

by Proclus alone, was in Syrianus' honour as well as Plato's.
So we can date the 6th essay after the 5th, on the grounds
that it shows a development in at least one aspect of the
thought, and the 5th essay, as part of the Isa^o^e. after the
composition of Proclus 1 commentary on the Ghaldaean Oracles.
The 6th essay is more or less explicitly said to be written
after the death of Syrianus, while what Marinas tells us
about Proclus 1 study of the Chaldaean Oracles allows us to place
the 5th essay too after that time.
I implied above that In Tim.
before the 6th essay.

64.13-65.3 was written

Saffrey and Westerink have argued

convincingly that Syrianus died about 437, not long before the
composition of the In Tim.,a time which is one of our few
4*3

fixed dates for the chronology of Proclus 1 works. ^ We may
therefore suppose a relative chronology of Syrianus 1 death,
In Tjyn., Commentary on the Ghaldaean Oracles. Isa^oge to the
Republic. including the 5th essay, and 6th essay.

Saffrey

and Westerink argue, from their suggested date of 437 for
Syrianus 1 death, and from Marinus 1 statement (in Ch. 26)
that Proclus spent five years on his commentary on the Chaldaean
Oracles. that it was started straight after Syrianus 1 death
and completed in 442. ^

442 would certainly be the earliest

possible date for its completion and a later date could be
right.

Marinus 1 words do not definitely imply that Proclus

threw himself into the study of the Ghaldaean Oracles as soon
43

PT. Vol. I, Introduction, pp. xv-xvii.

44

Ibid., p. xx.
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as Syrianus died.

We can thus date both the Isafio&e to the

Republic. and the 6th essay, some time after 442, but it is
important to remember that when we are dealing with lectures
which, like the In Tim, or the Isago^e to the Republic. may
have been given over and over again, it is not at all clear
what "date of composition11 means, whether the date of the
first delivery of the lecture-course, or the date of its
publication in written form, or the date after which no
further alterations were made to the written text.

The 6th

essay was a special lecture, given once and then written up,
and we are relatively fortunate in being able to distinguish
the stages of its composition and to date it relatively
to the 5th essay on grounds of content even if we cannot
45
put a finger on the exact year in which it was written. ^
This examination of the form and the scholastic context
of the 5th and 6th essays has, I hope, shown the importance
of a proper understanding of these matters before approaching
not only questions like that of date but also questions
concerning the thought of the essays and of all similar works.
If we do not understand the way in which the ideas are being
put forward, we are likely to misunderstand and misjudge the
ideas themselves.

45 In general, on the problems of dating Proclus 1 works, cf.
the section in Beutler's RE article.
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THE

TEXT

OF

CHAPTER

TWO

AND

THE

HOMER

TEXT

OP

PLATO

We saw in the last chapter how Proclus 1 5th and 6th
essays were to be related to his activity of teaching and
lecturing in the Academy.

Before turning to the sources

and methods of his interpretation of Homer and Plato, I propose
in this chapter to examine what Proclus 1 text of these authors
was like.

Were the Homer and the Plato he interpreted different

from the Homer and the Plato we know today?
The Alexandrian critics of the 3rd and 2nd centuries
B.C. stabilised the number of lines in the text of Homer and
from that period we find that the scholia distinguish between
a vulgate text and the readings of Alexandrian scholars like
Aristarchus and Zenodotus.

The enormous number of medieval

MSS of Homer reflect this situation.

They

present essentially

the vulgate text, but with many variants, most of which are
unimportant.

T.W. Alien grouped the medieval MSS of the Iliad

into 24 families, but the tradition is so mixed and the
correspondences between manuscripts so complicated that the
history of the text cannot be reconstructed from Alien's
groupings.

For the Odyssey the situation is less complicated

because of the smaller number of manuscripts, but essentially
the same.
1 See the text of the Iliad by T.W. Alien (Oxford, 1931).
Vol. I, Prolegomena, gives his classification of the MSS.
The classification is briefly described and criticised by
P. Mazon, Introduction a 1'Iliade (Paris, 1942), pp. 7-8.
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We cannot postulate a single archetype for the medieval
MSS of Homer. Thus Kazonp postulates a number of uncial
manuscripts between the 6th and 9th centuries A.D. from which
transcription into minuscule was made.

We might therefore

expect that Proclus, in the 5th century A.D., would have a
text of Homer which was

essentially the vulgate text but

included some variants.

His Homer in fact would be very like

•z

ours.

I shall examine

Proclus 1 quotations from Homer in

the 5th and 6th essays in detail in order to see whether this
A
expectation is fulfilled.
Many of Proclus 1 Homer quotations are passages attacked
by Plato in liep. II and III and the quotations may be divided
into two main groups, those which we might assume derive
directly from the Homeric text, since they are not quoted by
Plato, and those which are quoted in a Plato passage under
discussion and may therefore derive either from that passage or
directly from Homer.

Whether following Plato or introducing

quotations which are not in Plato, Proclus never quotes Homer
by the division into books but refers only to episodes or to
context or, where the context is unimportant, simply introduces
a quotation with no indication of where it comes in the poems.
The division of the Ij^iad and Odyssey into 24 books each is
2 Op. cit., p. 13.
3 Wilamowitz in MDie Hymnen des Proklos und Synesios", SPAW
, p. 274, note 1, points out that in Rvmn VII,1.38 Proclus 1
.
suggests that he may have read the variant
ifl- Oct. 5.83, while his use of it^^^u.v in
11,1.6 implies that like Gregory of Nazianzen he read thia
corruption of "^vvv in his text of Homer.
4 Unless otherwise stated, my information on MSS of the Iliad
comes from Alien's text of 1931, and on MSb of the Odyssey from
Alien's OCT, 2nd edn. of 1917. I have adopted Alien's symbols
for the different MSS and families of MSS.
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usually ascribed to the Alexandrian scholars and is found
in papyri from the 1st century B.C. onwards.

c

Despite this

ancient authors never refer to Homer by book.
Proclus freely uses quotations from passages of Homer
not mentioned by Plato in order to support his arguments,
just as he quotes other passages of Plato, or the Chaldaean
Oracles. or even, on one occasion, Callimachus (125.29-30).
There are two such "supporting** quotations on p. 93» one on
pp. 99-100, another two on p. 102, and so on.

Proclus also

uses passages of Homer which are morally commendable to back
up the defence of those which might be condemned as reprehensible
This appears clearly in, for example, the use of Qd. 6.46 at
87.20 where Homer's own testimony to the bliss of the gods is
set against his talk of their taking part in battles.
There are no textual problems in fifteen of these direct
quotations from Homer which are quite unrelated to Plato.
further two cases, the phrase A'o/
at 115.19 and the word v^V t cf

A

c\,6cv from II. 20.13

in 201.11-2, are so short that

they hardly qualify as quotations.

In all these cases Proclus 1

text agrees with the vast mainstream of the tradition.

In a

further two quotations Kroll has emended the Proclus MS to
agree with the known text of Homer, and has been right to do
5 See R. Pfeiffer, History gf Classical Scholarship (Oxford,
1968), pp. 115-6.
6 Proclus also introduces some allusions of his own to Homer.
These are noted by Pestugiere in his translation. On 113.29-30,
Pestugiere notes that Hermes is compared to a A*,-c.f in Od. 5.51.
The transformation of Athene into Mentor is familiar from Qd.
2.401 and 4.653-6. Pestugiere adds in his note, "Apollon faucon
ne m'est pas connu." In fact Apollo is compared to an '<'- i C
in II. 15.237-8 (cf. the quotation of those lines in Aelian NA
~
X. 14).
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In 93.19-21 the Proclus MS reads <tl\/*./>,'^ *
/
I

so. 7

quotation of II. 2.783.
punctuation £v

Kroll has restored the correct

'Apfpenf

Likewise in the quotation of

II. 2.599 at 195.1 the Proclus MS reads «-**'
i
-TTr^poM
Homeric ^ Ji

in the

^£

^g.6o<\/ which Kroll has emended to the

\xoAu<f«*/L<c\/^ fi - ~

KO/U.'

-r£-

is

not found as a variant in this line anywhere else and cannot
be right in the context.

Q

A similar case is the quotation of
There m?, the corrector of the

fl» 1.262 and 267 at 58.21-2.

Proclus MS, has made the necessary emendations, as Kroll notes
in his app. crit .
In six of his direct quotations Proclus agrees with the
vulgate in not adopting the reading of an Alexandrian scholar.
In Od. 6.46, quoted at 87.20, Proclus reads ~/J
-nj

.

not Rhianus'

In H. 1.122, quoted at 144.25* he reads ^Ao^Tn^Jj-r^T-^

not the ^f t/VoKT^cXv/c-V ^T^

of Aristophanes of Byzantium.

In II. 21.1 22-3 > quoted at 152.5-6, Proclus reads 1*^60 and
l^r^X^c

9 not the variants A<=£> and i^-rc^X^

\

these

variants, recorded in the scholia, are attributed to Ar is t arenas
in the GOT of Monro and Alien. ^
194.15-6, Proclus reads crbcT^f
Zenodotus*

cfe^

( Myj.Vrsy^of

In Ofl* 1.337-8, quoted at
with the vulgate, not
c.rcJ

9 say the scholia.)
7 My information on readings in the (Laurentian) KS of Proclus
comes from Kroll *s app. crit. I have inspected the Laurentian MS
very briefly and concluded that Kroll f s reading of it is quite
reliable. I have also made some use of the Corpus MS which is a
copy of the Laurentian,
8 On the use of U-+L T<: in Homer of. P. Chantraine, G
Homer i one. Vol. II (Paris, 1953), p. 343.
9 (3rd edn., Oxford, 1920). Monro and Alien are presumably following Ludwich and taking cnWi; AU ^~u ^ S.-dl^ -X.--^^ in
the scholia to A as an indication that both variants derive from
AriBtarchua:- cf. Labarbe, p. 187.
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More interestingly, in his text of Ii. 1.425-4 at 166.28-30
Proclus has the U£-TC£

of our vulgate and not the wicx-r^

of

Aristarchus, Antimachus, Aristophanes and three of the preAlexandrian city editions, but of only three medieval MSS.
Here quite an important part of the ancient tradition presents
the variant but

Proclus goes along with that part of it from

which the medieval tradition derived.

Another interesting case

is his text of Ii. 1.167-8, quoted at 145.1-2.
\^=

medieval tradition has either e-n-Xv
*c£kjL&t4

.

u^uU or

Aristarchus and Herodian read k-^ti

which is written in above the line in A.
A make the point of the variant

clear:

reduplicated k_£-K<iitjJ and the use
67rvj\/ KL<£

Here the

u-£i*LJ ,

ITT-AV

\^_^

^^ix/J

The scholia from
it avoids both the

of both £v and KL<^

in

Thus Alien prints the better reading

deriving from Aristarchus.

Proclus does avoid the howler

of both "&V and \^ together but agrees with that part of the
medieval tradition which reads ^TT^V

k.^ i^iu^/

.

These

last two cases show that what became the medieval vulgate was
pretty well established in Proclus' time and that some of the
more frequent or better variants of the ancient tradition had
already been lost sight of in the texts in general use.
similar case is 0£. 3.267-8, quoted at 194.22-4.
T U read

A

There k Pal.

-n~i /> J *3n which Alien adopts in his text because it

makes better sense in the context.

Proclus, with the majority

of the tradition, has the inferior reading

,/V/>
' fl /
However, Proclus does not always agree with the vulgate.

There are a number of cases where his text presents a variant,
Six of these are quite unimportant.

In II. 14.203-4, quoted
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it-^9\6&

at 93. 16-7, Proclus reads
4:

where our Homer reads

9 though a possible Homeric form

would not scan here. k.^9\6£.
would be iotacism for
1
It is difficult to know what an editor of
Proclus should do here.
one print

u.<*&i££

K.&9\6£

cannot be right, but should

on the assumption that that was what

Proclus 1 text of Homer read, or the unspoiled u*t&£6£

?

In either case no conclusions of importance can be drawn about
Proclus 1 text of Homer.

At 130.29-131.3 Proclus quotes II.

9.116-8 (splitting the quotation in the middle of line 116
and inserting k*4^

Kroll's accentuation of UAJ>^

.)

in line

|17» following the accentuation which has been added in the
Laurentian MS of the In Remp. . 1 2 is odd. With the necessary
meaning, "heart1* t the accentuation should be ^n/>t , but this
of course is evidence of an error in the manuscript of Proclus
which has been perpetuated by Kroll 1 3^ and not of anything in
Proclus' text of Homer.
and 526.

At 145.25-6 Proclus quotes jj,. 9.524

Line 525 is not necessary for the sense and is there-

fore deliberately omitted.
not in Proclus 1 text

(There is no need to suppose it was

of Homer.)

In line 526 Kroll, following

the Proclus MS, punctuates T'^TT^/WTO where Alien punctuates
-re.

rre/\ov-r<D .

Both augmented and unaugmented forms of verbs

are found in Homer and how to punctuate cases like this is a
10 Of. LSJ and their example, Jl. 19.280.
11 Of. Mazon, op, cit. (note 1 above), p. 129.
12 See Kroll's preface, p. vi.
13 I have checked the reading in the Corpus MS, since the
Laurentian was not easily available,and confirmed that K. v' (V
is not due to an independent error of Kroll's.
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All we can say

matter of choice for each individual editor.

here is that Alien disagrees with the revisor who added accents
This tells us nothing about

and breathings to the Proclus MS.

Proclus also

the text of Homer which Proclus himself read.
reads 6-rr££^iv/

at the end of the line, not ^W^^^

.

It is possible that the paragogic V had crept into Proclus 1
text of Homer, or perhaps the fact that the next word in
Proclus 1 prose begins with a vowel is responsible for the
intrusion of V

at some stage in the transmission of Proclus.

We find variants of a similar kind to these also at 151 15-5
where in quoting II. 24.587-9 Proclus has cyj) u^\/
^flT^^V

Homer's unaugmented

II. 17.126-7 Proclus has
O(j^c^p.<s\/of

for our

, at 150.19-20 where in quoting

^u^Vu^^f for our Homer's

with a double £6

and at 201.12 where our text

of Homer has i^w/rr' ^v^&^/V

in G&. 14.421 and 16.398

while Kroll follows the Proclus MS in printing
without elision.

Proclus is fitting Homer's phrase into his

prose rather than quoting a whole line of verse and this may well
be why the elision is not indicated.
All these are matters of orthography rather than real
variants, but Proclus does also have a few real variants
from the vulgate text.

At 120.15-6 he quotes Od. 11.602-3.

He quotes the same lines again at 172.15-6.
he reads the singular &^^<.'*\

In both places

which is the reading of three

of Alien's families of Homeric MSS, comprising 17 MSS in all,
while the rest of the Homeric MSS, and Eustathius, have the
plural

Q-^^^f

.

$o^A'/|

is found also in the quotation

of 1.603 in Dio Chrysostom 74.16, together with

^^y^.V
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oat

. 14 The fact that Proclus twice quotes
the line with the reading $x/\/q confirms that this is a
for

<?^eu

genuine variant, not a slip, and it looks as if the 17 medieval
MSS which read 6+-^A{.^ are following an ancient variant
known to Dio Chrysostom as well as to Proclus. 15
At 141.14-5 Proclus quotes £L. 18.401. He reads ^I/^TTT-^/
for j/^rr-cif as do 6 medieval MSS, including the Townleyanus.
The same line is quoted by Syrianus, jCn Met. 83.3, where the
MS reads *\/<*6-rU$ which Kroll has emended to v/vVTTT^y0 .
We shall see in Chapter 3 that Proclus 1 interpretation of
the line derives from Syrianus.
Either Proclus and Syrianus
both read

YV^TT-T-^^

in their text of Homer (they may well
both have used the same copy) or Proclus is not quoting
directly from Homer after all here, but is copying the
quotation from Syrianus.

In either case, we again have an
ancient variant which persists in part of the medieval tradition.
The same phenomenon occurs in the quotation of II. 18.175-9*
quoted at 150.23-151.1.

There Proclus reads o^i/uW^i.
at
the end of line 176 as do 42 medieval MSS. The others read
A is among those which read 'Xv^K^t
and the
scholia note: &v *vUjj '' <xvjJ//£\/ ic . ci/u//£~c
is also
I
the reading of a Syriac palimpsest which contains fragments
of the Iliad written in the 6th century A.D. 17 This is near
'

14 Cf . J.F. Kindstrand, Hpmer i& der aweiten Sosh^atik (Uppsala,
1973)» P* 42. Hindstrand provides a useful collection and analysis
of the Homeric quotations in Dio, Maximus of Tyre and Aelius
Aris tides.
15 In 172.15 Kroll has supplied
'<\/ at the end
1.602.
This is right:- cf. Proclus 1 reference to the line at of
172.25.
16 P. 173 below.
V7 See V. Cureton, Fragments of the Iliad of Homer from a. Syriac
-JRPBest (London, 1851 ) and Catalogue of Ancient Manuscripts in
British Museum Part I 9 Qreek (London, 1 88 1 ) ~ ppTo-7 . Alien ,
Dired by Mazon, classifies the MS as a papyrus (no. 9 in his list)
but

this is not strictly correct.
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to Proclus in date and it is exciting to find that the palimpsest
has the same variant as Proclus here.

Unfortunately II. 18.401

is not among the lines preserved in the palimpsest and so we
/^Tr-rcVf
cannot know whether it read /^Tr-rcV

or

M-ru^rr-r^

there.

The scholion in A, which may go back to Didymus, bears witness

that both ZtvJjyeL

\i^vd^

and

were read in antiquity.

There is another variant of this kind in the quotation
(Line 220 is deliberately
.
ir
>
omitted and its sense given by the preceding <£TT> ^rrsv <?£-(. \/ ).

of II. 23.219 and 221 at 152.20-1.

In line 219 Proclus reads <£/) UV

for the vulgate

£ y^/ .

<£/l i!v

is the reading of 38 medieval HSS, including A.

GX^

is a varia lectio in A and the reading of the rest of
22 of the MSS which read £/UV

the tradition.

vy^-L,

which read

are MSS

and although the only ancient testimony

0

here is Proclus (as far as I know) this may be considered a
case of an ancient variant which recurs in part of

further

the medieval tradition.
Besides these four cases of a known variant which is found
in Proclus, there are two cases of variants found only in his
text,

to

my knowledge.

beginning enW
<^c<hf

.

o/>*<Xf

At 58.18-9 Proclus quotes Od. 1.298-9,
not, as the HSS of Homer do, A

t^Ui.

Alien notes Proclus 1 variant and compares Qd.

1 7.545 9 a line which does begin cri

ox/-

.

This variant

is most easily explained as due to quoting from memory.

The

remaining variant occurs at 147.17-8 where Proclus quotes
II. 21.600-1.

In line 601 where our texts read

18 In line 600 Proclus agrees with the vulgate and Aristarchus
in reading v ^ not the Inferior K y./; /; ; found in some
ft /
MSS.
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Proclus reads -w-fc.6&' A w^-^T
stops.

and there the quotation

The line in our texts of Homer continues o
.

J<*J Kdv/

c 'crr&

xjaig would be impossible with

the five syllables of -rr/>&4& ^^i A -^ of
/
, but with
four of -rr^oVc^ TT-odm/

instead of the

the line could be completed with, e.g., &
also involves taking
line 600 as going rather oddly with /4yt\\/o/?L

instead

of as a pronoun referring to Achilles which it must be if we
read •*-/><> £~c

Tx^^jV

,

One answer to the problem might be

that Proclus is deliberately changing the text*

It is hard

to see why he should feel any need to make such a change*
This whole section of his work is about Achilles and we do
not need his name inserted in the Homeric verses to know that
ifrey apply to him.

It is possible that Proclus' text of Homer

did actually read -rroo^B 1 '/Iv-tA^oj

We might suppose

that the change was made by someone who did not properly understand the

^TU)v

quoting from memory.

of line 600.

Alternatively Proclus is again

This is certainly the easiest, and probably

the best, explanation of both these variants which are not
found elsewhere.
Sometimes Proclus quotes a passage of Homer to which Plato
only alludes.

Plato in lie p. II and III rejects a large number

of passages in a short space and Proclus gives a detailed
defence of each one.

So it is no surprise that he should

expand allusions by Plato into full quotations.

For example,

when introducing the discussion of the dream sent by kieus to
Agamemnon in Ilie^d 2 (115.4 ff.) Proclus

closely echoes Plato's
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phraseology at Rep. II 383a7-8 but at 117.9-10 in the course
of his argument Proclus actually quotes II. 2.10, a line
which is never quoted by Plato.

So too at 113.14-3, in his

interpretation of Proteus, Proclus quotes Od . 4.417-8, while
at the beginning of the whole section (109*11 ff ) he has
exactly followed Plato in quoting Od. 17.485-6 but mentioning
(Cf. Rep.

Proteus and Thetis by name without quotation.
II 381 d.)

In some of the cases of this kind Proclus 1 text of
Homer presents no problems, or agrees with the vulgate against
So his text of II. 2.10, quoted at

an Alexandrian variant.

117.9-10, and of ftl. 4.93, quoted at 104.14, present no problems,
while in II. 4.88, quoted at 103.29, Proclus 1 text agrees with
the vulgate ^ r^ru ^S^p&^ against iienodotus 1

^>/?

.
At Re.p . II 379e5 Plato attacks &-<£^AV ca\\j
i

T

This has been variously interpreted

by commentators as referring (a) to the beginning of II. 20,
(b) to the Judgement of Paris and (c) to II. 20 with
.

and to the Judgement of Paris with ^/>/<£i/

Proclus

discusses both myths (pp. 106-9), either taking Plato according
to view (c) or, as his use of both terms G/xf

and

u_0>'6if

/
at both 106.15-6 and 108.5-6 makes likely, trying to cover ftii
/

three possible views of Plato.

V<.R. liardie ^ thought Plato

was referring to the Judgement of Paris only and made the
whole phrase an allusion to the Cypria but there is no need to
19

C£ 4 (1890), p. 182.
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suppose that Proclus has the Cypria in mind here, for the Judgement
of Paris is briefly mentioned in Homer in ±i. 24.29-30.
discussion of the o.f
quotes 1.25 and 1.4.

at the beginning cf Ij.. 20, Proclus

In 1.25 Kroll has corrected <f f «p

of the Proclus MS to c'^wc^^

» no doubt rightly.

text of line 4 Proclus reads Q<£ LH ZTZJ.
the D^I^TL

In his

In the

with the vulgate, not

of some HSS, or the ©^V'^""' <?W J <a; <£ c-

Ps-rPlu. Vita Homeri 119.

of

Similarly in 169.11 Proclus picks

up Plato's reference to the River Ocean at Phaedo 112e6 ff.
by quoting Qd. 11.158.

His text of that line agrees with the

vulgate in reading rra^T-ot

not the Try? ^ -rov7

Strabo XV". 1.25 or Porph. Mil* 192.32, nor the

of P3, US,
-nr^^-ror

of

R6, and -ro\/ , not the oV of p.
At 113.14-5 Proclus quotes Od. 4.417-8 and here he presents
the variant <?rn

Y**-*

a* ^ne en<^ °^ li&e 417 for the

of the medieval tradition.
Two of the cases where Proclus expands an allusion by
Plato into a quotation are rather more complex.

In 132.29-30

Proclus quotes ii. 14.315-6 and goes on to quote 11.295-6 at
133.2-3.

Plato at Rep. Ill 390c alludes to both couplets and
quotes the second half of line 296. Labarbe 20 points out that
Plato confuses lines 295-6 with 4eus* speech in lines 317-27:
he attributes both 295-6 and 315-6 to iieus with the words
.

„

A<LvovT&

iljf

eruivy

U rr^>

£^(9lWo^

£V£T^Li^

ca)/' OT£ -r4 -rr^MTo^. .

etc. when in fact 295-6 in Homer are

part of the narrative.

Proclus expands the allusion into two

20

Pp. 344-8,
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He ingeniously

fall quotations but continues the mistake.

puts 315-6 in direct speech and 295-6 in indirect so that
he can quote Homer's 3rd person 4 f*. i £/<££&/j \/ , without upsetting
the syntax of his sentence.

One would naturally suppose that
If so, when he looked

Proclus is quoting Homer directly here.

at the text of Homer, he would surely notice Plato's error,
but he has let it go unremarked.

Indeed he has managed to

The other possibility is that Proclus' Plato

continue it.

did include the lines of Homer either in the text or, perhaps
V/e shall meet more problems

more likely, as a note in the margin.

like this as we go on and the second hypothesis here is, I
think, at least worth considering seriously.

If it is correct

we are not in fact dealing with a direct quotation from Homer.
Plato's TO -Tr-^ToV
the feminine?

is picked up by Proclus '-r^v TTD^

with t\*&0i*.\/

(why

understood?) and it is reasonable,

despite what Labarbe says to the contrary, to take them both
as confirming Aristarchus' reading rr^riTov/ -n-^/>

of most of the MSB of Homer. (SA enJ/

for the -TT7))TL6-rov
A/((9o\/T<i

in line 295

-roK/r<wf , the only words actually quoted by Plato,

are picked up again by Proclus at 139.21 as a separate detail
21
requiring defence.

The influence of Plato is still stronger on the second
complex case, Qd . 10.513-^4, quoted at 169.14-5 with reference
to the account of the rivers of the underworld at Phaedo
113. 22

The MS of Proclus presents:
M^V
'
x:>f

21
22

^V ' A^/i^\l
9-

Of

J<\

T-G

Ihj ,

J>_-7Wo f

Cf. below, pp. 179-80.
Cf. above on Ud. 11.153, at 169.11.

'/Uei^/J/ re
o c' x T<i p

<.

which Kroll originally emended to the vulgate:
vj

However he changed his mind, as he records in his Addenda
(In Remp. II, p. 472) and decided that the ^ text should be
kept.

Festugiere in his translation agrees with this second

thought of Kroll f s.

The text given in the 1*13 of Proclus

is also found in Plutarch, Quaest . conv.YIII 734a.
2*5

Buecheler

maintained ^ that Plutarch there was deliberately adapting
Homer because it suited his context and modern editors accordingly
punctuate
c

f

/>£o-u£i

ev&c*

u^v

<M

^^KI\/ -re
'

and translate, "There flow in Acheron and Pyrlphlegethon*1

instead of, "There goes Acheron, and Pyriphlegethon and Cocytus
... flow" as the punctuation given by Kroll requires.

Kroll

in his Addenda compares the Plutarch passage and says that
Buecheler is wrong, presumably believing that both Proclus
and Plutarch had a text of Homer which read £\j9-vt

M-<£\/

should any text of Homer read thia?
We find the answer when we turn to the Phaedo .

With the vulgate

text of Homer, Pyriphlegethon and Cocytus are flowing into
Acheron;

Plato is explicit that the three rivers are quite

distinct and do not flow into one another (see especially
Phaedo 113b2).

Now with the text presented by Proclus, and

perhaps Plutarch, Plato's picture corresponds to Homer's and
does not conflict with it.
Homer read

ev'&'X

u^v

We might conclude that Plato's

^6

^Ivy/Uv7

-re

» that Plutarch

knew this variant and was influenced by it, and that the variant
23

fth*i N.F. LIV (1899), p. 3.
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persisted down to the time of Proclus.

Unless we wish like

Proclus to show the perfect agreement of the poet and the
philosopher it is more plausible to conclude that Plato is
deliberately changing the traditional rivers for his own myth.
Plato's version gives a neat geometrical arrangement of the
rivers and he makes similar use of Homeric material for his
own purposes in the myth in the Grorgias (523 ff.).

What is

plausible is that one of the many authors before Proclus
who wished to reconcile Plato and Homer emended Homer to fit
the Platonic account,

was this emendation in an actual text of

Homer or in a commentary on the Phaedo in the form of "Plato
here alludes to ..." and then the emended quotation?

The

Plato scholia and the Ifeoplatonic commentaries on the Phaedo

O>1

show no trace of such a comment but this is not conclusive
as the scholia are extremely scanty and the Neoplatonic
commentators are interested in the doctrines involved rather
than in the details of the text and in tracing allusions.
Since Proclus is so closely following the Phaedo here it would,
if it were not for

Plutarch, solve the problem very nicely

to think of a comment on the Phaedo. of the kind imagined,
perhaps written in the margin of his text.

Plutarch is not

talking about anything to do with Plato or the Phaedo at
conv.

VIII 734a, and his point requires the form of the line

as ivuecheler punctuated it.

But Plutarch knew his Jrlato well and

24 Commentary A in iforvin's edition is the work of Ulympiodorus.
toesterink, in his edition of Damascius 1 Juectures on the Philebua.
Introduction, pp. xv-xx, has argued that Phaedo commentaries B, C
and $ are three sets of student's notes from the lectures of
Damascius.
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A

'

^

he might be remembering the line in the form <^i/t-,< ^6 / c~.<<
\/ r£ * - <-

;

from the context of a comment on the

Phaedo and then deliberately altering it further to make his
own point.

The alternative to this hypothesis is to say

that the coincidence in Proclus' and Plutarch's text of the
line is no more than a coincidence.

In either case it seems

likely that Proclus' variant derives from a comment on the
Phaedo and that here we would definitely be wrong to assume
that Proclus' quotation

derives directly from Homer simply

because it does not occur in Plato.
I turn now to the passages of Homer which are also
quoted by Plato.

Proclus defends the passages attacked by

Plato and does so in the order in which they occur in Plato
but he does not take up absolutely all Plato's specific
references to actual poetry.

For obvious reasons he makes no

reference to the lines cited with approval by Plato at Hep.
Ill 389e5 ff. and 390d4;

these lines need no defence for

Plato himself will admit them to the ideal state.

What Proclus

might have done but has not is make use of Plato's approval
of these lines to show that the philosopher does not in fact
reject Homer entirely.

When Proclus comes to argue generally

against Plato's rejection of poetry and to demonstrate Plato's
admiration for Homer at pp. 154 ff., he has moved away from
the detailed consideration of Rep, II and III to a more general
approach.

He has the denigration of Homer in Phaedrus 243a and

fteD. X in mind, rather than Rep. II and III, and so he does not
pick on Plato's approval of these specific passages of Homer.
Similarly Proclus does not need to defend Ud. 17.383-4 which
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are quoted in passing but not actually attacked, at Hep. Ill
389d.
Two much more interesting cases of omission by Proclus
are his omission of the three quotations at xiep. II 579d5 ff
and his omission of oft. 12,342 quoted by Plato at ije.p* III
The third quotation in the group at Rep.. II 579d5 ff.
25 As we shall
does not exactly correspond to anything in Homer.
590b5.

see, Proclus omits passages mentioned by Plato which are not
by the theologoi (to use Proclus 1 term), Homer and Hesiod, but
that cannot be the reason for the omission here
other quotations involved are Homeric.

since the

In both the cases under

consideration Plato gives an extra quotation or quotations
to back up a point that has already been illustrated with
one longer and more telling quotation.
the extra quotations of 379d5 ff
the point at issue?

Is Proclus just omitting

because they add nothing to

He does seem to refer to them at 98.22 ff.

and this may weH be the right explanation for these three
quotations.

What of Od. 12.542?

it makes no fresh point?

Is it too omitted because

In other places where Plato gives

a whole series of quotations, at fie p. Ill 586c5 ff., for
example, Proclus takes care to provide an answer for every
one.

This could be because he considers every one to be making

a slightly different point, just as he deals with the quotation
at 5S9e15 and that at 590a10 ff. under the same section on
pp. 129-152 as each exhibiting a different kind of lack of
aophrosyne.
25

The omitted quotation at 590b5 on the other hand

Cf. Labarbe's discussion on pp. 282-5.

is relevant to the same kind of sophroeyne. n TL'\'
A

^
•>
TUV
6V

T>|.<-*•

. ,
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^r^Xc'l

kliX~(*

^v•"", ,

/
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^a^iv.'v
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<^??^/x^Tn-^
u2y.lU—i;
>
/

as that immediately before it.

It is clear here that two

distinct points are already being made in Plato.

It is nothing

like so clear that that is the case in the series of quotations
about the soul after death at 386c5 ff.

The quotation of Qd.

12.342 (and indeed the three quotations at 379d5 ff.) could
be omitted from the text of Plato without injury to the
sense.

The point I have just been making, that the quotation

serves only to provide further illustration, makes that clear.
If we were to find that Proclus 1 text of Plato differed
considerably from ours, it might be worth entertaining the
hypothesis, in view of Proclus 1 usual scrupulosity in defending
Homer at every possible weak point, that Qd. 12.342 at least
is omitted by Proclus because it did not figure in his text
of Plato.
Plato several times attacks passages from tragedy in
addition to those from Homer, e.g. at Rep. II 380a, 381d8
and 383"b.

Proclus does not bother to defend these.

At R^p. II 378a ff. Plato attacks the myths of Ouranos and
Kronos related by Hesiod.

Homer refers to the story that Zeus

threw Kronos into Tartarus, e.g. at II. 14.203-4, but the
castration of Ouranos does not appear in Homer at all.

Proclus

classes Hesiod with Homer and Orpheus as an inspired poet (e.g.
at 72.1 ff.) and in any case in defending myths he could hardly
avoid such notorious examples of divine immorality which had
already been allegorically interpreted not only by non-Ueoplatonist
writers but by Plotinus himself (in 7.8.13).

Proclus deals
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with these myths, along with the story of the fall of
Hephaestus mentioned by Plato at Rej>. II 378d2 and found in
II- 1.585-94 (and in a different version at 11.18.395-7),
in his general justification of the allegorical method on
p.82,before he gets down to the detailed defence of individual
passages.
OTTV

At Rep. II 378d2 Plato also mentions C/^"A/

u£of

legend.

</££'u.eru/>

, alluding to a non-Homeric and non-Hesiodic

Proclus, concerned only to defend Homer and Hesiod,

and of those two mainly Homer, makes no mention of this rather
obscure legend.

One MS of Eusebius* PB> the oldest we have,

dating from the 10th century, reads trrro A/ of

for urro u^of

This would make the reference to II . 15.18 ff.
read UK> A^'of

Had Proclus

in his Plato he could hardly have failed to

defend this myth which was one of those regularly allegorised.
We

may therefore conclude that he read UT^> u<^of

However,

when speaking of Kronos Proclus uses the phrase l^-pov Zeros
while Plato's phrase is quite dif f erent : -rs? . 0 -r\a>

ti-/)L\\/eru

There is nothing surprising in
Proclus' use of

ixe-uf

(cf., e.g., Orphic Hymn 13«4

and Plotinus V.8.13) but since he is conflating Rep. II 378a
and 378d by including the fall of Hephaestus here we may
perhaps suppose that the omitted reference to "
influenced him in turning -ri „ .-^
o£6<?i)f

.

urri

6 ^Of

i
kpl\j*u < .ir&&<\

(or t'Tri Wu

07

6<^of

as

) OCCUTS

26 According to Jowett and Campbell*s edition of the Hepublic
(uxford, 1894), '/ol. Ill, p. 99 this reading is also mentioned
by the Suda and Photius.
27 Cf. Buffiere, pp. 115 ff.; also p. 20, p. 119.
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in both Plato's phrases and this could encourage such a
conflation.
Proclus omits the non-Homeric line quoted and criticised by
Plato at to). III. 390e2.

The Suda records that some thought

the line came from Hesiod

but its provenance is otherwise

unknown.

V/e might have expected Proclus to discuss the line

if he had thought of it as Hesiodic.

Presumably lie had no

better idea where it comes from than we have.
In general Proclus concerns himself only with defending
the myths attacked
Hesiod.

by Plato which are mentioned in Homer and

He is not concerned to rescue

the few other myths or

passages of poetry which Plato criticises.
Proclus1 quotations from Homer which are also given by
Plato may be divided into four groups:
Proclus and our vulgate text

(1) cases where Plato,

of Homer all agree on the text.

(2) cases where Proclus follows Plato in differing from our
vulgate text.
(3) cases where Plato agrees with our vulgate but Proclus
does not.
(4) cases where Plato differs from our vulgate but Proclus
does not.
Group (1), cases where no problems arise for the text
of Homer, contains 7 quotations.

These are:

0&. 17.485-6 quoted by Plato at iiep. II 381 d and by
Proclus at 109.17-8.

Plato suppresses the opening KCX.' r£

which links the verse in Homer to the preceding one while
28 II 135.12 Adler. Of. Hesiod frag. 361 I-'ierkelbach and West
(among "Fragmenta dubia").
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Proclus simply quotes the lines in full.
II. 22.414-5 quoted by Plato at liep. Ill 38*b6-7 and
by Proclus at 123.7-8.

Prcclus follows Plato and fits the

quotation into the structure of his sentence by putting
the participles into the accusative.
Homer's main verb 6/U-r-o<\A£-ij -

Plato also picks up

with a participle earlier in

his own sentence but Proclus omits this.
II. 18.54 quoted by Plato at Rep. Ill 388cl and by
Proclus at 123.15.

Proclus indicates the context more

precisely than Plato does.
II. 1.599-600 quoted by Plato at flep. Ill 389a5-6 and
by Proclus at 126.14-6.

It is worth noting here that both

Plato and Proclus have the -troL-rrvuov-r^L

of our tradition of

Homer, not the variant rrxjuruJ^^i/T-^ which is recorded in the
scholia and can be traced to Aristarchus. 29
II. 1.225 quoted by Plato at Rep. Ill 389e13 and by Proclus,
omitting the end of the line, at 129.16.
II. 22.15 quoted by Plato at liep. Ill 391 a6, and by Proclus
at 146.13.

Plato goes on to quote line 20 also.

variant cfo/W'j -T-S-JTC

for & A a <Jj -rsi.-rt=-

There is a

attested by the

scholia and Eustathius but Plato and Proclus both a^ree with
the vulgate in presenting the known word cJow-rc*TC
not the otherwise unknown foAo^i-r^~m

and

.

The remaining quotation in this group comes not from the
Republic but from the Phaedo passage discussed by Jrroclus on
•ZQ

p. 169.
29
30

At Phaedo 1 1 2a2 Plato quotes I^. 8.14.

See Labarbe, pp. 186-7.
Cf. above pp. 64-7.

The line is
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picked up and quoted by Proclus at 169.7-8.
Proclus presents -rn7cfe

for

-r^/U

The MS of

but Kroll is

surely right to emend this as a corruption in the text of
Proclus.

-r^?cfe would make no sense in the context in Homer

and unless we found the reading -TV\?C/<C

in other ancient

authors who are following Plato, it would be much more plausible
to suppose that this elimination of the epic t-£vl£

has

occurred in the course of the transmission of the text of
Proclus than that it existed already as a corruption in Proclus 1
text of the Phaedo .
The one quotation which foils into group (2) presents
something of a puzzle.

At 96.14-5 Proclus quotes II. 24.527-8

about the two jars on the threshold of 2eus.
quoted by Plato at .Rep. II 379d.
is Kj\0UV

rxea.

The lines are

Plato's version of line 528

o

beside our Homer's
.

Plato's text is unambiguous that there are two

jars, one of each kind, while Homer's text could be taken as
referring to two jars or to three, one of good and two of
bad.

In Homer line 527 begins Joica. Y<kp T^ -m'&oo.

Plato ATDIi and Eusebius have
(fo-icn -T-&

?n'6W

.

en^

Labarbe-^

W^Wu

while

and Plato P

decides for the reading

since -nz has no meaning without y^ p and the
/
preliminary Wf included in the hexameter by Burnet's OCT
is simply there to introduce the quotation, as elsewhere when
Plato quotes.
31

Pp. 275 ft.

In Labarbe's view the quotation proper in Plato
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only begins at KX-T^ u_c -' ^

pu..

Proclus presents us with

Plato's version of line 528 but with a complete line 527
including the t/*y> -nz

omitted by Plato.

version of the lines in Plutarch:

We find the same

at De aud. poetis 24a-b

he quotes the lines just as Proclus does, with a full line
527 and Plato's line 528. ^2

The lines are also alluded to

600c where the words K,'UV

uTrdv e-o; make

it clear that Plutarch is half -quoting Plato's version, and
369c and 473b where there is no evidence for which
text of line 528 is involved, though at least at 369c it
is clear that Plutarch envisages two jars and not three.
worried by the fact that in the De aud.

Labarbe,

poetis Plutarch quotes

line 527 in full, argues that the nature of that work obliged
Plutarch to have recourse directly to the Homeric poems, since
he discusses passages of Homer not considered by Plato in the
Republic, and that there is no influence of the Republic in the
passage at Hor. 600c, from the Pe exilio .

He therefore postulates

recensions of the Iliad existing between the 4th century B.C.
and the 2nd century A.D. with the version of line 528 attested
by Plato.

The noting of that variant in a recent hand in

H.P1-5, a 1 ^th century manuscript, would derive from such a
recension.

Labarbe does not consider Proclus.

What are we to

say when we find the variant attested in Proclus, in a work
which is explicitly following the Republic?

(Porphyry, at

De antro nympharum 29, using the lines in a quite different
52 Labarbe also mentions the quotation of the Homeric version
at Consolatio. M Apollonium 105c but the Cona. a£ Apoll. is
not by Plutarch:- see 4iegler's RE article, Plutarchoa (1951).
Ill 4 r.
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context fruiii ilato, Proclus or .L'lutarch, quotes the standard
version, not the variant.)

^re we to suppose, in view of Proclus 1

full version of line 527, that Labarbe's postulated recension
was still circulating three centuries after Plutarch?

When

we look a little more closely at the Plutarch passages we
see that not only the De aud.

poetis.

where the subject matter

is obviously related to that of KCP* II and III, but also Mor,
600c, 369c

and 473b do

show the influence of the Republic.

In 600c we find -r~o<^\.<SrO(^\/ used of ^.eus, in J69c &v OU&-L.V
and in 473b mention of -ra

TV\"/

<c~?pc , all echoing liep. II 379e
"
we conclude that both Plutarch and Proclus
are following Plato and that the variant in II. P15 derives
from Plato or a writer following hira, the only difficulty
is Plutarch's and Proclus 1 inclusion of xV/> TC

.

For

Proclus the inclusion of a linking particle omitted by Plato
finds a parallel in his quotation of ££.17.485-6 at 109.17-8
but whereas there, since no variant of the text of Homer is
involved, one could easily imagine Proclus

sitting with a

text of Homer at one elbow and a text of Plato at the other
and turning up and copying out the relevant lines of Homer,
it is not so easy to see what he is doing here.

Is he turning

up the passage in Homer, copying line 527 and then deliberately
going1 back to ilato for line 528 with never a qualm at the textual
disagreement between his two greatest authorities?
Of.pp.71-2 above.

If we have
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this improbable pictureibr Proclus we must also have it for
Plutarch. The alternative is to suppose that Plutarch and
Proclus were operating

with a different text of Plato which

quoted the lines in full.

Perhaps Proclus' text of Plato also

quoted Qd. 17.485-6 in full though there is no need to suppose
this, since Proclus does quote Homer directly in many places
where he is putting in quotations not found in Plato.

We are

still left with a postulated recension in the 4th century B.C.
from which Plato is quoting (Plato would have no interest in
making this adaptation himself since if anything it whitewashes
Homer by removing the

ambiguity as to the number of jars^)

but we do not need to suppose that this recension continued
through the Alexandrian period of critical activity and right
on until the 5th century /»D. f then to disappear without trace
from the direct tradition apart from a note in one manuscript.
V/e shall see that the text of Proclus' Plato quotations provides
a good deal of evidence that he had a different text of Plato
from ours and we may remember that this hypothesis also
provided a plausible solution to the question why Proclus does
not discuss Cd. 12.342, although it is quoted by Plato at Rep.
Ill 390b5. The fact that Plato F has cfoveu TZ W&*. provides
some support for the idea that at some stage the text of Plato
quoted line 527 in full. If, as Labarbe points out, re
has
no meaning without r^P
it is reasonable to think that Plato P
34 a. Lohse, "Untersuchungen ttber Homeriitate bei Platon11 ,
Jelikon 4 (1964), pp. 10-6, argues, against ^abarbe, that
Plato deliberately adapted 1.528 to remove the ambiguity, but
I find his argument unconvincing.
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derives from a text with vv/)
dropped out.

T^

and that

j/ w/>

has

So we find that this problem leads to conclusions

not about Proclus' text of Homer but about his text of Plato.
In group (3)» the cases where Plato agrees with our
vulgate but Proclus does not, there is again just one example
and again it is

quite a complicated one to disentangle.

Rep. Ill 390a10-b2 Plato partly
0&. 9.5-11.

At

adapts and partly quotes

Proclus at 129.21-6 quotes lines 6-9 in full.

Plato's quotation apparently begins in the middle of line 8

\

-~-

\

but he presents us with 7r^>* -irA£<& w£i for Homer's T

version.

r^

£'<^

before going on to quote lines 9-10 in the Homeric
"55
Labarbe^ decides that Plato's line 8 is not a

textual variant of Homer but a deliberate adaptation by Plato
and that the quotation proper is only of lines

9 and 10.

(This

conveniently gets rid of any problem about Plato's text of
Homer here, but when we turn to Proclus we find two distinct
problems:

first, that Proclus, for all that he is following

Plato closely, quotes a longer passage than Plato does and
second, that in Proclus' line 10 there is the variant -n-^o^tj 6\
for Homer's and Plato's ^Q/?£A<$C

.

We have seen that Proclua

does often quote where Plato merely alludes and his quoting
more fully here looks at first sight like another instance of
the same thing.

He makes use of the euphrosvne and the music

in lines 6-7 in his defence of the passage at 131.2-132.7 and
it is amusing to compare Labarbe's speculations as to the reason
why Plato omits any reference to these lines:

"C'est

qu'ils

evoquent la gaiete* du festin et les recitations de 1'aede, ils
35

*p. 292-3.
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ne contenaient done rien qai pechat directement centre lee
principee

de temperance edictes par Socrate".

This prompts

the thought that Proclus is deliberately twisting the evidence
in his own favour here but in fact the whole passage, or
a portion including lines 6-9, is quoted as raising a similar
problem in, e.g., Beraclitus' All. Ch. 79, Ps-Plu. Vita Homeri
150 and Athenaeus XII 51 3b f so that if Proclus is deliberately
diverging from Plato here he is simply following the tradition
•zc

of discussion of such problems in including lines 6-7.
Alternatively Proclus differs from our Plato not because he
is deliberately extending the quotation but because his text
of Plato includes the whole passage.
in line 10 is also found

Proclus 1 variant 7n>ov <//]£<-

at toaximus of Tyre 1.3 and haximus* paraphrase en \w cHo/y<~ou£ \to\s
at XXII. 1 implies that he had -rr/toA&L
Athenaeus XII 51 3b offers -rrzyx* v/i^c
of the more difficult Tr~f°x^^\ *'»-

in mind there

^

which could be a corruption

.So Athenaeus, Maximus

and Proclus all bear witness to the existence of the variant
-Tr^o^/j^L

^re we to say that the variant had crept into

Proclus 1 text of Plato along with the full quotation of the
passage or are we to say the variant was in his text of Homer and
he is deliberately extending the quotation here and so copying out
Homer

rather than Plato?

It seems reasonable to take the two

differences together rather than supposing, eg., that Proclua
36 Cf. L. Kaiser, "Odyssee-baenen als Topoi", hii 21 (1964),
pp. 213 ff. It is clear from Kaiser's discussion that Plato's
attack is one of the foundations of this tradition.

37

Cf. also XXII.2

ciV^

^WvW

r^ AA
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is deliberately extending the quotation but following a variant
in his text of Plato.

-TT^C^C-.^C

131.30 ff. suggest that

Proclus explicitly
^
r \
i
"^r
ios
<?
-n-u-'
and
euphros.vne
of
omission
the
that
says there

Proclus had a different text of Plato.

6V^ow

TT^-« (fe^'otV

u-cru^j^p

would make the lines blameworthy.

9 i.e. of lines 6 and 7,
He could hardly say this if

his Plato had in fact omitted them.

(Though he might say it

if he knew both a text of Plato with lines 6 and 7, and one
without them.)
Finally group (4), cases where Plato differs from our text
of Homer but Proclus does not, again contains one example.
In Rep. Ill 388c2-d1 Plato quotes II. 22.168-9 and 13,. 16.433-4
and attacks them because Zeus is represented in

these passages

susceptible to grief for Hector and Sarpedon respectively.

as

Proclus does not repeat the quotations in full but alludes to
them both at 123.17-20 and speaks of Zeus saying

uip-cn- <LYI

In fact Zeus in Homer says ^Jp-en. £v^)V only
,
ji
in II. 16; in 1.1 22 he says U TTOJ^L . We need not suppose
> i
-v
that Proclus 1 Homer read k/icert- <£/u*l/ in II. 22, only that
in both cases.

Proclus is making a slip.
neither case.
variant ^ *u

However Plato

has l^ucn.

in

<^/uji/

In the 13.. 16 quotation he has instead the
£vi~$V
v

also found at Athenagoras, leg. 21^ .

Labarbe argues that Athenagoras is not just following Plato in
the passage in question and that he provides additional evidence
in Athenagoras is
38 Cf. Labarbe, pp. 183-6. <*.«. ^ c-^wy
&.£ Xl-v^v of the
in fact an emendation for the unmetrical
Arethas codex from which all our other MSS of Athenagoras
derive
-|

Y\

*\

Q f* "j

*^ *^

** r*"> '^ fcl^ -^ <"* ^ "^

/^ i^

*P ***• "*^»

*4- l-fc v-v

i -m u*. **+ rf^. -4--«^*-^

v-v «-*. T

,

^ ^

\

.

j

_ _O

_i_ 1
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for the existence of a recension of the Iliad with the variant
*>

o£-

which Labarbe suggests was introduced under the

influence of Attic tragedy where the expression is common.
Labarbe f s picture of Athenagoras going directly to Homer
for his quotations is wrong.

Ee seems rather to be using a

collection of traditional material for his attack on pagan
myths and such a collection would be likely to be based on
Plato, with further passages added.

In the same chapter Athenagoras

quotes the fragment of Aeschylus attacked by Plato in Rep. II
383b, as does Plutarch at De aud. poetis 16e.

The De aud. poetis

is related to Rep. II and III even though it discusses other passages
of poetry besides those attacked by Plato and the same is true
of this part of Athenagoras 1 work. "
the variant cxlv <*i'

£yUV

We may therefore consider

as confined to the text of Plato.

There is no particular reason to adopt the suggestion of Howee,
rejected by Labarbe, that <xi! <xi!
scribe.

was introduced by a Platonic

(Such a scribe would have to be early enough to allow

for the indirect transmission of the variant to Athenagoras.)
Labarbe himself thinks that &£.

oo.

was a variant in the text

of Homer in the time of Plato while G-. Lohse^0 argues that oil.
was never a variant in the text of Homer at any time but was
deliberately introduced by Plato himself for variety of style.
It could also be due to lapse of memory on Plato's part.

Which-

ever of these suggestions is right, Labarbe is wrong to think
that the variant persisted in texts of Homer past the Alexandrian
39 See Athenagoras, Legatio and De resurrectione. edited by W.R.
i^choedel (Oxford, 1972;, Introduction, pp. xix ff. and J. Geffcken,
Zwei griechische apologeten (Leipzig and Berlin, 1907), pp. 202 ff.
40 Helikon 5 (1965), pp. 282-4.
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period.
In any case <x^

oo-

we have the same question:
reading & LL&T.

£/U/V

is no "t foand in Proclus and again
was Proclus looking up Homer and

or had his text of Plato been corrected

to bring it into line with the vulgate text of Homer?
of Tyre quotes II. 16.433 twice, at 7.5 and XVIII.5.

Maximus
In both

those passages he also quotes II. 18.54 (also quoted by both
Plato and Proclus) and the context of the latter passage is a brief
resume of the attack on Homer in Rep. II and III. In both passages
) f
ot
Maximus reads to^en. ev^lV . This supports the idea that the
text of Plato used by both Proclus and Maximus read 'Ciy&n^ €Vi^\V .
There is a third alternative, that Proclus is being careless
not just in saying the same expression is used in both cases
but in carrying on with uluca £/wi/ under the influence of II.
18.54 quoted immediately above where Homer, Plato and Proclus
all agree in

making Thetis say (A^en. £V(j .

This third answer

may be the right one, but when we consider the uncertainty
which has arisen over Proclus 1 text of Plato in more than one of
the problems so far considered, and take the evidence of Maximus
into account, it is well worth bearing in mind the second answer,
that Proclus 1 Plato read UU&-L <f)/ujv

in the 11. 16 quotation .

In the case just considered Proclus does preserve a little
bit of a quotation but there are other places where what is
quotation in Plato becomes only allusion or adaptation in
Proclus and these throw a little further light on Proclus' text
of Plato and/or Homer.
quotes

At Hep. Ill 388a5-b3 -flato partly

and partly adapts II. 24.10-2 and 18.23-4.

passages are conflated by Plato.

The two

Proclus at 123.9-12 adapts them
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further f abbreviating them and fitting them into the structure of
his prose sentence*

He changes

the order in which Achilles tosses

and turns from Homer's and Plato's
U.£ l'0\/
KLcXHT**> KL€rU.£

T/)A\

A>\0"T^

to

Cc^o-nS

£/Mo~' e TD
UT

vTr-ncv * «- TTy/jy//? - « cm TTTlc-v/wf

and in
\

abbreviating the passage passes over the problematic -noTfc
c/'o/>$ov/

xVettT-itv-ra

T7/iu/''^ r> in Plato to

<iUuei\/

•

/

Taking
i

Proclus' change of order and the problems of rrA ^/L'^OVT-' ^
together we perhaps have some slender evidence that there was
already confusion in the text of Plato here in Proclus 1 time.
It is a measure of how closely Proclus is following Plato that
he makes the same conflation as Plato here of two passages of
the Iliad.

It is just because Proclus keeps so close to Plato

that I am inclined to think that where a passage of Homer is
differently quoted by Proolus and Plato, Proclus must have had
a different text of Plato rather than be going: directly to
Homer.
On p. 118 Proclus adapts the whole series of quotations
given by Plato at Rep. Ill 386c ff .
from H. 23.103-4.

In line 103 the majority of Homer MSS

read n; as does Plato Tf
AO

read TT_ .*
the

Plato AF and 27 MSS of the Iliad

Labarbe discusses the two readings and also

unimportant variant T^-L . ' He points out that with ~^M

(or -TOT. )
41

The third of the series is

and the traditional punctuation, no sign after c/ouo

Discussed by Labarbe, pp. 283-91.

42 Of. also the echo of this line in Prop. IV.7.1, "Sunt aliquid
Manes".

43

Pp. 169-73.
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but a comma after <A <f U Ao\/

, the sense is "There is a

soul and a shade, even in the halls of Hades, but reason is
not there at all" or f with -re , MA soul and a shade are
something, even in the halls of Hades, but reason is not there
at all* 1* Both these ways of taking the lines give an odd
construction to <^'<fuJ/lov/

which Homer characteristically

uses of disembodied life in Hades.

Labarbe therefore reads TX

but punctuates at the end of line 103 and takes €&-TL

in the

sense of "exists 1* so that the meaning is, "There is something even
in the halls of Hades:

the soul and a shade*"

Labarbe notes that

the Plato MSS, unlike those of Homer, give <^TL
paroxytone accent that the sense requires.
of this quotation is r^ <£<5iAAov

K*O A

which only equals line 104.

with the

Proclus* adaptation
"
This suggests that

Proclus took the two lines separately, i.e. that his Plato read
-re and, if it punctuated the lines at all, did so in Labarbe *s
way.

Proclus thus supports Labarbe *s argument here. ^
Proclus switches round the last two quotations, from II.

23.100-1 and 0&. 24.6-9 taking the latter first as

i

cxTr^n. t^-tx'Af* and then the former as o ^u-rrv&f t-c-^j
o TpiguLof .

O

We could suppose that his Plato gave the quotations

44 Lohse, Helikon 4 (1964), pp. 19-21, argues that -nf makes
better sense in Homer and that Plato would have no interest in
changing nr to TL . He rejects Labarbe*s whole concept of a
Platonic text of Homer which differed from the vulgate and therefore argues that -nf must be the right reading in Plato also.
Lohse would have to say that Proclus 1 text of Plato was corrupt
here, like the medieval MSS which offer TL . Although Labarbe*s
arguments are not always satisfactory in individual cases, Lohse's
total rejection of his basic assumptions seems to me unjustified.
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in a different order but do not need to.
-T~£-T7>ii/Ji<*£<.)

The occurrence of

in both passages serves to explain how Proclus

in adapting has conflated the two into the whole phrase
A

"Tr/?o£

-Tc?^
\

\JOU-~i~&P ' V <^f
<

o

/

It appears clearly from this discussion of Proclus 1
quotations from Homer that the real puzzles arise with those
quotations which are also found in Plato.

This is not

just because there are three main factors involved instead of
two.

The difficulties are

not in deciding what Proclus

read in Homer, which seems to have differed only a little from
what we read, but in deciding what he read in Plato.

The

situation is further complicated by the tradition of discussion
of Plato's Homeric quotations and allusions which has to be
taken into account in a number of cases.

We have seen that

Labarbe makes mistakes because he underestimates the extent
and variety of this tradition.
Proclus' Homer was very like our medieval vulgate text.
It preserved some ancient variants only attested in part of
our medieval tradition but went along with the vulgate in largely
ignoring the variants of the Alexandrian scholars.

For a better

idea of Proclus' text of Plato we must look at what is known
about the Neoplatonic

text of Plato, and at Proclus' actual

quotations from Plato.

There has been no thorough collation of the medieval MSS
of Plato comparable to Alien's collation of the MSS of Homer
although modern critical editions of a number of dialogues have now
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been produced,and an index to the Plato LSS has been published
by the Plato Microfilm Project of the Yale University Library. 46
The Neoplatonic text of Plato has been most recently discussed
by A. Carlini.

He suggests that the different Platonic

schools of Pergamum, Athens and Alexandria each had an official
text of Plato, to which variants from other texts might be
added.

He stresses the importance of Porphyry in the diffusion

of the text of Plato, just as in establishing the text of
Plotinus.

Carlini's suggestion that the Athenian school would

have an official text of Plato may or may not be right.

What is

interesting, and has often been pointed out, is that Proclus
several times
Plato.

mentions different readings in different texts of

So at In Hemp.

II 218.1 ff. he distinguishes between

the order of the spheres of Rep. 616e given by n UL^V
and the different order of
^ ixi/9 c*. -r-crU ^ o<
I

/

'

d<^

<^V

-r^nf

£

-rrsorz.?^
cfe

/<c L-c^i A L

/

Proclus 1 "older" order is unknown to the
medieval tradition which offers that of the k^K-^xu,
*^vf)<*$^ .

At In. Tim. II 308.25 ff. Proclus distinguishes

between the reading of &\

Ui^p^<L ^-r^osn. en U.^M*>^<*&^ v/«
/ /
/
(
Carlini
gives some further examples
/ Q

and the current reading.

'

45 E.R. Dodds' Grorgias (Oxford, 1959); H.3. Bluck's Heno
(Cambridge, 1961); A. Carlini'B A^. I, Ale. II, Hjpparchus and
Rivals (Turin, 1964); and C. Moreschini's Parmenides and Phaedrus
(Home, 1966). I have used these editions, the Bud6 edition, and the
OCT for information on the MS3 of Plato. My references to Plato
use the line-numbers of the OCT.
46 (New Haven and London, 1968). On recent work on the text of
Plato, cf. J. Irigoin, "Rapports sur les conferences", Annuaire de
1'Ecole Pratique des Hautes fltudes IVe section 1971-2, pp. 182 ff.
47 Fedone. Ch. 5, pp. 91-119. Cf. also Alline, pp. 146 ff.
48 Fedone. p. 103.
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of the many passages where Proclus mentions more than one
reading.

In cases of this kind Proclus discusses the meaning

given by the different readings but does not engage in textual
criticism.

He also comments on problems of punctuation, where

these affect the interpretation of the text (e.g. In Tim. 31*1 ff.
4.4 have drawn attention
and In Ale. 129.10-11) Saffrey and Westerink^
to the restoration of Hadrian's library in Athens at the beginning
of the 5th century , and suggested that at the same time the
Academy acquired a library with new copies of its authors.

They

would connect Proclus 1 knowledge of "new" readings with this.
There are no certain cases in the 5th and 6th essays where
Proclus shows knowledge of more than one reading but I suggested
above"^50 that his treatment of Od. 9 5-11 might imply that he knew
both a text of Plato which included lines 6-7 and one which did
not.

His desire to cover all possible interpretations of

-' -

-

is like his desire to explain both readings where he knows
of a textual variant,
Most of the Neoplatonic commentaries are line-by-line
commentaries with lemmata.

There is a special problem in such

commentaries concerning the relationship between the text of
the lemmata and that of the commentary.
49
50
51

For Proclus, this problem

PT, Vol. I, Introduction, p. xlviii.
Pp. 77-9.
See p.
62
above.

52 Of. Carlini's point, Pedone. p. 107, that Proclus 1 knowledge
of variants in the text of Plato might come in part from earlier
commentators.
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has been considered by Diehl

in relation to the In Tim.,

by Carlini in relation to the In. Ale., and by Moreschini
in relation to the jjj Parm.^

Carlini and Moreschini have

concluded that the lemmata in the In Ale, and the In Parm.
respectively do not go back to Proclus but have been filled
out from medieval MJS of Plato.

For the In Tim,

however,

Diehl has shown that the full form of the lemmata does
derive from Proclus himself.

Diehl discusses the contradictions

between the text of the lemmata and that of the commentary
and argues that Proclus' text of the In Tim, differed from
KA
515
that of the whole medieval tradition.-^ Carlini^ points out
that the In Crat.does not present the same problem - it is a
collection of notes and lacks lemmata - and he remarks that the
In Hemp, has not yet been studied in this way.

In fact only

the 16th essay of the In Remp. presents a continuous commentary
«57
with lemmata.
The question of what we can learn from essays
53 B. Diehl, "Der Timaiostext des Proklos", RhM N.P. LVIII (1903),
pp. 246 ff.; A. Carlini, "I lemmi del Commento di Proclo al
Alcibiade I e il codice W di Platone", SCO 10 (1961), pp. 179 ff.J
C. Moreschini, "I lemmi del Commento di Proclo al Parmenide in
rapporto alia tradizione manoscritta di Platone", ASNP 3er.2.
33 (1964), pp. 251 ff. Cf. Carlini, Fedone. pp. 104-5.
54 Cf. also K. Praechter's review of Diehl f s edition of the In
., G-SA 167 (1905), pp. 518 ff.
55 Fedone . p. 105.
56 The dissertation by A. Schaeffer, Quaestiones Platonicae
(Strasburg, 1898) collects variants for a number of dialogues
from part of the In Remp. , and also from the |n. Tim. , ]L& Ale.
a^d iS Sue, as well as from Alexander of Aphrodisias, lamblichus,
Syrianus, Simplicius and Olympiodorus (and Priscian). Schaeffer
does not tackle the problem of lemmata, and only had available
to him Schoell's edition of the In Hemp. which did not include
the first part of the work, contained in the Laurentian MS.
57 Cf. above, p. 11, and below, Appendix I, pp. 410-11.
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like the 5th and 6th about Proclus 1 text of Plato presents itself
in a rather different form.

The discursive

format of the

essays allows ample scope for quite extended quotations from
dialogues other than the Republic and whereas Diehl could draw
conclusions from a large body of evidence about Proclus 1 text
of one particular dialogue, the Timaeus. a study of the Plato
quotations in the 5th and 6th essays allows us to construct
a fairly general picture of Proclus* text of a number of dialogues
although the amount of evidence for each of the individual dialogues
quoted is very small.

Proclus edits and adapts his quotations

and he sometimes paraphrases rather than quoting directly.

It

can be difficult to decide in a particular case whether Proclus
is quoting a variant text of Plato, adapting the text we know,
or paraphrasing.

Problems of this kind, which we shall see

exemplified in the detailed discussion which follows, do not arise
when a text can be reconstructed with the help of lemmata, as
Proclus 1 text of the Timaeus can be.

There are also the

problems which arise in any study of the indirect tradition
of a text.

In some cases it may be the text of the author

who quotes that is causing a difficulty, not the text of the
author quoted.

We have already seen some instances of this

in the study of Proclus 1 Hojner quotations and the same difficulties
arise with some of his Plato quotations.
When we consider what dialogues Proclus alludes to or quotes
from we can see that the Platonic corpus for him contained a
larger number of genuine works than it does for us.

In the 5th

and 6th essays Proclus quotes from Apology. Alcibiadea II, Gorgiaa.
£§£&» Minos. Phaedo. Phaedrus. Republic of course, Sophist.
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Symposium and T^n^eu^. and also alludes to but does not quote
Alcibiades I,
and Letter II..

Cratvlus. Critias. Laches. Philebus. Politicus
Proclus thus accepts as genuinely by Plato not

only Alcibiades I and the Second Letter but also, in contrast
to all modern opinion, Alcibiades II and Minos.

The Minos, althoug

rejected by modern scholars, was not suspected as spurious in
antiquity;

Alcibiades II on the other hand was regarded by some
as the work of Xenophon, according to Athenaeus XI 506c. 59^
Proclus did not simply accept uncritically all that he found
in the Platonic corpus:

we know from In Remp. II 134.5 that he

did reject the Epinomis as spurious*

(Cf. also Anon. Prol.

26.5).
A number of the dialogues had alternative titles in
antiquity from those known to us, but Proclus always cites the
dialogues he mentions by the titles familiar to us from the
medieval tradition of the text.

Similarly in the three places

58 At 83.12 ff. Neither Kroll nor Festugiere has correctly
placed this allusion. Kroll suggests Hep. V 452a. Festugiere
points out that this cannot be right and suggests Tht. 172c4 ff.
He also adduces a couple of parallels from the Hermetica (Stob.
Hermet. fr. XI.4 Vol. Ill, p. 57 Festugiere and Asclepius 25,
p. 329.5 ff. Nock and Pestugiere). In fact Proclus here is
alluding to Letter II 314a. K.-^O^W-TV-TSA* there is picked
up by Proclus 1 *c^-r^eOW-7-^ : <?f. ko^rcLw^f
and "risul"
in Festugiere*s Hermetic parallels, and also Men. Rh., Spengel,
Rhetorea Gkraeci III 337.28, concerning r(Wi^ '6^^. which
are not to be divulged to the multitude. I suspect that the Second
Letter has influenced all these passages, even if indirectly. This
letter, which may be a Neopythagorean forgery, was accepted as
genuine in antiquity and much used and interpreted by both Middle
and Neoplatonists:- see Saffrey and Westerink, PT Vol. II,
Introduction, & 2, pp. xx-lix, "Lea exegeses de la Lettre II".
The statement in Anon. Prol. 26.8 that Proclus C^&^CL
the
Letters cannot mean that he regarded them as spurious, any more
than the Rep, and the Laws which he also c-n^kUcL.
. The word
implies only exclusion from the compulsory banon of Platonic
works:- cf. above, p.45.
59 Cf. Alline, p. 37 and note 5 there. Also Dttring, Herodioua.
p. 75.
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where he cites the Republic by book (69.11-12, 117.28 and
177.9) he does so by the division into books known to us and
not by the alternative ancient division.

At 185.9 he cites the

Laws by book and there too his division into books is the one
we know, but for the Laws, unlike the He public, only one
division was ever used.

The evidence for the 5th and 6th

essays thus supports the view which emerges from Alline that
the dialogues were known to Proclus under the same titles and
according to much the same classification as that in which
they passed into the medieval tradition.
When we come to consider the actual text of the quotations,
however, we find that Proclus diverges very frequently, to a
In

greater or a lesser extent, from the medieval tradition.
only 9 of 43 quotations, or near-quotations, which I shall

consider, are there no textual problems of any significance.
One of these, Rep. Ill 398e1 , quoted at 54.7, is only a phrase:
LL&

.

In another Six Proclus agrees with most

of our HSS in having what must be the right reading on grounds
of sense, etc. as against a variant in one medieval MS.
184.14-7 he quotes Ion 533e, reading K.OO\*
against W's Ko<^o<
.

At

with T2? as

and ^>Unrc-)oi with TWf against F Stob.

In both these readings the text offered by

Proclus and the MSS which agree together is clearly superior
but it is interesting to see that first W and then F is at
faulty it is not possible to make simple assumptions that one
60 Of. for example Alline, pp. 125-6 on Proclus 1 agreement with
Stobaeus, Theodoret and the medieval tradition in using the
as opposed to Thrasyllus 1 '4^
title 'u/.^-^!
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MS is more likely than another to have all the right readings.
At 156.10-11 Proclus quotes Minos 31 9d and here he agrees
with F in reading

v&^o^°<

The standard term V£KUL'<*

as against A f s \X^K«JC^O<

.

must be right and Proclus 1 reading

presents no problems and is of little significance.
At 65.28-9 Proclus quotes Phaedo
AA^L

of most MSB as against Y's
reads TOV/

TTOIAT>\\/

61 b with the
.

cTt crij Cr/ms/j

The MS text here

UL^AA&I.

TTOIATVJ/'

<n

while Proclus begins his
quotation at

£-I'TT^/?

/

UL^\/\C\.

and so inserts

y/M

to give a main verb which will fit in to the run of his
sentence.

There is no need to suppose that WM

variant in the text of Plato.

is a

Proclus often edits quotations

in this way, as we shall see from many of the quotations examined.
Editing is particularly common, as might be expected, in the
opening of a quotation and such cases must be clearly distinguished
from those in which we have grounds for thinking that a real
Platonic variant is involved.

(Of course it may sometimes be

difficult to decide in an individual case whether deliberate
alteration or a Platonic variant is the reason why Proclus'
text reads as it does.)
At 155 19-20 Proclus quotes Phaedo 95a after a summary
of the preceding part of the dialogue.

He omits the MS

after truiiE V^D £v• adds -rcz-u-r

/Iti'ov/Tty

and omits ooj-^n

^T^f

before oM'V

other hand he has oixcJlo^^Wy/
Stobaeus 1 O^O^OK^U^V/

after
.

On the

with the MSB as against
and ^>W^'

against T's grammatically incorrect

^LW^j-

with most MSS
.

The omission
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of ujf

and addition of T^uj-rn

£en« V

A^/oVrcf

can

plausibly be seen as deliberate alterations by Proclus to
make the sense clearer for his purposes while the omission of
c/o-r-cn- is presumably just a slip on his part or on that of his
copyist.
The remaining two cases of this type are both in quotations
from Republic X.

At 201.27-30 Proclus quotes Hep. X 605a

and agrees with the majority of medieval MSS in reading
as against P's incorrectly formed <^|/v\/</ix-nu-oi/ .

iy*v«*K-rnri ^ov/

The other differences in Proclus' text of this passage, the
omission of f^Aov £TL
Of -re

k.c-0.

£o<$<.ot.

n

after o o/j
P6OT<^J

U^M^T)^^

T^s-OTlJ

iro^T^p and

*{/O £ <~> Lt £-i\/

TnZ~mr\V £ V

I

after W«^u^£

, and the substitution of

for -7X3 T^I^UT^OV'
by Proclus;

may be accounted deliberate alterations

he omits phrases in Plato which are not necessary

for the point he is using the quotation to make, and substitutes
TO

\oyi6^\i^v in order to make the sense clear despite the

removal of the passage from its context.
quotes Rep. X 61 7b.

Proclus

Here in common with Plutarch and Theodoret

Proclus agrees with A*s £V<*
<xV^-rx>vo\/

At 69.10-2

TX^VAOV/

as against F's

, a reading which is clearly inferior in sense.

We also have another case of deliberate alteration in Proclus 1
plural i£*f6otf

instead
to agree with his own ^<^^^\/(Xj
/ '
(Plato has the singular because
of Plato's singular <;<^g<^\/
of the form of his sentence, not because he has only one Siren
turning all the spheres?

the difference between Proclus and

61 E. Chambry's Bude* attributes the reading <^-*\/<xi<. m<-/v/ to
Proclus. This is a mistake, at least in so far" as the quotation
in the 6th essay is concerned.

Plato here is purely in the form of expression, not in the
doctrine.)

But there is one other difference in this quotation

of a kind we shall find again, a difference in the order of
words,

Proclus has u^v cf^v/ for the $ \rMr\v

our Plato tradition.

un!°t\/

of

In this particular instance the difference

seems insignificant for the quotation is so short that it could
easily be from memory and errors of this kind are precisely
those which are liable to occur in quoting prose from memory.
They are also common in copying and this one could have arisen
either when Proclus copied Plato's text, or when scribes copied
Proclus' text.

However we shall find that slight differences

in word order are common in Proclus 1 quotations.

It might be

worth looking on the difference here as yet another variant
which is after all of some significance in bearing witness that
Proclus had a different text of Plato from that of the medieval
tradition.
There are a further two quotations where Proclus*
variation from Plato may be put down to deliberate alteration.
At 186.13-4 Proclus quotes Ale. II 147b.
the quotation

^-v

witli -rm&o-rov

?

£6~ny

After introducing

V

'

TO

he goes on

^Tuvov/rx^f £i\/c//o
\/c/of
text of Al£. II reads 'Et-rlv TC

Y \\j Ui p >' 6 *><-*flip

.

Carlini's

cta T^.^TV

We do not have to assume that Proclus has
deliberately changed the opening of the quotation to simplify
his own sentence but if we give his text of Plato the benefit
of the doubt, so to speak, in cases like this until strong
evidence of real variants appears, that evidence will be all the
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more convincing when it does appear and cannot be denied on
grounds of deliberate alteration.

Variants may also be due

to corruptions in the text of Proclus, as we

can see from

Phaedrus 246e, quoted at 166.15-6, where the Laurentian MS
of Proclus reads KXKO<$"LI/\ ueVw
and was rightly

which does not make sense

corrected to Plato's KL^^^UA jx.e-\/o

in

the Corpus MS and so in the editio prince-ps of Proclus 1
f~2
Proclus introduces
commentary in 1534 which followed that MS.
this quotation with -TX^TU)
-,

Plato's TW

r(

ci£

^/>

, a deliberate change from

I

.He frequently uses

*<Ap

in this

way to introduce the quotation of a sentence which in the original
has a different opening particle to connect it to what precedes
in the original context. ^
For six of the dialogues quoted by Proclus in the 5th and
6th essays we have only one quotation and in these cases it
is only possible to note the variants in his text and to use
them in building up a general picture of his text of Plato;
there is not enough evidence to say much about the text of
the particular dialogues in question.

1 have already dealt

with one of these quotations, from the Minos
Proclus quotes Apology 41 a.
before *-<^

V4<f t ocfcJ

Here

At 157.8-11

he omits the MSS K^O

H&

, an omission he had no reason to

make deliberately and which we must therefore attribute either
to his text of Plato, or to his reproduction of it, or to
62 Gf. Kroll's preface, p. v. Kroll attributes K-^ u^c^u\j^
only to the editio princeps because, quite reasonably, he disregarded the Corpus MS:- see p. vii of his preface.
63 Cf. J.£. Denniston, Greek Particles (2nd edn. Oxford, 1954),
. /«/> to introduce quotations
pp. 58 ff. on explanatory ,-*/>
may be considered a type of explanatory

lie also omits the

corruption in the text of Proclus.
second ItV

which the I-&3 give after c/k^xx-ro

;

again

either Proclus' text of Plato, or his reproduction of it,
or a corruption in the text of Proclus could be responsible.
Proclus agrees with IY in reading

4£)oU/ while -Blv read

At 156.30-157.1 Proclus quotes Gorgias 523a and here
by contrast he has something which the I-1SS omit, the ~rtr
in o ~r£r 2jz\>$

.

It could be claimed that a short quotation

like this is probably from memory but this is unlikely in the
context where Proclus is carefully assembling examples of
Plato's usual respect for Homer from a number of different
The quotation from Rep. X at 69.10-2 which it

dialogues.

seemed plausible to regard as a quotation from memory is made
in a very different kind of context:

Proclus uses it as a

felicitous way of expressing a thought which he could have
put in his own words.

Here on the other hand reporting Plato's

words is essential to the argument and quotation from memory
is much less likely.
It is in the same context as these quotations from
the Apology and the G-orr:ias that Proclus quotes Symposium 209d,
at 157. 20-3

'This is an interesting case because here we have

a papyrus fragment, P.Cxy 843, dating probably from the
beginning of the 3rd century A.D., in addition to the medieval
f-i&S.

'./hat we find is that Proclus does not agree completely

with either in his text
HOL\ c H6"/ocfo\/
but o<<x

of the quotation.

Thus Proclus has

with the Ii33 against the papyrus' ^ csY V-( 6'i'ocfov/

dVyovoc

k'-^T^yWrreo^' V

where both the i-'iSS and the
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papyrus read c^Toc

e^u'TCiv

&dve>i/^

UL OCT&.A^'IT*SV 6<\/

. ^ Moreover Proclus has
\

"the KSS and "t116 papyrus 1

At 189.5-22 Proclus quotes Sophist 235d.
ently from our MSS with <fuo
vuv

235d1 to

<f«tl\/&uvu.

u.tVv

cTuo

H-<£V

/JL - *

He begins differ-

^U/vo|A^

for

and jumps from

in 235d6.

In four cases Proclus

agrees with the majority of the MSS against inferior variants
in W, reading <^xcTn

for W's / cfn

, of\AV

for W's <§/?u ,

for W's different order
KC.O

TvrA^-r^c

\v's cfok^T

and -roy<j a^v enj\/

UCTL -77^.^/u
a^v erov/
M
U jA.

jxerL

with TY and Stobaeus for

(u omits the reply altogether).

However Proclus agrees with YWt and Stobaeus in reading
as against BT eu^£r^?(f

and with the majority of the MS3

in reading c-v^r^fsr^o^r-su.

as against Y's
/
Where most of the IiSS read -rij1 cf° J'ov^^j'
and V/ 2 and
Stobaei A read T^J-

cfo^ci^t^p

, Proclus has just

It is quite clear here that no one medieval MS, or family of
MSS,

corresponds directly to Proclus* text.

What appears

on a sm8.ll scale here in this one quotation could be confirmed
on the large scale by making an overall list of the places
where Proclus agrees with different branches of the medieval
tradition.

The different beginning to the Sophist quotation

64 L. Robin's Bude refers also^to a reading by Methodius,
eKi* ^ocT5?yV«?xVe\77-5*^1 \/ <^P<UJ>TVV tKrt>v/c*
(of. Carlini,
Fedone. p. 82) but Methodius' sentence is a paraphrase rather
than a quotation and should not be taken as evidence for the
text of Plato:- see Keth., symp. 7 IV.159 (ed. H. Husurillo.
Paris, 1963).
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and the jump are deliberate alterations of the type we have
already met with while the cases of agreement with the
majority of the IiSiS four times against W and once against
Y are like the examples considered earlier which were clear
cases of corruption in just one medieval MS.
left with two variants.

The omission of TV/

We are still
before <fo

is very likely due to corruption in the text of Proclus, or to
an error by Proclus in copying Plato (the quotation is too long
to be from memory)

although it could reflect such an omission
On the more significant variant,

in Proclus 1 text of Plato.
eui^To^

, the assembled witnesses are

versus GU^-TR^

pretty evenly divided.
At 61.29-62.4 Proclus paraphrases Laches 188d.

Although

a paraphrase this passage deserves to be included when we are
considering Proclus* text of Plato, because in 62.2 Proclus 1
text reads o/jyvv/^ rra-*/e-/<*r » thus agreeing with the reading
~
/J
of BT. Burnet's OCT and Croiset's Bude* both follow V in
printing JW^v/U rraaJcQf

.

Festugiere wants to read

in Proclus too and translates "des instruments frivoles".
This gives a better sense to the Proclus passage and I think
Festugiere is right here and that we should attribute TT^U c/cVoqto corruption in the text of Proclus.
There are two quotations from Ale. II, one of which I have
6*5
already discussed. J The second quotation, Ale. II 142e quoted
by Proclus at 187.26-188.8, is of considerable interest.
65 Pp.93-4 above.

We
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have more evidence that Proclus 1 text of Plato cannot be placed
in a direct relationship with any of the medieval MSS, for
Kt\/cfu\/cnx^ s^v as in B against the

although he begins

y^/> of TY. Proclus then reads cfaoi/u+6c "nf
'
I
6 I
with BT against cfyov^t TL in Y. We also find that Proclus

KW<fuV<^j^_

omits JA^ after cfo^^T
all the Plato MSS.

and ^iC\V

after irr^v/TiJv/

against

There would be no point in the deliberate

omission of either of these by Proclus and it seems unnecessary
to explain the omissions away as errors by Proclus or corruptions
in the text of Proclus:

the number of variants which would have
A significant

to be so explained is becoming increasingly large.

variant which cannot be so explained away occurs in the couplet
of poetry which follows.

Proclus ends the first line with

r with TY as against B's iy/e^^rr*
second line ~TP eft

^uv^

m^

but then hie

eiy«?xi</vW\/

is importantly different from the T^ JV
^X^YO(-i

<*Tra.xWfktvof all the Plato MSS.

The lines recur

at AP X.108 where the text is the same as in Proclus except
that the second line ends ^rr^/)uu^>^

not

They are also found in the 5th century A.D. X/?^6um,
published in Buresch 1 s book, lOLaros.

D^ \/
where

the text is as in the AP but is introduced with the words
OT\ o

TDViTU/ £ru?u\f

^v^^feu

cfi/^^kL^c

.

It is

possible that this "oracle" derives from Proclus, for Buresch dates
the original of the collection to the period 474-491 A.D., but
if so it does at least confirm, since it is so nearly contemporary,
66 (Leipzig, 1889).

See no. 40 on p. 107 there.
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that the Proclus MS has not been corrected from the &£. or
anything of that kind.

If the oracle

does not come from

Proclus, it may still come from a Platonist source of some
kind, rather than directly from Plato* 67

The couplet also

recurs in the anthology of the 5th century A.D. grammarian
Orion

introduced, interestingly, by £m T£I\/

beginning 2eG

k^ovtJ*

^ and with Proclus 1 second line

except for the ending €^y^i\j^
of. the ££ text)

Mo <9-^o/?

^77^/70^-0 if

(for

Carlini70 argues that Plato's
&£(V

is a paraphrase,

while Proclus and the rest have preserved the actual line of
Accordingly Carlini prints TS. cfe1 cfevi.,.. etc. as
1 that
prose in his text of Ale. II. He does mention71

verse.

is a poetical word, and admits the possibility
that two versions of the lines existed in antiquity.

This,

not his preferred explanation, must be the right answer*

It

would be strange for the author of AJLc. II to produce a prose
paraphrase of the line which still made a complete hexameter*
Was Proclus 1 variant introduced by him, as Carlini thinks, or
did it stand already in his text of Plato?

The problem is

exactly parallel to the problems that arose with some of Proclus 1
Homer quotations which also occur in Plato and I would argue
67 A couple of the other oracles in the collection are explicitly
said to come from Porphyry. Of. Lewy, pp. 16 ff. and E.R. Dodds,
"New Light on the Chaldaean Oracles", HTR 54 (1961), pp. 263-73.
68 Printed in Meineke's Stobaeus, IV 257, no. 17.
69 Proclus' 2^v /2*6^£j is guaranteed by his exposition:/
see 188.18.
70 In "Studi sul testo della quarta tetralogia Platonica11 ,
SIPC U.S. XXXIV (1963), pp. 185 ff.
71 Ibid., p. 186, note 5.
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here, as I did there, that Proclus 1 text of Plato had a different
text of the lines of verse from ours.

I can see no reason

why Proclus should have deliberately altered Plato's version.
For Proclus' text of the Phaedo . as well as the two
quotations which I have already discussed72
1 there is an allusion
at 85.6 to Phaedo 108a, from which it is clear that Proclus
read -r^«o<four

there, as did Olympiodorus, while all the Plato
r»^r

MSS, and Stobaeus, present the inferior reading
It appears from In SemE. 11.132 ff. that Proclus aligned the
T-^cncn- of the Phaedo with the T/o/of of florgias 524a2.
The Neoplatonists ' close knowledge of Plato may be the reason
why their text has preserved the right reading here, while
Stobaeus and the medieval tradition lost it.
Proclus has two quotations from the Timaeus . and also an
allusion which provides evidence for his text of Plato.

With

the Timaeus we have a "control11 of a rather special kind in
the form of Proclus 1 text in his In. Tim.
at Ifi SfiSE- 109.27-110.4.

He quotes Tim. 28a

The passage occurs in the In Tim.

at 264.4-9 and the subsequent commentary.

Here we have

conclusive proof if any were needed, that Proclus can deliberately
edit the opening of a quotation to

fit

it in to his text and

in particular that he tends to change the opening particle to
y-^

.

The lemma at J& Tim. 264.4-9 begins or^v <JL<=V £ v

with AP as against O'TOV u.^ c^v ^V
.
72
73

The In. Remp.

of FWY and Stobaeus 1

quotation begins

Pp. 91-2 above.
Cf. Carlini, Fedone . p. 107 and p. 111, note 56.

74 On Proclus' interpretation of Plato's eschatology, cf.
pp. 209-12 below.
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that is, with the same text as the ifi Tim, lemma except for
the particle, which has been deliberately altered.

Similarly

the In Remp. quotation agrees with the In Tim, lemma and
Stobaeus in reading —^

ic/k<xv ^^A

-r^V

c/^i/v^v/

^TT^vv^-Tsu. while Plato P and Vatic. 228 read r\v c/ca^n/ <*-<i

Plato AP read <fu\,'*UA.iv O^T^U » and I reads /cV^n/

alone.

The In Eemp. a uo tat ion also agrees with the In Tim, lemma, Stobaeus
and most Plato HSS in reading I/C^TU)

against AP

The omission of
cfetvu^-a

la the In Remp. quotation may be classed as another

If

^•••Ml

•MHHHMHMMi

deliberate omission.

"

"

Unfortunately we cannot simply conclude

that the In Remp. quotation and the In Tim, lemma present the
same text for there are two more variants to note. The In
reads ^V

£y(C>v

^ K^CFS* -ns ^COT^

while the Irn

Tim, lemma presents rr-pof TO ^o^-s? TT^TIS.
MSS but uocr-1 acA-r^.

i& M^5

^^ov

in most

moreover this is one of the cases

where

commentary and lemma diverge in the In Tim.:- at 271.29
in the body of the commentary we find n-p^f -^ ^^
i^ocr^?

-r^i-r^

^X ON/

with the 7r~b of
lemma)

with Plato p TX> i^6»cr52

The In Remp.

for TTT^sf
I

.

~T3~o -r"^2

^^^^^V

£.: t<>\/of

^ X ° v/

of the

therefore stands alone with its c-lr

Similarly the fe Remp.

with OTC^) cf'^v/ c>
c'' 'Uv C

( Tiie other Plato MSS agree

^^^^^^^^•••i

text is the only one
^f

v/c^ovof while the In Tig. lemma reads
With Plato ^ W has

and APY 1812 have ^ c/'iv c.V

T>O

crt>

'

Ccv' ^>j"

^c^ov/4

-

o

i^t^V

Are we

to say that Proclus in the i& Remp. is quoting from memory or
that he used one text of Plato when writing the J& Remp. and
75

Cf. Diehl, op. cit. above (note 58), p. 249.
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another when writing the In Tim.?

we have seen in Chapter 1

how difficult it is to date these commentaries which were
originally lectures.

We saw too that the In Tim, and the

Iri fiemp. refer to each other and that it is no easy task
to establish their relative date on the basis of crossreferences.

I did argue that the 5th and 6th essays were written

after the In Tim, but that is not the right way to solve this
problem about the text of Plato.

There is some confusion in the

tradition in each of the problem

readings but in each case the

text of the In Remp. stands completely alone and diverges
only slightly from the In Tim. lemma.

The quotation is quite long

to be a quotation from memory, but Proclus must have known the
Timaeus very well and in the context, where the quotation is
adduced simply for purposes of illustration, quotation from
memory is likely.

The best solution of this particular problem

would therefore be that Proclus is quoting from memory in the
In Remp . and that is why his text of this passage of the
Timaeus. although it mainly agrees with the In Tim, lemma, does
present some otherwise unknown variants.

The agreement with

the In Tim, lemma supports Diehl's view that the unabbreviated
lemmata in the In Tim, are original.
At 166.6-8 Proclus quotes Timaeus 41c-d.

His text runs
J
is

-ry

jumping from
in 41c5-6 to
order of

the
76

in 41d2,

Pp.

46

<*

ff. above.

and

.

r
and reversing

Kroll prints
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Proclus 1 sentence as a quotation but one might feel inclined
to

call it a paraphrase and discount it as evidence for the

text of the

Timaeua

However, when we turn to our "control"

in the In Tim, we find that Proclus 1 i§ quoting what he
read in his text of the Timaeus.
233.27-8 begins jf^P*

The lemma at £& Tim. Ill

irr^i^ £<£<£' &5

u*^

W^VV/^T^

with the same order of words as the In Hems.

The commentary

which follows implies the same order of words (see 238.31-2
and 239.4)*

It is then right

to regard 166.6-8 as a

quotation, with a deliberate jump in the middle of the kind
we have already seen in the quotation from Sophist 235d.
Both in the Ifl Remr>. and in the In Tim, (in the lemma at III
229.6-7) Proclus

reads uu<£-r£/>*\/

with most of the medieval

MSS against Y«s
At 64.27-65.15 Proclus alludes to Timaeus 21 c.
the adjective

He quotes

which Plato there applies to Solon as a poet.

The Laurentian MS of Proclus reads fc/^fe/>UT3Tx>\/ which the
Corpus MS, followed by the editio princeps . corrected to
to bring it into line with the text of
Plato.

Proclus reads GA^f^^/T^Rrrxjv/

In Tim., in the commentary, at 91.21 and 93.7.

again in the
It looks from

the jfe Tim, as though both lamblichus and the Neoplatonist Origen
read eA^i9y ^r^-rov/

.

This is also the reading of Plato W f

while the other MSS offer
77
78

Of. note 62 above.
Cf. (raHavotti, L'estetica greca...p- 33 f note 1
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should therefore be left in the In
We come now to the dialogues from which Proclus quotes rather
more frequently:

the Phaedrue and the Ion, the Laws and the

Republic itself.

The quotations from the Phaedrus and the Ion

are all from a specific part of each dialogue so that it is
almost possible to reconstruct Proclus 1 text of a continuous
passage of each by putting the quotations together.

The frequent

quotations and allusions from the Laws come from widely scattered
passages.

The majority of the direct quotations from the

Republic are from Rep. X and the situation is rather like that
with the Ion and the Phaedrus »
To turn first to the Phaedrus:- I have already dealt
with one of the Phaedrus

quotations on p. 94 above.

For a

Neoplatonic text of the Phaedrus we can to some extent compare
the commentary of Hermias, but Hermias does not provide us with
a text of all the passages quoted by Proclus since he gives
only abbreviated lemmata to introduce sections of his commentary {
sometimes his text of a passage can be gleaned from a quotation
in the body of his commentary or from what his commentary
appears to presuppose in the text.

The following are the four

Phaedrus quotations in Proclus apart

from the one already dis-

cussed, and the variants in them:
(1 )

Phaedrus 242d. Quoted a£ 176.17-21

Proclus MS 6uv6|A^c emended by Kroll, I think unjustifiably
in view of the other variants in Proclus 1 text of Plato, to
agree with the Plato MSS
Proclus o-u TL

otv ^

crc2Hv/o -rzs/oov/

:

most Plato MSS
2102

Hermias has no text of this passage in either lemmata or
commentary.
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(2) Phaedrus 243a. quoted at 173.11-17
Deliberate change by Proclus of opening e^ri A,

Proclus AVA^-ro

:

to

M£SS

Proclus and 14SS

but
: Cxy. u.^f^o/><^\/
Proclus and M3S K«*k/\j/^/?/o<\/
some confusion generally about the two words which are close
in sense and easily confused in writing: at 173.22 the Proclus
i*\YvaA 6<X^L and
Ho has been corrected from x^*™* o M /occ. to u-*tus\vvp*
at Phaedrus 243b5 MSS and Oxy. have K.°c*A/i?/0i'o<V but Oxy.
Hermias uses i^o^u^/^ V/TSZ. in his
has u.*-nvrop!o&
commentary on this passage at 75-24-5 but one MS of Hermias
has u: <*rn f

(3)

Phaedrus 245a. quoted at 57.25-9 (and alluded to at 56.25.

70.26. 140.16 ff.. 180.11)

Deliberate change by Proclus of opening e?y </" Vv
Proclus McaJtfiJV ucyv/t'ocjr

;

Plato i'iSo

to

M-<X\//cxf/

Hermias (98.26): u.otvi'o*f TVJ\/ M^TJ^MX/ . iiermias inserts r
because he is adapting the quotation for comment as he goes
along.
: Plato MSS, P. Oxy. 1017, Hermias,
Proclus Tro^T)k^y (^u^^/1
Trang.
(cf. Beneca, ***^*1****
£HWf
Aristides, Stobaeus TTO.AT*^^/
^*
/
I
17.10 "poeticas fores"). In the allusion to this passage at
. It is possible that
140.17 Proclus has THOI^TJ^/- 6hJLj*/>
Proclus knows of two different readings but more likely,
since he makes no comment to that effect, that either 57.26
or 140.17 is corrupt. I suspect that 57.26 has been influenced
in the context. It is
by the discussion of rro^-n^
theoretically possible that Proclus himself is quoting wrongly
(perhaps from memory) but he would know Phaedrus 245a so well
that 1 think tnis is rather a case of corruption in the text of
is unknown to
Proclus. The apparent variant TTO ^-n*Jythe rest of the ancient tradition as well as to the medieval MSS.
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Deliberate omission by Proclus of -m^/.U^r / ir
£6 <DjK-C V/Ojp«,

7TOiATY\V

r <-

v

rvv

?

i

;

:

i A

;

\

cX'T^x^f

J ooOlNDf

j\
*" V
UT?O . .- I Plato 1*1SS 'x'~rcLA'\£

x> /"•>
'
TToi^ij1 t^o^roo

5 TTO t * +

XI

L^

PrOClUS k-^U

c-

^^

>x

^Tfc'?\

>/
c>/-x;'>oj"

J

^

IUA n

:

Hermias (adapting) » — N ' ~

Proclue, Stob. A ~T*^J ^jJ^/Dcv^uu-^of 2

-rC

v

V

TrO(^Tv^f

\
(^^-t

c
.A

(

TT^:

-•
B /\

Phaedrus 25Qd> quoted ajb 175.6-11

(4)

Proclus begins >^>

v^va 6-73? T^r
T>J JG ^^AAor cc -rv^f
while Plato begins

fi

but it is
M <s T^fl ^V
ivi\/
£v<evx
difficult to tell where adaptation stops and quotation begins
and so not really possible to conclude that Proclus has a
different text of Plato.
: Hermias in
Proclus, Plato MSS (and Plutarch) oJV-r^>-Tv\
by
emended to O^UTTV^
commentary at 179.20 ou-r/)^
Couvreur.

Proclus e*J.6&\6<h^\/ Hf^TdJi
in the i-iStt):

(

v^-i^JL.

corrected to

Plato iibi-i eW^-r^c

Once again we find some deliberate changes and adaptations
of Plato by Proclus and some real variants, including differences
of word order.

It also appears possible that Hermias and

Proclus were not using quite the same text.
Of the six quotations from the Ion five follow each other
in quick succession

on pp. 183-4 and together form a synopsis

of and commentary on ioja 533-4 on the inspired poet and the
transmission of his inspiration to
79

Of. below, pp. 301-5.

others.^

The sixth is
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from Ion 530b, quoted at 158.6-11, where the Plato MSS read
<-/
r v ->
-\ Ox/
r^
but Proclus has <-'c^xc/. ?€.

.

I have already dealt with one of the

five consecutive quotations,
on pp. 90-1 above.

that of 533e,

quoted at 184.14-7,

The remaining four, and the variants in

them, are as follows:
(1)

Ion 533d. quoted at 183.1-3

Proclus, Plato WP T-VA

(2)

:

T

Ion 533d-e. quoted al 183.14-20

OaenAv^

i- ^ D^ ^ t ^

^^-j-g

^A^oO/

^JT<^\/

\\/ V
il

—
<

A

._.)

'
(~ '

V

,

,

^

'

"^

^C'A/>-TY\-

—————————— I ————

O

T

Plato's text as printed in the OCT _o^
__

/

' 6

~> f> i

cJUW-fi.f

^. . j- f~_

Jt^ ULTx) A /erUf

_

^ -, „

/

v-|

"

_

A

.

-»

' °t
^

Ji

Jk

v

-o

r^>

~^Z

P

'

H-v ^t4(V

X

-*K'

^^

l(

)

/

o
/ gU f , U)

*

V/OTC

"^^^A C

- /)

o/^c^g^r

^ A /^/
VA /i '/Y\-

As the differences between the two texts are so great I have
underlined the parts which are the same in an attempt to make
the nature and extent of the differences stand out more
clearly.
The MSS text is not without variants:
TU
J. W

^-f-nV*
Q vU U •

^T ( .
/C\
O U VoC 6 b^X,

TW ^.<T^)^v/
TVP (and Proclus) A'PT^T^LX

•
•

"I?
*

:
:

F btob ^*/y,V.jv/
Stob.

'?,
**^u

,r 'n '
//Q_
O <~> Vo^ »t^72_X

(cf. Proclus)

The Proclus text of the whole passage differs considerably.
Festugiere remarks that

oAK^y/

is difficult to construe and
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says tentatively, "Proclus lisait-il un autre texte?", without
There

making any mention of the other variants in the passage.
if We take it as

is in fact no difficulty with o/Wci\/
.

(foVc<^nv

an adjective agreeing with

It is so used as an

adjective by Plato in Hep. VII 521d3 and 527b9.

is an adjective of three terminations, but this is

o/\w^
wrong.

±S3 say that

cf. Philo, Spec. I 105

It has in fact only two:and Le&at.

o/\kL£n, . o. cfL<^\/-s"i<*A.
may then

CilP/

We

doy/ocxu^

268 c?/\Kiof

translate not, as Pestugiere does, "elle met en eux

uae force d 1 attraction qui produit

des effets aemblables"

but, "it puts into them the power of attracting similar things".
Should we regard Proclus' text of the passage as paraphrase
Certainly some of the differences

than quotation?

rather

may be due to deliberate

adaptation.

Proclus 1 K-O^

and the omission of 'u.* /
could be easily accounted for in this way. Yet overall the

for the MSB w£r' dvJo-r^

passage is close enough to the i-iSS text to be considered at
least a partial quotation.
Proclus 1 oy\k^>v/
for ( o^
I

TtV

V

is doing duty

ouen t~w

JF only)
A ' SOP

of the Plato i-iSb and Stobaeus.

deliberately abbreviating?

Or did

him with this more elegant phrase?
could be a gloss.

Is Proclus

his text of Plato present
The iaSd text is clumsy and

We have seen that aA^f

as an adjective

is Platonic but this does not help us for Proclus naturally
uses Platonic vocabulary himself.

(Cf. the use of o/l^if

Philo, whose language is similarly influenced by
The lesser variants

sucii as ^n- ' <5 xc'v

>

Plato).
-A /1&*J

for
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and ^^^P -m-r^LA.

for O^VO^-TYVTSU.

are certainly worth

regarding as genuine variants of the kind we have already met
with in the other quotations.
The Ion lacks a full critical edition.

Proclus 1

quotation of this passage should certainly be taken into
account if such an edition is ever

produced.

An editor would

need to judge very carefully what was a genuine variant in
the text of Plato and what was Proclus 1 adaptation.
myself like to include oX^^M TV^V ouer-JiW

among the genuine

variants but would exclude i^^

ir^>^^<^^if

the omission of Lu*/o*Ar

as adaptation.

(3)

TT^VU

I would

and perhaps

Ion 533e. quoted &t 183.24-6

Proclus TF Stob. i\/9^av
Proclus <*xr7ouf
P. Stob. c^-r

eV

'•

W omits

UL

( <*u!>-mc
as a correction in the Proclus MS):
s TW O/

Ill I2& 534b. quoted a£ 184.18-20 and 21-5
Proclus TWf

v/&^>c

'

Tt=-

F Stob.

&

In lines 20-1 Proclus deliberately jumps from

to £?T£

<EK^/^\/

(5341)5)

(b?) and indicates that he is doing so by inserting

/
^
T^Aor
The omission of eW after <x~r^ is probably
deliberate and a corollary of skipping part of the text.
Proclus TW u*u

7>oAAc*

:

Proclus e koc^-r^-f oi of ~^

G£TL

Proclus WF

T

t^A

:

F

-r^
:

Plato MSS

It appears from these quotations that Proclus 1 text of
the Ion did have some important variants from that of our
medieval tradition.

As in the other quotations we find deliberate
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alteration by Proclus, avoidance of some of the more obvious
and unintelligent medieval

corruptions, and a failure to agree

exclusively with any one branch of the medieval tradition.
It is also worth

noting that Stobaeus more than once presents

variants from both Proclus and the MS 15 which are clearly
inferior and which I have not bothered to record above.

The

contrast between Stobaeus 1 rather corrupt text of the quotations
Stobaeus derives his

and that of Proclus is instructive.

quotations from a variety of sources, some directly from Plato
but others from earlier anthologies.

In the latter case
(Of course

the text would be open to progressive corruption.

the text of Stobaeus himself could also be corrupt.)

Proclus

is more likely to be going directly to Plato and, for the
Ion at least, his quotations present a better text.

or*

As well as a number of allusions there are five actual
The variants in them are as follows:

quotations from the Laws.

ill ^wa i 624a. Quoted & 156.16-20
Proclus

ULJLC\V

ProclUS o^ eVoi-r^rx;
1 D \i c^ £ vVv

(2)

5
J4.-vwf

6uTV
u

AO
Tro

- - - ^OVerv^.^v/

:

AO

r .

0 *-

Laws I 630a. Quoted & 187.10-21

Proclus AO

cf/j

Proclus jp?V£ 4"6a*.
Proclus, Eus. i'uc^vtJ

:

Eusebius cti
others
:

AO

vaVuc
c^^^s'wiJv/

: AO and £us. i; £ A
Proclus and Eus. 10 ^CWu^^L
The sense is such that these two variants entail each other.
80 On the Plato quotations in Stobaeus. see Carlini, Fedone
' Y ^
DD. 122-5.
pp.
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Proclus and Eus. 10. ocOTAf

^J>\iov ^\}af>£'<*{ omitted by

Ficino supplemented the words in his translation
AO and Eus. N.
0
of Plato from Proclus or
Proclus Yelp

i

others

ill -^aws II 667c-d;

668a;

*x£V

fo*0

668b, quoted at 190.7-20

Proclus deliberately jumps from 667d6 to 66Sa6 and again in
line 16 to 668b9; he also deliberately oiiits the responses
of the other partner in the dialogue which make no difference
to the thought expressed. His introduction of the quotation
t
1
r
is a signal that he is going to
with cnrfU^/ -nvjf d/^t tv
proceed in this way rather than, as one might at first think,
an indication that he is paraphrasing, not quoting.

AC04 <ege*r£gc>\/TSLL
AC -nv
/> I

M-er/p

AO

Tn£/>

^ \s&

of l-o-rvx

\

Modern Plato texts such as the Bude and the COT punctuate with ;
in 667c-d not, as Proclus does, after T\ Jd[
after ^uc^^Tik.^-/
(cf. Festugiere ad loc.)

Hi Laws III 682a. quoted at 156.6-9 and 1 85 . 1 1 -3
i'ne same passage is used at Hermias 88.1 7-9. 8^
At 156.6-9 i'roclus omits €\J &^ ^ ^n^V. This is presumably
just a slip either on iroclus* part or on that of his copyist
since he has the word at 185.11 and the sense is difficult
without it. The fact that this omission must be a slip reminds
us of the possibility that other omissions, where we have
no second instance of a quotation to provide a checic, may be
slips too.
81 Jee Alline, p. 303, note 1.
32 Cf. ji. des Places, %u tradition indirecte cles ^ois de
Platon (Livres I-VI)", Melanges J. Saunier (Lyons, 1944), p. 33
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\u.\/(J*- ccrvv/
Proclus /fci/ovoTUv/

:

Proclus AC

:

Hermias x/"}^
i I (L
At y-verWviJv/ .

Hermias omits

a participle entirely.
Proclus AC Xci^i "*i

Mt?i>6°uf

'

Hermias

The variants in Hermias 1 text are striking, particularly
p^ <fe£V

TJae sense ia Hermias requires that reading

since he is using the passage to illustrate that Plato recognises
the interdependence of ucv6iu\ LL^V^

u.^v/c^

and «x<>!\/n

Is liermias deliberately reca3J.in^ the Platonic passage but
not actually quoting it? Couvreur does not print the passage
as a quotation, which suggests that this was his view. On
the other hand we have already seen that Proclus and Hermias
did not exactly agree in their text of the Phaedrus.

One

might be tempted here to invoke Garlini's idea that each of
O-jr

the Platonic schools had its own official text of Plato
and to think of an Alexandrian text which differed from the
Athenian one.

However Hermias * work is largely a report of

ttyrianus* lectures in Athens which he and Proclus both attended.
Did he write his own commentary, based on Syrianus, later
in Alexandria using a different text of Plato?

That idea

will not solve the problem here, for if, as is likely, this
portion of the commentary derives from Syrianus, then Syrianus
must have used V/? .^ £ a u cfaC V

in his argument here too.

Are

we then dealing with more than one text of Plato in Athens?
83
84

Cf. above, p. 85.
20 and note 8.
Of. above, p.
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For this Laws passage the best solution is to see Hermias/
Syrianus1 use of it as deliberate echo, but not quotation.
and the
Plato.

others are not genuine variants in

With the Phaedrus we could be dealing with two different

texts, although the variants noted are hardly great enough
to justify this view.

Even if Proclus and Hermias were using

different texts of the Phaedrus

there is no need to think of

these as one in Athens, one in Alexandria.

We should expect

signs of confusion in Hermias if he heard lectures on one
text of Plato in Athens from Syrianus and then wrote his notes
up later in Alexandria using a different text.

All the

comparison of Proclus and Hermias gives us is possible additional
evidence that the Athenian Neoplatonists knew of more than one
text of Plato.

(5)

Laws V 728c. quoted &t 102.29-105.2
I

Proclus AO Stob. Tr^0r>
Proclus o -n- -rupN/uW

:
o

O

/

A^ -Tv^_£fei,
x/

Tws/c'^x/

(^ supra n
:

others

'6

uX

In general in the Laws quotations Proclus never agrees
with either A or 0 against the other but there are places
where he disagrees with the two of them together;

sometimes

this disagreement is shared by Eusebius and eometimeB not.
In at least one case, that of ^j^ r

^W ix/<fr<s'ocp

in

(2), where the disagreement is shared by Eusebius, the ancient
authors have preserved a phrase omitted by our Plato MSS.
Although the 5th and 6th essays are BO much concerned
with Hg£. II and III there are only three direct quotations
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in the essays from those two books.

Usually when Proclus

wants to refer to a specific passage, in order, for example,
to discuss a particular charge that Socrates makes against Homer,
he gives a close paraphrase of what Plato says, without actually
quoting.

The majority of the Republic quotations to be

considered come from Book X.

Proclus quotes at length from

the part of Rep. X on poetry in his discussion of it in the
second book of the 6th essay.
I have already dealt on p. 90 with the brief tag 6'o
vw0 tvsru^iu^r from Rep. III.

Of the two quotations from Rep.

II one, that of 378a at 80.13-6, tells us only that Proclus,
like most of our Plato MSS, read ^AA^
£AA' *AAo

.

where F reads

The second, the quotation of Rep. II 378d

at 79*29*30.4 and again of the first colon of the passage at
186.15-6 is more complicated.
c
o

f
V£0

,v

<-l

c*

O

)
CPU ki

s
\
<£&T>

The different text of p. 186

C
v
dOVoi-rO

/
H_ai \JG~iV

ff
O

TL

i >f
T <

I

I must be an adaptation since the longer quotation

on p. 79 presents us with a text of these words which agrees
with most of our MSS.

Thus on p. 79 Proclus has oTor -re

with most MSS against the crTc^

of F and Stobaei L and o

(also on p. 186) with the Plato MSS against Eus. o
and Stobaei L u.^

,

TX ^/

Proclus however has o^ > (corrected

in the MS from o^ ; ) while the Plato MSS have i
L has no relative pronoun at all.

and Stob.

Proclus agrees with the MSS

-ir/jA-ra.
against Stob.'s -TT/£/T>OV
and with the ^U\\ \ ^Ti
/
of most MSS, including a marginal correction in F, against the
H<i>irf-T3

of F and Stob. L.

better text than Stobaeus.

Once again Proclus has a markedly
On the whole he agrees with the
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better readings of the MSS but he does present one independent
variant .
The pattern of variants and deliberate changes with
which we are now familiar is repeated in the nine quotations
from Rep. X not yet discussed.

(Two were discussed on pp. 92-3

above )
(1)

Rep. X 595a. quoted al 196.25-197.3

Deliberate omission of .. /\Jm, n<> Wiov; c<^/\ after
ProclUS AM

(2)

"TT^/?^ cT^K-rWox/

:

APD

Rep. I 595b. quoted g£ 197.4-7

Proelus MS

-<*£
rightly emended by Kroll to
makes no sense.)

Proclus and Plato MSS

ptsvL

Proclus "r^io^w //o^jo

:

Proclus and Bus. TT^V-T-^

:

Eus.

others T^^
;

Plato MSS

^~/^^K^ o
^rirs? VTS? f

These three variants again indicate that Proclus 1 text is
independent both from other branches of the ancient tradition
- in this case Eusebius - and from the medieval MSS.
Sfifi- X 595c. quoted §1 204.25-6
Proclus deliberately

alters the opening

Proclus Tr\ATw\/
Proclus TV^V TDC/IK^V/

:

cen^e

L^i

R^A ...

:

Plato MSS
cfi/<*£uL,*./U>

Plato MSS
. ,.
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(4)

Rep. JC 597e3-4 and 6-8. quoted at 1Q7. 27-198. 2;

6££

are also quoted at 204.26-8
Proclus (both on p. 197 and on p. 204) "T^cx/i
Plato I'iSS

~n0<xv'i/j f0
:

Proclus (both places) -r^rrxsf

Plato kbS T^v-ro^

~n

.froclus p. 204 ^*T>O -Wv /^^^A^^Jf : .tlato AUOJJ and
. Proclus is unlikely to
/Jtx^A/u/1
Proclus p. 198 irrr^>
be dealing with two different texts of this passage in the
same part of the essay without any comment; either ~r^^-> stood
in his text and has been mistakenly omitted by a copyist
(or by Proclus himself when copying Plato) on p. 19Q> or
on
he had irro /^(X^^cu! f and a copyist has added ~r-=s-u
I am inclined
c^A^\ 6^^ °*f
p . 204 under the influence of -m f
to think that here, as in number (4) of the Laws quotations,
we are dealing with a copyist's error of omission and
that Proclus did have the variant £<nr*o -Wo /3=x^/l£^Jf in
his Plato but obviously the case is a weak one and could be
argued either way. what is unlikely in either context is
quotation from memory since in both cases several quotations
are being carefully made from one part of the Republic
text.
: Plato M*S -rrzi
Proclus p.
p 198 erv ^/Uen. TT^\Ar^
en ii'AAeru . i'lie quotation on p. 204 stops before these
words.

ill

*teP» i 598a. quoted at 191.4-18

Proclus MS

te-A.v^

&V

rightly emended by Kroll to agree

does not
^^/
with Plato MSS k.A iV/\/\ CCK\/ . k-A
give very good sense and it is easy to see how the corruption
nas occurred.
rroclus and most i-iiJS

&~£. ex*

;

$

: Plato wbb
i-roclus ^oTszvriKL/^j- J£y i~^
'•
c
5 \
: Plato MSS
cxixuWOr
Proclus ^^^\
: Plato 14SS ^
L^L.
Proclus MS
rightly added in Proclus by &roll.

Proclus

^^i^

'•

Plato

aa

o

U-^CT^> V^>K/)O
I
->x

X
>
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(6)

Rep. X 598b. quoted a£ 198.4-5
~r^=^>

: Plato MSS *^p<*
Proclus *77*
accidental omission in Proclus.

(7)

Very likely

Rep. X 598d ft., quoted ajb 203.12-26

Proclus .L6T2.

-T^>T^

Proclus (Ae/ov
Proclus rf

(8)

.

-n^v^v

Plato MSS

:

6i^£-rrWov
Plato MSS

:
*

KLato MSS

Rep. X 6Q2a. quoted at 191. 50-192. 3 and at 198.6-7

Proclus (in both places) o><QocfofW<£v

J

Plato MSS

but does give oxLSJ gives no entry for afoo^os^
cTo^^nK^p which is used by Proclus at In Ajlc. 76.8-9, and
at .Jjj Remp. II 88.5 & 19-20. Of. also the entries for

(9)

Rep. X 6Q7a. quoted at 204.16-8

Deliberate change of opening £-»' cf<£
Proclus Ti^/^e^

/v^^^v/

•

to
Plato MSS

The resulting split between adjective and noun in Proclus 1
text is a trick of style of which he himself is fond: see,
e.g., 69.25-6, 200.3-4, 205.8. This suggests that Proclus,
or possibly his copyist, has unconsciously changed the order
of words in the quotation.
It is interesting to see that Proclus 1 variants in
these Rep. X quotations are mainly independent ones not
found in any of our medieval MSS.
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This detailed examination of Proclus 1 Plato quotations
proves conclusively that Proclus did have a significantly
different text from ours of quite a number of the Platonic
dialogues*

It is true that we have to take into account

deliberate alterations of the text to fit it into his own
context, corruption in our text of Proclus, including omissions,
which can only be detected for certain in the cases where we
have more than one instance of a given quotation, and also
errors by Proclus himself, whether in copying a quotation
(in which case we cannot tell whether Proclus himself or the
copyist of his work is responsible) or due to quoting from
memory.

Bven if we thus explain away insignificant variants

such as differences in word order, some striking variants
remain and their existence suggests that some of the insignificant variants too may be real variants in Proclus'
text of Plato.

The whole body of variants constitutes a very

strong collection of evidence.
We have seen that the study of Proclus 1 Homer quotations
similarly suggested that while his text of Homer differed little
from ours, there were significant differences in his text of
Plato.

My findings agree with the view of Proclus 1 text of

Plato presented by Alline, Diehl and Carlini in showing that
no one branch of the medieval tradition derives directly from
Proclus 1 text. This is a corollary of the main point that
Proclus 1 text of Plato differed from the one we know, for what
we know is the text of the medieval tradition.

Moreover

Proclus 1 text differs from those of Kusebius and Stobaeus, being
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noticeably better than the latter.

This too agrees with the

view presented by Alline and Carlini that the ancient tradition
does not offer us a unified vulgate text (unlike the postAlexandrian tradition of Homer).

We have seen that Proclus

himself knew more than one text and that it would be a mistake
to regard his occasional textual disagreement with Hermias
as evidence for the idea that each of the Platonic schools
had its own official text.

We can also see from the quotations

examined that Proclus 1 text on the whole is free from the more
ignorant medieval corruptions.

This is what one would expect:

Proclus knew both Plato and classical Greek better than did the
medieval scribes.
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CHAPTEfl
PROCLUS *

(i)

DEBT

THREE
TO

3YHIANTJS

The problems

Throughout his work Proclus speaks of his teacher,
Syrianus, with the greatest respect and he frequently quotes
Syrianus 1 authority for the ideas he is putting forward. At
the beginning of the Platonic Theology (1.1, pp. 6.16-7.17
Saffrey-Westerink) he praises Syrianus in the most striking
terms as & u-e-n^. 6^oi/ ^?v TVW i^^A^y Trv~r^\/ ^^^ tf
Av/<rTx(//\/
and A^e-wov^ TV Tviv/ M.odD-'Xu
/

'

.

Likewise Marinus 1 Life shows us how

close was the relationship between Proclus and his teacher:
Proclus was buried in the same grave as Syrianus on Mount
Lycabettus (Ch. 36 )f Proclus began his writings on Plato
at the instigation of Plutarch of Athens and of Syrianus,
Plutarch 1 s successor as head of the Academy and as Proclus 9
teacher (Chs. 12 and 13). A number of Proclus 1 writings
were on topics already treated by Syrianus and some of them
were simply additional notes to existing commentaries by
Syrianus.

In chapter 27 Marinus tells the story of how Proclus
was warned in a dream not to write a full commentary of his
own on the Orphic writings. Marinus, his pupil, persuaded
him to write notes on the margins of the existing commentary
by Syrianus and lamblichus. If Proclus had composed an
independent commentary no doubt it would have included the
views of lamblichus and Syrianus along with Proclus 1 own further
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comments and criticisms.
Syrianus is not particularly important for the 5th essay,
We shall see in Chapter 4

that much of Proclus 1 interpretation

of Plato there builds on traditional discussion of the dialogues,
going back at least to Hellenistic times and even to Aristotle.
We have no certain evidence for a commentary on the Republic
by Syrianus and we do not know whether he discussed the Republic
with his pupils, or what form such exegesis took.

p

The distinction

between inspired and uninspired poetry which Proclus makes in
the fifth problem of the 5th essay (56.20-60.13) recurs in
•5J

Hermias

and we can therefore say that Syrianus used it,

there is no reason to think that it originated with him.

but
Both

Proclus and Hermias/Syrianus are trying to resolve the contradiction between Phaedrus 245a, the famous passage on poetic
inspiration, and 248e, where poetry is relegated to the sixth
place in the series of lives.

To make some such distinction

between two types of poetry is a fairly obvious way to do
this.

Proclus will no doubt have taken account of anything his

teacher had to say on the problems he considers in the 5th essay
but the evidence we have suggests that Syrianus made no significant
contribution

to them.

The 6th essay presents us with a very different situation.
1 Pp.245-57 below.
2 See further below, pp. 132-3.
and note 8.
3 See above, p. 20,
4 Cf. the modern interpretations by Vicaire, pp. 53-4, and
R. Hackforth, Plato's Phaedrus (Cambridge, 1952), p. 84,
discussed below, pp. 263-5.
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There Proclus refers to Syrianus both at the beginning and at the
end and in the course of the essay he several times refers to
Syrianus 1 interpretation of Homer and says that he is following
On the whole scholars have taken Proclus at his word here

it.

and have assumed that he is largely repeating Syrianus, without
examining in detail either the nature of his references to
Syrianus or the interpretations which he explicitly attributes
to his teacher.

No attempt has been made to see whether Proclus

is contributing anything of his own in this essay, in particular
whether the theory of three types of poetry which he develops
at the end of the essay derives from Syrianus just as much as
the specific allegories which Proclus explicitly attributes to
him.
The general problem of the relationship between the ideas
of Proclus and those of Syrianus is made particularly difficult
by the fact that so little has survived of Syrianus 1 writings
independently of his distinguished pupil's work.

Besides the

commentary on the Phaedrus compiled by his pupil Hermias, only
two works by Syrianus himself are still extant, a commentary
on books £, r ,M r N of Aristotle s Metaphysics and a rhetorical
work, a commentary on Hermogenes* irg/0
'

^v/ 5

?/ew\/

We can learn quite a lot

and

-rrg/^

about Syrianus 1

metaphysical views from his commentary on the Metaphysics*

but only a little about his views on Homeric poetry and allegory.
Since the work is a commentary, the topics it covers are limited
5

Edited by H. Rabe (Leipzig, 1892.

1893).
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by the topics covered by Aristotle in the books of the
For example, quite a long section

Metaphvaics in question.

of Praechter's &a article on ayrianus6 is devoted to his theory
of numbers.

We know what Syrianus thought about numbers because

Metaphysics M and % are concerned with numbers and criticise
the Platonist theory of ideal numbers.

One might well despair

of finding anything at all in a commentary on the Metaphysics
However »

that would illuminate the commentator's views on Homer.

Proclus and Syrianus allegorised Homer in metaphysical and
theological terms and sought to show the harmony between poetry,
As a result myths , including Homeric

religion and philosophy.

myths, do make tantalisingly brief appearances in Syrianus'
commentary.

At In Het. 182.26-8 Syrianus expresses his attitude

to the poetry of the theologoi. that is, the ancient poets who
wrote about the gods, particularly Homer and Hesiod: crirr >
>;x/> < £-r<eru

' ea

A^-oAorert

-7-3.

cX/>x^^LU_u4-7^^\/

6\v c^2>T«nj%

&($ I. 6~T5Z V~T^L

(^cAo^o^Jt/

TUV

cfc^JT^/)^

£<\/oLL /

q^oC^W

^/V^(9^uo4

d O v/(XTVl r^/7 ^

.

c^AA^

(?&o A 0 \Slrl \/

TVJ\/

I^UL

U_^L
u{<*

A

(Syrianus here denies that

the theologo^ say ontologieally inferior entities, T^

cT^r^/?^

are more powerful than superior ones because he is answering
Aristotle, Metaph. 1091b4.)
Praechter's &E) article gives some account of Syrianus 1
life and provides a survey of his works and doctrines.

Praechter

explicitly omits Syrianus' interpretation of myths and allegory
of Homer from his account.
6

(1932).

Dodds, in the introduction to his
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edition of Proclus ' Elements &£ Theology. 7

has discussed

the relationship of Proclus 1 metaphysics to those of Syrianus
and concluded that "most of the theories commonly regarded as
characteristic of Proclus were in fact anticipated, at least
in part, by his master".

On the other hand Zeller, in his

history of Greek philosophy,

o

inclined to believe that Proclus

developed and systematised Syrianus 1 metaphysical doctrines,
and he drew attention to the places in the In Tim, where Proclus,
always with the greatest of respect, expands or corrects his
teacher.

Q

One point made by both Zeller and Praechter is, as

we shall see, important also for Syrianus 1 interpretation of
Homer:

Syrianus aimed constantly at a metaphysical exegesis of

the Platonic dialogues, he was always anxious to interpret
them
Later Neoplatonist philosophers were aware of the
particularly close relationship between Proclus 1 ideas and those
of Syrianus and in several places the two writers are grouped
together as effectively indistinguishable.

Thus Olympiodorus ,

Phd. 52.18 ff., accuses Proclus of taking over Syrianue 1
ideas without proper acknowledgement:
o

7>CKAof

A-r<ru

1

0

^_ctoi\/of f

y(

6U -

T3

U/) n

V /) <x j^y/ro.

This

seems a curious accusation when we reflect on how often Proclus
7 Pp. xxiii-xxv.
8 Die Philosophic der Oriechefl (5th edn., Leipzig, 1923). See
esp. Ill 2, p. 833.
9 Ibid., p. 819, note 2.
10 See Praechter's references to Syrianus, In Met. 183.15 ff.
and 81.11, and Proclue, j^ Parm. 1061.28 and 618.8 ff.
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does cite Syrianus 1 authority but in fact there are places where
other evidence, such as that of Syrianus' commentary on the
Metaphysics, shows an idea to be Syrianus 1 even when Proclus
fails to acknowledge it as such.

So, for example, the principle

that generic characters in the effect proceed from a higher
source than the specific, expounded in ET propositions 71 and
72, is also found at Syrianus, in Met. 29.4 ff. 11

Whether

Proclus cites previous authors by name rather depends on the
nature of the work he is writing 1 2 and his lost commentary on
the Phaedo . to which Olympiodorus is referring here, may not
have been as exhaustive as the In Tim,
attribution of earlier views.

in its citation and

Similarly at 53*24-5 and 58.21 ff .

Olympiodorus refers a view to o "TUo^Ao/- ^TXTL.

& 2ud»o<voj>

A writer closer to Proclus and Syrianus in both time and place,
Damascius, who was head of the Athenian school at the time of
its closure by Justinian in 529 » presents us with a more complex
picture.

In his Lectures on the Philebus there are a number

of different types of reference to Proclus and Syrianus.
5.1-2 we find -r^V
and at 33.5
together.

J\.

mi

->o\/ 2Eu/?^vi\/

^f'AoVo^W

uJ^ -7-0 v

At

/II /

refers to Proclus and Syrianus

Here Damascius, like Olympiodorus, makes no distinction

between the two thinkers.

But at 244 Syrianus is referred to

on his own, and at 253-5 we find a passage in which Proclus 1
views are given as supplementing those of Syrianus.
11 Por further examples from the ET. cf. Dodds 1 introduction,
p. xxiv.
12 Cf. above, p. 29 and pp. 47-3.
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Both the ancient evidence and the modern discussions suggest
that Proclus was very largely taking over Syrianus 1 ideas but
that he did supplement, develop and criticise them.
differ as to the degree to which he did so.

Opinions

I hope that

a

detailed examination of Proclus 1 use of Syrianus in the 6th
essay will help to illuminate this general problem.
The few scholars who have previously discussed the 6th
essay have tended to take a simple and uncritical view of the
relationship between Proclus and Syrianus in it.

Gallavotti,

for example, considers that the whole essay is based on Syrianus
and mistakenly thinks that the lecture on Plato's birthday
referred to at 69.23 ff. was a discussion in which Syrianus
played a leading part.

So too W. Schmid, in his review of

Gallavotti ' s Ii'estetica greca nell' ultimo suo cultore. ^ declares
that the whole section of the In Hemp. concerned with poetry
is "nicht geistiges Eigentum des Proklos sondern des Syrianos*1 .
Friedl does at least provide arguments for his similarly sweeping
view

in Die Homerinterpretation des Neuplatonjjsers Prokloq

that Syrianus was Proclus' principal source for his interpretations of Homer.

He is aware that Proclus in the essay

refers both to written works by Syrianus and to his master's
oral teaching but assumes that these both covered the same
/
ground and argues that Syrianus'——
/\u6£-} £
1 00
which Proclus refers at 95.30-1, dealt only
13 See above, pp. 36 ff. Gallavotti maintains this view both
in L'estetica greca .. and in his two articles in liFIC 57
(1929), pp. 208-19 and in SPEC M.S. 19 (1971), pp. 41^54, respectively.
14 Gnomon 7 (1931), pp. 251-6.
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with the passages of Homer attacked by Plato and was Proclus 1
source.

He rightly points out that Proclus may be following

Syrianus even where he does not mention his name (cf. the
remark of Olympiodorus quoted above which is also quoted by
Friedl), and considers that all the interpretations of a
15
specifically Heoplatonic nature derive from Syrianus.
All these scholars list Proclus 1 references to Syrianus
in the 6th essay without examining what sort of work by
Syrianus Proclus is referring to in each case.

Friedl, as

I have mentioned, shows some awareness of the diverse nature
of these references but tries to make them all refer

either

to

a —————
Au«^£ir ——
-?d\/ —
C 0u'\/>\it£)\/
TrXAwirviv/
which, unlike
i_l/ ——— —
f
any other known collection of c Ou,y lk-,/ -n->? /A/ UL ^r^. , dealt
'/
i /
only with the passages of Hoiner attacked by Plato, or to oral
teaching which covered precisely the same ground.

In fact

these references are more diverse in their nature than Friedl
admits.

As I argued in Chapter 1 , the opening pages of

the 6th essay (pp. 69-71 ) suggest four stages in the development
of the essay:

a lecture by Syrianus (71 • 3) 5

cussions by Proclus and Syrianus (71.26-7);

subsequent dis
a lecture by Proclus

on Plato's birthday (69.23); and the writing up of that lecture
16
into the essay we have.
Already here we have reference to two
different types of oral teaching by Syrianus:
to>iwJv//<< TVW cfo/ui7vJ\/

°f Homer and Plato and his later

further discussion of the topic with rroclus.
15
16

Friedl, pp. 59-65.
P.40 above.

a lecture on the
At 71.22 ff.
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Proclus disclaims responsibility for what he is going to
all the credit is due to Plato and Syrianus and he is

say:

simply going to repeat what he learned from the latter f s
discussion.

lecture and private

Striking though it is, this

disclaimer should not, I think, be taken too seriously as
evidence that Proclus says nothing of his own in the whole
essay.

It is rather reminiscent of the prefaces to modern

scholarly works by polite authors who, after making acknowledge
ments to their teachers and advisers, say, "Anything good in
this book is due to them;

the faults that remain are my

own."
When he comes to give detailed interpretations of the
passages of Homer attacked by Plato, Proclus refers explicitly
to Syrianus on four different occasions.

At 95. 26-31 » after

a lengthy exposition of the Theomachy, Proclus says that further
( Oi+/\p[
Au^^vf _..-TVJV
details may be found in Byrianus 1 —————
———
r~t/- i^^V
— —
• Syrianus, it seems, wrote a work like
'7VW
Tr/oo/?,)Uu.i
— /— /

9 Heraclitus 1 Vuaestiones

Aristotle ' s J47ts>/,_AU.9f7^ c Owi/xu-ot
Homericae

"—-••""•

and Porphyry's c Ou.^/)ii£ 0^
J.

w

•/

——

I — I I"'

" ——

C^Tnu-ocr^ .

O- I

— )/—

————

Ho doubt he

treated the problems from a Neoplatonic point of view but there
is no reason to suppose, as i'riedl does, that his interest
in harmonising Plato and Homer led him to confine his discussion
to

the passages of Homer attacked by Plato.

Rather he will

surely have considered all the passages which had been attacked
on philosophical and religious grounds over the centuries of
ancient Homer interpretation, including those attacked by Plato.
It is only to be expected that he should have given detailed
consideration to the Theomachy, the locus class icua for allegorical
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interpretation of Homer from Theagenes of Khegium in the 6th
century B.C. onwards. 17
At 115.27 ff., in the discussion of Agamemnon's dream in
II. 2, Proclus introduces Syrianus' interpretation of the dream
u-<*± j

with the words "YC-^^^'^&U </k
.

(o

Koc£W<?Txi\/

AA^JV

Or

o

AU^T^/iof

A /<TA uJ v/
kL ocJrA

are standard phrases by which Proclus refers to Syrianus.
He uses them more often than he uses his teacher's actual
name. 1 H )

There is no indication here whether Jyrianus treated

this topic in his Au£<£-\.f

, in his lecture and discussions,

or in all three.
At 133.5 ff. Iroclus refers to a different kind

of work

by Syrianus, a special monograph on the union of 2*eus and Hera
on Mount Ida. 1 9 There is no reason against supposing that
this monograph was distinct from the Au 6&\$

.

One may

compare Proclus' own smaller works such as his little treatises,
De providentia et fato and De malorum subsistentia. which survive
in the medieval Latin translation of William of Moerbeke.

For

a closer parallel, a monograph on a particular passage of
Homer, we need look no further than Porphyry's De antro nympharum.
At 153.2 ff. Proclus again directs his reader or hearer
to the work of Syrianus for further information on the funeral
rites Achilles gave Patroclus.

At 152.7 ff. he had indicated

17 See esp. bchol. B to I^. 20.67.
, cf. Koch, p. 50.
18 On the term K^W^x/
f cf. D.A.
19 Por this meaning of •"T'OApvu^ \AV ^^nj-cxji^-xVv
(Oxford, 1964),
Russell in his edition or the jn^ji _£J^j»f
suggested
p. 193. Both of the meanings of -rr^o^f crujA^^v/
by Pestugiere, "qui montre la voie" and "qui precede le mien",
are wrong here.
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that the interpretation he was about to give was that of
Syrianus*

Bow he breaks off his resume of syrienus with the

words: K^\

o>Mf

. • JL A /> ' CPC

~>=>^^ ^9

->^? f

The phrase -TX^J- Wj

T* *J

ui>ovsno/j> -rWjrv^
/

t* <xrv y e -)jt o yo/>

ao/A/^.^vo;1

^w/f^i -o

i ^ ;> i V
3

'

/]u//»/ ci/^^jiy, "by

reading the works of our teacher" nakes it clear that the
reference is to written work by Syrianus,

T:ie paaeace 152.7-155.3

provides us with evidence that Syrianas dealt, in writing, with
passages of xiojaer not actually attached by

ijlato.

«!hat ijlato

had censured in the funeral rites of Patroclus wae simply the
sacrifice of trie 12 Trojan captives on Patroclus 1 pyre
(see xi. Ill

\c

*
150*6-7)

^roclufl takes up the problem at In

The interpretation which jrroclu© ascribes

to oyrianus is an interpretation of the funeral rites as a
whole? 20

indeed it is precisely the allegory of the captives

In accordance with Syrlanus 1 overall view wriic.h i-roclus introduces
at 153.3 ff. with a modest ty,ju
>,A^. . .

that suggests it is his own. 21

It seeoia reasonable

to suppose that Syrianus gave this interpretation of the funeral
rites in his
did not fit in the detail of the captives because he was not
dealing specifically with Plato,
Finally at 205,21 ff, Pro clue dedicates the whole essay
20 #or further discussion of the interpretation, see below,
pp. 165 ff.
21 Of. Friedl, p. 62. For the formula, cf. Arietid. wuint.
17» P» 86.19-20
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to the memory of his teacher's

^'uv/eru^o^

This does not

.

in itself indicate the extent to which the essay is dependent
on Syrianus.

It merely implies that the whole enterprise

of reconciling Homer and Plato is one that would meet with his
approval and be an acceptable tribute to him.
It does not seem likely that Syrianus wrote anything
of precisely the format of Proclus' 6th essay, for if he had
done so surely Proclus
to the Au6'<r)

would have referred to it rather than

-rCiv c0w/\/)ii<^-u3 v

Tr*o/£xU nxTVSv/

etc.

of Homer
Perhaps the lecture on the i<o'v/uw/c* TUV (ovur^^/
I'
and Plato came nearest to Proclus 1 own lecture/essay in form.
At the very least then Proclus is making an intelligent
compilation of Syrianus' views on Hoiner from four different
sources:

his own records or recollection of the lecture and

of the later private discussion respectively, Syrianus 1
and Syrianus 1 monograph on Zeus and Hera.

According to the

Suda Syrianus did write a commentary on the Republic as
well as a commentary on Homer in seven books and a TTZ/) • rvi v
notices of Syrianus 1 and Proclus 1
writings in the Suda are in some confusion.
are the same and the words ^^ -rs

Several of the titles

/I AoV^e^J

appear in

the entry for Syrianus before one of these duplicate titles,
^Civ - • The notices have been dis'Oa/(/>|rj
TUV Ti^
-rrza,
the —
————
/- v—~
— /- l—
/- —
'
\ _
He excludes £^ -ra TTpi^&^j from
cussed by Prachter.
the text of the Suda.

In Byzantine Greek this phrase means the

22 In "Das Schriftenverzeichnis des ITeuplatonikers Syrianos
bei Suidas", By^ ^ 26 (1926), pp. 253-264; reprinted in his
Kleine Schriften. ed. H. Dttrrie (Hildesheim-Ifew York, 1973),
pp. 222-33. Gf. also his £S article on Syrianus.
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same as

£v Wij-

works of Proclus",

7T/v& K.A&M

t "already mentioned among the

and will have been an observant reader's
The problem of
2*5
Praechter argues ^ that the

marginal note which has crept into the text.
the duplicate titles remains.

master and the pupil cannot both have written a whole series
of works with the same titles and on that assumption presents
a scholarly case for the view that the list has been transferred
from Syrianus to Proclus.

Praechter is wrong to assume that

Proclus and Syrianus cannot both have written works with the
same titles, as is shown by the evidence of Rarinus concerning
Q/
the way Proclus 1 commentaries were created^ and by the
nature of ancient school tradition in general.

However he does

present a good case for at least giving the Suda list a hearing
as evidence for Syrianus 1 works (or for some of them.

The list

is only a partial one and does not include, for example, Syrianus 1
surviving commentary on Hermogenes.)
Praechter also discusses what other evidence there is
for each of the works mentioned in the list.

The only possible

testimonia to a commentary on Plato's Republic by Syrianus
are two references in Proclus 1 collection of essays, In Remp.
II 64.6 ff. and II 318.3 ff.

Neither of these is an explicit

reference to a commentary on the Republic by Syrianus, and
neither is very convincing in itself.

The case for a Republic

commentary by Syrianus

really rests on Praechter*s arguments

that the whole list of

writings in the Suda has been transferred

23
24

Pp. 259 ff. of his Byz £ article.
Of. p.120 above.
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from Syrianus to Proclus and not vice versa.

The textual

problems of the Suda entry are so complex that I feel we
are hardly

justified in attributing a work to Syrianus on

the strength of that entry alone.

In any case, whether

Syrianus wrote a commentary on the Republic or not, it is
to other works by his teacher that Proclus refers in the 6th
We cannot say for certain whether Syrianus wrote a

essay.

What we can say, I think, is

commentary on the Republic.

that he did not deal at length with Plato's attack on Homer
within the pages of such a commentary.
What of Syrianus ' reported commentary on Homer and his
?

'

~"7>2/f*\*sr*to
(j£<^c TU>\/ — ui\fiK^\v
— —— and the monograph
~~
-

with the

on Zeus and Hera respectively?
the same as the Au£'£-»f

sounds

Are these to be identified
The commentary could well be

TWV/
but the -n^o} —

like a work of wider scope than the monograph on Zeus

and Hera.
However we judge the Suda evidence, it makes little difference
to the picture which has emerged from Proclus 1 own references
to Syrianus in the 6th essay:
and lectures

he is using his teacher's writings

on Homer and selecting from them in order to produce

an essay on Homer in relation to Plato's lie public.
It is noticeable that in three of the four places where
Proclus refers a specific interpretation to Syrianus the
interpretation involves Jtfeoplatonist metaphysics.

On two of

those occasions it is an allegory in terms of metaphysics.

The

fourth time, at 152.7 ff., the interpretation concerns the
intimately related topic of theurgic rites.

Friedl argues from
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this that all Produs 1 interpretations of a specifically
Neoplatonic nature derive from Syrianus.

There are good

grounds for thinking that systematic allegory of Homer in terms
of transcendent metaphysical entities was first developed by
Syrianus. Writers like Philo and Origen occasionally allegorise
Biblical persons and events in terms of metaphysics;

Porphyry's

De antrq ngmpharum uses Neoplatonist concepts in its interpreta
tion of the grotto in £&. 13. and refers to a full-scale
allegory of the Odyssey by Numenius in terms of the journey
of the soul; but nowhere before Proclus and Syrianus is there
detailed and systematic application of the Homeric myths to
the sphere of transcendent metaphysics. Saying that Odysseus
represents the human soul in search of escape from the material
world is rather different from saying that Zeus and Hera
represent the monad and the dyad, two abstract philosophical
concepts utterly removed from the world of sense-perception.
In Neoplatonist terms, the former is an allegory on the level
of Soul, the third and lowest of the Plotinian hypostases, while
the latter operates on the level of the supreme First
pc
Hypostasis.
Of course we cannot be sure that this metaphysical
type of allegory was developed by Syrianus rather than by some
little known philosopher between himself and Porphyry. One
would very much like to know more about how lamblichus inter
preted Homer, for it was his lead that Proclus and Syrianus
25 For a good example of an allegory on the level of Soul,
see the exegesis of Hector and Andromache in II. 6 given by
the heroine of Charles Kingsley's novel, Evpatia (London,
1875), Ch. VIII, pp. 98 ff. (As far as I know, this allegory
is Kingsley's own invention).
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followed in their exegesis of Plato.
We do have two clues which point in different directions
for the development of allegorical interpretation between
Porphyry and Syrianus.

On the one hand, lamblichus Pe myst.

IV 1 1 and 1 2 does not use metaphysical allegory to interpret
His interpretation here may be contrasted
26
with that adopted by Syrianus for the union of Zeus and Hera.
divine love-affairs.

On the other, Sallustius Be diis et qundo ch. 4 mentions the
»

as a type of myth, the others being cpu^n-coy
^\*J>{

(and ud^-rJx?

).

Theological myths,

according to Sallustius, are ca , . M~rif ero^/^f t^or^f -TWV
\/-n£f

.

It is not altogether clear whether

Sallustius is classifying types of myth, or only types of
interpretation, for he offers as an example a theological
interpretation of the myth of Kronos swallowing his children (
,
\l<z>GaOf

r/y

&- t ^V

*
o

(
/}
6^-0 J- j

er\J <otv

'-N
TT^f

a

r\
dC

^
Vcrof

)
(^ f

c

v

Lt u

- and then proceeds to add physical and psychological inter
pretations of that same myth.
The example given by Sallustius confirms that (9eoAcy
interpretation of myths is what I am calling metaphysical
Nock picks out this use of Aso/lov-/^ as peculiar
to Sallustius. 27 Rather, it is peculiar to Neoplatonic thought

allegory.

about myths and perhaps only after the time of lamblichus.
Sallustius shows that already, a little before the time of
26
27

Cf. further below, pp. 162 ff.
In his edition, p. cxx, note 16.
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Syrianus, the metaphysical type of interpretation was being
applied in Neoplatonist circles to some
and most

scandalous, Greek myths.

for interpreting Plato

of the most important,

Yet Syrianus' reputation

Sk-o^^i^ T^CV does support the. idea

that his interpretation of Homer too was distinctively /9^o/io
than that of earlier Neoplatonlc interpreters.

OQ

I am not

claiming that there were no metaphysical allegories of Greek
myths before those of Syrianus.

fthat I do wish

to claim for

Syrianus is an important extension of this type of allegory, to
cover a large number of myths and interpret them with greater
complexity than before.
(ii)

The interpretation of Homer;

some detailed analyses

When Proclus refers an interpretation to Syrianus does
this mean that his entire discussion of the passage in question
derives from Syrianus?

Does he ever supplement or criticise

his teacher's work here, as he occasionally does in the In
Tim, and as Damascius reports him to have done when discussing
the PhilebusY

An analysis of the four interpretations which

Proclus refers explicitly, in whole or in part, to Syrianus
will help us to answer these questions and produce some guide
lines for determining how much of the rest of Proclus 1 inter
pretation of Homer is to be attributed to byrianus.
(a)

The Theomachv. ££. 87-95^°
As we have seen, at the end of his discussion of the

28 Later, Olympiodorus in his Life of Plato (Gh. 6) claims that
both Plato and Homer can be interpreted
U°n

&-&a Ao j/-| U^t4j'

•

29 Cf. p.T25above.
30 With this section, cf. Friedl, pp. 83-5 and Buffiere, pp. 101-5
and 549-53.
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Theomachy Proclus directs his readers or hearers to Syrianus 1
r£
Proclus

r

/for more

information.

In fact

has already discussed the problem at unusual length

and with some complexity.

In his usual way he begins by setting

out the problem, at 87.1-28:

if in reality there is

no division

among the gods and, as Homer himself bears witness, they live
in

eternal peace and calm, how can the poet be correct in

saying that they fight and engage in war with one another?
87.25-8 gives a brief indication of the kind of answer Proclus
is going to provide:

this mythical fighting is to be interpreted

in terms of the providence of the gods and the nature of the
objects of their providence.

As the subject is so complex

Proclus develops the philosophical doctrines in terms of which
he will interpret not only the Theomachy of 11. 20

but all

mythical theomachies, before proceeding to apply those doctrines
in actual interpretation.

There are, says Proclus, two different

ways of thinking about the nature of the ultimate metaphysical
reality, with which in his view the traditional
religion are to be identified.
-rpo-rrv-L.

, 87.29 and 89.10).

gods of Greek

(He speaks of two different
The first view, expounded

at

87.29-89.9, is that there are opposing forces in the order
of things, proceeding from the original opposition of -n-zEAxf
and

isrr&*/> /U

.

These

forces are responsible for procession

and reversion, division and re-unification.

It is because of

these opposing forces that all the ontologically inferior
entities, the cTtsJ ~n? /> ^

, including all the things in the

world we know through sense-perception, are both limited, finite,
definite and unlimited, infinite in potentiality, indefinite,
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both like the higher entities and unlike them, both equal and un
equal, etc.

These forces are responsible for the fact that on

the one hand creation proceeds right down to the lowest members
of the chain of being and yet on the other every thing strives
to revert upwards to the cause that has created it.

This theory

explains the contradictions of the sensible world, which so
worried Plato, in a very Platonic ways

for

each side of the

contradiction there is a distinct transcendent cause.
The second view (89.10-89.24) appears superficially to
contradict the first:

now Proclus says that the gods are

essentially united and division is only to be found among the
objects of their providence and among the lowest types of gods
who are closest to material things, i.e. the demons.

There

is not really a contradiction here but an interesting awareness
on Proclus 1 part that talking about ir^/vxf

, ,

, ,

and £T^Ao-nr\f

is ultimately misleading.

(

and t/ir^-L/-/^

I

,

and the rest, as independent entities

One of the things that makes later

Neoplatonist metaphysics so difficult for us to understand
is its excessive philosophical realism:

any quality of any

thing is regarded as having an independently existing meta
physical cause.

Yet Proclus does also show himself aware that

such realism means the elevation of what are only aspects of
the intelligible world into entities and sometimes, as here,
he denies that his own hair-splitting distinctions are valid
at the very highest level of reality.

At 110 ff. a similar

dual viewpoint lies behind Proclus' two different metaphysical
explanations of changes of shape on the part of the gods and
at 107.25 ff. there is a similar case which is simpler and more
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easily

comprehensible.

In that passage Proclus appears to shift

from talking about two types of divine activity to talking
about two orders of gods.

Proclus is aware that in one sense

these two orders of gods are nothing more than two types of
divine activity and in a further sense, the highest, all divine
activity is one.

Proclus 1 two orders of gods are like the

two messengers of the White King in A*Lice Through the Lookingglass ;

the White King says, H I must have two, you know, to

come and go.

One to come and one to go."

The reason he thinks

there must be two is that he knows that messengers both come
and

go;

one universal, one Platonic Form, one messenger, or,

in Proclus 1 terms, one god is needed for each of the two
activities.

But if the White King, like Proclus, were occasionally

aware of his own excessive realism, he would understand that
coming and going can also be looked on as two activities, or
even as two potential activities of One all-powerful and allembracing messenger.

It is easier to see what is happening

in the simple case of 107.25 ff., but the explanation of Proclus 1
"two tropoi for interpreting theomachies is essentially the
same.

This point about Proclus 1 awareness of his own excessive

realism should not be taken too far;

it is only at the highest

level of metaphysics that he is willing to "telescope** entities
in this way.

Proclus 1 divine henads, the entities within the

First Hypostasis, are in part a development of the earlier idea
"51
of divine powers.
Already in Plotinus, in the description
31 Gf. A.J. Festugiere, Lg. revelation d'Hermes Trismegiate III
(Paris, 1953)f pp. 158 ff. and P. Hadot, Porphyre e_b Yictorinua

(Paris, 1968), pp. 239 ff.
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of the intelligible world in V.8.9, we find a number of gods
all bound up in the god of the intelligible world.

(V.8.9.U ff.)

Similarly Proclus speaks of the henads mingling with one
•=52
another at, e.g., In Parm. 1048.11 ff.
So here on p. 89 of the
6th essay Proclus denies division at the highest level of
divinity but allows it to reappear at the lower level upon
whichthe demons exist.
An ancillary motive for describing two ways of inter
preting division among the gode appears when Proclus proceeds
to apply these doctrines to actual myths, for he deals with two
types of theomachy, first those in which the war is confined to
the gods themselves (his examples are the fight between Zeus
and the G-iants and the Orphic myth of the fight between the
Titans and Dionysus) and secondly those in which the gods
join in wars between men, as they do in the Homeric Theomachy
in II. 20.

The first type of myth is to be interpreted in

accordance with the first tropos. the view that there are
opposing forces in the order of things (89.25-90.13)?

the

second type in accordance with the second tropQSjfor it is only
the demons who descend into the material world and concern
themselves closely with the wars of men (90.13-92.27).

Proclus

then recapitulates the two types of interpretation and seeks
to demonstrate that Homer, the supreme poet, is aware of both
ways of thinking about metaphysics, for he refers to the struggles
of £eus against the Titans as well as recounting the Theomachy
32 Dodds in his ET, pp. 257 ff. and pp. 278-9 underplays this
aspect of the henads and correspondingly overemphasises the
"static** nature of Proclus 1 metaphysics.
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of II. 20,

Homer is thus as subtle as any Neoplatonist

philosopher in his understanding of metaphysical reality.
Proclus expands on how well Homer brings out the closeness of
the demons to the material world and yet also their relationship
to the gods whose names they bear and finishes his exposition
with a detailed explanation of what the oppositions between
the different gods who fight each other in 1^. 20, signify.
(92.28-95.26)

There follows the reference to Syrianus.

Are we to suppose that the whole of Proclus 1 interpretation
of mythical theomachies derives from Syrianus?

Since it is an

interpretation in terms of metaphysical doctrines the way to
find out is to investigate whether Syrianus subscribed to these
doctrines.

If he did, then even if we have little or no

independent evidence for his use of them in the interpretation
of myths, it will be likely, in view of Proclus 1 reference to
him, that the interpretation in question is in fact his.
It so happens that the doctrine of TT£Z>XJ~
which forms the basis of Proclus 1 first tropos

and

^T^ L..,, /

of interpretation

is particularly associated with Syrianus. TTE/)^

and

are derived from Plato's Philebus 23c ff. where the Pythagorean
f and
of things.

77-^43 v

are introduced as the fundamental principles

However it was only the later Heoplatonic school

who made extensive use of

this particular passage of Plato

and claimed that each of their many orders of reality represented
an appropriate combination of Limit and Infinity.^-5

In particular

33 See Wallis, pp. 148-9; Dodds, ET, pp. 246 ff.; Beutler's
HE article, "Proklos", col. 222-3; and J. Trouillard, L'un
et 1'ame selon Proclos (Paris, 1972), Ch. II, pp. 69 ff.
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we find -mzpm
and <*m£i/>/c<
in Syrianas 1 commentary
'
/
on the Metaphysics identified with the monad and the indefinite
dyad and used to counter Aristotle's criticism that the theory of
Forms is self-contradictory in that it makes number prior to
the (indefinite) dyad,
hand the o^^rt^^v^

Syrianus distinguishes between on the one

and the ^TO/UO^

which are Forms and

belong to the intelligible world, and on the other the ^^vi
and duci

which, are above the intelligible world

and are in fact identical with W/^

Syr. In. Metand 64.1).

•9 *

112.14-113.24.

and ^rr^-^c i'o<

•

(See

Of. also In Met- 10« 2 ff., 165.33 ff.

The two principles reappear frequently in Proclus.

It is not only the general doctrine of md/xxf

«arc

and ^TT^X,?

which can be paralleled in Syrianus but many details of Proclus*
exposition of it at 87.29-89.9.
the ^v/o-moiof

uov£/z

the monad at Syr. In Met.

Thus
.

at 88.3-4 Proclus calls

-rre/Hxf

is identified with

112.14 ff. and In Met. 10.2 ff.

(cf. Proclus In. Tim. 176.6 ff.) while at In, Met. 165.33 ff.
Syrianus says tr^ac^f

is concerned with TY^V TW

iW/«*v , . c 60 £-F<!\^!c4\/
the 6th essay

<^uc

(cf. 88.12 in our passage of

and $£, p. 133 Portus).

At 88.5 i-rrwu*
because it is
u* is called v-v-^WriJ
'
,
concerned with procession and creation (cf. ^TVO^C vv/a 6tf
at 88.16 and v^w-n

again at 88.17). So Syrianus at In

34 The doctrine of mi^
and oor^-y1 '^
^^y S° right back
to lamblichus:- cf. V/allis f s reference to Damascius, Pr. I
101.11 ff. and 103.6 ff. Huelle and Dillon, Introduction, pp.31-2,

35 See ET, props. 89-92;

PT III, pp. 131 ff.

Portue;

1119 ff.J Ja Siffl. 176 ff. Hosan, pp. 126 ff., provides an
English summary of the passages in ET. £T and Iq Parm.
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(i.e. ir

^*f

Met* 112.35 ff. says the *// M p *-T

"fif^f

c*Tr<5/£\;,/A

(of. also Proclus la Tim. 176.6 ff. and PT, p. 133
Port us, and see Dodds's note on PS props. 151-9, p. 278).
88.6-7 describes what the things created by urrz-L/ot
receive from it:
.

\/

This comes very

close in phraseology, and so in the details of the ideas
involved, to ^yrianus In Met. 112.35 ff • • cTji^ /x^v /i
M.<^l^

^^
<r ?~A /

(power, multitude and procession are likewise associated with
at Proclus J^ Parm. 1119 ff., Ja £u» 384 ff., and
III, pp.131tf.Poptus).
At 88.22 ff . Proclus gives examples of the lower-level
and

oppositions which derive from rrl/y<^(
These oppositions among the 9-^^
is, among the divine henads,

that without iare-^p!o^

•z/r

e

^ Tr^-/? /<>L •
(88.9-10), that

derive from ^rrcK./?/oc

in

they could not exist (we would not be

able to distinguish between, e.g., sameness and difference at
all, if it were not for i-r-r^H/j/c^

) yet in each case one side

the other to
of the antithesis is related to ~n-^/?<xp
/
, difference to
(e.g. sameness to -ne/>*p
iT-^n/9,0^.
/' J
/
37
Each of the four oppositions mentioned by
,
Proclus has its roots in Plato but appears in Syrianus in the
36 Por this name for the divine henads, see ET prop. 132 and
Dodds 1 note on p. 270.
37 Cf. Pestugiere's note in his translation here.
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same context as here, in relation to rre/?*f

All four of them, ^-ra^f *'/**/;

and

, -^^^/^/J^r ,

are found together at Syrianus
9
In Met. 5.9 ff. where Syrianue himself refers to Plato's
Sophist 254d ff. where oV 9 ^ra^if
and W-TE/^V

, R/v//f

,

are the basic IT^VA , and to Plato's Parmenides

129d, 136b and H2b ff. (the second hypothesis);

in the

second hypothesis in particular we find all four oppositions,
W/u£ /<i -n-cH/3 •'&£

, and others besides. -r^i*^f /^-re/^TAf appear

again in Syrianus at In Met . 113.14 ff. in the long passage on
i^potf

and &T?&iyy!ot. •

elsewhere in Proclue.

^he oppositions do of course appear

Particularly interesting is Iff Parm.

743 ff. (on Parmenides 129).

776.23 ff. there shows that the

oppositions in the 6th essay are listed in a descending orders
each is particularly relevant at a particular level of reality,
» &
^
according to the In

are concerned with the -Tr £17^
and c^e^cruoT^
38

with the deO-r^oi

At 88.29 Proclus speaks of

^^

rr^/cX

just as he has earlier called -W/?e<p

as the

the uov<^f

(88.3-4).

Similarly Syrianus at In het . 112.14 ff. speaks of
*

, at In Met.

5.9 ff • he uses the term i-ir^t /?ocT J i/u^u of Jj«x/ and at 1^ Met.
10.2 ff. he says monad and dyad are the Pythagorean names for
and

&/Tn£-y?/cX .

Syrianus 'own terminology in the In

38 For the different levels of reality at which these oppositions
appear, cf. Rosan, p. 154 ( TSU>^>V /<^/>^f and
£
Mr
), p. 165 U^^/^
_
)'and p. 187 ( ,'
'•

(
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Met, is directly based on Aristotle's terms ^v'*/

and

in the Metaphysics which in their turn are based on the
terminology of the Platonists of the Old Academy, if not
that of Plato himself.

Proclus too uses the term

Tim. 176.6 ff., and in the recapitulation of his first
tropos of interpreting theomachies, at 92.28 ff.
The whole passage at 87.29-89.9 is very reminiscent of
Syrianus, in the details as well as in the overall doctrine
expressed.

It is therefore reasonable to suppose that, like

Proclus here, Syrianus in his Au££\<;

extended the problem

of the Theomachy in II. 20 to deal with mythical theomachies in
general and that he expounded an interpretation of one type of
theomachy in terms very similar to those used by Proclus here,
if not identical with them.
The application of this interpretation at 89.25-90.13
may also be attributed to Syrianus.

The examples Proclus gives

of myths to be so interpreted provide further support for this
attribution for he mentions not only the story of £eus's
fight with the Giants but also that of Dionysus 1 fight with
the Titans.

The latter was an Orphic myth and many of the

references to it are in Heoplatonist authors, for the Neoplatonists sought to reconcile Orphic tradition as they knew it
with Homer, Plato and the C.haldaean Oracles.

Proclus groups

39 See W.D. Ross's Commentary on the Metaphysics (Oxford, 1924),
Introduction to Vol. I, pp. Ivii ff. and Vol. II, pp. 434-5; cf.
also W. Burkert, Lore and Science ^n Ancient Jbythagoreaniam
(iing. trans. Cambridge, Mass., 1972), p. 21, notes 27 and 28.
40 For this myth and discussion of the ancient references to it,
see 1. 14. Linforth, The Arts of urpheus (Berkeley and Los ^ngeles,
1941), Ch. 7, pp. 307 ff. and J. P<§pin, "Plotin et le miroir de
Dionysos", ftlPh 24 (1970), pp. 304-20. Proclus refers to the
myth again later in the 6th essay, at 174.30 ff.
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the Titanomachy and the Gigantomachy together in a similar way
at in Tim. 38.28;

79.27;

168.15 ff. and 172.15 ff.

90.7-13 Proclus aligns the Titans and Giants with (*-rr<£y
multiplicity and fragmentation, ^eus and Dionysus with
unity and wholeness.

In the same way Hermias 55.19 ff.

associates Dionysus with reversion calling him: o
o

-rnpo

"n~^?/^o^ ^K^V <x^trJV .

The Hernias passage provides

us with

evidence that Byrianus interpreted Dionysus in the way in which
i'rocluG interprets him in the 6th essay.
This Dionysus myth presents a particularly interesting
case for we have enough evidence for earlier allegories of
it to make it likely that byrianus was the first to interpret
it in this "transcendent" way and also to show how such an
interpretation grew out of earlier ones.

Linforth liets the

earlier allegories in The Arts of Orpheus, pp. 316 ff.
ilutarch at De, E apud Deluhos 9.383e, uses a Stoic cosmological
allegory of the myth as about cTt^uJ £u/i^ ( |

and

^ ULTTIJ p \^{ 6 / f

kacrobius domn. ^cip. 1.12.11 says Dionysus represents the
-

and in a similar way Hythographi Vaticani III. 12. 5

calls Dionysus the "aninia inundi".
II 139-147).

(Of. also Proclus Iq Tim.

Linforth reconstructs a Meoplatonist allegory

in which Dionysus is the soul of the universe, the Titans are
41 See also pp. 229 ff. and for a more extensive list, including
passing allusions as well as developed allegories, pp. 306-12
of Pe*pin f s article.
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the evil principle of division, and the heart of Dionysus, saved
by Athene, is the undivided mind.

This allegory uses lieo-

platonist concepts but it does not transpose them into the
sphere of transcendent metaphysics as does the Proclus-Syrianus
allegory in the 6th essay.

The allegory found in i'xacrobius,

Kvth. Vat . , and Proclus In Tim, stays at the levels of Soul
and kind, the third and second of the Plotinian hypostases;

in

our passage here syrianus and rroclus elevate the allegory
to take it inside the First Hypostasis, relating it to the
oppositions among the divine henads.

The earlier Keoplatonist

allegory is itself building on the Stoic allegory which

already

makes the myth concerned with the nature of the universe but
remains on a materialist level.

Further interesting light is

shed on the different Neoplatonist allegories of the myth by
Alexander of Lycopolis, a 3rd century Keoplatonist who wrote
against the Hanichees.
<

A Q

.fp. 6-9 of his ~ff/>of -rs?f -r&\> M^v/iy

refer to a i-Ianichaean allegory of the myth,

and a companion one of the G-igantomachy:

42

Ed. A. Brinkmann (Leipzig, 1895).
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The Manichees used these myths to support their own doctrines
of creation.

Alexander himself prefers an allegory in human

terms, that the Titans and the Giants represent the mortal
element in the body (see p. 37.21 ff. of his work).

Alexander

perhaps avoids a metaphysical allegory here precisely because
his opponents, the ivianichees, indulged in one.

byrianus and

Proclus, on the other hand, felt free to produce a metaphysical
allegory that is noticeably

O-£^S\&V(IM -r&/>&V

recorded in Macrobius and i>xv th. 7at •

than that

The earlier allegory

could still be applied at the lower levels of creation, as it
is by Proclus in the In Jim. ^
bo there are good grounds for attributing Proclus f
first tropos of interpreting theomachies, and its application,
particularly to the myth of Dionysus and the Titans, to Syrianus.
What of the second trop.os?
views are complementary:

As presented by Proclus the two
he applies them to different types of

myth and it is only the second that applies to the Tneomachy
of II. 20.

To apply the first view to that Theoniachy would

be to attribute an improper concern with material things to
the highest gods.

It is therefore likely & priori that the

second view too comes from Syrianus.

A closer examination shows

that here Syrianus will have been less original than in his
exposition of the first view, for this second view is much more
43 For further discussion of Proclus 1 and Syrianus 1 inter
pretation of Dionysus, with additional references, see Grelzer,
pp. 21-6. He does not distinguish between the interpretation
of Dionysus at the levels of Soul and Kind, and the 6-Cx.-^c^/^-/-jrc
interpretation, but the distinction could profitably be applied
to the passages he discusses.
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traditional in its nature.
I connected Proclus 1 willingness to "telescope" the
divine henads together, and his belief that they mingled, yet
were separate, with traditional ideas about the attributes of
God and with the unified plurality of gods in Plotinus V. 8. 9.1 4 ff.
If this is right, then it is highly likely that Syrianus too would
have been prepared to say that there is a sense in which the
highest gods are one and inseparable, as Proclus says at 89.10-7*
89.17-24 introduce the demons and it is with reference to
them that the Theomachy of H. 20 is interpreted at 93-24 ff.
Already in the Old Academy JCeno crates had used the demons in
the interpretation of myth and cult;

in this way anything

shocking could be referred to the demons bearing the same name
as a particular god and the gods themselves remained unaffected
and morally pure.

The same use is made of the demons in

Plutarch De Is. et
Proclus

Os. and De defectu Oraculorum.

At

In Tim. 76.30 ff . we find that the Ueoplatonist Origen,

a contemporary of Plotinus, interpreted the war in the Timaeus
between the Athenians and the inhabitants of Atlantis as a
war of demons.

There is a hint that Syrianus, like Proclus,

divided demons into ^v^
Met.

^" fi
26.7-8.^"

^ovef
ov/

and

tJ<sf

in his listing

o

(
Moreover In Met. 182.30 ff. shows

that Syrianus,

44 See R. Heinze, X.enocrates (Leipzig, 1892), Ch. 2, pp. 78 ff.
45 See G. Soury, La d^monologie de Plutarque (Paris, 1942),
Ch. V, pp. 66 ff.
46 For this division of demons into three classes in Proclus,
see Uodds, |JT, pp. 294 ff.; In Ale. 30.19 ff.; and In Crat. p.
75.9 ff. Cf. also In Crat. 118, p. 69.
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like Proclus, took the view that myths about changes of
shape by the gods were about the demons: tro M/I v ^
uoCTSL

~TT/? o q^J{ \AriV

~r^nj~r^)
^JN/

'

L>£

,m£\/v-v£i^V
V

OOULA"
A ^

c^oAor^

TV)

A £^ £ t

This makes it
likely that what Proclus says at 111.16 ff. about changes of
shape by the gods derives from Syrianus, and shows that
Syrianus, like Xeno crates,

Plutarch, the I'eoplatonist Origen

and no doubt many others interpreted myths in general in terms
of the demons.
Proclus 1 interpretation of the Homeric Theornachy in terms
of the demons, which we are, I think, justified in considering
as also

Syrianus 1 interpretation, has a distinctly Neoplatonist

flavour.

At 94.13 ff. he links the eleven gods of the Theomachy

with the eleven gods who follow 2/eus at Phaedrus 246e.

In the

same way Hermias at pp. 137 ff. links that passage of the
Phaedrus with several other passages of Hoiner, though not
in fact with the Theoraachy.

The later ileoplatonists provide

constant illustrations of their belief in the agreement of
Homer and Plato.

So too the number symbolism at 94.16 ff.

is Neoplatonist, though not exclusively so.
The detailed interpretation of the oppositions between
the different gods who are paired in combat in ilomer provides
another example of the iieoplatonist transposition of earlier
47 ?or Syrianus 1 belief in number symbolism, see In Ket.
130.24 ff. and 190.25 ff.
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allegory, to set beside the Dionysus myth.

The oppositions

have already been examined from this point of view by
Buffiere.

The traditional allegorical interpretation of

the Theomachy, as found in Schol. B to II. 20.67, in Heraclitus
All.

52-8 and in Eustathius on II. 20.67 ff . 49

interpreted

these oppositions in either physical or moral terms.

Proclus

(and Syrianus) interpret them in related metaphysical terms.
Thus in Proclus the opposition between Poseidon and Apollo
represents the apparent opposition between the sublunary
o/^u:<i

.

In the traditional exegesis Poseidon is the sea,

Apollo the sun which draws up water from it.

Buffiere, following

Priedl, points out that at PT VI. 10, p. 368 Portus, Poseidon
is €<$&/>&£

&r/>*r

er^£/o<f

and concerned with souls in the

world of becoming, while at Ifi Remp.

68.15 ff* Apollo is said

to reign over the visible world and to model it on the image of
the invisible.

We may recall the Sun which is the source of

light to the visible world and the image of the Good in Plato's
Republic and indeed Apollo f s connection with the Sun in Proclus
appears clearly in his first Hymn, addressed to the Sun, and in
PT VI. 12, pp. 375-81 Portus. 50

So here Proclus makes the battle

one between the demons which preside over sea and sun, preserving
the time-honoured associations of Poseidon and Apollo with these
elements and yet keeping his transcendent gods free from concern
with them.
48 Pp. 551 ff.
49 Vol. IV, p. 143.28 ff. Stallbaum.
50 Cf. Rosan, pp. 169-70 and the parallels on pp. 53-4 of Vogt's
edition of the
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According to Proclus the opposition between Hera and
Artemis is one between two types of soul, rational and
irrational, separated from the body and not so separated,
supernatural and natural (or rather between the demons that
preside over these two groups of souls.)

At In Grat. 170,

pp. 93-4, Proclus links together Hera's connection with the
air and her connection with souls, saying that air is a symbol
of the soul.

This suggests that Buffiere is right to link

Proclus 1 exegesis of the opposition between Artemis and Hera
with the traditional exegesis of Artemis, the moon, passing
through Hera, the air.

Buffiere further claims that the

Platonists and Pythagoreans thought the air was full of
disembodied souls while the moon presided over the growth of
vegetation and animals but he fails to show that Proclus held
precisely this belief.

It remains unclear how the details of

Proclus 1 exegesis here are to be connected with the traditional
one.
The next pair, Athene and Ares,

are clearer.

In Proclus

they represent providence in accordance with reason (i.e.
providence in the normal sense of the word) as opposed to
R1 The
providence in accordance with necessity (i.e. fate).
traditional interpretation of Athene and Ares was in moral
terms,

of <$f>o\;r\6if

opposed to ltqp&&bvr\ •

T&e connection

of <fp<Lvr\6\f with reason, i/e?vf , is obvious while ^i^o^o
/
'
I
could easily slide into the blind, brute force which Buffiere
51 For Proclus 1 distinction between these two types of
providence, cf. Pe prov. gt fato. Chs. III-V, pp. 119 ff.
Of. also Sallustius, De diis e£ mundo. Ch. 9.
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calls characteristic of Ares, and that into necessity,
As with Apollo and Poseidon, the traditional associations
of the god in Greek religion are as important here as the
simple allegory of Homer to which those associations gave rise.
The words of Plato are never very far from Proclus 1 mind:
V^Vf

and &Vf*Y-K.r\
0

come from the Timaeus (47e ff.)

)

Hermes and Leto, for Proclus, represent the opposition
between two different types of power in the soul, the
and the £W T» *£**/

.

Buffiere aligns Proclus 1 association

of Hermes and knowledge with the traditional association of
Hermes and

Aofo?

.

For Leto, however, we must look else

where than the Homeric allegory preserved In the scholia,
There Leto is /U'£)/\

, forgetfulness.

This has nothing to do

with life, but a parallel passage of Proclus, In Tim. 79, which
presents the same oppositions as here in the 6th essay in
slightly different terms, gives us the clue to the connection
between Leto and

an^^

kiW^^c

is said to be responsible for ^r

i*1 the soul.
<.* ruv
•

connection of Leto with
Grat.vlus 406a.

<^0j-

There she

The etymological

is given in Plato's

There too we see why Proclus uses e©€xUa

of her, for Plato uses that word and connects Leto with /(A ,
"to be willing".

Is Proclus, or rather Syrianus, taking his

allegory of Leto straight from Plato and deliberately disregarding
52 For Proclus 1 view of Leto, cf. his commentary on this
passage of Plato, Jn. Crat. 103 ff.
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the traditional equation A/yn^J

/U$n in Homeric interpretation,

or were there other interpretations of Homer now lost to us in
which the etymologies from /W?of and J <A

were used?

It is

impossible to tell, but the latter seems likely.
The last opposition, be twe en Hephaestus and Xanthus, is
straightforward.

As one might expect, it was traditionally

allegorised as the opposition between fire and water.

Proclus

refers it not to elements but to forces within the body and
makes it the opposition of the hot and dry to the cold and wet.
Aphrodite, not mentioned in the allegory in the scholia, is
said to harmonise all these oppositions, a role appropriate
to her traditional nature as a god and to the i\Teoplatonist view
of the world.

Aphrodite is the right goddess to produce (%iA(c<

and, from a Heoplatonist point of view, since all is really
one, the oppositions must somehow be brought together in a
harmonious synthesis.
The passage of the In Tim, to which I referred above
comes in the context of the interpretation of the Atlantis story
in the Timaeus .

It is interesting to notice there that at

77.24 ff. Proclus, after mentioning other interpretations of
the war between Athens and Atlantis, refers his own metaphysical
interpretation to lamblichus and Syrianus and talks about the
division in all things in terms which are like those used in
the 6th essay , at 89.25 ff .

It seems very likely that Syrianus

had treated the two wars, that in Plato and that in Homer, in
the same terms, just as Proclus does,

what could be more

congenial to writers eager to prove the ito>\j^!<^ TU\/ uom
of Plato and Homer?

/

And just as Proclus deals with the same
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points here in his 6th essay on the Republic . and in his commentary
on the Timaeus * so Syrianus is likely to have dealt with the
same points both in his Au£V

c

-ruv

53
y and in his commentary on the Titaaeus. JJ

In the

case of the Theomachy then, we hare good reasons of

a number of different kinds for taking Proclus' reference to
Syrianus at 95.26-31 to mean that the whole of Proclus* inter
pretation comes from Syrianus 1 Au 6<^f
in terms of TT-CSAXC

/utt*
and ^-rnet/u'

.

The interpretation

9 etc. is likely to have

originated with Syrianus, given the use he made of the 7n£>?<*£
and ^-rr^t^/o< doctrine and his bent for transcendent metaphysical
/
exegesis. The interpretation in terms of demons, and the
detailed allegory of the combats between pairs of gods, is
essentially traditional and

pre-Neoplatonic but it has been

taken over by Syrianus (if not by some earlier Weoplatonic
interpreter of Homer) and re-worked in a distinctively Neoplatonic manner.

The two interpretations complement each other

to form a whole which Proclus has derived from Syrianus.
(b)

Agamemnon's dream, pp. 1 1 5- ^

On p. 115 Proclus takes up the last of the passages of
Homer attacked by Plato in Republic II, the deceitful dream sent
KK
At 115.4-13
by 4eus to Agamemnon at the opening of Iliad 2.
53 Dillon, pp. 269-70, argues that Proclus at In Tim. 77.24 ff .
is quoting Syrianus, rather than lamblichus, directly. Billon's
comments on the nature of lamblichus 1 and Syrianus 1 interpretation
should be noted. He speaks of their "making the conflict much more
general than any of those criticised" and of lamblichus "trumping
Porphyry by moving the reference of the Platonic text to a more
exalted level.'1
54 With this section, cf. Friedl, pp. 90-1 and Buffiere, pp. 554-5.
55 u-nvoi-nnov/ at 115.4 must refer to the fact that this is the
last passage in Rep. II. i'estugiere ' s note in his translation
here is misleading.
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he sets out the problem as presented by Plato in Rep. II
383a?-8:

if the gods are without falsehood, how can Zeus

send a deceitful dream?
Proclus begins his solution at 115.13-26, by giving the answer
> that the fault lay not in Zeus

of a\. -n-oxUe^ ruv ^F^nTvW

"

but in Agamemnon who misunderstood the dream's

This interpretation

and attacked in the absence of Achilles.
involves taking -ns* jtu£('f\

as a number of later writers did,

in the sense of "with all the army" and not in
of "with all speed."

At 115.26 ff. Proclus adds

(cf. LSJ)

to this the view of Syrianus:

its proper sense

the traditional solution is un

satisfactory for it fails to take account of the providence of
Zeus and his overall design that the Greeks should be punished
for their behaviour to Achilles;

it is better to say that Zeus

does deceive Agamemnon, for his eventual good.
further move in the argument at 116.24 ff.

There is a

The way this is

expressed suggests that Proclus is now giving his own view and
trying to reconcile the traditional solution with the solution
/
^
RoJ WX>-K^ Xd
cT<^
of Syrianus: ^ cfe

} -^H

>

\
k't>^"

\\

r^
><SXJ>CD

^^

\

_-.

L

\
^

Proclus argues that the falsehood arises in Agamemnon because of
his nature;

this happens in accordance with divine will, and

for Agamemnon's own good, but the falsehood does not actually come
from the gods.
The solution of this aporia thus falls into three parts.
Is Proclus taking over the first part, the traditional solution,
from Syrianus?

Friedl argues that in all the casea where Proclus
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cites earlier, non-Neoplatonic exegetes of Homer he derives his
knowledge of these exegetes from Syrianus who, in turn, depends
on the IpoA/ji

fo TV ^ocr^

of Porphyry. 5

This first

solution is indeed to be found among the scholia attributed to
Porphyry .

and Syrianus 1 own view, as given by Proclus, builds

on a criticism of the traditional solution.

It is reasonable

to suppose, given the cumulative nature of ancient commentary,
that in his A<J&<^{

he first gave the traditional view,

derived, either directly or indirectly, from Porphyry, and
then added his own criticisms and improvements.

Neoplatonist

terminology creeps into Proclus 1 presentation of the traditional
solution: TO

tcGdof
"

ev -rv\

Vvrn^ ^/^

>enl> ^

L.V

The difficulty which Syrianus, as a faithful Platonist,
found with this solution was that it ignored the all-pervading
providence of the gods ( TT^OVO^JV'

116.1).

The itfeoplatonists

believed firmly that divine providence could be reconciled with
divine transcendence and were much concerned with such problems
as the relationship of providence to fate. 58 So Syrianus affirms
56 Friedl, pp. 59-65. ,Cf. Schrader, pp. 408 ff.:- Schradeirefers ca -r^A/v^ -rviv ^n^^v
at 115-14 to Ueoplatonist
interpreters of Homer between Porphyry and Proclus, but this
seems unnecessary.
57 See Schol. B, p. 87.8-9 Bindorf and cf. p. 87.25-6; also in
Schrader, pp. 23-4. of. too Macrobius, Somn. Scip. 1.7.4 ff. and
the comments of K. toras in "Macrobius 1 Kommentar zu Giceros
Somnium", SPAW 1935» p. 251. Mras argues that Porphyry's
is l^acrobiua 1 source.
58 Cf. above, pp. 152-3, on the Athene/Ares opposition. See
Dodds, ET, pp. 263-5, and also p. 271; Wallis, pp. 149-50 and 157,
also index s.v. "Providence". Proclus treats the problems of prov
idence most extensively in his Tria Qpuscula. In the 6th essay the
problem of divine goodness and providence appears also at 96.1100.17, on the two jars on the threshold of ^.eus, and 100.21106.10, on the breaking of the truce by Pandarus at Athene's
instigation.
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his belief in the goodness of the gods at, e.g., la Met.
184.1 ff., while at In. Tim.. 373.22 ff. Proclus attributes
to Syrianus two ideas, first that what seems evil to us is not
evil in the overall plan known to the gods and secondly that
unmixed evil should logically be even lower than not-being
and so no unmixed evil can exist.

Syrianus 1 solution of the

problem of Agamemnon's dream must be set against the background
of the

abiding i^eoplatonic belief in the goodness and providence

of the

gods, to which Syrianus subscribed with the rest.

His

solution is that goodness is superior to truth and so one may
say that 4eus deceives Agamemnon for his own good.
With Syrianus* view about the relationship of goodness
and truth we may compare the 4th essay of the In Eemp.. at 37.15-22,
There, in an essay on the three

^o^oy'd^ TUTT^U

of the He public.

Proclus poses the problem of false oracles:
-TTjoo

T^f

£J^9^c*f

&V~TOf

6L<

~

t

goes with the main verb.)

Just as Proclus denies

that 4eus deceives Agamemnon, so in his discussion of the problem
of false oracles at 40.5-41.2 he denies that the gods give
false oracles and argues that falsehood arises because of the
unworthiness of the instruments.
59 Neither of these ideas is original to Syrianus. For the
first, cf. lamblichus, De mvst. IV.8, and for the second
Plotinus 1.8.3.1-5 with the comments of P.P. Hager, "Die
Materie und das BOse im antiken Platonismus", MH 19 (1962),
pp. 73-103.
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Proclus deals with the question of false oracles again
in the same way

in PT 1.21, pp. 97-9 Saffrey-Westerink. 60

On p. 98 of the PT Proclus expounds the special and ineffable
nature of divine truth and emphasises the unity of divine
knowledge (cf. In Remp. 116,8 <^ v
c^AA^oty
arises

) while on p. 99 he says that falsehood

<x"^>
A

LLCV

TVIV

eft fi&\^<i\l'uh/

A

TVIN/

&/?Y^ wU V /j

TUN/

Like Syrianus Proclus places goodness above truth in the
hierarchy of value but just as he is not prepared to say that
the gods give false oracles for a good purpose, so he is not
prepared to say with Syrianus that Zeus sends a deceitful dream
to Agamemnon for a good purpose.

(One wonders what Syrianua 1

views on false oracles were . )
Proclus justifies Syrianus 1 view by an appeal to the
doctrine that real falsehood lies in matter (116.8 ff.).
Acting <=v/o/\Uf

, "in matter", as Zeus presumably does when

he sends the dream to Agamemnon is therefore inevitably acting
r ^

/~^

dto^ T^rx^

r r\

yeudo-uf .

sense of ^fx><fr\r

There is a slide here from a logical

("false" as opposed to "true") to a

metaphysical sense (the perception of matter by the senses
involves illusion and so matter is dismissed by a Platonist as
"false" in the sense of unreal).

This is a very Platonic slide,

for Plato thought that only propositions about the intelligible
60 Friedl, pp. 90-1,
parallel for In. xiemp.
essay and PT 1.18-21
on pp. 150-1 of their

rightly adduces this passage as a
115-7. The parallel between the 4th
is set out by Saffrey and Westerink
edition, in note 2 to p. 80.
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world could be known as true, but it is interesting to notice
that at In Met. 172.5 ff. Syrianus shows himself aware of

r/

the difference between these two senses of VG^jc^f

•

^e is

discussing Aristotle's criticism of the Platonists of the Old
Academy at Metauh. 1089a20, and in particular their identification
of matter with tJ<^o<of

and he says at 172.20 ff. cn>
fOV

Aere-lV

A

y>> £X'/UcX
£X'/U
'oCO-j^V

<<? yl€\/^ /TX5.

Yet here in the 6th essay Proclus presents the parallel
between the false dream and (^e^xfof
from Syrianus.

in matter as also deriving

It could be that the parallel is Proclus 1

own expansion of Syrianus 1 doctrine, but it could also be that
Syrianus, while aware of the difference between the two senses
9 nevertheless thought the two senses were
sufficiently

closely related for the parallel to be justified.

In any case, at 116.24 ff. Proclus passes to his own
modification of Syrianus* view.

He does not reject the

traditional solution as utterly as Syrianus did.

father he

attempts to harmonise that with Syrianus 1 own view, and uses
Syrianus 1 view to help him set the traditional solution within
a Heoplatonic framework of ideas.

To explain how falsehood

arises in Agamemnon according to the will of the gods but not
by their agency he makes use of hia rather casuistical doctrine
of evil as a TT^^U^ grz 6\c^

a "parallel existence".

Proclus

expounds his view of the nature of evil in the De roalormu
aubsiatenti^ and in particular in ch. 18 of that work.
61

Of. also Pec, dub. 30 and see Wallis, p. 157.

According
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to the doctrine of irzfyu-T

^-r^^p evil is rather like the

harmful side-effects of a beneficent drag:
cause distinct from the cause of good.

it has no special

Moreover, unlike the

side-effects of a drug, it arises not because of the nature
of the cause but because of the

nature of the object affected,

So at 117.3-6 Proclus aligns the -rr^po^L 6-r^6\f of falsehood
with the material and divided nature of the world of becoming:

The doctrine of -rr^/> U-TT^ frr^ 6 1 f
it both ways:

allows Proclus to have

falsehood comes about by the will of the gods

without being directly caused by them and there is a sense in
which the falsehood is located in Agamemnon since it would
not arise if he were not part of the unworthy material world,
i \p
seems to be a Porphyrian word. 62 Porphyry
does not use it in quite Proclus 1 sense (see Porph, Sententiae
58,25 Lamberz) but Syrianus uses the verb 'TTtyo)*' 6 > c^
precisely Proclus 1 way at In Ket, 107.9 and 185.21.

The doctrine

clearly was used by Syrianus as by Proclus but it was Proclus
who applied it to the particular problem of Agamemnon's dream.
Likewise Proclus uses it at In Hemp . 40.25 to explain false
oracles.
Proclus 1 discussion of Agamemnon's dream is of particular
62 See Pestugiere's note in his translation of the In Tim..
Vol. II (Paris, 1967), p. 236, note 3 and W. Theiler, Porphyries
und Augustin (Halle, 1933), p. 14.
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interest for his relationship to Cyrianus, f or in the three
parts into which his solution falls we can see hov. ^yrianus 1
view was related to earlier views and how Proclus' own view
is related to both,

byrianus differs sharply from the earlier,

non-iieoplatonist view and fives a solution in terms of i^eoplatonic
doctrine.

Proclus returns to the earlier view and lifts it into

the Weoplatonist sphere, reconciling it with that of Syrianus
as he does so.

As in so much ^eoplatonist exegesis, Proclus 1

concern here is to synthesise existing non-philosophical
tradition and philosophical doctrine.
preserve the -ru-Tr-of

He is also concerned to

of the truth of the gods arid feels that

byrianus has not done so quite well enough,

oo he slightly

corrects the view of his teacher but along familiar L/eoplatonist
lines,

he is developing and refining existing thought rather

than breaking out in any new directions.
It is worth noting that nowhere in the solution of this
Transcendent metaphysical

problem does allegory appear.

allegory of the distinctive kind practised by oyrianus is
appropriate only to actions

among the gods (e.g. wars among

the gods or the union of ^eus and Hera) not to the actions of
men, or the dealings of the gods with men.
(c)

£eus and dera on Mount Ida. jg£. 1 32-40b ^
The deception of zieus by

Hera and their union on Mount Ida,

at 1.1. 14. 153-351* is one of the longest and most vividly presented
63 With this section, cf. Friedl, p. 64, pp. 96-8 and p. 100;
Buffiere, pp. 112-3 (physical allegories of the myth;, pp. 329-30
(moral lessons drawn from tne myth, without allegory), pp. 544-tt
(Proclus 1 interpretation of the uiytn).
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divine scenes in Homer,

It was also particularly shocking to

later thought since it attributed carnal desires and weaknesses
to the highest gods.
rtep. Ill 390bc,

It is accordingly censured by Plato at

The defenders of Homer expended much effort

on this episode, just as they did on the Theomachy, and Buffiere's
collection of interpretations illustrates the different types
of defence, not all

of them allegorical, which were put

forward .
Proclus deals with the episode because it had been
attacked in the Republic but in view of its long and varied
history of interpretation, it is no surprise to find that here
he had a special monograph by Syrianus to draw on,
iifter the initial exposition of the problem at 132.13133.4, in which, as usual, he follows Plato closely, Proclus
makes reference to Syrianus 1 monograph and declares that he
is going to select from it what is appropriate to his purpose
and to present this as briefly as possible (133.7-10),

He

describes Syrianus* interpretation of the myth as inspired
and penetrating: 6vc<x £T\ k^r^-rsi.
/>/^v/

^c</w£v/ .

compliment;

^

This terminology is more than general

in my opinion it has particular reference to the

transcendent metaphysical nature of Syrianus 1 interpretation, 65
Like the Theomachy, the union of z.eus and Hera offered ample
scope for such interpretation arid Friedl is right to describe
64 Cf. above, p. 129 and note 19.
used of a transcendent
and £v/-*L^^Tiif
65 For £>/£ osZ^v
metaphysical allegory, cf . the allegory of ^phrodite at In Crat,
183, pp. 109.22-111.20.
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it as a clear example of .jyrianus' Homer interpretation as a
whole. 66
Just as Proclus began his treatment of the Theomachy with a
general exposition of the metaphysics on which his interpretation
was then based, so here at 133-19-134-7 he explains the
significance of mythical divine marriages and procreation in
general before proceeding to detailed interpretation of the
episode under discussion.

Once again Proclus explains how

everything proceeds ultimately from the One and secondarily
from the two complementary principles
&Tr&n.p i&L
l •

of -rr-c/?^/'

an<*

The One produces the many things in the world

by a process of division but all these things strive to be
re-united with the One, to return to their cause.

This is the

JNeoplatonist cycle of -rra&ofof

> procession

and reversion.

and <£-TT^ &-rpo<$4

Proclus explains that divine marriages and

procreation symbolise this eternal metaphysical process.

The

gods 1 production of other gods, their children, is a symbol
of procession in the intelligible world, of the division
which produces the many intelligible entities of the itfeoplatonist
universe.

Sexual unions among the gods symbolise the

reversion of lower gods, lower metaphysical entities, to
higher ones.

As the cycle of procession and reversion is

constantly in operation, reversion (sexual union) is mythically
presented as preceding procession (procreation), even though
we usually think of the two halves of the cycle in the reverse
order of procession and then reversion.
66

Friedl, p. 96.

There can be no procession
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without reversion any more than there can be reversion without
procession, for both are going on all the time;

there is no

temporal priority in the intelligible world.
At 134.8 Proclus passes to the significance of the
particular divine union under discussion,that of Zeus and Hera.
Zeus and Hera correspond at the lower level, of gods who are
directly involved in the creation of the world ( iv -r^f
134* 10-11) to the couples Ouranos
6V Zeus corresponds
and G-e, Kronos and Hliea at the higher levels.
to the monad, to

z)^/1

, Hera to the dyad, to c*~rr&L/> .cX

.

Their union is the return of the lower power, Hera, to the higher
power, ^eus.

Hera, as associated with ^-m^/)/^

, is res

ponsible for the procession and multiplication of lower orders
of being, Zeus for their reversion and unification.

At 135.4-

135.17 Proclus explains that the myth distinguishes between
two types of union of Zeus and Hera, i.e. the union on Mount
Ida in the open, which Zeus is eager for in II . 14, and the
union in their chamber, which Hera, in the Homeric scene,
would prefer.

These two types of union symbolise the two

effects of the metaphysical union of Zeus and Hera.

When it

takes place on the mountain,
' (135.5-6) Zeus is the dominant
partner and the effect is the superior one of reversion?
when it takes place in their chamber
u(ov

\

(135.8) Hera predominates and the effect is of

inferior value, procession.

However, says Proclus, the myths

67 for a brief and clear tabulation of the different orders of
gods in -tToclus 1 system, see Saffrey and Westerink's PT. Vol. 1,
Introduction, pp. Ixv-lxvii.
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present as divided what is really one:

in reality both types

of union are eternally taking place at the same time, i.e.
the powers responsible for procession and reversion respectively
are eternally conjoined and eternally producing both effects
at once.

It is practically impossible to explain the concepts

of procession and reversion otherwise than in temporal terms
but i-roclus is insistent that for the proper understanding of
this perpetual cycle it is necessary to abstract the temporal
element which analysis, whether logical or mythical, introduces.
V.ith the explanation, at 135.17-156.14, of why Zeus
falls asleep (and thus, in Homer, fails in his vigilance
over the battle before Troy) ^roclus moves to the interpretation
of the details of the iloineric scene in accordance with his overall
view of it.

«lien £eus is awake the emphasis is on his providence

towards the world, when he is asleep his transcendence is being
stressed.
at the

In reality he is both provident and transcendent

Same time but the myth divides the two aspects of his

nature.
At 136.15-137.2 -t'roclus interprets the location of the
union, etymologising Lount Ida as the place of Ideas, and
explaining again, this time more clearly and concretely, the
distinction between the mountain and the

c^/U^xo;

made by

liephaestus.
There follows an interpretation of all the details of
Hera's adornment.

She makes herself look like the mother of

the gods, Rhea, who is superior to her in the divine hierarchy,
because she is going to revert to what is above her.

£eus

himself in this union is imitating his superior, Krunos, by
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retiring above the cosmos (on the mountain-top) and becoming
transcendent (falling asleep) and so Hera, to be fit for such
a union, must become like lihea (137.2-17).

rroelus explains

why she combs her hair (137.17-24), the meaning of her girdle
and its tassels (137.24-30), of her earrings and her shoes
(137.30-138.3) and of the ambrosia and oil with which she
anoints herself (138.3-15).
After a recapitulation of the idea that Hera in this
episode becomes like ithea and z.eus like Kronos (133.15-31)
Proclus explains the significance of the magic belt which
Hera borrows from Aphrodite (133.31-139.19) and finally
interprets a detail which had been particularly criticised by
Plato, the fact that /ieus says he now has an even greater desire
for Hera than when they first slept together c(?//lcnj_f A^l£o\/^
V

(139.20-140.6).

At 140.6-140.19 ^roclus concludes his discussion of the
episode, saying it is to be understood KXTT^ ix^v fcfeoAov
a &-rmv

an^[

^vCTZt

-Acrn xW
-r4>v l9^A</t«iW -r-Acrn
of the term feoAo^i^^

-rnv/

^ Tr^</) /V

reminds us of Sallustius 1 use

and of Syrianus 1 reputation for

interpretation of Plato.

At 140.13 ff.

Proclus relates what he has been saying to Plato's lie public
and makes use of a distinction between educational and inspired
69 certainly this episode is not for the young but that
myths:
68
69

See above, p.124 and pp. 135-6.
On this distinction, see further below, pp. 327-30.
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is because it is inspired poetry and requires to be understood
allegorically.

If Proclus is following an independent monograph

by Syrianus, these final lines relating the interpretation to
the Republic and employing the concept of inspired poetry must
be Proclus 1 own.

There is no reason to doubt, however, that

the actual allegorical interpretation of the scene comes from
Syrianus.

Some detailed comment on the interpretation will

both confirm this and, I hope, help to explain its more
difficult parts.
As we saw in my discussion of the Theomachy it was particular/
ly Syrianus who gave -ms./?*/- and ^-jreT,/>.1U an important place
in the later Heoplatonist metaphysical scheme, and they appear
here in the interpretation of the union of Zeus and Hera in
exactly the same terms as they did in the Theomachy.
At 134.8 ff. Proclus identifies Zeus with the demiurgic
monad(see esp. 134.20-21).

Similarly Syrianus, at In Met.

140.10 ff., identifies Zeus with the voe*>

jr /j n r/A^i/wif

Q^ (\\G\JPV\\A\

I

f

(intelligible) M-ov/^j7

(intellectual)

as opposed to the higher

.

In Proclus 1 system there is a Zeus

among the intellectual gods, one among the hypercosmic gods,
and one among the hypercosmic/encosmic gods.

In this passage

of the In Ugi* Syrianus seems to be thinking of the intellectual
Zeus while the

allegory in the 6th essay refers to the lower

hypercosmic/encosmic Zeus who is united with Hera.

In any case,

at all three levels, Proclus' Zeus is demiurgic and we see from
70 See the tabulation by Saffrey and Westerink, referred to
above, note 67.
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In Met. 140.10 ff, that Syrianus 1 Zeus too was demiurgic.
As for Hera, her place in Proclus 1 scheme is clearly expressed
in £2? VI. 22, p. 403.43-7 Portus, in a passage on the life-giving
triad among the hypercosmic/encosmic gods: ^
t^oTA-rsL

rfuve^^-u

TV\\/

</e '%?<*

(i.e. comes in the middle of the triad,

between Demeter and Artemis) -r^v TY^T t^u^f _go>o^<= v \MjW_
TTyo^ ieWvr\

.

In this passage Hera's connection with

production is clear and we may compare the way Proclus
characterises her in the allegory in the 6th essay as
and Y'^WATW'

/
j/ov'u^of

as well as the use of similar terms to

describe the dyad, discussed above (pp. 142-3).
To support his view that Zeus is both awake and asleep,
both provident and transcendent, at the same time, Proclus,
or should one say Syrianus, cites a fragment of the Chaldaean
Oracles at 135.31-136.1 (Frag. 8 des Places).

At In. Met.

89.15 ff. Syrianus refers to the same fragment and interprets
it in the same way as here:

the fragment's ^6&\6>v </<=v (?TT

represents the w»ev/>nit <*iy\£\<; . Hadot in
7*5
Porphvre et Victorinus J seems to take this phrase as meaning
"a perception which creates the sensible world" but
just as well be "the perception of the demiurge11 .

it could
The two meanings

come to the same thing, for it is by his perception when awake
71 For lamblichus' identification of 2ieus with the demiurge, cf.
Hermias 136.17 ff. and see Dillon, Introduction, pp. 48-9, for
the suggestion that "the systematic formulation of the theory of
different manifestations of the same god at successive levels
of reality is to be attributed to Syrianus rather than to
lamblichus".
72 Cf. Rosan, p. 172.
73 (Paris, 1968), p. 201, notes 1 and 2.
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that Zeus, the demiurge, both creates the sensible world
and cares for it.

We may also compare PT, p. 260.3-6 Portus:
t-~7Y\\/

E<^°< V/

|^<£V/

-TX c^ftvra.

~rs

V o/yr-S*

cft-^Ko tfu

<bvG^.

TVx

kLt

74

The etymology of Mount Ida as the place of Ideas at 136.15 ff.
is discussed by Friedl, along with Proclus 1 other occasional
etymologies of this type, on pp. 102-3.
parallel in Hermias 77.16 ff.

He adduces an interesting

In that passage Hermias expounds

an allegory of the whole Trojan War, making use of etymologies
and interpreting the persons and places involved in terms of
Neoplatonist philosophy.
*lA\ov

from

MUJ*

Bo Troy is the region of matter, called
, "mud", and

the Trojans are the forms in matter and
so are called

flP^Kc-^^f

SA^

, "matter" j

irrational souls and

(because linked to vc\/<=-£/f

the Oreeks are rational souls who come from the intelligible
world, Greece, and are called <fTrv/^ocT^f
to

v^^

9 "matter".

because they come

As for Helen, she is intelligible

beauty and her name is expanded to ^A^VOA
nV ^inv i4v \/<f\jV
at Be mvj^ .

.

f^

Jamblichus had linked o A<\

ed^c \ u^c- \M
and

M

VII. 2 and the etymologising of Helen is as old

as Aeschylus 1 Agamemnon where at 689-90 she is
t £/\</- /n-ToJl ( f

but in this extended allegory in

74 A parallel allegory of God's sleeping and waking in Psalm
44.23 may be found in Ps-Dionysius the Areopagite, £p. 9.6
(Migne III, p. 1113):- see Koch, pp. 250-1 and cf. pp. 79-80.
75 Cf. Buffiere, pp. 410-3 and,on the etymologies in the Hermias
passage, Bielmeier, p. 84. On Proclus 1 allusion to this same
allegory later in the 6th essay, at 175.15 ff., cf. below, pp.
215 ff.
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terms of Neoplatonic concepts we may well see the hand of
Syrianus.

Indeed might not this allegory of the Trojan War

as a whole have figured in Syrianus * A u 6 ^ i
? Admittedly the allegory is on the levels
of Mind and Soul, rather than on the level of the First Hypostasis,
but then the fighting Greeks and Trojans are not gods and
metaphysical allegory is appropriate only to actions among the
gods. 76 There is no reason to think that Syrianus developed
only metaphysical allegories, and it is still tempting to attribute
this lower level allegory to him.

The etymologies in it bear

a close resemblance to the etymology of Mount Ida as the place
of Ideas:- all alike are based on a facile equation of vocabulary
that would be obscure to later readers of Homer, proper names or
unusual Homeric words, with Neoplatonic philosophical terms which
sound similar*
At 136.25-6 Proclus refers in passing to the effect of
the love of the greater for the lesser:

by loving Hera Zeus

helps her to revert to her cause, and draws her up towards his
own superior nature.

Platonist love is usually thought of as

the love of the lesser who aspires to be like the greater but
in his commentary on the 1st Alcibiades Proclus distinguishes
two types of love, that of the superior for the inferior, as
illustrated by Socrates' love for Alcibiades (In Ale. 45.4)
or the mythical love of Zeus for Kore and Aphrodite (In Ale.
55.10 ff.), and that of the inferior for the superior.
76

Of. above, p.162.

The
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point is particularly clear as applied to gods at In Ale.
56,1: K:*U

&£<3-\

-ix^VOV

<9^j v/

^/5/^t^/V

^A

-rry>C-: <J/f <jTfc/»s^-

j

K<*CT^2.<{££ C-\n/)ir\^/ otA^cj

J

TT/»ovo'-|T>lx.^// ^^

^/pT^/o i-Jv/, ^AA J £ 7n £T^TT -n*^-

*

/

^rj

u*<3~3L-(5G£6'^/?

Rather confusingly,

there is used of the love of the inferior
for the superior to which it reverts, while at In Hemp. 136.24
£-nx£~rv»£7rT)ioe*/

describes the love of the superior for the

inferior which causes reversion. 77

So too at Hermias

88.28 ff. Orpheus' love for Kusaeus is described as that of
the superior which extends divine goods to the inferior and
perfects it.

The same idea is to be found in Sallustius*

Pe diis et mundo. ch« 4»p.3.8 ff. (the love of the Great Mother
for Attis).

The Hermias parallel confirms that this doctrine

of the love of superiors for inferiors was held by Syrianus,
and Sallustius shows us that it was already current in the
Platonic school in the period between lamblichus and Syrianus.
Proclus explains at 136.30-137.2 that the chamber wrought
by Hephaestus, to

which Hera proposes that she and 2«eus

retire, signifies the ordering of the universe and the
sensible world, for Hephaestus is the demiurge of that world.
He refers back to his earlier exposition

of Hephaestus at

126.19 ff., where he discusses the problem of why the gods
laugh at Hephaestus.

This reference to another part of the

6th essay mast of course be Proclus 1 own addition, but it
suggests that the interpretation of Hephaestus at 126.19 ff.
77 Cf. la Ale. 53.1-10 where £-i^try>c~'nu^>s ±s used in the same
way as in the 6th essay, and see also Kosan, p. 206, and Bailie,
p. 154.
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is likewise taken

from Syrianus, or at least that Proclus and

Syrianus held exactly the same view of this god.
Proclus 1 view of Hephaestus is most fully set out at In
Tim* 142.14 ff.

There Hephaestus' mythical attributes are

interpreted in terms of the god's role in Proclus 1 system as
The same view is expressed more

demiurge of the sensible world.

briefly at PT VI, p. 403-20-2 Port us, and at In Tim. II 27.16 ff.
where Proclus mentions both the laughter of the gods and
Hephaestus' role in the story of Ares and Aphrodite, treated
There too Hephaestus is demiurge

in the 6th essay at p. 141 ff.
of the sensible world.

The details given about Hephaestus on

p. 141 find an illuminating parallel in Syrianus' In Met . . at
83.1-11.

There, like Proclus at Jn. Hemp. 141.14-15, Syrianus

cites li. 18.401, and he adds the first half of line 402:
- i

S/

0

Proclus simply

says that Hephaestus models the forms beneath the moon, and then
quotes the line of Homer.

Syrianus adds the extra half-line

and gives a more detailed exposition of how he understood the
Homeric passage:

by Hephaestus) £.£T\
V

(i.e. the jewellery made

-TSU>T^

K*O^
-rs*

<^ 6 '

-T-MT-ra.
\ TJ

<x

c^'cf
<A <

U

er\
^ T\<^

u-J o

/

The jewels made by the Homeric Hephaestus are the Forms as they
appear in matter, the form, with a small 'f, which gives
matter shape and meaning;

the hollow cave in which Hephaestus

fashions them will have been associated by Syrianus and Proclus
with the Gave of Plato's Republic. the sensible world beneath the
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moon.
This interesting passage of Syrianus confirms that Proclus 1
view of Hephaestus is taken over from his teacher, illuminates
In Hemp* 141.8 ff.

and entitles us, I think, to attribute

to Syrianus at least Proclus 1 interpretation of Hephaestus 1
role in the Ares-Aphrodite story and probably his allegory

of the whole of that story.

<"7R

At 137.2 ff. Proclus proceeds to allegorise all the details
of Hera's adornment.

It was customary for allegorical interpreters

of the episode to give particular attention to these details,
as we can see from Heraclitus* AJL.I. ch. 39 where the details
are interpreted in terms of the coming of spring, and
from Eustathius who interprets them in accordance with a
moral allegory of £eus as the mind of the wise man and Hera
70
as the air. ^ More interesting for the interpretation of
Proclus and Syrianus is the

physical allegory of Hera's

adornment which is mentioned by Plutarch at Be aud. poetis
19f.: T*V

\

TS2

jtiV

_

"7TE/7 /

-r*=s-\>>

^.^- <£-r<s-vJ

<^Wc /frTuAo^ToM.

key-word here is

LtL&z>/>6iV

used of Hera at 11. 14.171.

Tl3

Y&

TTVai^oen.

TrTU^^

, for it picks up

It is that ic^^p^v

which has

led the physical allegorists mentioned by Plutarch (probably
Stoics) to see Hera's adornment as the purification of the
air before it is united with the higher element of fire, and it
78 Of. also Hermias 149.18 ff. for the same view of Hephaestus.
79 Vol. Ill, p. 207,43 ff. Stallbaum.
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is easy to see how Syrianus has transposed this physical
allegory into a metaphysical one in which Hera, the lower
metaphysical entity, just as she is the lower element in the
physical allegory, must purify herself before she is united with
the higher entity, £eus*
Hera in Homer claims that she is going to visit Oceanus
and Tethys who brought her up, cfe ^ix cv^
14.200 ff.;

cf. 501 ff.)

^"P<^^

(II.

It was perhaps this which gave

the impetus to Syrianus 1 view that Hera not only purifies
herself but actually makes herself as like Ilhea

as possible.

HO

As evidence that Hera combs her hair to make it look like
the

hair of Hhea, Proclus quotes a fragment of the Chaldaean

Oracles (no. 55 des Places).

Lewy

O4

refers this fragment to

Hecate, an important goddess in the magical system of the
Qhaldaean Oracles.

Hecate was quite commonly identified

with Hhea as the mother of the gods and we can see from Hymn
71 that Proclus made this identification.

op

The interpretation of ilera's girdle at 137.24-30 seems
to be based on another etymology, for Proclus is connecting
both with the metaphysical term

J^£T^/>

with

which, since the latter is itself a metaphor, there is indeed
a link, and also with the unrelated
At 138.3-15 Proclus interprets the ambroaia and oil with
80 For the place of Rhea in Proclus* theological scheme see,
as wen as Saffrey and Westerink f s table in the introduction to
|T Vol. I (cf. note 67 above), PT 7.11, pp. 265-8 Portus and
itosan, p. 154,
81 P. 90.
82

Cf. 7ogt's note in his edition of the livmns .

9ee Festugiere's note in his translation here
83 For s<J 6-tp
and his parallel in Damascius, Pr. 96, I 241 .24f .-242. 14f . Huelle.
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which Hera anoints herself.
undefiled nature of the gods.

They symbolise the pure and
In particular ambrosia

stands for the divine power of raising above all impurity,
and oil for the gods 1 power of giving strength.

(Here again

there is a pattern of procession and reversion, for the way
the two symbols are interpreted makes it clear that oil is
associated with procession, ambrosia with reversion).
Syrianus mentions ambrosia at In Met. 41.50 ff. f replying
to Aristotle's disparaging refereiace to ambrosia in myths at
Hetaph. 1000a9.

There Syrianus associates ambrosia, and

nectar too, with the fact that the gods are separated from the
impurities of the material world.
was obvious enough:-

This interpretation of ambrosia

it is clear in Greek myth that the gods 1

special food, ambrosia and nectar, is connected with their
special powers, and in particular with their immortality.

What

is more interesting is the correspondence in terminology
between this passage of the In Met.
in Proclus 1 In Remp.
it. w-<jL&ap6 \ *L

and the passage on ambrosia

In the In Met., as in the In. Hemp.,

is used of the material world (In Hemp. 138.9?

In Met. 42.2) and in both the food of the gods is associated with
their quality of being c^/x^/l iICTOf

"impassive" (In Remp.

138.6, with reference to both ambrosia and oil;
with reference to

In Met. 42.3,

nectar).

Proclus observes at 138.11 ff. that oil is particularly
connected with the Curetes.

The point of this remark is that the

Guretes in myth were associated with Rhea, and in the whole
section from 137.17-138.15 Proclus is trying to demonstrate
the view he expounds both before and after that section that
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Hera adorns herself in order to become like ithea.

It is

clear from ££. V.35, pp. 322-4 tort us, that .froclus followed
mythical tradition in linking the Curetes with Khea and placed
them in his theological system accordingly.
the Curetes are said to be Tvyf
k<*0^^?"jryT>or ivoV B*=-0*\/

v /> ex* ^T^-O

In that passage
TT>?O<£

just as in the In Reinp. they are

associated with oil, one of the symbols of divine undefiled purity.
Similarly at P£ V 3, pp. 253.37 ff. Port us
as -rW^cfeX

TrA/

^LM^v X l^rr^V

they are described

lt^

(cf. also In Tim.. Ill 310. 25-8). 84
Proclus constantly refers to the Orphic poems as an authority,
in the same way
p.

as he refers to the Ghaldaean Oracles, and on

138 he refers to two Orphic fragments, fr. 186 and fr. 148

Kern.

We saw above (pp. 145-8) that Proclus and Syrianus,

like other Neoplatonists, were interested in the Orphic myth
of Dionysus, and it is clear from the account of Proclus 1
education by Syrianus in harinus 1 Life

(esp. chs. 26 and 27)

that Prcclus took over his attitude to Orpheus from Syrianus.
According to the Suda Syrianus wrote an £-*•$

Q^<T^ ^ f

and a
H AC^T^VO;

.

Proclus, at In Tim. 315-1f,

teacher's 'Opdldt^u 60\J&\)6\eLL

refers to his

an^ Syrianus himself in the

In Met, constantly quotes and refers to Orphic doctrines about
numbers and cosmogony.

Hermias likewise adduces Orpheus in the

course of hie commentary on the Phaedrus and numbers him among
84 On the Curetes in Proclus, cf. J. Poerner, I*e Curetibus
et Corybantibus (Diss, Halle, 1913), pp. 372 ff. and iiosan,
pp. 155-6.
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the feox\oV«o.
154.21 ff.

cf. 122.19 ff.)

(Hermias, 148.18 ff.;

At

Hermias records for us a question he asked about

the interpretation of the Phaedrus and Syrianus 1 reply.
Both question and answer are set within the framework of Orphic

theology.
At 138.31-139.19 Proclus relates Hera's use of Aphrodite's
magic belt to the fact that Hera is making herself like Khea.
at Hermias 31.28-

There is an allusion to this same ^.^^'-ro
32.1: TY^f

^ri^r
o V

ueV

"-N
>^-j

U. € 6-roV

^

(A £w vM-i-a-x

''J-W/

t
k<*~A^<^r

T^f

f ui&v/>v} i
d^j

/^ (^y> O

TV^J'

TT^ /?o<

\

Y

The allusion here is so brief that it is not easy to grasp
the point.

Aphrodite,

in the late Neoplatonist theology,
Hermias is saying that the magic

is the goddess of beauty.

belt which Hera borrows from Aphrodite helps her to produce
beauty in the world of creation.
essay

In our passage of the 6th

Proclus is saying something different:

that the magic

belt helps Hera to return to the beauty of the superior
goddess, Rhea.

Is it possible for both these interpretations

to derive from Syrianus?

The answer is "ye s"f for they

are not conflicting but complementary.

The clue lies in

Proclus' allusion to a higher Aphrodite who bestows beauty
on the intelligible world, at

In Kemp. 139.2-5.

The two

Aphrodites go back to Plato's Symposium but they become an
Aphrodite of the intelligible world and an Aphrodite of the
sensible

world at Plotinus III.5.2.14 ff.

and we find the

85 See esp. In Hemp. 141 ff. and cf. PT VI.22, p. 404.3-7
Portus.
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same view of two Aphrodites, or two aspects of Aphrodite,
in Proclus Hymn II. especially 11.4-6.

or

When Hera is

reverting to the higher gods and being united with Zeus, she is
helped by the Aphrodite who gives beauty to the intelligible
world, or, as we would put ii^ by the

aspect of Aphrodite which

gives beauty to the intelligible world.

The ^<£6~r-oj-

helps Hera to beautify herself for her reversion.

accordingly

On the other

hand, when Hera is in her more usual role of producing the
lower world (as in the Hermias passage) she is helped by the
Aphrodite who gives beauty to the sensible world and the
helps Hera to beaut ifythe things which she produces.
It would have been quite in order for Syrianus, in his
monograph, to have expounded both meanings of the i^^g-r^f
Proclus here takes only the higher one

because in order to

defend the episode on Mount Ida against Plato's attack he
wants to give as lofty an interpretation of it as possible.
If I am right, Hermias here enables us to see an

instance

of Proclus selecting from Syrianus as he says he will do at
133.7 ff.:

f\f£Sf

cf^

o^O

TT^of
^uV

His concern at 139.13 ff. to show that what he is saying
is in accordance with the common view of Hera in cult is
typical of the later Ifeoplatonists* desire to harmonise their
theology with traditional Greek religion.
The final detail interpreted by Proclus is why Zeus says
he loves Hera now more than ever before, even than the first
86

Cf. Vogt's note a& loc.
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occasion on which they slept together without their parents 1
Proclus mast deal with this point because it had

knowledge.

The

been particularly attacked by Plato (see Rep. Ill 390c).

point is interpreted in accordance with the physical allegory
of Zeus as ether and Hera as air by Eustathius.

fl7

In this

rather confused passage Eustathius draws a parallel between
the A^9-<\ sJ c^//Vcr\jf /l^(9o\/TTS
cTuVp^tf

notion of
"activity".

-TO .*_£ ot-p

and the philosophical

, "potentiality", as opposed to G\/cW<^.o<, f

He says that the original secret union of Zeus and

Hera is a potential union of ether and air before the elements
are in fact placed in order with ether above and air below
(whereupon the union ceases to be secret).

It may be that

Eustathius preserves for us here the interpretation of <^//lenjf
/^£O\/Y£

-^>*<.^c*f

in the physical allegory of the story

but if so Proclus 1 interpretation is not a straightforward
transposition of that allegory.

Proclus says that the union

on Mount Ida is better than the original secret one because in
the second union Zeus and Hera revert to their causes (i.e. they
become like Kronos and Rhea respectively) whereas in the earlier
one they were only withdrawing into themselves, while remaining
on their own level of being.
Hermias 41.14-20 interprets the original secret union in
exactly the same way as Proclus here:
C-^ \/
£ar

87

Vol. Ill, p. 227.46 ff.

V

Stallbaum.
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v'

\

v

kiocr^
TO
/
to dr i o-Tv-si.

V

TY\\/

7 /•!/<?->^ \/x
£v/<~

UL\
£ k (r-u

r
d

? V/

This parallel confirms that Pro clue has indeed derived his
interpretation of this detail from Syrianus.
Just as he had emphasised that 4eus is really both
provident and transcendent at the same time, even though the
myth describes him as sometimes awake and sometimes asleep,
so here, at 139.30 ff. Proclus points out that both types of
union of ^eus and Hera, that in which they revert to their
causes and that in which they withdraw into themselves, are
going on all the time.

The myths divide what is really one.
(See especially Hi. 5- 9.24-6

This motif goes back to Plotinus.
e'./>

is used by Proclus at 140.1;
just

cf. also IV 3.9.14-20 where Plotinus uses Yb4n'^£^v
as Proclus does at 140.6)

It recurs in Sallustius, Ite diia et

mundo. p. 8.14 ff.i T^TSZ. C/G
^

'
y-t\/c>o

I
|A«?\/

^P^
o-u d (S 7>o, i-^

(i.e. mythical stories)

•'•^
6 £T\

r (
c/e

f
">
o/^

v
Ucxcj

ri

o

i
>JL<= V

,,cV

attractive idea
must be related, in the Neoplatonists, to their general view
of the relationship between the One and the many:

the unity

of the divine world becomes multiplicity and division in the
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sensible world.

The belief that the myths told in the sensible

world represent as divided what is really one in the divine world
is an aspect of

this overall view, and Syrianus will undoubtedly

have subscribed to it, and very likely gave expression to it
in the course of his allegorical interpretations, just as
Proclus does.
A number of parallels in

Syrianus and Hermias have

confirmed that Proclus was indeed following Syrianus closely
in interpreting the union of Zeus and Hera on Haunt Ida.
the case of the i^^^T^oj0

In

a parallel in Hermias has enabled

us to see how Proclus selected from Syrianus.

It seems that,

as with the Theomachy, Syrianus himself treated the episode at
greater length than Proclus does and perhaps, if the example
of the

kie^-rof

is anything to go by, discussed varying

interpretations of some points.

Again as with the Theomachy

we have enough information from other sources to see that
Syrianus was transposing a detailed physical allegory of £eus
and Hera as ether and air into an equally detailed metaphysical
one, of £eus and Hera as the demiurgic monad and the lifegiving dyad.

There is some evidence that Syrianus was the

first to do this and that earlier Neoplatonists had not taken
such pains to harmonise poetry with their metaphysics and
theology.

At De mvst.

IV 11 and 12 lamblichus answers

Porphyry's objection to the attribution of jr^po(\,&^^
to the gods.

He does not say that such L^^pc^'^^i

metaphysical processes.

^ctp& Ji'6t ol
i
symbolise

lie simply answers that if they are

contrary to human law and custom (

VCLA^L

accordance with some higher cause of laws;

) they may be in

or they are connected
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with the harmony in the cosmos and happen 7>^y>^\j& auJf

because

the parts of the cosmos are not perfectly mixed together;
or those who tell the stories have misunderstood them through
their own weakness.

The seeds of Syrianus* type of explanation

perhaps lie in lamblichus 1 first answer but they are certainly
not developed and lamblichus offers three answers of quite
different types without deciding between them.
A-fc !& Crat. 92.26-93.22 Proclus offers an interpretation
of the union of Zeus and Hera in general, though not specifically
of the Homeric episode on Mount Ida.

This interpretation differs

from that of the 6th essay in equating <6eus with Vervf
and the source of lower minds, Hera with
of lower souls.

AM

,

and the source

It is not incompatible with the interpretation

of the 6th essay but operates on a lower level in the i^ieoplatonic
hierarchy of reality.

Proclus quotes Iliad 14 twice in the

course of the passage and it is quite likely that this inter
pretation too comes from oyrianus 1 monograph.

It does not appear

in the 6th essay because Proclus there is selecting the loftiest
interpretation in order to answer Plato.
Zeus and Hera as mind and soul

The interpretation of

recalls the allegory of Dionysus

as the soul of the universe which. I discussed on pp. 145-8 above.
It is of the same type as Liumenius' interpretation of the
Odyssey in terms of the journey of the soul.

It may be that

Syrianus took this interpretation over from earlier allegoriats,
but only a late Neoplatonist with a highly intricate metaphysicotheological system could have interpreted the union of Zeus and
Hera in the manner of Proclus 1 6th essay.

The development of

that system is not usually assigned to anyone earlier than
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lamblichus and it is probable that the details were worked
out by thinkers between lamblichus and Liyrianus, and by
Liyrianus himself. 08 we have seen reason to think that lamblichus
did not interpret mythical divine unions in terms of his meta
physical system.

The available evidence suggests strongly

that byrianus' originality as an allegorist lay in transposing
physical allegory into allegory in terms of late l^eoplatonist
metaphysics.

The most important practitioners of physical

allegory were the btoics.

Just as, in philosophy proper,

the Neoplatonists built on a number of otoic ideas but trans
formed

them to make them part of a very different cosmology

and ontology, so in allegory, byrianus built on and transformed
the Stoic interpretations of myths about the foiods.
(d)

The behaviour of Achilles. ££. 150-3^
At the end of the first book of the 6th essay Proclus

deals with two actions of Achilles in the Iliad which had been
criticised by Plato as unseemly and unheroic.
Achilles 1 dragging Hector round the walls

The first is

of Troy.

Proclus

replies to this charge, at 150.11-151.23, first that dragging
the corpses of enemies was

an old Thessalian custom, and

secondly that Achilles maltreated Hector's body as vengeance
for the way Hector had threatened to treat Patroclus* body.
He points out that Achilles does treat Hector's body well
afterwards.
88 Of. the section of Saffrey and westerink's introduction to
the PT« Vol. I, on the development of the exegesis of Plato's
Pariaenides. pp. Ixxv-lxxxix, esp. p. Ixxxvii-lxxxviii.
89 l.'ith this section, cf. tfriedl, pu. 61-2, p. 93, p. 101;
Buffiere, pp. 483-5.
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Both these answers are to be found in a scholion
attributed to Porphyry. QO
It seems reasonable to suppose, as
Friedl does, that here, as in the case of Agamemnon's dream, Proclus
has taken over the old interpretation from byrianus who had himself
taken it, directly or indirectly, from Porphyry (though this
need not imply that irroclus had no independent access to
Porphyry's work.)
Similarly when Proclus comes to deal with the second
problem of this section, the captives sacrificed by Achilles
on iratroclus 1 pyre, he first of all gives a literal solution
(fcotrz

T<>

qfU^vo uc-v^» V

151.25), pointing out that Achilles

kills the captives to give honour to Patroclus and arguing that
it is no worse than otner Homeric ways of killing one f s enemies!
(151.24-152.6)

I have not been able to find any other instances

of precisely this literal answer to the problem,

bchol. B

°n ii« 23 • 172 provides the answer that iiomer iiimself expresses
an adverse judgement of Achilles at line 176:

Proclus never

has recourse to this type of solution because it would involve
admitting that ^lomer represents evil, even if the poet himself
subsequently criticises what he aas portrayed. 91

i'he allegorical interpretation of 152.7-153.2 is firmly
attributed to iiyrianus and, as 1 nave argued, op
J the fact that
90 Schol. B on II. 24.15; of. also Schol. B on II. 22.397 where
there is a reference to the lines of Gallimachus quoted by Proclus
at 150.14-5. Cf. also Schrader, pp. 267-8.
91 But cf . 201 .9 ff • where Proclus does say that iiomer passes
judgement on the actions he depicts. One of the lines in which
occurs the phrase quoted by Proclus,^? <fc- <^>cv<*f ^^ . -r
£L« 4.104. This is one of the instances of iiomer passing a judge
ment given by Plutarch at JDe aud. poetis 19d (cf. also 32b). 201.
9 ff. shows that rroclus is not ignorant of this strand in the
tradition of Homeric interpretation.
92 Pp. 129-30 above.
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it is an interpretation of the whole of Patroclus 1 funeral
rites gives us grounds for thinking that the
did not deal only with the passages
of Homer attacked by Plato,

frcclus 1 allegory cf the captives

at 153»3-10 is presented as his own addition.

V.hence, then, has

he derived the literal solution of the problem of these same
captives at 151.24-152.6?

If Syrianus did not deal with this

detail, Proclus' literal explanation must either be his own or
derive from an earlier comment now lost to us.

Inhere is no

means of knowing which it is, though the latter is more
likely.
The allegory of ijatroclus f funeral rites is introduced
at 152.7 ff. in a tone of modest apology - & cfe
u ubf^-o^^
« A 6 ^ £ 6^M.

case of i^eus and Hera

IU^ALC/W * ~

<vn<y^yr<W'

Syrianus 1 mode of interpretation.

ut->y/ 'T^-j /> /j ix£
.

AS

in the

^ Q used to characterise
This time, however, we are

dealing with the actions of human beings, not of gods, and the
interpretation is in terms not of metaphysics but of theurgic
rites .
The interpretation is discussed by Lewy, pp. 184-5 and p.
207.

he is interested in what information it can provide on

the theurgic rite of ^irz @a\/^T\ ^of
but he provides some useful commentary.

, "immortalisation",
Syrianus interprets

all Achilles* actions and the objects he uses as theurgic.
AS such they have a symbolic value, in a strong, magical sense
of "symbolic".

The cup from which Achilles pours his libation,

for example, is a magical symbol, not just a literary one, of the

10?
7TA|f>\ .T^V

V|>WJj\/

of Plato's Timaeus

41d ff. (In Hemp*

The Homeric account represents (

152,20 ff . )

152.10)

-IUL^T^L

an actual theurgic rite, in which actions and objects are them
Achilles 1 cup stands for the cup used by

selves symbolic.

the theurgist which in turn symbolises the ^^ ^v

\^u^^^

.

In Proclus 1 presentation of the allegory these two levels of
representation, the literary and the magical, have been telescoped
together and he passes directly from the description of Achilles
to the significance of the rites which the description represents .
Hence the difficulty of Levy's attempt to extract from our
passage information on the theurgic rite, the missing inter
It is not two levels of symbolism that are

mediate stage.

involved but one of imitative representation (what Achilles
does imitates theurgic <*na£s2v*m^tof ) and one of symbolism
(the actions of the theurgist are themselves symbolic rather
than imitative.)
At 152.13 ff. I'Toclus interprets Achilles' call to the
winds as a magical invocation by which TO cfiouv ^ u.£ \/o\/
is to obtaiu its proper care and x> -^enj-^n; /9t=-uo7x=/?ov/
be purified,

ov/iu.c/to

i'estugiere in his translation takes >o cf^u vJ> ^ ^ o \/

as referring to the physical body of iatroclue and
however,

9*5

-r^a

to the astralbody of his soul.

Lewy

takes it that the two terms refer to the two astral

bodies of the soul in which iroclus and oyrianus believed.

Dodds

deals with this doctrine in his ^T. p. 320, where lie explains

93

P. 185, note 33.
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that the lower OAU.^
soul.

was the vehicle of the irrational

It was composed of the four elements and survived bodily

death but was eventually purged away.
was immaterial and imperishable.

The higher

c>^^

In one of the passages

referred to by Dodds, In Tim. Ill 236.31 ff«, ^roclas refers
this doctrine of two c^/(u.<*-r52.

to byrianus.

Since o^jioC

is used at 152.14 of the lower "body" and since the doctrine
can be ascribed to Syrianus as much as to Prod us, I think
Lewy is correct here and that the reference is to two astral
bodies.

The lower one is described as c^^\id>^ vov

affected by the eu^WAp fc«.'v//]£/p
was of material composition,

and

of the winds because it

iresumably the th ear gist would

claim actually to see it rising from the dead body as a mist
or something of the kind.
is

(P<sHx?T^/>c\/

The higher one, on the other hand,

, its purification is invisible, and it is

able to rise up to its heavenly home through the regions
air, moon and sun by which it originally descended, of course
CM
carrying the soul with it.
However, the most natural way to take
further down the page, at 152.25, is as referring to Patroclus'
physical body rather than specifically to the lower astral body
of his soul.

The relevant distinction in the context is that

between body and soul not, as earlier, between two

94 On the doctrine of the two °x^p*''r5a*
t cf a also Dillon,
pp. 371-7 (commentary on fr. 81 of lamblichus 1 In Tim.)• esp.
pp. 373-5! the doctrine was peculiar to Proclus and Syrianus
and was not shared by lamblichus. On the °x\p^
in
general, see, as well as Dodds 1 appendix to his ST, pp. 313-21,
ii.G. Liesling, "The o^p^- TTV<S£»^
of the neoplatonists
and the De insomniis of bynesius of Gyrene", AJP 4^ (1922),
PP. 318-30.
——
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of the soul.

Thus I would translate, "The rites performed by

Achilles concerned his friend's soul and not only his visible
part, his body", rather than, "The rites performed by Achilles
concerned hia friend's soul and not only the visible part of
that."
Proclus interprets the twelve sacrificed captives in
accordance with this general allegory.

He interprets them as

the twelve companions appropriate to a "leader-like" soul
(rNy^uoi/i/dof

) such as Achilles recognises the soul of

Patroclus to be.

The twelve companions come originally from

Plato's Phaedrus 246e where twelve gods follow Zeus in procession
- or rather, eleven follow him and the twelfth, Hestia, stays
behind.

Buffiere compares the passage of Philolaus cited by

Proclus at In -Sue. 174.12 ff. Priedlein.

There xSeus is said to

be associated with the number 12 and reference is made to this
same passage of the Phaedrus.

Proclus is passing directly from

the Homeric mention of twelve captives to the metaphysical
significance of twelve companions, with no intermediate step of
the theurgic rite.

(There was not necessarily anything in

theurgic (kTr^&^uom^pLof which corresponded to this particular
detail.)

This is a further sign that we are right to regard this

portion of the interpretation as Proclus 1 own addition.
As with the allegories in terms of Neoplatonic metaphysics,
95. Festugiere has a useful note in his translation here about
A^ejAiV' and the number 12 but says, oddly, "Patrocle represente
I 1 >\ v^o\/(K^>^ de 1'ame, c'est-a-dire la raison ou le y&^r ."
Thus he translates 153.7, "parce qu'Achille savait ce qui commande
as an
en I'ame". It makes better sense to take fi><?Txov<^v/
as referring to Tatroclus' particular
adjective, and O^T^W
soul, and to translate, "since Achilles recognised its qualities
of leadership". Of. Buffiere, p. 484, who understands the phrase
in this second way.
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the interpretation of Patroclus 1 funeral rites in terms
of theurgic rites, which themselves symbolise metaphysics,
could only have been thought of by a late lieoplatonist and
we would, I think, be justified in seeing this type of
interpretation too as developed by Syrianus or even as his
original creation.
(iii)

Jrroclus 1 debt to Syrianus in the interpretation .of Homer;

conclusions
What conclusions can we draw from the analysis of these
four interpretations about Syrianus 1 allegory

of Homer and

about Proclus* attitude to it?
The two interpretations which deal with actions by the
gcde, the Theomachy and the union of Zeus and Hera, both
transpose earlier physical allegories into the realm of Neoplatonist transcendent metaphysics and we have seen good reason
to think that this type of allegory was developed by Syrianus
and that Syrianus interpreted Homer &&s\ov(^4-r€.pc>\/
as much as he did Plato.

just

The Stoics had made use of etymologies

in their physical allegories and we can see from the examples
of Mount Ida and the allegory of the Trojan War given by
Hermias that Syrianus likewise made a limited use of etymologies
for his metaphysical allegory.

He had a good Platonic precedent

for this in the Gratylus which the Keoplatonists took very
seriously.
The interpretation of Agamemnon's dream is not an allegory
at all but here too we see oyrianus concerned to make Homer
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agree with Neoplatonist doctrine and dissatisfied with the
traditional explanation because it conflicts with the Neoplatonist
belief in divine providence.
The interpretation of Achilles' funeral rites for Patroclus
introduces another distinctive kind of exegesis, interpretation
in terms of theurgic rites.

Behind it lies a metaphysical

allegory of those rites which is parallel to syrianus 1 meta
physical allegories of -dcmer and of rlato.
Jrroclus has taken over all these interpretations from
byrianus and with, them elements of traditional interpretation
which had already been included in yyrianus such as the inter
pretation of the I'heomachy in terms of the demons or the
traditional exegesis of the problem of Agamemnon's dream.

He

is by his own admission deliberately compressing and selecting,
and in the -6eus and ilera episode parallel passages in Hermias
and in Proclus' own In Craft• enable us to see a little of this
process at work.

In cue case, that of the behaviour of Achilles,

selection of the appropriate points from byriarius has to
become instead an original addition along the same lines.

In

the case of Agamemnon's dream Jrroclus does actually emend
^yrianus in order to harmonise his teacher's view with the
traditional one and in order to preserve the dogma of the
lio-public that the gods never deceive,

iroclus is doing a

little bit more than taking over oyrianus' interpretation of Homer
uncritically,

lie is adapting it in order to relate it to

lie public II and III and is making it his own in the sense that
he not only accepts much of it without criticism but is also
prepared on occasion to develop and criticise it in the light of
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the overall 14 eopla tonic system.

Any developments are within

the same system and along the same lines and Prod us thought
of himself as revealing and expounding a pre-existing truth
rather than using philosophy to discover soxiie new truth which
no-one had known before,

i-roclus was not concerned about

making an original contribution to the advancement of knowledge
but only about further elucidating knowledge which had always
existed for those with sufficient understanding,

'.therefore

he was quite happy to adopt much of oyrianus 1 interpretation
of Homer.

Historians of philosopliy are interested in distinguish

ing individual contributions to thought and from this point of
view it must be admitted that in his interpretation of particular
Homeric passages Jrroclus is adapting and developing ^yrianus
rather than striking out in any new directions of his own.
He makes no contribution in this area which are comparable
with his teacher's development of metaphysical allegory.
These conclusions have been drawn from the analysis of
the four interpretations where .troclus explicitly mentions
Syrianus.

what can we deduce frum them, or from other evidence,

about the remaining interpretations?

How uany of those can we

attribute to byrianus and can we say anything further about
.froclus 1 treatment of the material he derived from his teacher?
we have already seen reason to attribute certain passages
to byrianus on the basis of parallels between parts of J^roclus 1
In xiemp.

and oyrianus 1 In he t.

i'he first of tnese is the

interpretation of why the gods appear to change their shape,
at In Keiap. 109-114.

Ir± Ket. 182.30 ff. f which I quoted above
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when discussing the Theomachy (p.

150) t shows that Syrianus

was concerned with the problem of mythical changes of shape
on the part of the gods and interpreted these in terms of the
demons: cv

UL^V

rl

en

b^oAojftTi-

u-£.~r<

6

'.

~~

•rr*ao (v^-iv

Jo kj *

Tv
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en
fc\j-re/>P^

b ($<! £~T^&Q^2JL

Ae/

Proclus 1 third solution to the problem, at 113.20-114.29,
is a development of this idea.

There he distinguishes between

different types Of divine appearance.

(To interpret changes

of shape by the gods in terms of demons was of course not original
to Syrianus.

The same explanation is used, for example, by

liaxiinus of Tyre VIII. 8)

Proclus 1 first two explanations, that

the apparent change is not in the gods but comes from the
nature of those who perceive them (111.16-112.12) and that the
gods contain all different powers within themselves but we
can only grasp one at a time (112.13-113.19) are more specifically
Neoplatonist.

The application of the second explanation to

Proteus, Eidothea and the seals in Od. 4.351 ff • makes use of
the distinctions between a \/e£\)f
cxxuov/c*

^j/y^Utt^of

(Eidothea) and (^u^^u

(Proteus) a

AO^IK*^

(the

seals), which only existed in the post-Iamblichean metaphysical
system.

This po.rticular detail therefore must derive from

oyrianus or at least from someone not much before him.

Here,

as before, we can see how the allegory of Proclus and Syrianus
transposes earlier allegories.

In physical allegory Proteus was

primitive matter which potentially contains all its different
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forms. Q6

In Proclus he is a
r\ rri\/7^ -rvW r^ATuV

(112.28-9)

Buffiere discusses an interpretation in SSext. Emp. Adv. math.
IX (Adv. dogm. Ill) 5 in which Proteus is the original cause
of things and it is Eidothea who is matter
e\;£/p<v .

Here we have perhaps a halfway stage to the Neo-

platonist transposition of Proteus into one of the many meta
physical causes of things rather than matter which is affected
by a cause.
The layout of this section in Proclus is parallel to the
layout of his section on the Theomachy.

Just as there there

were two tropoi of interpretation, one transcendently meta
physical, the other, in terms of the demons, more traditional,
and each tropoa was applied to a different type of mythical
theomachy, so here there are three tropoi of interpretation
(the word "T^oTTof

is

used at 112.13)» the first two more

specifically Neoplatonist, the third again in terms of the
demons, and each is applied to a different type of change the first to Od.

17.485 ff., the second to Proteus, etc.,

and the third to a whole collection of appearances of gods in
the Homeric poems.

Moreover, while Od.

17.485 ff. and Proteus

both come from Plato's Republic. the passages of Homer dealt with
under the third tropos of interpretation had not been attacked
by Plato.

Is Proclus influenced in his introduction of them by

the fact that Syrianus had dealt
his A
96

See Buffiere, pp. 179 ff.

with all these passages in
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The parallel with In Met.

182.30 ff., the similarity

in layout to the Theomachy passage which is explicitly
derived from Syrianus, and the introduction of passages of Homer
other than those attacked in the Republic

all suggest that

we have here another section which Proclus has derived from
Syrianus.
In analysing Proclus 1 treatment of 2eus and Hera on
Mount Ida I was led to discuss the place of Hephaestus in
Proclus' theological scheme and to introduce the parallel at
Syrianus In Met. 83.1-11*

We saw that Syrianus, like Proclus,

gives Hephaestus the role of demiurge of the sensible world
and interprets II. 18.401-2 in the same way as Proclus does
on p. 141.

Indeed Syrianus 1 interpretation of these lines helped

to explain the interpretation by Proclus.

On pp. 141-3 Proclus

is dealing with a second scandalous Homeric union, the union
of Ares and Aphrodite recounted in Qd. 8.266-369.

Like the

Theomachy and the union of Zeus and Hera, this episode too
is interpreted in terms of Neoplatonist metaphysics:

Ares

presides over division in the cosmos as a whole, Hephaestus
is the demiurge who adorns the sensible world.

Both need

beauty, Aphrodite, but Ares' use of her is at a lower metaphysical
level than Hephaestus', so his union with her is adultery
while Hephaestus' union with her is marriage.

The

with which Hephaestus binds the pair of lovers are the
T^yvtu^n
/\

AO/€TL with which he unites the discordant and harmonious
0

elements of the sensible world.
97

(

Cf. above, pp. 173-4.

Here again we can see how the
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Neoplatonist

metaphysical allegory transposes the physical

one, according to which Aphrodite and Ares were the Biapedoelean
Love and Strife.^8

Prom physical principles of love and strife

they have become the metaphysical principles of love and beauty
T
on the one hand and division on the other. 99 It is interesting
to note that just as there existed an allegory of Zeus and
Hera at a lower level of metaphysics, as mind and soul

so

an allegory of the union of Ares and Aphrodite as that of soul
and body is reported by Aristides Quintilian in the 3rd or
4th century A.D.
Once again, then, we have a familiar pattern:

there

already exists a physical allegory of the story and one at the
lower levels of metaphysics;

then in Proclus we find a trans

cendent metaphysical allegory that is peculiarly Neoplatonist.
The similarity of this pattern to the development of the exegesis
of the Theomachy and of the ^eus-Iiera episode, combined with the
parallel at In Met. 63.1-11, allows us to attribute to Syrianus
the interpretation of the union of Ares and Aphrodite used by
Proclus.
At 136.30-137.2 Proclus had referred back to 126.19 ff.
for his view of Hephaestus.

Pp. 126-8 deal with the laughter

98 Of. Buffiere, pp. 168 ff. and p. 548.
99 For Ares and Aphrodite in the late Neoplatonist theology, cf.
the table in Saffrey and v/esterink's PT. Vol. I (see note 67 above),
and see PT VI.22, p. 403.4-6 Portue (Ares); VI.18, p. 395.44
as Aphrodite with
(Ares is connected with ^ £>.^p er\«J>\t
); In Remp. 139.2-5 and Hermias 233.2 ff.
lnv4-^uJ>M
-TQ
); ilerrnias 189.12 ff.
(Aphrodite's connection with k.£AAo/
). Cf. also Proclus' two
(Ares 1 connection with 6t^/ye^\f
Hymns to Aphrodite, II and tf".
100 Gf. above, p. 183.
101 Aristid. Quint. 11.17, pp. 88.9-89.4 Winnington-Ingram. Gf.
Buffiere, pp. 464-6.
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of the gods in £L. 1.599 ff.

and are closely related to the

preceding section, 122-6, or rather to the latter half of that
section, 124.23 ff., in which Proclus explains why Homer
attributes mourning to the gods.

In accordance with Orphic

doctrines Proclus explains both tears and laughter as symbols
of the gods' productive providence.

He builds the Orphic

ideas into his own system by making the gods' tears providence
for particular things and their laughter providence for the
whole.

(See 125.6-19 and 127.29-128.4)

Proclus interprets

divine tears in the same way at In Tim. 114.1 ff. (the mourning
of Helios for Phaethon) and the laughter of Apollo, Hermes
and the rest at Ares and Aphrodite in a similar way at In Tim.
II 27.16 ff.

We have already seen that Hephaestus played the

same theological role in Syrianus as he does in Proclus and the
hint this gives that pp. 126-8 derive from Syrianus is
confirmed by Hermias 260.22 ff. Hermias there interprets II.
1.599-600 in the same way as Proclus.
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Like Proclus, Hermias is relating the Homer passage to
the statement of Timaeus 42d that creation and providence are a
*

for the godSj

(see Proclus In Kemp. 127.4 ff•) and
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if both Proclus and Hermias do this, that is a sign that
Syrianus did it.

The two sections in Proclus on why the gods

mourn and why they laugh are so closely related that if we
attribute the latter to Syrianus we must also attribute the
former to him.
The earlier portion of the section at pp. 122-6 deals
with mourning by the heroes in Homer. Proclus does not interpret
this allegorically 10*3J but appeals instead to the difference
between Homeric heroes and philosophers:

unlike philosophers,

or Plato's Guardians, the heroes are closely involved with
practical life and so it is understandable, and excusable,
that their passions should be strong and that they should mourn
the loss of their friends.

This is the same type of argument

as Proclus uses at pp. 120-1, when dealing with the problem
of why the

heroes are reluctant to die and why Homer paints

a gloomy picture of their life after death.

Plato had reproved

both heroic and divine mourning at Rep. Ill 388 and that is
why Proclus deals with both in the same section.

It is only his

interpretation of the latter, divine mourning, that can be
securely attributed to Syrianus.

It is impossible to tell whether

his treatment of the former comes from Syrianus or not.

It

might well do so, but there is nothing distinctively "Syrianic"
about it, and it is worth noting that it is the Republic. not
Homer, which has determined the organisation of this section.
There are then a further three and a half sections in
102 Ps-Dionysius the Areopagite interprets the rejoicing of the
angels at Luke 15«10 in a parallel way;- see £.h. 15.9 and
Koch, pp. 253-4.
~
103 Cf. the 5th essay, esp. 44.26-45*1» and see above, pp. 13-C.
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Proclus which we can attribute to Syrianus, for a variety of
reasons.

In aH of these cases I am presuming that Proclus

took over Syrianus 1 views without criticism, though he may have
developed them:
he did so.

we do not have enough evidence to say whether

There is also one passage where we can perhaps

catch an echo

of Proclus refusing to follow Syrianus'

interpretation.

This is in the section at pp. 146-9 where

Proclus deals with Plato's charge at Rep. Ill 391 that Homer
attributes disrespect for the gods to his heroes.

Plato had

attacked three passages of Homer, of which the first was Achilles'
cry to Apollo at 11. 22.15:
(^<&Aot (^^

tx ; eKL<^€/>/e y Q&rCtv

i>Ao(JT3-rcs

Proclus makes three points in answer to this:

~rr^*. \mJv/.

first he uses

other passages in Homer as evidence for Achilles' piety (146.17147.6), then he argues that in II. 22.15 Achilles is addressing
only the lowest demon in Apollo's chain who

is Hector's personal

guardian (147.6-148.13) and thirdly he draws attention to the
fact that Achilles is later punished by Apollo (148.13-19).
Before leaving the passage Proclus compares Achilles'
behaviour to the ritual /l©-icfo/>.U of the demons in the
mysteries (148.19-24).

He does not want to press the parallel

which he introduces simply as an addition with ki^/r^n.

p_<c

«?\> AeA^fev/. ^ The comparison suggests an interpretation
of Achilles as a

LLU 6~rv\f

but Proclus does not develop any

such view, preferring other types of explanation.
interpretation of Achilles as a u.u6iv\f

Such an

would be like the

interpretation of Patroclus* funeral rites as an 4"n^fc ^-r <. 6u.of
which is explicitly attributed to Syrianus and which I discussed
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in section (ii) (d).

Similarly in the passage on Achilles 1

piety there is a trace of an interpretation of Achilles'
sacrifice to Apollo in terms of late Neoplatonist sacrificial
practice and theory.

At 147.2-6 Proclus does his best to bring

the two types of practice into line.

The fact that Achilles

in II. 16.225 ff. cleans his libation-cup, sacrifices to
Zeus alone, and stands <&v/ ix^^^J

<^>k_<^-

are all signs

not only of his piety but also of his knowledge of religious
symbols, T^f

irvi^^euf

6uv/^AM-c^Tvi\/

.

-rOv C^LC^^^/ T^n^

^mi^^vonf

I should like to see behind this, and the reference

to mysteries at 148.19-24, a treatment of Achilles by Syrianus
in which Achilles 1 sacrifice was interpreted as a theurgic
rite and his apparent blasphemy of Apollo aligned with /^^ncfo/?/^
in the mysteries.

Proclus preserves traces of that treatment

but he is unwilling to adopt it.
As so little of Syrianus survives it is never possible to say
that a particular interpretation by Proclus must be his own and
not Syrianus 1 .

There are no extant cases of interpretation

"by Syrianus of passages of Homer which are differently inter
preted by Proclus, only the rather close parallels 1 have
picked out.

For the remaining interpretations we are left

with the strong probability that much of what Proclus is
saying derives from Syrianus.

However, if I am right that

Proclus is adapting a work of Syrianus on Homer rather than
a work of Syrianus on Plato, then those sections in Proclus
whose organisation depends on the Republic will owe at least
their layout to Proclus himself.

I have already mentioned the

case of pp. 122-6, the mourning Homer attributes to both gods and
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heroes.

Other such cases are 117-22, on the myths about

Hades;

129-32, on the passages in Homer which discourage
6ovr\

;

and 143-6 on the passages in which Homer seems

to attribute greed for money to his heroes.
Two cases of a related type are the interpretation of
the two jars

on the threshold of iieus, at 96-100, and that

of the strife to which Zeus rouses the gods, at 106-7.

In

the latter case a desire to cover both possible interpretations
of Plato's phrase in Rep. II 379e5
has led Proclus to discuss the opening of II. 20 while in the
former he quotes II. 24.527-8 in a variant version which
derives from the text of Plato. 10^

The opening of £J.. 20

is not discussed in the pre-Ueoplatonic tradition of Homeric
interpretation known to us through the scholia, Heraclitus 1
Uuaestiones Hom^ricae. etc.

The problem would particularly

concern Platonist interpreters, since Plato had attacked the
passage, and Proclus 1 solution, aligning zieus 1 speech to the
gods in Homer with the speech of the

demiurge in the Timaeus.

is characteristically Neoplatonist.

The passage is treated in

the same way at In Grat. 49.14 ff.

While it comes in here because

of Plato's attack in the Republic, it could well have been inter
preted by Syrianus in his Au£ e\$

in just the same way.

would have been fit matter too for Syrianus 1 lecture on the
o*.

T£JV

£oY"*lc\\\\/

of Homer and Plato.

Proclus interprets the two jars on the threshold of
104

See above, pp. 62-3

and 73-7.

It
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in accordance with Neoplatonic doctrine, as the two ^U
of things in the world.

These £'o^TOI^U^

and bad bat only of good and less good.
Proclus interprets the two jars in the

are not of good

At In Crat. 51.26 ff.
same way, aligning

The interpretation in Porphyry, De antro nympharum 29
Nauck) is similar.

There the two jars are one of a number of

examples that nature begins from G-nzso-r^r
least would say that without €-T^PC-^^
distinction between
T^uj-r<9-7v^9

(p* 79.12 ff.

.

Proclus at

, difference, the

the two ^O^TOIV/POL , and indeed between

and £T£/?o-Tv^f

f could never get going at all.

Now Porphyry quotes II. 24.528 in the standard text, yet contains
the seeds of Proclus 1 interpretation.

This suggests that Proclus

could be deriving his interpretation from Syrianus'
even while following;

A u&&\ f

Plato for his text of the Homeric lines.

We are not entitled to draw any conclusions about Syrianus 1
text of the lines which might, or might not, have been influenced
by the Platonic variant.
About half of Proclus 1 Interpretations of Homeric passages
clearly derive from Syrianus.

In a number of these, when we relate

the interpretations given by Proclus to the tradition of Homeric
interpretation we can see that Syrianus 1 distinctive contribution was
the development of transcendent metaphysical allegory.

In a few

cases we can see Proclus developing or even correcting Syrianus;
at 148.19 ff. there is perhaps an indication that he is mentioning
a Syrianic interpretation but preferring not to use it.

What

Proclus is doing is fitting Syrianus 1 comments on Homer, from a
variety of sources, into a framework of his own.
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(iv)

Proclus* debt to Syrianus in the interpretation of Plato .

especially

154.14-177.5

The whole aim of the 6th essay is to demonstrate the agreement
of Homer and Plato.

It is to this ultimate

allegories of Homer are

directed.

end that Proclus 1

In his introduction to the

essay, at 71.3 ff. f Proclus mentions Syrianus 1 lecture on the
K0iv/i~w'c* 'uW (fc/uiuV of Homer and Plato

1 OR

5 and in the second book

of the essay he takes up this theme ^^r'^AW

°<fx')f

(154.16).

Here, instead of discussing the passages of Homer attacked in
Kep. II and III, he demonstrates from a number of dialogues how
Plato admires Homer (154.14-159.6), points out that certain
elements in the Platonic dialogues are open to the same kind
of attack as Plato himself levels against Homer (159.10-163.9),
and shows, again from a number of different dialogues, that
Plato emulates Homer in both style and subject-matter (163.13172.20).

None of this, it will be noted, relates specifically

to the Republic but rather to the general thesis that Plato
and Homer are essentially in agreement.

This general thesis

is picked up again in the closing sentences of the essay, at
205.13-21.

As we shall see in Chapter 4, 106

there is an

extensive historical background, going back well beyond the
Neoplatonists, for this theme of the agreement of Plato and
Homer.

It could be used both to attack Plato and to defend him.

Proclus of course is defending him and I think it very likely
105
106

Gf. above, pp. 12? ff.
Pp. 280 ff. below.
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that for the sections of his work I have picked out (i.e.
154.14-172.20) his immediate source is Syrianus 1 lecture on
the koJvUi//^ T^V <fof>«r/w\/ of Homer and Plato, as be recollected
it and as Syrianus later discussed it with him (cf, 71.24-7).
Proclus* interpretation of Plato is not exclusively
philosophical.

Although his main concern is with Plato f s

ideas he does also pass literary judgements on Plato's work
and shows himself well acquainted with the terminology of
rhetoric and literary criticism. 107 One of the sections in
which this literary approach to

Plato is most evident is 163.13-

172.30, one of those which I have just been arguing is closely
related to Syrianus 1 lecture

on the i^i/tJv/e* r&v cTo^o* rui\/

•

This should not surprise us when we recall Syrianus 1 own
knowledge of and interest in rhetoric, as evidenced by his
commentary on Hermogenes,

V/alsdorff, pp. 101-2, points out

a passage at Hermias 10.14 ff. where Hermias, drawing closely on
Syrianus, replies to the charge that Plato's style in the
Baaedrus is too poetical.

Plato uses the style appropriate

to the context, says Syrianus/Hermias ,

ihis answer not only

makes use of the originally rhetorical concept of

v

-

i

-I

but also uses standard rhetorical terms to describe the different
styles Plato used in the Phaedrus .

Thus the ^x^tx^rYw?

of

the speech of Lysias is said to be
Syrianus/Eermias makes further use of literary and rhetorical
concepts at 61.27 ff. and 206.17 ff.

This literary approach

107 See further below, pp. 271 ff.
108 Walsdorff stresses the extensive use which the later
fteoplatonists made of this concept in their exegesis of Plato.
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to Plato had a long history, principally among rhetoricians
and literary critics rather than philosophers.

By Late Antiquity,

when rhetoric had an assured place in education and a highly
educated person would be familiar with its technical terminology,
the rhetoricians 1 comments on Plato became

absorbed into the all-

containing framework of ITeoplatonist exegesis.

Although so lofty

a metaphysician as Syrianus might well disdain -jro^crrrao^v^^^^^
^S > as Proclus does in his own Timaeus commentary,
we can see that Syrianus did sometimes make literary and rhetorical
comments on Plato and that Proclus is not diverging from his
teacher in doing so too.
In a number of places we can trace Proclus 1 use and
interpretation of Plato passages

quite closely to Syrianus

and an examination of these details brings out how Proclus
was drawing on Syrianus just as much in his interpretation of
Plato as in his allegories of Homer.
(a)

155.25-156.9
At 155.25-156.9 Proclus cites Plato's admiration for

Homer in the Laws as an example of the honour in which Plato
held the poet.

He begins with a vague general statement that

Plato calls Homer feu>r^>ov' ^ -the Laws and then more specifically
mentions the opening of Book III where passages of Homer are cited
as descriptions of the early history of human society.
he quotes Lays

Finally

III 682a which praises such descriptions as

hitting on historical truth thanks to divine inspiration.

It

109 See, e.g., In, Tiffi. 87.6 ff. where lamblichus is cited as
a precedent for this attitude, and cf. also In Rernp. 164.8-9.
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is not in fact true that Plato calls Homer &WXOT^-^O v
the Laws.

in

Kroll and Festugiere suggest that Proclus is

confusing Ion 530b10 where Homer is described as P^-t-or^T-of
with Laws I 629b9 where Sh^^T^-r^f

is used of Tyrtaeus.

There is a similar general reference to Plato's calling
poets Ptss'cytff

and iS^tj-LO-ri ~r<nj> f

at Syrianus In Met. 42.23 ff •

There Syrianus answers Aristotle's disparagement of -ri ^ (
Metaph. 1000aU.

^

T^O T^

reprovingly,

fact that Plato does sometimes call
poets, including Homer,

i~ &\>f

or

s-io-rsz ->enjj"

was

obviously very present to the minds of both Syrianus and
Proclus.

Syrianus would certainly mention it in his lecture

on the /6EnViJ\/''<x TVJ\/ /o ^u. <^T-ul \/

&&d that would be all the

more reason for Proclus to take it up here.

Perhaps we can even

explain his mistaken reference to the Laws by the fact that he
was working from notes of Syrianus 1 lecture in which a reference
"k° kaws III occurred immediately after a reference to Plato's
use of

#e-L^-r^.->of

and did not bother to check whether the

more general reference was also to the Laws.
(b)

166.12-167.9
Since the 6th essay is concerned with poetry, Proclus
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naturally devotes some discussion to the relevant sections of
the Phaedrus .

This affords a valuable opportunity to trace Proclus'

debt to Syrianus, using Hermias 1 commentary on the Phaedrus
as evidence of how Syrianus interpreted this dialogue.

166.12-

167.9 deals with the Phaedrus and we have a parallel passage in
Hermias.

As an allegory of a Homeric passage, II. 1 .423-4,

is also involved, we have evidence from earlier allegory which
enables us to pinpoint Syrianus 1 distinctive contribution here.
The passage of the Phaedrus in question is 246e ff. where Socrates,
in poetical style, describes the procession of the gods to an
intellectual feast beyond the confines of our world.
says the gods go -rrfof cCcZ-ra. ^

4rrJ

&d\/f\\/

•

Plato
There can

be little doubt that his language here does indeed derive from
11. 1.423-4:
V*>0

If

jlK^XV'0\/

tX^-T '<xw.i5txO\/'«Xf

A i (91077V) o<. f

/Ao<

Proclus however claims further that the thought, not just the
language, is the same and to support this interprets the Homeric
lines as describing the return of Zeus to his own intelligible
cause.

The Ethiopians are en

TW•*>

<9^ ^j^

and Ocean flows from the

dP
^"T
UC»»ATY\

and fills the demiurgic mind (i.e. Zeus) and the gods connected
with it.

Proclus understands the mythical passage of the

Phaedrus in a corresponding Heoplatonic way.
Hermias discusses at length the different interpretations
of this passage of the Phaedrus and the different Zeuses to
whom it could be applied.

At 138.6 ff. he says that II. 1.423

concerns the Zeus who is one of the twelve gods, i.e. the Zeus
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of this Phaedrus passage and the Ethiopians stand for

"\

\

0

->o

VOA-T^V/

, he continues, L^JO<:<^L , TV

246e6;
This

cf. Proclus 166.15-6)

is essentially the same interpretation of II. 1 .425-4

as we find in Proclus for the ve<\^(/
be described as £Wi^ <q^/r?

(Ilermias) could

R<x-rs2 /(^^rr-otA c-\/ov (Proclus).

The allegory is of the metaphysical type which was developed
by Syrianus.
in Justathius.

There is a physical allegory of the Homer passage
There Zeus is the sun and Ocean the waters

in the inhabited world which lie near the Ethiopians.

More

interestingly, this allegory recurs in foacrobius, Sat. 1.23.
He gives Gornificius as his source for the equation of £eus
with the sun and explains that the idea is that the sun is
nourished by moisture, citing Posidonius and Cleanthes as
authorities for this scientific fact.
alluded to the lines of Homer.

The gods who follow 2eus in

Homer are explained as the stars.
Phaedrus

Very likely they too

Then Eacrobius quotes

246e4-247a1 , wrongly ascribing the passage to the

Timaeus and saying, "intellectual nostrum in eandem sententiam
ducunt etiam de Timaeo Platonis haec verba" .

He proceeds to

expound a physical allegory of the Plato passage in which Zeus
is the sun and the accompanying gods are the stars.

This

Kacrobius passage suggests, as we might expect, that the physical
110

Vol. I, p. 105.43 ff.

Stallbaum.
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allegory of 13,. 1.423-4 is Stoic in origin.

His parallel

allegory of the Phaedrus passage is among those mentioned by
Hernias at 136.10 ff.

Herinias prefers the interpretation of

4eus as the demiurge which he ascribes to lamblichus and it
is an elaborated form of this which he aligns with the Iliad
passage, in 138.6 ff.

This passage of Hermias has

recently

He seems unaware of the Macrobius

been discussed by Lillon,

parallel but says of the physical allegory of Phaedrus 246e
as recorded by Kermias:

"This still sounds like a i-iiddle Platonist

interpretation, perhaps Humenian.

Hermias considers this to be

getting warmer, but still erroneously confining itself to the
universe.

lamblichus seems to be the first to raise the

exegesis to a supra-cosmic level", and later, "Hermias accepts
this (i.e. iamblichus 1 view) in essence, but with an elaboration
or two, no doubt derived from Syrianus" (the underlining is
mine).

The resulting picture is just what we might have

expected:

physical allegory of Homer and physical allegory

of Plato already existing side by side in pre-Iamblichean
Platonism, metaphysical allegory of Plato developed by lamblichus,
and then accompanying1 metaphysical allegory of Homer developed
by Syrianus.
here.

Proclus and Hermias are both following Syrianus

It seems likely that Syrianus would have expounded the

same allegory in his lectures on the Phaedrus . his lecture on
the j^n/i-l »/,'<* T£IV

and perhaps in hie A u '

c/o/Txci-nJV
V

(c)

too.

168.3-169.24 (and 117.27-122.20)

In 117.7-122.20 Proclus not only discusses the Homeric
111

Billon, p. 251.
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passages on Hades of which Socrates disapproves in Hep • III,
but also defends Plato's own

eschatological myths.

Interpretations

of the traditional mythical eschatology varied widely in antiquity.
As one might expect, philosophers often interpreted it allegorically.

The Pythagoreans, for example, interpreted the torments

of Hades in a moral sense as the torments of the passions in
this life. 112 The later Keoplatonists, however, avoid this
kind of interpretation.
the soul

Their beliefs about the destiny of

are influenced by Plato's

eschatological myths and

they are insistent that these are to be taken literally. 1 1*5
Julian, for example, takes the Homeric Tartarus literally at
2p.« 89, p. 139.15 ff.

Bidez-Cumont (see especially 140.12 ff.)

So Proclus at 121.23 ff. insists that the judgement-places in
Hades of which both Homer and Plato tell us, are to be taken
literally.

On pp.200-1 above I noted that the section at

117-22 owes its layout to the lie public and therefore is probably
not taken straight from Syrianus in that form.

The theme that

Plato and Homer agree is made explicit in it and this suggests
that the source is the lecture on the
YK&

k^\/uJv//c*

T\AV

» perhaps that same part of it which Proclus takes

up again at 168.3-169.24 on the nekuJLai of Homer and Plato.
If so, Proclus would be adapting some of the lecture
own purposes in 117-22.

for his

It is interesting that in the anonymous

112 See P. Cumont, Lux perpetua (Paris, 1949) and Buffiere, pp.
489 ff . For the Pythagorean view in particular, see F. Cumont,
"Lucrece et le symbolisme pythagoricien des enfers", R Ph N.S.
44 (1920), pp. 229-40.
113 Cf. Cumont, Lux perpetua. pp. 215 ff and 375 ff. Smith,
pp. 71 ff., argues that Porphyry too, and even Plotinus, took the
traditional eschatology seriously. I am not sure that Smith proves
his case for Plotinus but he may be right about Porphyry.
114 Cf. also la £itt. Iil 255.11
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Platonic commentary D to the Phaedo

1 1R

we find recorded

-*

an opinion of Syrianus about the detailed interpretation of
the myth in the Phaedo .
we read: "rrvlf

At p. 241.25 ff., on Phaedo 113e,
£^\V£/\/

erocT<£7JFo-7-<£-

/f <L & ( i^l /^cTc^yH. '

vm-

o

V
-rs\

"n~V)Of

7 Ac

-rro /

"A

;

-r^^o

! •^<p~r~^/?
'

T)

vu_

-PS

{'^LA
L^tot-v

£<T^O

rrr* /> i o J*0 \/

i7 ^

<^ 7T\ /§ -oX-^ *.

>^

(i.e. the latter

It looks from this as if Syrianus too took Plato's

view.)

eschatological myths very seriously and more or less literally.
In the later discussion of Plato's nekuiai at 168.3
to 169.24, Proclus deals less with Homer and more with Plato.
Proclus himself wrote a commentary on the myth in the GorgiafS
and the 1 6th essay of the In Remio .
myth of Er.

deals at length with the

We can see from Clympiodorus ' commentary on the

Gor^ias that certain exegetical points about Plato's nekuiai
became standard in the Platonic school.

At 241.11-28

Olympiodorus divides the subject-matter of

Plato's three

nekuiai in the same way as Proclus does at 168.11-23.

The

Phaedo concentrates on the geography of the underworld, the
Republic on the fate of souls there, and the Gor^iae on the
judges of Hades.

(Of. also In Remp. II 128.12-23)

point go right back to Syrianus?
knowing.

Does this

There is little means of

Olympiodorus is probably following Proclus.

At

241.15 ff. he takes the rivers of the Phaedo literally and at
115 Attributed by Westerink to Damascius:- see above, Chapter
2, note 24.
116 He refers to it at In Aemp. II 139.19 and 178.6:- cf.
above Chapter 1, notes 36 and 37.
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241.18-9 mentions
in connection with the Phaedo •

By contrast, in

his commentary on Aristotle's Meteorologioa. p. 146 Stftve
(on Mete. 355b32 ff.) he mentions the possibility of inter
preting the Phaedo myth ^(9-ii^of

or

<^u ^f^^/p

\

the latter comes to something like the Pythagorean view
(Tartarus = the material world), the former, despite the
adverb

A/9i*L<3f

, sounds fairly literal. Unlike Olympiodorus ,

Proclus sticks firmly to the same literal interpretation of
Plato's eschatology all the time.

It must be admitted that

the evidence for Syrianus 1 views on this is extremely slight
but it does look as if he and Proclus held the same view and we
may reasonably assume, in the light of our overall picture of
Proclus 1 debt to Syrianus, that in his lecture on the kxMVuw^
Syrianus put Plato's eschatology together with
Homer's and maintained that both should be interpreted literally.
(d)

169.25-170.26

In 169.25-170.26 Proclus argues that the linguistic
theories of Plato's Cratylus are based on Homer.

Such evidence

as we have for the tradition of interpretation of the Cratylus
would support the view that Syrianus 1 interpretation of that
dialogue was the same as Proclus'.
divides o^o^-r^

Proclus claims that Plato

into two groups, divine ov/o/xoc-r^

reasons unknown to us and human ov/ouocr^
we can discover.

given for

given for reasons

He cites Crat. 391 d ff., where Plato refers to

Homer's division of ovc^-r^

into divine and human, as

evidence that Plato is following Homer in this.

Proclus takes

the Cratvlua absolutely seriously, as did the other Neoplatonists:
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Plotinus, for example, makes serious use of a number of the
117 that
Danielou has argued
Cra-fcvlus* etymologies.
Eunomius 1 belief in the divine origin of language, which
we know from Gregory of Nyssa's polemic against it in Book
II of his Contra Lunoiaium.

was based on a ITeoplatonic

interpretation of the Qratylus and so informs us about the
interpretation of that dialogue in the Athenian school of
Eunomius 1 theory that language originated

the 4th century A.D.

in a gift of God is strikingly different from earlier Greek
theories that language arose either from a natural human

need

or by arbitrary convention or from some combination of these
two.

It could be supported by taking the mythical

of the Crat./lus literally, just as a belief in the creation
of the world could be supported by taking the demiurge of the
Timaeus

literally.

It is true that Proclus in his commentary

on the Qratylus expresses a belief in the divine origin of
language (see, e.g., In Crat. 51-2, p. 20.10 ff.) and supports
this with an appeal to the mystic
the Qhaldaean Oracles.

&vou u-^

mentioned in

The parallel between Proclus and Jiunomius

is not as close as Danielou claims and there would be an
important difference in that ".lunomius, as a Christian, believed
in creation in time and therefore presumably in the origin
of language at a point in time, whereas Proclus believed in
the eternity of the world and for him the creation of the world
by the demiurge was something which was happening constantly;
similarly his view would be that the lawgiver of the Cratylug
is continually bestowing language upon men, not that he did so
at some fixed time in the past.

Still, the parallel is worth

117 In "Bunoine 1'arien et I'exegese neoplatonicienne du
Cratyle", flISG 69 (1956), pp. 412-32.
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noting and Danielou rightly points to lamblichus £e myst.
VII.4, on the divine origin of divine names.
says there that divine names are 2vvu/^~r^

lamblichus
just as Proclus

does at In Crat. 71, p. 31.5-7 and in our passage of the 6th
essay, at 170.3-

lamblichus and the Chaldaean Oracles would

be enough, even without Eunomius, as evidence that Proclus 1
theory of divine ov/ou_<xrr^

is standard late Neoplatonism.

A Platonist would naturally base such a theory on Cratylus
391d: C ETM orE.
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So too Hermias, in 187.22 ff., gives an etymology of
C r-v
V
from e\6(^\ /?<^.v

o

~ \

jy

like Plato in Cratylus 420a, and goes

on to say; A.
^

i
l'r^
LJUi^O&r

/
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i
i
/CT -n^ I \J -

u

Briareus is not one of Plato's examples but yc^/l/^/jcertainly is.

and

It seems fairly clear that the
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interpretation of the Cratylus which Proclus puts forward at
169.25-170.26 comes from Syrianus, but it also looks as if he
in turn had received it from earlier interpreters.

We do not

know whether lamblichus baaed his views on language on the
Cratylus• or only on the Chaldaean Oracles.

Gregory accuses

Eunomius of deriving his view from the Cratylus and we do seem
here to have some tangential testimony to 4th century Heoplatonic
interpretation.

Our ignorance of the Athenian school in the

4th century prevents us from going much further.
of the development are lost.

The details

All we can say is that the views

of Proclus are probably those of Syrianus too.
(e)

173.4-177.3

At 173.4-177.3 Proclus deals with another passage of
the Phaedrus. 243a, where Socrates introduces his own "palinode"
on Eros with an allusion to the original Palinode of Stesichorus
in which Stesichorus recanted the evil he had said of Helen
and was accordingly cured of his blindness;
perceive his error, remained blind.

Homer, who did not

This passage presents

Proclus with a problem since it implies that Plato thought
Stesichorus a better poet than Homer.

Proclus believes that

Homer is the supreme poet and that Plato thought so too.

He

therefore has to interpret the Phaedrua passage in such a way that
Homer's reputation remains untouched.

To do so, he makes a

distinction between the types of poetry written by Stesichorus
and Homer respectively.

Stesichorus told the story of Helen

as if it were something that had really happened and his blindness
was a real punishment for this.

Homer, on the other hand, perceived
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the symbolic meaning of the story, and his blindness, like that
of Demodocus in the Odyssey, is a symbolic indication of his
Homer can only be said to

superior powers of understanding.

have erred in the sense that by describing intelligible realities
in material terms he may have misled readers into concentrating
on the material level of his poetry and forgetting about the
higher level.

In

175.12-176.8 Proclus explains the symbolic

meaning of the story of the Trojan War:

Helen stands for the

beauty of the material world, the ten years of the war for
the sojourn of souls within it.

He thus arrives at the desired

conclusion, that Homer is better than Stesichorus, at the cost
of interpreting Stesichorus 1 blindness in one way and Homer's
in another.
Bielmeier deals briefly with this passage of Proclus in
Die neuplatonische Phaidrosinterpretation. pp. 46-7. 118 He
says it is clearly dependent on Syrianus and points to the
parallel passage of Hernias which he discusses on pp. 65-6.
Dependent on Syrianus certainly, but how closely?

When we

compare Proclus and Hermias in detail some interesting
differences emerge.

Hermias 75.26 ff. offers two alternative

interpretations of Phaedrus 243a.

According to the first there

is an ascending order of Homer, Stesichorus and Socrates.
Plato is not attacking the persons of Homer and Stesichorus but
demonstrating three types of life.

Homer represents the person

who considers only sensible beauty (Helen at Troy);

Stesichorus

the person who recognises his error and is led from sensible
118 Cf. also Buffiere, pp. 30-1 and 410-13.
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Socrates the person who is aware

beauty to intelligible beauty;

At 76.21 ff. Hermias

of both types of beauty from the beginning.

presents a second interpretation which puts the three characters
in the reverse order:

Homer comes highest because he remained

blind and therefore in perpetual
beauty;

contemplation of intelligible

Stesichorus ceased to be blind and turned away from

intelligible to sensible beauty*

Socrates is not yet blind ( 5 )

because we have not yet reached the point in the dialogue where
Hermias notes that

he utters inspired praise of divine Eros.

the advantage of this interpretation is that it gives a high place
to Homer: ^o^.
TW

~7T3l V-TSZ. ^x crx>>

ox?

OTL

6ouL(^\jo

<^1 lA t</>e>< T£K_

«.£\
c*j
«.£\/ c*j~r*\
~r<s-\jf'

£ £ OJUL Uo^j vT\,

"
O ULA n

Nevertheless he prefers the
first interpretation since it is more appropriate to what is said
in the dialogue.

He then expounds an allegory of the Trojan

War in which Helen stands for intelligible beauty and her
<^&\AAo\f

for sensible beauty.

At

78.5 ff. he aligns the ten

years of the war with the period of a thousand or ten thousand
years which souls spend in the material world according to
Plato. 1 1 Q^ This allegory in Hermias is presumably intended to
accompany his preferred interpretation of Homer and Stesichorus.
Thus the Trojan War is about the struggle of souls in this
world;

Homer mistakenly sticks to that;

Stesichorus in

composing his palinode turned away from that and recognised that
the real Helen, real beauty, lay elsewhere.

On Hermias 1 rejected

119 On this allegory and its use of etymologies, cf. pp. 170-1
above.
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interpretation the Trojan War would have to be about the
intelligible world;

Homer would be describing that, while

Stesichorus in his palinode would be turning away to describe
the material world.

Proclus presents us with a version which

draws on both these interpretations but is not precisely either
of them.

According to him the Trojan War appears to be a historical

story and Stesichorus understands it as such;

Homer can perceive

its real, symbolic significance, that it is about the struggle
of souls in this world, not about Helen and Greeks and Trojans.
The views of Hermias and Proclus as we have them are incompatible.
They cannot both be the view of Syrianus.

We know that Hermias'

commentary on the Phaedrus is very largely his notes from
Syrianus' lectures and it is generally agreed that he was far
less of an independent thinker than Proclus, his fellow-pupil.
Moreover we have already seen that Proclus does sometimes
develop Syrianus 1 ideas or make a deliberate selection from
them.

Can we make sense of the contradictions between Hermias

and Proclus here if we suppose that Hermias represents the view
of Syrianus and that Proclus is adapting that?

I think we can.

Proclus is discussing only one passage of the Phaedrus. not
the whole dialogue.

Therefore he need not concern himself, as

Hermias does, with the significance of Socrates in 243a,

But

why does he not simply adopt Hermias 1 rejected interpretation
which, as Hermias/Syrianus explicitly points out, preserves
Homer's reputation?

The difficulty about that is that it

requires a second, unexplained allegory of the Trojan War.

There

would have to be first the literal level, then the level compre
hended by Stesichorus when no longer blind, on which the war is
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about sensible beauty and souls, and then the level comprehended
by Homer and by Stesichorus when blind, on which the war is about
intelligible beauty and - what?

This gives us two levels of

allegory and it is not clear how the Greeks and Trojans would
Proclus simplifies the

be explained on the second level.

interpretation of the war so that we have simply the literal
level, which is all Stesichorus could ever understand, and
one allegorical level, understood by Homer.

To have two

allegorical levels does give room for both Helen and her ^'/i^cV
but it leaves us in a muddle as to why Stesichorus was blinded
in the first place.
*^fyxW

K,iJUo/

(Although Proclus here keeps Helen as
only, at 153.26 ff. the Helen seized by
i^^XXo^

Theseus and Pirithous is iq^\ye/

«

For a Neoplatonist

sensible beauty is the image projected by intelligible beauty
into the material world, so that in a sense the two beauties
are one and the same.)
Whereas Hermias gives Thamyris as an example of a poet
whose blindness meant the opening of his eyes to intelligible
beauty, Proclus gives Demodocus.

This is in accordance with

the use Proclus makes of Demodocus and Thamyris respectively
a little later in the 6th essay, at 193.16-195.12 where
Demodocus is the Homeric composer of Proclus 1 inspired poetry
while Thamyris composes phantastic poetry, the lowest of
Proclus 1 types. 120 Did Proclus change the example here to fit
the rest of his essay?
120

See further below, pp. 344 ff.
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Hermias 75.2 ff. gives three different legendary reasons
for Homer's blindness, of which the last is that it was a punish
ment far speaking ill of Helen.

It is this last story which

Proclus picks out for a mention at 175.12 ff.

He takes it to

indicate that Homer saw beyond the literal level of Helen's
story.
The parallel between the ten years of the Trojan War and the
Plaxcnic period which souls spend in the material world is the
same in both Proclus and Hermias.

Clearly this point, like the

whole allegory of the Trojan War, was expounded by Syrianus.
176.13 ff. finds no parallel in Hermias.

There Proclus

tries to explain why, on his interpretation, Socrates should
say that Homer errs.
to an objection.

We may reasonably look on this as an answer

It could be such an objection which led Hermias/

Syrianus to prefer the other interpretation of Phaedrus 243a
iT-D & 6

\) 6 6-r£f)o^

tf. oU

drk-£-u>-n£/? c* - - ~X^j'

£ VTO (^

fl ?

Or perhaps the objection was made to Proclus himself, or occurred
to him, between giving the original lecture on which the 6th
essay is based, and writing up the essay.
If my reconstruction is correct we can here see Proclus
adapting Syrianus 1 work and selecting from it, just as he does,
for example, when dealing with Agamemnon's dream.
I have been examining passages of Platonic interpretation
in the 6th essay where we can in some measure trace the nature
and extent of Proclus' debt to Syrianus.

The results of the

investigation are very like those obtained by studying Proclus'
allegories of Homer.

In the main lines of his interpretation
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Proclus is following Syrianus who in his turn was following
This is true of the arguments that Plato

earlier tradition.

and Homer agree, and of the literary and rhetorical approach
to Plato which Proclus occasionally employs.
Proclus is taking over oyrianus 1 views
in 166.12-167.5)*

unchanged (e.g.

Sometimes we can see how he has adapted

Syrianus for his own purposes:
case of this.

Much of the time

173.4-177.3 is an interesting

It is hard to judge now ^ar Syrianus himself

was making original contributions in these various aspects
of Platonic exegesis.

The one passage, among those I have

considered, where we do find distinct innovation by Syrianus,
166.12-167.9, once again involves metaphysical allegory of
It looks as if Syrianus 1 contribution in this sphere

Homer.

was more remarkable than in the other aspects of his work on
which Proclus is building in the 6th essay.

(v)

Does the theory of three types pj poetry derive foom Svrianua?
At the end of the essay, at 177.7 ff., Proclus develops

a theory of three types of poetry, inspired, didactic and
mimetic.

I have argued in Chapter 1 that the

concept of

inspired poetry which he expounds here is significantly different
from the concept of inspired poetry employed in the 5th
1 21 This argument turns principally
problem of the 5th essay.
on the fact that Proclus interprets Phae_drus 245a differently
at 180.10-182.20 from the way he interprets it in the 5th essay.
Some of Proclus' interpretation of the Phaedrus passage may
121

Pp.16-9 above.
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be closely paralleled in Hermias t
interpret Srn^y/' t+*l

&^<xrov/

The two pupils of Syrianus
in the same way

t^u^'W

Proclus explains

(cf. 181.2-17 in Proclus with Hermias 98.4-6).

how ej/eyjcru^ refers to the effort of the soul to return to its
cause, ^K^eAK^^veru^ix.

to the movement of that cause in
Hermias

perfecting those who are inspired (181.17-29).

in much the same way, although he does

explains £y<£y>cru <£cX

not set up Proclus 1 division between the soul and its cause
and on ^K/txK^-j,^^
term is used (Hermias

he digresses to explain why a Dionysiae
98.6 ff.).

I mentioned in Chapter 1

the unusual way in which Proclus expounds ^.ua><^ TVW
Oj/c^

^6u^r3^

at 181.30-182.9.

rr^c^Liv

The poet is not, as one

might think, relating the deeds of admirable heroes but is
making human affairs appear in a more perfect and shining light
by (allegorically) describing divine things.

Poetry which conveys

a mystic vision is educational too, but not in the obvious way.
Proclus remarks at 182.6-9 that TTSUcTc^^c
TTsttJi^

for children and

for properly brought up adults are not the same thing.

In the 5th essay Proclus had interpreted y-\jf)'<*
o/w

kjo6i*<r\>£c<

-rdv TT=?AOC«^W

in the more obvious way and this is how

Hermias also understands it.
We can see from Hermias that the interpretation of Phaedrus
245a in the 5th essay derives from Syrianus.
follows the Phaedrus

This interpretation

closely in making a simple bipartite

distinction between inspired and uninspired poetry.

In the 6th

essay this bipartite classification has become tripartite,
and a concept of didactic poetry has been introduced which takes
over the functions of inspired poetry in the 5th essay.

Its
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products are

/Ura

-rnj7 c-s
(179.10-1.

Of.

ra TUN/ i^JVV £7nTr^c/evu<x-r^ 58.9-10, of
inspired poetry).

The theory of three types of poetry is

developed in order to interpret Republic A - Proclus argues
that Plato's attack there is directed only against the lower
of the two kinds of mimetic poetry, leaving the rest untouched and if I am right that Syrianus did not write anything of
precisely the format of Proclus 1 6th essay, dealing with Homer
in relation to the Republic. 1 22 there would be good n priori
grounds for supposing that the three types of poetry are Proclus 1
own.

What Proclus has done is to divide Syrianus 1 concept of

inspired poetry in two.

Syrianus had developed transcendent

metaphysical allegory and his own concept of inspired poetry
would have to contain both poetry susceptible of such allegory
(now a much larger category than before) and straightforwardly
instructive poetry such as that of Theognis.

The very importance

which Syrianus attached to transcendent metaphysical allegory
and the poetry that had to be so interpreted would create the
need for a new classification of poetry which distinguished
between poetry that had to be interpreted as metaphysical
allegory and straightforwardly instructive poetry.

Admittedly

such a step could easily have been taken by Syrianus himself
but the evidence we have for Syrianus 1 classification of types
of poetry suggests that it was not.

It would be quite characteristic

for Proclus to make this further move, thus at one and the same
122

See pp. 131-3 above.
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time systematising his teacher's thought and developing
something new,
We shall see in Chapter 6 that the concept of didactic poetry
is in some ways the odd one out.

Both mimetic and inspired poetry

are thought of as representational;

mimetic is directly re

presentational, inspired poetry represents by means of symbols.
Didactic poetry does not belong to this representational scheme. 123
The fact that didactic poetry is a new concept, not yet clearly
worked out, might help to explain this oddity.
An attempt to trace the sources of the ideas used by Proclus
in 177.7 ff. supports my claim that it was Proclus who set up
three types of poetry rather than two, while showing us how
closely Proclus 1 thought is connected with Syrianus'.
Proclus begins his exposition of three types of poetry
by setting out three types of life to which the types of poetry
correspond.

The three types of life, in turn, correspond to

three different elements in the human soul.

Plato's views on

poetry in Eep. X are linked to the philosophical psychology
of Rep. IV.

One of his arguments against poetry is that it

appeals only to theJbwest of his three parts of the soul, the
, Proclus likewise associates his theory of poetry
with a division of the soul into parts, though it should be noted
that his division is not the same as Plato's.

1 OA

4

Proclus' three

123 Cf. below, pp. 374-5.
124 Gallavotti, L'estetica greca... p. 46, wrongly assumes that
it is the same, as does Immisch, p. 270. The Neoplatoniets
made little use of the Platonic division of the soul:- see
Wallis, p. 28 and pp. 74-5.
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parts of the soul, in 177.15-178.5 9 are the

Cl

£V
<£

(the

V&vf

the organ by which mystical union is achieved,

highest part of the soul according to Plato, but second here),
and the irrational part.

Each part has its own type of cognition

by which it is distinguished:
cognition for the £V TO>

mystical and supra-rational

^UXV

' intelligence for

imagination and sense-perception for the lowest part.

vervf

,

The

idea that the human soul is capable of an awareness higher than
that of intelligence, of a mystical union with an ultimate supraintellectual reality is of course distinctively Heoplatonist.
In Plotinus this union is achieved by means of our V/^HJ/

;

sometimes, admittedly, Plotinus talks as if there is a special
element within Vovf

by which we attain mystical union (see,

for example, VI.9.3.26-7 or V.5.8.22;

cf. VI.7.35.19-24) but

it is only after Plotinus that the idea develops of a special
faculty in the soul which is distinct from V&\)f , and is the
peculiar organ of mystical union.

In Proclus this special

faculty receives a number of different names.
/
\ >
.
(or
'v T>

-

TO

-ro

It is A

fjyf ,

-TV

A

Often, borrowing the term from the Ghaldaean Oracles.
calls it T^>

^\/Oqf

^f^

v£j

Proclus

(or

The most convenient name for this special faculty of the soul

125 Sometimes Proclus makes a further distinction between
"the flower of the mind" and M the flower of the soul". The
distinction is not relevant to the 6th essay and I shall not
go into it here.
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is "the one in the soul" (TO ev ^

v^X'xf

).

This

both makes clear its nature - it corresponds in the soul
to the One in the universe, and it is because of its existence
that the soul can be united with the One - and recalls the
name by which it became important in medieval mysticism, the
"unum in nobis".

Accordingly I shall use the term, "the one in

the soul", for this faculty throughout.

The doctrine of the "one

in the soul" in Proclus has been discussed by Beierwaltes in the
article referred to in note 12$ and similarly in his book,
Proklos. Grundzttge seiner Hetaphysik. 127
by

pp. 367-32, and

L.H. Grondijs in L*ame. le nous et leg henades dans la

theologie de Proclus.

1 QG

Its history has been partially

discussed by J.M. Rist. 1 2Qy

Rist argues, following Hadot,

that the doctrine may already be seen developing in Porphyry.
Certainly lamblichus, in De myst. 1.15, p. 46 Parthey, speaks
of TO ... 9^-To\/ e\f /(utV *CP^I \jo£/}o\i k;»J eV

by prayer.

» which is awakened

K
f
The doctrine of the "one in the soul" seems to be

present here in some form, though the fact that lamblichus
can call his &v Xurv . .. .

<^\/

,

'\lo£t>&V

suggests

that it is not yet conceived as a precise faculty distinct from
\/er\jf

in the way that it is in Proclus. ^

126 See W. Beierwaltes, "Der Begriff des 'unum in nobis 1
bei Proklos", Miscellanea hediaevalia 2 (Cologne, 1963), pp.
255-66.
127 (Frankfurt, 1965).
126 .proceedings of the Koyal Netherlands Academy W.S. 23.2
(Amsterdam, 1960). Cf. also V/allis, p. 153, and Koch, pp.153 ff.
129 In "Mysticism and Transcendence in Later Keoplatoniem",
Hermes 92 (1964), pp. 213-25.
130 Cf. Dillon, Appendix A, esp. pp. 410 ff., arguing that
Proclus In Tim. 211.24 ff., where the "one in the soul" comes in,
is "broadly lamblichean" . Julian, Or. VII 21 7d mentions
^
T\

,
/c^Cn,\'

^VOf

v

U.^J.

I

T~5J/o>Ov

UU-L/?^

"7)|

oX (I/A
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The way Proclus links the "one in the soul M with poetic
inspiration is very striking.

To say that inspired poetry

corresponds to the faculty above

v/dx>f

is to make very

high claims for it indeed, in ifeoplatonist terms ;

it is to

imply that poetic inspiration is a kind of mystical experience.
lamblichus says little or nothing of poetic inspiration but
he does have views on prophetic inspiration ( £v/9eru^'io«rixof
which he develops in Be myst. III. 4-8 (cf. also III. 25). He
makes no mention there of the "one in the soul 11 .
The important missing link between lamblichus and Proclus
is Syrianus and we have evidence that he did connect the H one in
the soul" with enthousiasmos, just as Proclus does, in a very
interesting passage of Hermias which, so far as I can tell, has
been completely passed over by those who have written on the
"one in the soul". 151
In 84.18 ff., in connection with the four maniai of the
Phaedrus . Hermias sets out very clearly what are the different
types of enthousiasmoa.

The questions he is concerned with are

these (84.21 ff.):n^no\/

He divides the rationa
(Hciveac*.

soul into two parts, d~i.*v&i<*

is further subdivided into iAn)/1

and

and oL o<V'cn.oc

proper,

Distinct from the rational soul, and higher than it, comes a
further element (84.27 ff.):^/Uo

'A

v

cTc €

'V

131 It is discussed by CJelzer, pp. 21-6 and 34-5, but he is
not directly concerned with the "one in the soul 11 .
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£ ir\ d i 0 U £ c

"T^ 1

Q^-o-v ' y U.oCv

TO
\/£TSU.

uses

1 32

>

O^rUxOv/

Tv

<r AX

otV

6

'

f

tyu

c

.

o rr^/)

\

v

Tv

In the division of the soul in the 6th essay Proclus

>f

to cover both \/&vf

and

faculties of the third part of the soul are ^Wra^iU and
(see 178. 4). 154
According to Hermias each part of the soul has its own
enthouBiasmos .

Enthousiasmos properly so called, however,

is that of the highest part, of the "one in the soul11 (85.14 ff.):
>/)>
<£ \J

-^ru 6\ ^ 6 0,0 f

UTne/p

.

VCcrr^t
\

-7^

g \/

v/ive

^

(cf. 86.3-5 and 87.19-20).

\|

Like lamblichus

Hermias insists that true enthousiasznos comes from the gods.
He rejects the suggestion that it is to be attributed to
physical or physiological causes (86.11-15).

But unlike

lamblichus, Hermias links enthousiasmos with the "one in the
soul'* and, because of the Phaedrus context, he is talking about
132 Cf . also the division of the soul at Proclus, De prov.
et fato Ch. 8, 27-32, where there are five types of~cognitio H
on which the top two are »/^r
and that of the "one in the
soul", and in. Parm. 1071.9-1072.18 where the "one in the soul"
is the faculty of enthousiaemos
/- / by which the One is approached.
133 Similarly Hermias uses d<o/i/encx.
^o COVer both as well
as distinguishing cfi<W<=a»c
proper, ileither vovf
nor
(f^vcnoc
ie completely unambiguous; both can be used for
reasoning in general, though when a distinction is made between
them Vo^jbecomes intuitive reasoning and <ft£.v&<*
discursive.
134 Below the level of c/^v^i^
Hermias has a rather different
list of elements in the soul. In 85.19 ff. we find c/
then cfotv-rsig.'oJL 9 then (9v^o;
and ^^6^.1,^
. On
and <$ok\j-ra.(/vi>.
in Proclus, see H.J. Blumenthal, "Plutarch's
Exposition of the De anima and the Psychology of Proclus",
Entretiena Hardt XXI (Vandoeuvres-Greneva, 1975), pp.

123-47, esp. pp. 136 ff.
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poetic, as well as prophetic inspiration.
Hermias - and that means Syrianus also - therefore shares
Proclus 1 view that the faculty of poetic inspiration is the
"one in the soul".

Yet as we have seen the inspired poetry

which that faculty produces is differently conceived by Hermias/
oyrianus and by Proclus in the 6th essay.

This example shows

us just how careful we have to be in trying to disentangle
Proclus 1 ideas from those of ttyrianus and how closely the two
are bound up together.

Proclus 1 striking concept of inspiration

comes from Syrianus but it is he himself, not clyrianus, who
has developed the concept of inspired poetry in such a way as
to fit in both with the lofty nature of inspiration and with
the interpretative practice of his master.
In 178.26-179.3 Proclus links inspired poetry with
<f'i>iAxi^T/?ioC .
u.o*\//c<

He connects a<xv"r>/^yj

u.o<\//o<.

with truth, 6ai^T\

with beauty and divine poetry with symmetry.

The

LJLIA^TT?'
ic*\\o
^ULJLIA^TT?'^
comes from Philebus
64-5 (esp. 65a). 1 ^S
Proclus here is correlating the four

triad iX/(fe\o

maniai of the Phaedrus with the "three monads" of the Philebus .
Proclus

wrote a monograph on the three monads, which he

mentions at In Remp. 295.18-23 and at £T, pp. 150.50-151.35
Portus.

In the latter passage he says that their correct order

135 G-allavotti, L'estetica greca... p. 51, suggests that
Aristotelian ideas of catharsis lie behind Proclus' connection
of poetry with symmetry. This is clearly wrong. The Philebus
passage, ignored by Gallavotti, provides a much better explanation,
which is quite sufficient in itself without any such vague
reference to Aristotle.
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is (yA'xb^io^ bL^AAof > 6 up.p.^'Tp, oi.

and that in his monograph

he aligned truth with the philosopher, beauty with the lover,
and symmetry with the p-enj^/^p

.

He continues: *

cnl

This suggests that in his monograph Proclus
drew up a correlation between the three monads and the types
of life listed in Phaedrus 248 (the philosopher, the lover
and the

u&veixAf

all come from that list).

Similar correl

ations are made in Damascius 1 Lectures on tjae Philebus 241-45
Damascius 236, which tfesterink thinks comes from Proclus,
places the three in the order iXjferc^ K.£AAo$s ^O u. LA <£ T/) /&
and 238, also giving Proclus 1 view, is about the relation
of the monads to the One which is called ix^Vv>ov/
Laws

IV 71 6c.

in

This last point should be noted, for Proclus

alludes to the

*£ov ^d-rpov of the Laws
In iiemp . 178.25.
ne at ~

saying that poetic madness is determined ^

in accordance with

it,

just before he links poetic madness with the symmetry
of the Pfoilebus . 1 •" It is loardly surprising that the later
Ijeoplatonists should have been interested in the three monads
when we recall their use of the principles of rr^cX/
U
Philebus .
136

and

, which are to be found in the same part of the
The way Proclus correlates the monads with other

tofl£-rzLL

.

Of.

SCQ/)<^

in Damascius 238.

137 On the three monads, see further Westerink's Introduction
to Damascius' Lectures* p. xxi. Cf. also Dillon, frag. 7 of
larnblichus' In Philebum 1= frag. 193 Larsen) and the discussion
of it on pp. 262-3.
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elements of Plato's doctrines from other dialogues is
typical of ^"eoplatonist systematisation.
\A'^

The link between

and beauty is obvious, while Proclus

presumably links

a<xynu^A

vLotv'&t

with truth because

the inspired prophet speaks the truth.

In In Tim. Ill 66.15-22

he links the monads with different gods, beauty with Aphrodite,
truth with the Sun, and symmetry with Hermes (cf. also III
69.10-14).

The Sun is Apollo, god of prophecy.

of -not/pk^ u.<xvi'oc

The connection

with symmetry may be simply because poetry uses

rhythm and metre.

Proclus, following rlato la the lie public.

stresses the need for poetry to use the appropriate sort of
rhythm and metre.
Syrianus too makes use of the three monads.
reference to UpytoJi

We find a

which are

(the phrase comes from Phil e bus 65a) at In. Met. 7.16-21 and
liermias 134.14-24 expounds the doctrine of the Philebua .
Hermias speaks not of 6o^iL£T/)f<^

but of u^c-rpov

and

immediately makes clear why he is doing so by referring to
Laws IV 71 6c where G-od is the iK£-J~/>OV/
• That same
___...
i
correlation, between the Philebus and Laws IV 71 6c, is made,
as we have just seen, by Proclus in Damascius 1 Lectures
238, and here in the 6th essay.

However, Hermias makes no

mention of the three monads when he discusses the maniai
of Phaedrus

244-5.

It locks therefore as though Proclus is

following Syrianus in linking symmetry in the x-hilebus with the
divine measure in the Laws but producing a further development
138 On Apollo's connection with truth, cf. Lewy, p. 49, note
158.
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of his own in correlating

the maaiai of the Phaedrus with

the three monads and hence linking inspired poetry with symmetry
(and so also with the divine measure of the Laws . )

This would

fit well with Proclus 1 known interest in the three monads on
the one hand, and on the other with my liypothesis that he
developed the concept of inspired poetry in ways not thought
of by Syrianus.
In 180.10-186.21 Proclus adduces Platonic authority for
his concept of inspired poetry.

As well as the Phaedrus. on

which his concept has been built to begin with, and the Ion.
an obvious choice, he refers to Laws III 682a and Timaeus 40d.
passage (taken by modern commentators, no doubt

rightly, as ironical, but not so by Proclus) refers to mythical
theogonies

and would therefore be particularly appropriate

to Proclus 1 own concept of inspired poetry which utters
allegorical myths about the gods.

Yet it should be noted that

Syrianus 1 vague allusion to -^aws III 682a, at In Het. 42.23 ff.»
is also an allusion to Timaeus 40d.139 His words there, '
~
YVCV^o*-

\/
6v^nJL

\
'-/^of

\
TO

s\ ~
biov

"
(
~~
~i~J£./>
c-r~r^~n^/)^^

>\

echo the Timaeus. This leads me
to think that Proclus is following kiyrianus in his choice of
passages to support the claim that Plato approved of inspired
poetry, even though he does not mean by inspired poetry quite
what byrianus meant.
139

Of. p. 206 above.

The remaining passages used by Proclus
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in this way, Ale* II 147b and Rep. II 378d are, like the others,
obvious passages to choose but they are not in fact quoted
by Hermias or Syrianus.
Proclus develops his concepts of didactic and mimetic
poetry in the same way as he does that of inspired poetry,
finding Platonic references to back them up.

He subdivides

mimetic poetry into eikastic and phantastic, and eikastic
poetry sounds much the same as the uninspired poetry of the
5th essay, i.e. Syrianus 1 uninspired poetry.

There is no

trace in Syrianus, Hernias, or the 5th essay, of the division
of mimetic poetry into eikastic and phantastic;

this development

too is likely to be Proclus 1 own.
My only remaining argument that the theory of three types
of poetry in its developed form is Proclus 1 own
from silence:

is an argument

I cannot find the concept of didactic poetry,

and treatment of the Plato passages with which Proclus accompanies
it, in Syrianus or in other, earlier lieoplatonists.

Similarly

the Plato passages by means of which rroclus develops his
concept of mimetic poetry are not discussed by his predecessors.
The same goes for the passages of iiomer cited by Proclus as
examples of his three types in 192.6 ff., and for Proclus'
attribution of the different types of poetry to different poets
mentioned in ilomer (193*16 ff •)

Arguments from silence

140 Gf. above, pp.18-9.
141 We shall see in Chapter 6 (pp.339 ff. below; that Proclus 1
examples of different types of poetry in Homer nay be related
to the pre-iieoplatonic tradition of interpretation of Homer, but
that is a different matter. The tradition helps to explain why
Proclus uses the examples he does but it is only Proclus who
builds them into a systematic classification of types of poetry.
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are notoriously weak but in this case, since we have found
so many examples of ideas from the 6th essay in Syrianus and
Hermias, and since the argument supports conclusions reached
on other grounds, even silence may "be allowed to be of some
significance.
I conclude therefore that the theory of three types
of poetry is Proclus 1 own.

From Syrianus* simple division

of poetry into inspired and uninspired, Proclus evolves
a threefold division into inspired, didactic and mimetic
(uninspired).

He has split oyrianus* inspired poetry in

two to create a new concept of didactic.

He has also developed

the concept of uninspired poetry, associating it with the
mimetic poetry of lie public X and further subdividing it into
eikastic and phantastic.

We can see here how a new Neoplatonic

doctrine is created.

Proclus systematises and develops the

preceding doctrine;

he draws out its implications in the way

that seemed to be demanded by Syrianus 1 own development of
metaphysical allegory.

^ development in the practice of poetic

interpretation by Liyrianus thus led to a development in poetic
theory by Proclus.

Syrianus is undoubtedly the most important

source for the 6th essay and we can trace much of Proclus 1
debt to him in detail.

However, not only the layout of the

essay but also certain developments within it are iroclus*
own.

The theory of three types of poetry is the most significant

and interesting of these.
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CHAPTER
PHQCLUS *

FOUR

INTERPRETATION

OF

PLATO

The Neoplatonists saw themselves as interpreters and
expositors rather than original philosophers.

Even Plotinus

looked on his philosophical activity in this light.

Proclus 1

surviving works range from the systematic metaphysical treatise
which is the Elements of Theology to such detailed line-by-line
commentaries as the Commentary on the T-i^etifl.

The essays which

form the c^m^ft^A-rj cm the Republic are all concerned with
exposition of that dialogue and in this chapter I propose to
examine certain aspects of Proclus 1 interpretation of Plato as
exemplified in the 5th and 6th essays.
does Proclus deal with?
them?

What kind of problems

Does he have typical ways of resolving

I shall also show how Proclus was building on a tradition

of Platonic interpretation, going right back to Aristotle in
some cases, and shall try to evaluate his interpretation.

In

view of my conclusions about the differing nature and purpose
of the 5th and 6th essays, I shall deal with each essay separately
although we shall find that many of the answers to our questions
are the same in both cases.
The fifth essay
In Chapter 1 I discussed the type of problem dealt with in

1

See, e.g., V.1.8.
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the 5th essay and showed how the essay was a collection of ten
problems in the exposition of a philosophical author, like the
Quaest iones Platonicae of Plutarch or some of the Quaestiones
of Alexander of Aphrodisias. 2 Some of the problems are concerned
simply to expound what Plato said.

So the 8th problem, for

example (65.16-67.9) examines what sort of poetry the best
poet writes according to Plato.

The 9th and 10th problems

take exposition rather further, for in them Proclus asks what
Plato would have said in answer to questions which he does not
in fact consider.

The 9th problem (67.10-68.2) seeks Plato's

answer to a standard type of question in ancient philosophy:
what is the reAof

of poetry? One recalls the opening words

of Aristotle's fficomachean Ethics (1094a1-2)?7T^^o<
v^

-nvof etu <TOVL£ •

In the same way the ancients

assumed that poetry must be aiming at some end and disputed
what that end was.

The 10th problem (68.3-69.19) raises a

typical iJeoplatonic question - who is the cosmic poet on whom
the earthly poet can model himself? - and tries to find Plato's
answer to it.

The Keoplatonists assumed that for everything in

the material world there was a transcendent cause which was
also a model, a

TT, ^ cti\(Uc<

» and so it made perfectly

good sense to Proclus to ask what was the model for any
particular material thing, however odd the question may seem
to us.

The 6th problem (60.14-63.15) tries to make clear a

question which Plato in the xie public leaves unclear, what
2

Pp. 22-8

above
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musical modes and rhythms are educationally useful.
Apart from the exposition of Plato, Proclus 1 other main
concern in the essay is to resolve contradictions in Plato.
The Neoplatonists believed that Plato's thought was a unified
whole.

They never resolve contradictions between dialogues

by arguing for chronological development in Plato's thought
as some modern interpreters do.

In general they never solve

problems of this kind by relating passages closely to their
context in a particular dialogue rather than to Plato's thought
as a whole.

Plato was authoritative and authorities must always

be saying one and the same thing, whatever the appearances to
the contrary.

So Proclus deals not only with contradictions

within the .Republic itself, as in the 4th problem (54-5-56.19)
on why Socrates says he knows nothing about musical modes and
then claims knowledge about rhythm derived from Damon, but
also with contradictions between different dialogues, as in the
5rd problem (51.26-54.2) where he raises the question why
Socrates in the Symposium says that tragedy and comedy belong
to the same branch of knowledge but in the Republic denies
that the same poet can write both or the same actor act both.
In the 2nd problem, Proclus deals with the contradiction between
Plato's rejection of tragedy and comedy and the Aristotelian
belief in catharsis (49.15-51.25).

The catharsis doctrine it

self is an answer to Plato and so we may relate Proclus' interest
in this problem to his general concern to answer attacks on
Plato, as well as to the Neoplatonists' desire to reconcile
Plato and Aristotle.

I shall return to both these points later.

I mentioned in Chapter 1 Proclus 1 frequent exposition of
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Plato by means of his own words in other contexts.

•z

This method

of exposition is naturally practised by an interpreter who
believes in the unity of Plato's thought.

It is not of course

peculiar to the ancient world but is standard scholarly practice
at all times.

The Neoplatonists f application of it to Plato
'
reminds us of the ancient principle 'Cy/\/3o\/ c
Clement of Alexandria and Origen apply a similar

principle to the interpretation of the Bible.

Proclus explicitly

states the principle as applied to Plato in P£ 1.2, p. 10.1-4
Saffrey-Westerink; Tuv ,a.£V
O^o^Sv/

-fr\V

cry? /j~W

5r^6-£££^V

£v

6<*$/\\j<Z:\c*\/

^ViWo^i

<Lb/£-\j/) !& \tco\j rcEf

^AA' IK

TTAeiTUv/or ^|//9^uaorrvV .

^L^

TVV

KL

/M

In this matter the Neoplatonists

were typical of their time, applying to philosophical inter
pretation a principle which was standard in literary and religious
exegesis.
There is a certain danger in lifting passages arbitrarily
from their context, particularly with an author like Plato
whose tone shifts according to the different dramatic characters
3 P. 28 above.
4 This principle is usually associated with Aristarchus but
H. Pfeiffer in his History pjf Classical Scholarship (Oxford,
1968), pp. 225 ff., points out thatwhile the principle does indeed
describe Aristarchus 1 practice of using Homer himself to illuminate
Homeric linguistic usage, it is first formulated by Porphyry in
his Quaeationes Homericae (see Schrader, p. 297.16).
5 For Clement, see Strom. VII.16.96 (GCS III, p. 68) and Quis
dives salvetur 4.2 (GCS III, p. 162). Origen's phrase is Trvev
iw^^-n^f tovuj.'v^v , Gels. VII.11 (GCS II, p. 163) or, in '
Latin, "spiritalibus spiritalia comparantes", Horn, in JOB. 15.3
(GCS VII, p. 383), Horn, in Num. 16.9 (GCS VII, p. 153). Cf. H. de
Lubac, Histoire et Esprit (Paris, 1950), pp. 308-15 and R.P.C.
Hanson, All*ffiflrf am* Bvent (London, 1959), pp. 180-2.
6 Cf. also Saffrey and Westerink's note ad loc.. p. 132.
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and situations of his dialogues.

It is often difficult to

decide how seriously a passage should be taken, how much
allowance should be made for irony and just how we should
interpret passages which are clearly ironical in some degree.
Proclus takes seriously very many things in Plato which we
would consider ironical.

So the 1st problem of the essay

(43.26-49.12), how Plato can honour poetry as divine and yet
banish it, arises because Proclus takes Rep.

Ill 398a, in which

the poet is anointed with myrrh and crowned but sent away from

the ideal state, absolutely seriously, Jowett and Campbell, and
Adam, 7 dismiss 398a as ironical. So it is, with its exaggerated
description of the honours paid to

the poet.

Yet behind the

irony there does lie Plato's genuine feeling for poetry and
the contradiction which worries Proclus here is not wholly
artificial.
dictory.

Plato's views about poetry as a whole are contra

This is a genuine problem of interpretation to which

Proclus returns in the 5th problem, where he is dealing principally
with the Phaedrus .
6th essay.

and in the more extended treatment of the

The irony in Rep. 398a was perceived by some

ancient critics:

Dio Chrysostom, 53-5, says that Plato's

instructions for the treatment of poets here are delivered
' •

Proclus was aware of earlier, pre-Neoplatonic

interpretation of Plato and in particular of the interpretation
of certain passages as ironical.

So at In, Tim. 62.22 ff . he

discusses differing interpretations of Socrates' declaration
7 In their respective editions of the Republic: Jowett and
Campbell (Oxford, 1894), Vol. Ill, p. 128;JVAdam (Cambridge,
1902), Vol. I, p. 154.
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in Tim. 19cd that he cannot utter encomia of the ideal state,
Some, he reports, say that Socrates is being ironical and
pretending that he cannot do what he really can do.

But

Proclus is unwilling to admit the famous Socratic irony here:
A

<^f

^_t~Jky>x-r«nJf

£y>«4/€aoc

\/€

<FL^tVv€

<?ocf<. £~r^2f

Similarly at In Ale. 230. 14-5. on Ale. I 109d, Proclus admits
cfc
•>

irony somewhat reluctantly: T
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He seems to fear that to

admit irony in Plato will detract from the dignity of the
master's work.

The great difficulty with Plato is to judge

the tone of the irony?

how often should we say, as Proclus

does on Ale. I 109d or as I wish to

on Rep. 398a, that Plato

is saying something he really means behind the ironical way
he expresses himself?

To avoid the error of not taking Plato's

irony seriously enough Proclus falls into the opposite mistake
of taking Plato far too seriously.

It must be

admitted that

in doing so he blinds himself to an essential element in Plato.
In this 1 st problem we have a good example of how Proclua
uses Plato to expound Plato.

At 45.6 ff. he turns to Tim.

19de for the reason why poets describe heroes ignobly and gods
improperly:

as imitators the poets can only imitate what

they have grown up amongst.
him with

Then at 46.6 Laws

II 668d supplies

the phrase he wants to describe correct poetic mimesis,

8 Of. also In Hemp. 60.27 where Proclus recognises Socrates
tendency to irony. Julian, Or. VII 237b-c, denies that Tim.
40d ia ironical:- cf. above, p. 232.
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op t^o-Tv-vXD £

(Ehe reader has the

impression that Proclus is so deeply imbued with the language
and thought of Plato that these parallels spring naturally
touch as it differs from Plato, ileoplatonism is

to his mind,

an edifice built with Platonic bricks.

Proclus 1 work, like

Plotinus', is full of verbal reminiscences of Plato.

The

closing words of the 6th essay, for example,
(205.21-2) echo Phaedrus 250c7:

.'p<r
M>"M

tt^x*/*

•

Similarly, Jtfeoplatonic thought is

a development from Plato and to understand a Keoplatonic doctrine
properly we need to appreciate both how it goes beyond Plato and
what are the

Platonic foundations on which it is based.

This

general phenomenon is exemplified on a small scale in the
use of such passages as Tim. 1 9de in the 1st problem.
Proclus paraphrases the passage of the Timaeus .
the point to the matter in hand.

In 45.6-10

Then he applies

Tim. 19de can be taken either

as meaning that imitation in word (by poets) and in deed (by
men of action) is affected by the would-be imitators 1 environment,
or as meaning that imitation by poets of both words and deeds
is so affected.

Prcclus 1 words at 45.10 ff. make clear that

he understands the passage in the latter way for he says that
poets can neither describe the deeds of heroes fittingly nor
make them speak in character.

This tallies with his interpretation

of the same passage at In Tim. 65.9 ff • where he makes some
acute observations on how difficult it is to make fictional
figures speak in character.

The Timaeus passage lies behind

all the rest of p. 45 of the In Kemp.

In 46.1-7 Proclus
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recapitulates the points he has been making.

He takes the

example of a painter trying to paint Achilles, because he is

picking up Rep. II 377e1-3: "O
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and, as 1 have already noted,

/
he finds a phrase from the Laws to express correct poetic
mimesis.

We find the same kind of "building with Platonic

bricks" at the beginning of the 3rd problem where the unusual
£/0a,*-n£ix
word K^T^I^^M.^T^HL^VAV/

(52.3) picks up UVT~^ K6/?o.ocn

in Hep. Ill 395b4 and makes us realise how closely Proclus
is paraphrasing the Republic as he sets out the problem at
issue.

Q

I have said that much of the 5th essay is exposition of
Plato and I have given some examples of how Platonic language
and ideas are always at the basis of Proclus 1 thought.

Yet

that thought is far from being an exact reproduction of Plato.
I have already mentioned the 10th problem where Proclus tries
to get an answer from Plato to a question Plato would never
have asked, the question which god is the cosmic poet.

The

Neoplatonic assumption that everything in the material world has
a transcendent cause and model is an extension and systematisation
of Plato's theory of Forms.

It is significant too that one

can imagine Plato talking about the cosmic poet in a myth
although not in philosophical dialectic, for the Weoplatonists
9 Cf. also the 5th problem where the classification of lives
in Phaedrus 248de lies behind Proclus 1 classification of types
of fcccru ^ iK. /
- see above, p. 17.
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took Plato's myths more
we do.

seriously and more literally than

Once again the 1st problem provides us with a good

test case if we wish to consider how accurate Proclus is in
his exposition of Plato and in what ways he departs from him.
At 47.2 ff. Proclus makes it clear that he is only condemning
poetry of a particular type, not all poetry.
faithful to Plato's position in Hep.
under discussion at this point.

This is quite

II and III, which is

Although one tends to speak

loosely of "Plato's attack on poetry", it is true that in Hep.
II and III he is attacking only certain types of poetry, and
>
/
in 398a8 ff, says he is willing to admit the oU^^-^\co-r^/)
/u £T^>£>\/ -rr^/yiv into his state. (Of. Proclus 1
;
/
.
oco6^po^^^J 47.6-7) So too at 47.26 ff. Proclus argues
that the banished poetry could have uses in states other than
the ideal.

This again is, I think, true to Plato, for this is

precisely why Plato takes a more lenient view of poetry in
"fck® fravrs than in the Republic:

the Republic confessedly describes

an ideal, while the Laws describes a state lees perfect but
(in Plato's view) more practicable.

Within this argument,

however, at 48.1 ff., Proclus introduces an idea important
to him but alien to Plato.
ly and

Hep. 398a, taken absolutely serious

at face value, leads him to say that Plato gives poetry

a place £V ac^tnf f^^eof and then to introduce an analogy with
symbolic utterances in theurgic rites.

Proclus 1 belief in

theurgy plays an important part in his philosophy, and in Chapter
5

I shall examine his use of language taken from theurgy and

from the mysteries as a terminology for allegory.

Even here

we can see how Proclus, by alluding to itep. 398a, seeks to
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found on Plato an aspect of his philosophy which came to him
from another source.
from Plato.

In reality this is a significant departure

Interesting too is Proclus' analogy of poetry with

technai in 48.26 ff.:
just as lechnai.

poetry is not allowed in the best state

though sacred to some deity, are not to be

practised by the Guardians.

A more charitable view of technai

is implied here than Plato ever took.

The reason seems to

lie in the fact that the different technai were traditionally
sacred to different deities, metal-work to Hephaestus, weaving
to Athene, etc.

The Neoplatonists wished to preserve traditional

Greek religion and incorporate it into their scheme of things;
Plato, on the other hand, in a different historical situation,
combated many traditional religious attitudes, insisting, for
example, on the goodness of the gods against traditional
ideas of divine envy.

So we find that in this 1st problem

Proclus expounds Plato with considerable accuracy but his
belief in theurgy leads him to foist on Plato views he did
not hold and his adherence to traditional religious ideas makes
him introduce an analogy with technai in a spirit alien to Plato.
In the 7th and 8th problems Proclus further expounds
Plato's views on the faults of poets and on what kind of poetry
Plato would approve, in an essentially faithful and accurate
manner.

Similarly his view in the 9th problem, based on Laws

II 667c, that Plato thinks the -niAof
Ly*t&^>^

of poetry is TO nsoxU-

is a reasonable extension of Plato's view in lie p.

II and III where Plato is considering how poetry can best serve
the state and condemning it if it does not do so satisfactorily.
On the whole Proclus is not to be despised as an expositor of
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Plato's meaning and the recognition that he brings certain
preconceptions about theurgy and about traditional Greek
religion to his understanding of his authoritative text should
put us on the alert for preconceptions which we in our turn
may be foisting on Plato.
I have mentioned that Proclus was aware of pre-Neoplatonic
interpretations of Plato and that he was concerned to answer
attacks on his authority.

The 2nd problem exemplifies these

features of Proclus 1 interpretation particularly

clearly.

There in 49.13-51.25 Proclus examines whether Plato's views
on tragedy and comedy are shown to be false by the Aristotelian
doctrine of catharsis.

This passage of Proclus has attracted

considerable interest and has been treated as supplementary
evidence for Aristotelian catharsis of which we have such a
brief account in Poetics 1449b28 and Politics VIII 1J41b32ff.
It was Bernays

who first drew attention to the Proclus passage

in this connection

and it has been discussed again by Rostagni.

G-allavotti takes up Rostagni's views in L'estetica ^reca nell*
ultimo suo cultore and in his article, "Intorno ai commenti di
Proclo alia Itepublica". 12 These scholars disagree among them
selves as to whether Proclus 1 source is the lost second book
of the Poetics (Bernays) or

Aristotle's dialogue

10 J. Bernays, £wei Abharidlungen ftber die Aristotelische
Theorie des Drama (Berlin. 1880).
11 A. Rostagni, "Aristotele e 1'Aristotelisnio nella storia
dell 1 estetica antica", SIPC JS.3. II (1922), pp. 22 ff., re
printed in Scritti Minori I (Turin, 1955), pp. 99 ff. and "II
", RFIC 54 (1926), pp.
dialogo Aristotelico TT^ rro.yriW
453 ff., reprinted in Scritti Hinori I, pp. 276 ff.
12 BPflC N.S. 19 (1971), pp. 41-54.
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(fiostagni and G-allavotti).

^11 three are convinced that

Proclus must be basing the statement in 49.17 ff.» that
Aristotle attacked Plato's views on tragedy and comedy, on
something more explicit than either of the Aristotle passages
on catharsis which we have.

This is quite likely, but not,

I think, absolutely necessary.

50.17-9 of Proclus, on the

need for the statesman to understand catharsis, sound like
an allusion to our Politics passage.

Convinced as they are

that Proclus has an Aristotelian source which we lack, Bernays
and Hostagni delightedly make use of him as evidence for Aristotle
and use his words to support their respective interpretations
of Aristotle's famous but obscure doctrine.
unwise proceeding.

This is a somewhat

We have only to think what a Plato reconstructed

from the l^eoplatonists would be like to realise its dangers.
Thus Bernays claimed that the terms *$o£,'(A6<f

and

-*

/

cxTr^w^p

used by Proclus (see, e.g., 50.8 and 50.18 respectively)
were actually Aristotelian words while ftostagni, although not
going as far as this, stresses the moral and religious aspect
of catharsis which is implied

by the term icfo^/tJ^f

and

wants to ascribe that idea to Aristotle, if not the word itself.
It may well be true that uJ<&^>^f
in ^ristotle has religious
as well as medical implications 1 3 but all that Proclus 1 use
/.

of a term like o/qoS>^6i£

informs us about is the J^eoplatonist

concept of catharsis for which, as we shall see, there is some
further evidence in lamblichus.

Qallavotti rightly points out

that Proclus does not altogether accept the Aristotelian view:
13 Cf. on this J. Croissant, —————""——
Aristote et les mysteres (Liege.
1932).
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how could he when that view is an attack on Plato?

What

he does is to reconcile Plato and Aristotle by admitting
the value

of purifying the passions but denying that

tragedy and comedy perform this valuable function.

Like Plato,

Proclus believes that tragedy and comedy arouse an unhealthy
excess of emotion.
monograph

Gallavotti devotes a whole section of his

to the Aristotelian elements which he finds in

the 5th essav.

Similarly Itostagni " alludes briefly to Proclus 1

use elsewhere in the In Hemp. of Aristotelian philosophical
distinctions.

Neither scholar properly relates Proclus 1

reconciliation of Plato and Aristotle here to the general
Neopiatonic attitude to Aristotle.

This is briefly and clearly

treated by Wallis, pp. 23-5 and (for the Athenian school in
particular) pp. 143-4.

Platonists varied in how much of

Aristotle they accepted and how far they sought to reconcile
Plato and Aristotle but they took a lively interest in the
latter f s work.

We have only to think of the commentaries which

the Keoplatonists wrote on Aristotle and of Proclus 1 own
early Aristotelian studies, not only in Alexandria but also
with Plutarch and Syrianus in Athens.

The final work in the

collection which constitutes our In Regffl. is an examination of
Aristotle's objections tc the Hepublic in Politics II and we
know that Proclus wrote a similar work dealing with Aristotle's

14 L'estetica greca... pp. 25 ff.

15 In "Aristotele e I'aristotelismo.. 11 (op. cit. above, note
1 O» SIFQ. p. 26 - Scritti Mnori. pp. 103-4.
16 Of. also Larsen, Ch. V, esp. pp. 220-3 and 318-20.
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objections to the Timaeus. 1 7

I'-any Aristotelian concepts,

distinctions and philosophical terms are part of the very
fabric of Neoplatonism. Thus Plotinus* account of the second
^_^
/-^
Hypostasis, Vooj, builds on Aristotle's account of v^f
in De anima III. 5

s-nd Aristotelian terias like U-^A

passed into the general philosophical vocabulary.

had

Philosophy

after Aristotle could never be the same as it had been before
him.

Later thinkers could not ignore concepts he had explored,

distinctions he had made and terminology he had introduced nor is there any reason why they should have wished to do so.
Kore particularly, later Platonists could not ignore Aristotle's
criticisms of Plato.

It was only natural that they should

attempt to answer them.

Proclus 1 attempt in the 2nd problem

to reconcile Aristotelian catharsis with the Platonic condemnation
of tragedy and comedy should be seen in the light of all this.
here Proclus is doing in the sphere of aesthetics what he and
other ifeoplatonists were doing mere extensively in metaphysics.
In this connection it is interesting to note that ilermias
(and that implies iuyrianus too) shows a familiarity with
Aristotle's Poetics for in 98.18 ff. Hermias mentions as
different literary genres:
A

KL<

r^

fl '

1447a13 ff17 He refers to it at e.g., In Tim. II 278.27 ff. For further
evidence for the work, see Sutler's Hii article, "Proklos 11 ,
col. 193.
18 Cf. on this V/allis, pp. 52-3 and, in detail, P. Merlan,
honopsychism. I'iysticism. lietaconsciouaness (The Hague, 1963)
Section II.
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Bernays, in his discussion of our Proclus passage, also
drew attention to a passage of lamblichus 1 I^e myst. 1.11, p.
39.14-40.8:
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The passage is part of a justification of theurgy and in it
we find the same idea as in Proclus that moderate enjoyment
of passions brings relief and so is a good thing.

Unlike

Proclus (but like Aristotle) lamblichus thinks that this
moderate, commendable enjoyment is experienced by the spectators
of tragedy and comedy.

The same effect is produced, according

to him, by seeing and hearing ^OL^^^

in theurgic rites.

Bernays points out that lamblichus refers to the example of
dramatic poetry as something well known to Porphyry, the
opponent whose attack on theurgy he is answering, and to all

19 Of. also Hermias 241.21-5 on pity and fear as the passions

of tragedy, a passage which implies knowledge of the Poetics.
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his readers.

Clearly the doctrine of catharsis, like other

Aristotelian

doctrines in other spheres of philosophy, was

well known to the iJeoplatonists and, taking larnblichus and Proclus
together, we can see that they associated Aristotelian catharsis
with the ritual purifications of mystery religion.

lamblichus

is willing to use the Aristotelian concept to justify an
aspect of theurgic practice while Proclus speaks not of
at all but of i^W/^J^if , using a term with exclusively
religious connotations.

Whatever ^ristotle really meant when

he talked about catharsis, in Iambiiciius and Proclus we find
a concept of catharsis which has a typical late Keoplatonic
religious colouring.

It is important to realise how Iroclus 1

view differs from lamblichus 1 .

Both see catharsis as curbing

excess of passion and producing a desirable mean (the mean
between excess and defect is of course another Aristotelian
concept) but

whereas lamblichus is prepared to apply the

concept to tragedy and comedy, i-'roclus is more faithful to
irlato and refuses to do so.
Despite his admiration for u-jraer, ^roclus displays a
totally Jflatonic hostility to the drama,

oo at the end of

the 6th essay he condemns both tragedy and comedy as pure
mimesis aiming only at (jA^/^kJ//^
with i'lato in ueu,

£ that they are directed at the

in the soul (201.16-r, .
205* 13) •
knew,

(198.9-11; and agrees

Gf. also 195.21-196.13 and 202.25-

^&e wonders how much u-reeiv tragedy and comedy Jrroclus

iiuch theatrical performances as ne might have seen

were probably in a sensationalist style which would do nothing
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to raise his opinion. 20

Julian, in Hisopogon 351 d, records how

his tutor bade him read Homer rather than going with his
contemporaries to theatrical shows, "but this probably refers to
gladiatorial shows or mimes rather than classic tragedy and
comedy.

I suspect that Proclus 1 condemnation of the theatre

is principally due to the influence of Plato.

Despite his

literary interests and activities, he shows no sign of independent
thought about the drama.
The 6th problem presents another example of Proclus*
answering an Aristotelian attack on rlato.
(60.14-63.15)

In this problem

Proclus seeks to answer the question of what

musical inoaes and rhythms rlato approves, trying to elucidate
the obscurities of Uep.III 39Bc-400.

he complains that Socrates

leaves us "thirsting to near" his opinion on this subject
(60.22) and £oes iiis best to assuage this thirst,

lie treats

Plato *s preferences in rhythm first, for these are relatively
straightforward.

Then at 61.19 he comes to Plato's preferences

among

which we should translate here as "musical

u.c>vVpCc

modes" rather than "haruiuriies" .

Proclus considers the views

of earlier critics on this question,

ijome say that Plato admits

both the Phrygian and the Dorian mode as educational.

These

interpreters then disagree among themselves as to whether the
Phrygian is the peaceful mode of xtep. 399b2 ff . and the Dorian
the warlike (399&5 ff.)» or vice versa,

rroclus 1 own view is

20 On theatrical performances in Late Antiquity, cf. M. Bieber,
History of the Greek and jioman Theater (2nd edn. Princeton,
1961), Ch. XV, esp. pp. 250 ff. on the Eastern Empire.
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that Plato admits only the Dorian mode as suitable for education
and considers the Phrygian mode appropriate to sacred rites.
Typically he supports this by an appeal to two other passages
of Plato, Laches 188d where the Dorian mode is commended as
the only ilellenic one, and Kinos 318b where the

aulos music

of iiarsyas and Olympus the Phrygian is described as moving
those who are "in need of the gods",

(we must remember that
21 *
Proclus accepted the i-linos as genuine. ) Proclus is falsifying
Plato here, for there is no mention in the lie public of the
Phrygian mode's association with orgiastic rites.

It was

generally so associated in antiquity, at least after the time
of Plato, and Plato's admission of the Phrygian mode in Hep,
399ab has therefore worried both ancient and modern commentators. 22
'»• hen we look at ^ristotle's discussion cf the lie public passage
in Politics VIII 1342a28-b17 we can see that rroclus 1 reason
for interpreting Plato as he does is not simply a general
ancient belief that the Phrygian mode was orgiastic.

Aristotle

criticises Socrates in the republic for accepting the Phrygian
mode while rejecting the aulos

among musical instruments:

.

Dorian, on the other

hand, is quite acceptable, <~^/UJI^T^-JY^ cr^af ^^

u^\i£r^

X

£y^>(y eWcJWJWIt is a mean among modes and as such particularly
suitable for education,

for producing the desirable ethical

21 Cf. above, p. 89.
22 Borne of the modern views of the problem are discussed by
Vt.D. Andereon, Lthos and education in Greek /iusic (riarvard,
1966), pp. 107 ff. (cf. pp. 72 ff. and p. 129). iAor ancient
comment, in addition to tne passages discussed in the text,
cf. Aristid. Quint. 1.9, pp. 18.5-19.10 v/innington-Ingram.
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mean. '

Proclus is trying to answer this Aristotelian criticism

and he does so by reconciling Plato and Aristotle.

The view

he takes of the Dorian mode is not just that of Plato in the
Laches but of Aristotle, as we can see from 62.20-7 where he
describes both the dactylic rhythm and the .Dorian mode as
equally proportioned and says that such equality is fitted to
the virtues of the irrational soul since it removes excess and
defect.

This is the Aristotelian doctrine of the ethical mean

as expounded in the ij.icojaacheaa ^tnics and alluded to in our
Politics passage. 24- Proclus associates the Phrygian mode with
orgiastic rites, just as Aristotle does, but claims that
Plato accepts it for use in these rites only, riot for education.
The

Leoplatonist practice of theurgic rites helps rroclus

here, for it means he does not condemn a musical mode which could
be used in such rites.

In fact his attitude is parallel to his

attitude to myths and mythological poetry,

ue agrees with

Plato that certain kinds of myth are not suitable for education
but he is prepared to admit them for other purposes which he
conceives as analogous to the purposes of theurgy and mysteries
in general. 25 iroclus agrees with both Plato and ^ristotle
23 For what is meant by calling Dorian a mean among: modes see
R.P. winnington-lngram's translation of la iiemp. 62.20-4, and
accompanying note, in F^stugicre*s translation of the In liemT)..
Vol. 1, p. 79 and cf. his article, "Music", in the UOD, esp.
section 6 on the Aristoxenian theory, with explanatory diagrams.
24 The dactylic rhythm is equally proportioned because the
arsis (-J takes as long tts tnc thesis (v u ;:- cf. P. Lasserre,
Plutaraue. De la musique (C/lten and Lausanne, 1954), p. 67.
25 On this analogy, see further below, Chapter 5. That Proclus
here is reconciling Plato and Aristotle was perceived by A.
Boeckh, "De metrie Pindari" in his edition of Pindar, Vol. I
(Leipzig, 1811), p. 239.
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in condemning the agios at 65.5 ff., on the good llatonic grounds
of the instrument's -n>oik.i>\ iV

.

At In Ale. 197.9 ff. he condemns

its use in education but says it is useful in the mysteries.

He

therefore takes the same view of the agios among instruments
as of the Phrygian among modes, escaping the charge of inconsistency
which Aristotle levels against i-lato.

The sane view of the aulos

is mentioned by lanblichus in De myst. Ill 9.

-te gives the music

of Olympus as an example of music thought to produce enthousiasmos.
lamblichus rejects the idea that music can produce enthousiasmoa•
in accordance with his pattern of argument throughout De myst.
Ill where he constantly denies that human explanations of
Pfi However it looks from Proclus
supernatural phenomena are valid.
as if the view which lamblichus rejects was normally admitted
by the i-eoplatonists.

The allusion to Olympus recalls Proclus 1

allusion to him in 62.7, in connection with the Kino.a.

Olympus

is also mentioned by Jrlato at amp. 2l5c3 and, more interestingly,
by

Aristotle at j-ol. 1540a8 ff. where his music is given as

an example of music which can make one a certain sort of person.
The particular effect of Olympus'
HIPS.

music is to produce entaousias-

It looks as if Aristotle too had the i-iinos passage in

mind.
If we put the 6th problem of the 5th essay together with
In Ale. 197.9 ff. we end up with a neat scheme of rroclus 1
musical theory:
26 Cf., for example, III.1 where he insists that divination
can come only from the gods and rejects all physiological
explanations of it. At Vr 111 lamblichus credits Jtythagoras with
the unequivocal rejection of the aulos.
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Stirring (hieratic, or, in
the case of rhythm, military)
iihythm:
Instrument:

Educational

!
I

Lnoplian

Heroic dactyl

Phrygian

dorian

aulos

.byre

Characteristically, this Prodine scheme is more systematised
than what we find in Plato.

Iroclus devises it by taking account

of Aristotle's criticisms of Plato and his belief in theurgy
helps him to synthesise Plato's and Aristotle's views.

lamblichus

De mys.t. III.9 shows us that the Aristotelian view that music
could produce enthousiasmos was well-known to the Ileoplatonists.
lamblichus rejects it but Produs incorporates it into his
system.
The 4th problem (54.3-56.19) provides us with yet another
example of Proclus 1 concern to answer earlier attacks on Plato.
This time the attack in question was originally made not by
Aristotle but by his £>upil, Aristoxenus.
a rather factitious one.

The 4th problem is

It seems hardly worth raising the

question why Socrates says he knows nothing about musical modes
and then claims knowledge about rhythm derived from Damon.
Proclus resolves this apparent contradiction by explaining
that Socrates dues have the general knowledge of uusic suitable
to a statesman;

what lie lacks, and has no need of, is the

detailed technical knowledge of the

u.ero6tkLo<?

.

This answer

suggests that Proclus felt obliged to deal with the question
because of Aristorenus 1 charge that rlatc was a musical ignoramus.
Vie hear of the charge, and find an answer to it, in chapter 17
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of the De musica attributed to Plutarch.
Aristoxenus, in the second book of his

It seems that
Merj^jK-cx , alleged

that Plato did not know that the Lydian and the Ionian modes
Ps.-

which he rejected could also be useful in the state.

Plutarch declares that Plato had learnt about music from Dracon
the Athenian and Kegillus of Acragas and knew quite well what
he was talking about.

In chapter 22 he takes up the charge

again and there adduces passages from the Timaeus as evidence
u?his unphilosophical kind
27 and I
through later ages

for Plato's knowledge of harmony.
of criticism of Plato persisted

suspect that Aristoxenus' charge of ignorance was taken up and
transformed into an allegation that Plato depicts Socrates in
a contradictory way as sometimes ignorant of music and sometimes
not.

Proclus 1 discussion of this problem, as of the others in

the essay, should not be seen in a historical vacuum.

If we

realise that Proclus is trying to answer traditional criticisms
of Plato we can better understand why he asks some of the
questions that he does, or why he asks them in a particular
way.
Similarly the question raised at the end of the 7th problem
(64.27-65.15) about Plato's merits as a critic of poetry, was
a traditional matter of debate at least from Hellenistic times.
Proclus in 65.3 simply alludes to his opponents as TIVC^

but

In Tim. 90.16 ff. identifies Plato's critics here as Callimachus
OC5

and Duris and mentions .uonginus among his defenders.^
27
28

See Daring, Herodicus.
Cf. above p. 29.
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Gallavotti ^ argues thattiiis particular attack on Plato
\
originated with Praxiphanes whose dialogue TTJE/.
(cf.

presented the conflict between Plato arid Isc crates,
Diogenes Laertius III. 6)

She sauie view is taken by During,

while oiostagni with less plausibility traces the criticism
"50
However that may be, Proclus 1 own
right back to ^ristotle.
testimony in the In Tim,

shows us that Tim. 21 c was already

being discussed in Hellenistic times and was taken up again
by Longinus in the ~j>rd century A.JJ.
The 3rd problem (51.26-54.2; deals with the contradiction
between Symposium 223d and ice public III 395&J

does Plato think,

or does he not, that the same poet can write both tragedy
and comedy?

Proclus explains first of all that the descent

of the soul is responsible for the impossibility, in. practice,
of the same poet writing in both genres (52,6-53.3).

He then

explains that the writing of poetry requires two things, wu^'f
v '
> experience of life. V/hat
technical knowledge, and 3^0
Socrates is talking about in the Symposium is technical knowledge,
and that is the same for both tragedy and comedy.

-But since

poets are imitators and they can only imitate what they have
experienced, the experience of life needed for writing tragedy
and comedy respectively is different and this is what Socrates
is talking about in the Republic.

Proclus founds his claim

that the jyniposium passage concerns technical skill on the use

29 L'ostotica x-:reca... pp. 31-2.
30 During, nerodicus. p. 146. -.. ixostagni, "II dialogo
" (ctd.) iU'IC 55 (1927J, pp.
Aristotelico -r^p\ -n*o«\T&v
165 ff. and Scr'itti iiinori 1 (Turin, 195*577 ^p. 314 ff.
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±n it (see 53-16-9).

of im^-r^fc^

and

vvi^/f

are Neoplatonic philosophical terms, but at the end of the
problem, in 53*26-54.2, Proclus expresses the distinction
in less technical language as one
"51

^

and ^&of

and

between T^V VA

assimilates Proclus* distinction between

to the familiar distinction between w ars w and

"ingenium", draws attention to the Aristotelian roots of this
latter distinction, and claims that here we have another
Aristotelian element in Proclus.
that ^4A

\vhen Proclus at 53.14 says

is necessary for -TYW- TUV n(£L)v/

**'uq<£/\/

he is

talking about the creation of tragic and comic characters
in drama, but when he later substitutes A£of

for y-J^ he

is referring to the poet's (moral) character.

To create tragic

5n(9t\ one needs a particular

o&oy > to create comic Xcv\

needs another, different A&of

.

one

The two senses of

involved here are the same as the two senses of the English
word, "character", in the sentence, "A writer must be of good
character if he is to create good characters".

Proclus 1 ^^°f

is not the same as the usual "iia^eniuin", for that is simply
a natural talent for writing;

^Qop

which are absent fron "ingeniuci".

has moral connotations

The Aristotelian antithesis

in, e.g., Poetics 1451a24, is between
Proclus cannot have this antithesis in mind here, but he might
be thinking of another passage of the ro&tics, 1440b24 ff., where
Vestetica ^reca.., pp. 30-1 .
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Aristotle associates the character of writers with the kind of
work they write.
A$or

The correspondence between a poet's internal
he creates externally in Ms work is of

and the JAft\

course an old one:- Aristophanes makes amusing use of the
32
idea that poets must be like their own creations in personality.
a man has his I$of by nature, depending on how

In Proclus' view

his soul has fallen; -rex*^

he can learn.

So the S^V^

(=

of 52.20, in the account

T&of ) of p. 53 is the same as the j^A
of the fall of the soul.

In 53.10-3 Proclus explains what he means by wA6\c
" //?p<\/ t^
his context: 33

in

v
r^ylA<£\/tJv/

fdc-u

c?T><cn<^/

TTV& o £ ^/ 1TU \/ j

^

oa

^ c-u

/Wx<r<

final relative
clause, which I have underlined, shows that Proclus was familiar
with handbooks of rhetoric and poetics.

The parts of a work,

their disposition, and the kind of characters are precisely the
sort of topics with which ancient rhetoricians dealt.

It is

not surprising that Proclus, as a learned and scholarly
commentator on Plato, should be familiar with earlier criticism
of the Republic but one would not necessarily expect in a
philosophical commentator the familiarity which he constantly
displays with the theory and terminology of rhetoric.
So, for example, Proclus uses a rhetorics! concept in
the 7th problem where lie is expounding the faults of poets
according to Plato.

In 64.19-26 he schematises what should

32 E.g., Ach. 393 ff.; Th. 63 ff., esp. 146 ff.
in this sense of "technical knowledge 11 , see
33 -For ^vCtfif
also 54.6 and, in the 6th essay, 147.5.

<-- !

should fit

be the case and is not: <2y\jo\o^

€\l\leri*LL

should fit

/\O/XTV

the facts;

should fit

, and /ciftxW

should fit yAon,

, £/ /? IA

llato certainly complains of inappropriate Ao/re^ ^/oi^-O^i
but where does

and /u»£W/

It makes

coce from?

^w^npO-

no appearance in the preceding; exposition of 1'lato but comes
in here as a useful mean tern:, indicating "thought", between

->/ ,
the facts and the words in which poets describe them. £Vv/©ic<
in the sense of "thought" as opposed to diction is a rhetorical
LiJJ £\/\/&\c*-

term (cf.

III) and is used in this sense by

;*e find it used in Syrianus 1 commentary on

lieriao^enes.

At

A-leriao^;enes in a way which recalls j.-roclu.s 1 use here.
I 2.16 ff. ixabe, iiyriaiius defines icf^^
T^f

Ao\ny\>

UTX^ pc^n^LCVO^/

c^/?ac(of

T7~/D
I

-1°

A <? F< V/

o L^TT^C> ^c/|V/

•

Proclas

is looking at 1'lato within the terms of the rhetorical distinction
between £\j\je^\c^

accordingly,

and Aeftf

and systematises the Republic

we find the same scheme of

and /?c
/? i>6uo
lian, II 7,

, each building on the other, in Aristides
p. 65.22 ff. V, innington-Ingram.

This

suggests not only that the rhetorical doctrine was widespread
but that it had already been conflated, with rlato before
i-roclus, for Aristides ^.uintilian is also something of a
ilatonist .
,,e find rhetorical terninc'l*,^ &.e;ain in the 8th problem.
ihere rroelus enquires what the best poet wuuld be like
according

to ilatu, aividin^; the subject into subject-matter
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and style, "frp<* /u.orn * <*

and

^\£K~n>c^

(65.16-b).

These are rhetorical terms (cf. L3J -rr-^/u^TiK^r

III and

II. 2) and the distinction between them is set out
for us by Dionysius of Halicarnassus in Ooc::. 1, p. 4.6 ff .
Usener-Haderraacher : <f< TTVN f

i^^V^

x

J~ f r~

0 <^^(^.£V/

/7.

~W~pvtYa<*^\^)
Jf ,

c

&/N/

A

r^

C/<E

'—

~t^ru

r ^p

T^Z

&\S 6<\ ;

i^ KA £ <?vl f

ovc»^

-T-OTT^-O
\

.U-rt
r>

A^^Tlk^v'

-

-

-

ilato in no p . Ill had divided literary style into three
types, narrative, mimetic and mixed.
approves is narrative, cfc/ ^ & i f

The only kind he really

i-'rocjus faithfully reports

this at 66. 1S ff. but he uses ^Cnr/\
u«r?)/<^ , not Plato's
nr/\ u«r?)/<;
word,

r i
^of^'/

> or "t^16 related adjective, «3tr AITA a. ^T^

The reason for the change is that ^cf^^^oii^^)^ was the term
used in the rhetoric of .froclus' time. (Of. nermo{.;enes, De
ideis 1.10, p. 276.11-2 ^xabe and oyrianus In nermQ^;. I, p.
75.25 iiabe)

x'roclus 1 acquaintance with rhetorical terminology

and distinctions has affected the way he expounds and interprets
Plato.
i'uarinus

(Oh. 8) tells us of iToclus 1 early rhetorical

studies in Alexandria but we would be wrong to say with
G-allavotti

that the rhetorical elements in trie 5th essay

and elsewhere in the Isa/sO^'e of which it forms a part, show
it to be a youthful work.

Proclus had contact in ^thens with

the rhetor i^icolaus of hyra^5 and, as we shall see, he had
34

In his article in RPIG 57 (1929), pp. 208-19.

35 «>>ee J. Felten's introduction to his Teubner text of Nicolaus
(Leipzig, 1913), pp. xxi ff.
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not forgotten his knowledge of rhetoric when he came to
write the 6th essay.

We saw in Chapter 3

•2/r

that Proclus 1

master, Syrianus, was also interested in rhetoric.

The

quarrel between rhetoric and philosophy was long over by this
time and rhetoric an
wrote a work TT\

accepted part of education.

lamblichus

,
/''?r/
ko\66i^c £s/y ' 6-^^ro /io/enj ^' and Damascius

taught rhetoric for nine years.

•ZQ

Ancient judgements of

Plato's work from a literary point of view have been collected
by Walsdorff in his book, Die antiken Urteile ttber Platons
stil,

Chapter IV. 9 of his work (pp. 91 ff.) deals with

Neoplatonic literary judgements of Plato and we can see from
the material tialsdorff assembles that the lleoplatcnists did
not neglect this aspect of Plato's work.

Commenting on individual

dialogues as the later l:eoplatonists did, rather than
just dealing with particular problems of interpretation as
in Plotinus* Erin e ads , would encourage a literary approach and
tne celebrated principle that each dialogue must have one
and only one £KLO-I^^

, formulated by larnblichus, is a literary

principle arising from consideration, of the dialogues as artistic
wholes, not just of the ideas expressed in them.

The principle

could be based on Phaedrus 264-c whore a work of art is compared
with a living animal and a corresponding type of unity demanded

36 Pp. 204-5 above.
37 3ee Syrian. In liermog. 1.9.10 ff. iiabe.

Of. i>illon, p. 25

and Larsen, pp. 216-7. Larsen is wrcn^ to say that lamblichuB*
work on rhetoric is evidence of his connections with the
Aristotelian tradition; lie fails to take into account how wide
spread the knowledge of rhetoric had become by larnblichus' time.
>-»ee -uamascius, /itae Isidori reliquiae, ed. w.
(Hildesheim, 1967), p. 319.10 (cf. p. 274.10-5 and p. 275.2)
and L.U-. Aesteririk, "Da&ascius, coiioentateiu1 de ilaton" in the
CilHS volume, Le neoplatonisme (Paris, 1971), pp. 253-60. Notice
westeriiik's comment, "Les contacts de 1'ecole d'Ataenes avec
les Etudes littgraires ont 6te nombreux et Itroits... 11

26'

of it.

Although the later Neoplatonists 1 interest in Plato

remains primarily philosophical we should be on the alert
for ways in which their interpretation is modified "by their
rhetorical knowledge or affected by a literary approach.
In discussing the 6th problem I mentioned that Plato's
condemnation of the Phrygian mode has worried modern commentators
as well as ancient.

We have seen that in some other problems,

such as the 4th and the 10th, Proclus raises questions which
a modern commentator would not consider but this should not
lead us to condemn all the difficulties he examines as unreal.
The difficulty dealt with in the 6th problem, while real, is
of a rather technical nature and of little interest to most
modern critics since we have only a limited knowledge of Greek
music.

In both the 5th and the 3rd problems, however, Proclus

discusses contradictions in Plato which are still of interest
today.

The 5th problem (56.20-60.13) is primarily concerned

with the contradiction between the praise of the inspired
poet at Phaedrus 245a and the relegation cf the imitative poet
to the sixth life at Phaedrus 248e.

Proclus 1 answer to the

problem is to distinguish between two different types of poetry,
assigning each to a different p.c?0£j^'

, and so deny that the

two Phaedrus passages are both talking about the same tning.
Essentially the same answer is .^iven by modern, critics such as
Hackforth and Vicaire

who, like Proclus, are sympathetically

39 On the connections of the^I <^TTO^ principle with Phaedrus
264c, see -biel&eier, p. 23. Of. Coulter, Oh. 3, Pp. 73-94.
40 L\. iiackforth, i-iato 's Phaedrus (Cambridge, 1'J52), p. 84 and
Vicaire, pp. 50-6. Of. above, p. 121 and note 4 there.
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inclined to both Plato and poetry.
satisfactory answer.
as ironical.

It seems indeed the only

245a cannot, in its context, be dismissed

Vicaire thinks that Plato would place the inspired

poet in the very first life, under the *.<er06\Kjb$ of 248d3.
Proolus sets up his own list of four types of i*erv£iks\ f
thus diverging from the letter of the Phaedrus where the a^
is mentioned only once but remaining more faithful to the
spirit of Plato as a whole:

he realises that only philosophy

can be the highest kind of Platonic

LL&\)^\IC^ * and admits

inspired poetry merely to the second place.
One might resolve the contradiction between the two
Phaedrus passages by saying that they refer to two different
types of poetry and yet refuse to abstract that distinction
between types of poetry from its context in a myth.

Plato

is always firm that the poet does not have rational knowledge.
It is appropriate that he should allow himself to express
admiration for the good poet in a myth, in a part of his work
which is not reasoning or dialectic.

It is difficult to know

how far we should take an idea expressed in a myth in one
dialogue as something Plato believed all the time.

Proclue is

not troubled by any doubts of this kind, as we can see from the
very opening of the 5th problem where he puts the description
of the inspired poet in Laws IV 719c together with Phaedrus
245a.

In the 6th essay he proposes a similar type of solution

for the contradictory views about poetry expressed by Plato
in his work as a whole.
41

There, in claiming to found the theory

Cf., as Kroll does, Phaedo 61a3-4 with Proclus 57.8-9.
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of three types of poetry on Platonic authority, Proclus collects
a number of passages from Plato*a work in which differing
views of poetry are expressed.

Is Proclus quite wrong to

try and force some kind of consistency on Plato in this matter?
He is at least not alone, for there have been many other such
Plato*s views are contradictory and yet there seems
to be a pattern to the contradictions. We can find both the
attitudes expressed within a few pages of the Phaedrus elsewhere

attempts.

poetic inspiration is acknowledged, though
it is hard to define the tone of the acknowledgement, in the
Ion and, more unequivocally, in the isSfif poetic imitation is

in Plato's works

condemned in the Ha public, for both moral and metaphysical
reasons* Proclus may not be right to treat the problem of
Ph&edrus 245a and 248e in relation to Plato's thought as a
whole rather than to the particular dialogue but his solution
is at least a sensible one as applied to that dialogue and his
Intimate knowledge of Plato preserves him from such errors as
rating the inspired poet too highly.
The question considered in the 3rd problem (51.26-54.2),
the contradiction between gmjg. 223d and Rep. 395a, is likewise
one that continues to trouble commentators, and to interest
anyone concerned with Plato's views of literary creation.
Here again, one could solve the problem simply by relating
each passage closely to the dialogue in question. The Symposium
passage would then just be an example of the sort of thing
discussed at intellectual Athenian dinner-parties, while the
Republic passage is clearly related to the "one man, one job"
principle which Plato expounds as the basis for his society.
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However, many modern interpreters, like Proclus,have tried
to reconcile the two passages and like Proclus have fastened
on the use of ^W^T^ftu

in the Symposium passage.

A frequent

modern view is that the "knowledge" required to write tragedy
and comedy is theoretical knowledge of a very high order.
When the artist has the highest kind of Platonic philosophical
knowledge he will have sufficient understanding to do what no
Greek dramatist did, create both tragedy and comedy.

Thus

W.C. Greene in "Plato f s View of Poetry"^ refers the knowledge
required of the perfect artist to "the contemplation of ..
pure beauty" described by Diotima earlier in the Symposium while
Bury in his commentary on the Symposium says, "the scientific
poet must be master of the art of poetry in its universal,
generic aspect". ^

A similar view is taken by Adam in his

commentary on the Republic and by Vicaire in Platon. critique
litteVaire.^

Proclus 1 version of this modern interpretation

would be that in the Symposium Socrates is talking about
dramatic composition by the undivided soul, but that is not
the view he takes.

For Proclus the composition of drama, being

essentially mimetic, can only be an activity of the human,
divided soul.

Proclus cannot say that the comprehensive

poet must have a general knowledge of human nature, etc. because
he only makes the logical distinction between general and specific
as part of a metaphysical hierarchy of value;

general knowledge

42 HSPh 29 (1918), p. 31, note,6.
43 The Symposium of Plato, ed. R.Gr, Bury (2nd edn., Cambridge,
1932TTp. 171.

44 Adam (op. cit., above, note 7), Vol. I, p. 148;
p. 256.

Vicaire,
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means knowledge of the Forms and only a soul which had risen
above the composition of dramatic poetry could have such
knowledge.

Proclus therefore takes ^W^r^^feu.

in a much

narrower sense than do the modern interpreters, relating it to
the detailed knowledge of poetic technique which can be learnt
from a handbook.

In doing so he is being truer to Plato

than the moderns.

Plato did not believe the poet could ever

have philosophical 6"m^X^/\

even if he was inspired.

Proclus

thinks the poet, through his inspiration, can perceive the
intelligible world in a different way from that in which it
is perceived by discursive reason.

I doubt if Plato went as

far as this but Proclus is surely right that, whatever the poet
does according to Plato, he can never have the same kind of
knowledge as the philosopher who exercises reason.

Proclus

avoids reading this into e.^&TZLtOyj^ but his knowledge of
rhetoric leads him to read that into the word instead.

It

is probably a mistake to place so much stress on <?fi
and it is hard to know whether we should be taking the
passage seriously at all.

It is tempting to do so because the

opinion expressed sounds interesting and somewhat unusual in
ancient thought about drama;

yet the attempt to take the

passage seriously runs into difficulties.

A comparison of

Proclus' interpretation with the modern ones here brings
out more sharply the points being made by both sides and helps
us to evaluate them both as interpretations of Plato.
The 5th essay is exposition and interpretation rather
45

Cf. pp. 257-9

above.
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than independent philosophy.

I tried to show in my analysis

of the 1st problem how Proclus builds his interpretation out
of Plato's own words and yet does introduce some alien ideas.
To understand Proclus 1 interpretation we need to see it in the
light of earlier criticism of Plato, particularly by Aristotle
and his followers, and of the rhetorical concepts and terminology
of Proclus 1 own time.
interpreter of Plato.

Proclus is not to be despised as an
Although we have to make allowance

for many Neoplatonist assumptions and ideas, in some cases
Proclus displays a better understanding of Plato's way of
thinking than more recent commentators.

But the principal

interest of Proclus' interpretation for us is what it reveals
about his own thought.

When we study the questions he asks

and the answers he gives, relating them to the background of
preceding and contemporary ideas in both philosophy and rhetoric,
we can see how salient features of his thought are exemplified
in practice and so we become better able to describe those
features.

We shall find that some of the characteristics of

Proclus' interpretation which I have picked out in the 5th
essay are further illustrated in the more developed and complex
6th essay.
The sixth essay
The sixth essay as we have it is divided into two books
of which the first is more concerned with Homer (pp. 69-154),
the second more concerned with Plato (pp. 154-205).

Accordingly

there is more detailed discussion of individual Plato passages
in the second book and I shall be dealing mainly with that book
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here.

Most of the book is interpretation of Plato rather

than simple exposition, although in the final section, at
200.4-24, Proclus tries straightforwardly to answer Plato's
questions at Rep.X 599c ff,

Socrates there demands instances

of people and cities educated by Homer, and Proclus, after
pleading lack of historical records as an excuse for the
scarcity of early examples, attempts to satisfy the demand
by referring to the stories

of cities which had made use of

Homer in settling disputes.
We saw in connection with the 5th essay how Proclus expounds
Plato by means of his own words in other contexts and how
often a Plato passage lies behind what he is saying and provides
a basis for it.

The same thing happens in the 6th essay.

Reference is constantly being made to other works of Plato.
So, for example, Laches

188d, the passage used in the 6th

problem of the 5th essay,

A7

is used again at 84.19 ff. where

Proclus explicitly relates the distinction he is making between
educational and inspired myths to that between the Dorian
and the Phrygian mode.

The conclusion he came to in the 6th

problem is here being used as an established fact about Plato's
meaning.

At 85.1 ff. Proclus illustrates his concept of

inspired, symbolic myths by reference to Plato's Phaedo 62b,
69c and 108a, anxious as always to find Platonic authority
for his views.

At 98.13, in the discussion of Jl. 24.527-8

46 For these stories, see Hdt. VII.161 (cf. V.94); Arist.
Hfe. 1.15, 1375b28 ff.; Strabo IX.1.10; Plu. Sol, ch. 10 (cf.
D7L. 1.2.48); Quint. V.11.40; Schol. B on II.. 2.558. It is
clear from this list that there are several possible sources
for Proclus 1 knowledge of such stories.
47 Cf.p.252 above.
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(the two jars on the threshold of Zeus) he alludes to Laws
IV 716a.

Proclus is expounding the Neoplatonic doctrine

of divine providence and how it is related to divine justice
and the Laws provides him with a phrase to characterise
justice*

As one reads through the essay similar references

and allusions to Plato constantly recur.
Of some Platonic allusions Proclus seems particularly
fond.

At 102.29 ff. he quotes Laws 728c in the course of

explaining that Pandarus breaks the truce in the Iliad not
because the gods make him wicked but because the gods, for
his own good, activate his latent tendency to wickedness. The
Plato passage distinguishes between <fi'K/\ and T\p.u/>,'o< .
Proclus explains that Pandarus merely suffers TifcU^/K in
being induced to break the truce and this then makes him ready
to submit to

cfiW

.

Thus the gods are absolved from the

charge that they are un.lust in punishing a man for something
they have themselves caused him to do. Proclus draws an
analogy with opening up wounds to make them easier to cure.
He uses the same passage of the Laws and the same medical
analogy with the l<v<* 6-^^61$

of wounds in In Tim. 380.8 ff.j

the analogy with *Vp<^T<i^»~Uir recurs again at In Ale. 119.9 ff.
while at In Remp. II 184.19 ff. the Laws passage is referred
to again for the distinction between dV«/\

and -n^w/>/*<

and

Proclus declares that ^ T\^/?/<^ -TJOOT^S T>$- ?U&£^ i&~nv
^ne Laws passage and the analogy with <x\i*t 6~^ u^i^if are not
used in this way by other Neoplatonists.

It looks as if Proclus

had a personal preference for the passage and the medical
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parallel.
Similarly Proclus makes repeated use in the 6th essay of
Laws I-II on the usefulness of drunkenness in education.

The

discussion in the Laws provides a good Platonic example of
something which can be useful when taken in moderation but is
an evil if taken to excess.

Proclus uses it in this way at

75.28 ff., at 161.20 ff. (where Kroll makes the reference more
specifically to Laws II 672aff.) and at 195.24 ff. (referred
The same example is used in the same

by Kroll to II 673e).

way by Aristides Quintilian at II.6, p. 59.23 ff. WinningtonIngram, and in the context of how to conduct a symposium by
Macrobius at Sat. 2.8.4 ff.

It is tempting to call the example

a commonplace, though the references are hardly numerous enough
to justify the name.

In any case, Proclus obviously had it

particularly present to his mind when he was composing the
AQ
6th essay. ^
As in the 5th essay Proclus displays knowledge of rhetoric
and literary criticism.

He is familiar with the story that

Plato wrote tragedies in his youth (see 205.4 ff.)

and we

can see him making use of earlier, literary judgements of Plato
48 The medical parallel follows in the tradition of Plato's
analogies between moral and physical health:- see, e.g., Grg.
478 ff. and note that Proclus 1 C'TT^^AOV/ at 103.10 is the word used
by Plato in Grg. 480b2 and 518e4. The Laws passage is also re
ferred to by Plutarch, De sera numinis vindicta 9 (553f). This
work of Plutarch was used by Proclus in the 8th and 9th problems
of his Dec, dub.
49 For passages of the Laws popular in antiquity, cf. B. des
Places, "La tradition indirecte des Lois de Platon (Livres I-/I)",
Melanges J. Saunier (Lyons, 1944), pp. 27-40.
50 Of. i).L. III.5; Apuleius, De Platone et eius dogmate 1.2;
Olymp. Vita Platonis 3; etc.
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for his own purposes.

A whole stream of ancient literary

judgements on Plato were originally formulated as attacks by
rhetoricians who were glad to use any weapon against the
philosopher who had pilloried rhetoric.

C1

Proclus takes some

of these up and uses them in Plato's favour in his reconciliation
of Plato and Homer.

At 110.10 ff. he enunciates the principle

that we should not accept what is said by Socrates 1 opponents
in Plato's dialogues as Plato's own views and uses this to
justify a similar principle with regard to Hoiner.

He takes

up the same point in a different way at 159.24 ff. t where
he raises the question why Plato introduces evil characters
like Thrasymachus and Callicles

into his dialogues.

Plato as guilty of immoral mimesis as

Homer?

Is not

Rather than making

this a reason for rejecting both writers Proclus makes it a
reason for accepting both.

In both the mimetic element is

unfitting to the ideal state, though it might be admitted as
a good of a lower order.

cp

The mimetic nature of Plato's

own work had often been noted before Proclus, mainly with hostile
intent,

Aristotle in Poetics H47a28-b11 groups

in general with the mimes of Sophron and Xenarchus.

Rostagni

c-z

thinks that Aristotle himself attacked Plato for being mimetic. ^
51 See Walsdorff, Ch. I, pp. 9 ff.f also S. Weinstock, "Die
platonische Homerkritik und ihre Nachwirkung", Philologus 82,
N.P. 36 (1926), pp. 121 ff.
52 Of. also 199-4 ff. where Proclus lays down the principle
that a writer should be judged by what is best in his work and
205.13-23 where Plato and Homer are joined by the demiurge who
is not to be blamed for evil in the world.
53 See "II dialogo Aristotelico .." (op. cit. above, note 11)
flglC 1926, pp. 443 ff• - aoritti Hinori I, pp. 265 ff.
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This is apeculation but we do find the judgement of the Poetics
interpreted in a hostile sense in Athenaeue XI 505b where Plato
is accused of being mimetic even though he expels Homer for
just that fault, and is further attacked for not inventing
the dialogue genre himself. 54. In the same way Aelius Aristides,
when defending rhetoric against Plato, makes use of the argument
cc

that Plato himself employs rhetoric ^ and attacks Plato for
writing tragedy and comedy in his dialogues although he condemns
those genres, for imitating sophists and sycophants, for being
dithyrambic, and for making pleasure the aim of his work. 56
Not all ancient critics who draw attention to Plato's
skill in mimesis do so in order to
Pro^ymnasmata^57

attack Plato.

Theon in his

gives Homer, Plato, the other Sccratic dialogues

and Menander as examples of good character-drawing, in a quite
neutral tone.

Similarly Dionysius of Halicarnassus De imitatione

VI.4.430 (p. 210.16-7 Usener-Radermacher) says Plato's skill
in depicting characters is worthy of imitation^58 and Hermogenes
De ideis

388.8-15

Rabe points out that Plato's dialogues are

mimetic, without attacking Plato on this account (cf. also 406.7-15
comparing Plato and Xenophon in this respect).

Diogenes

54 This passage comes in the part of Athenaeus' work attributed
by During to Herodicus:- see Herodicus. p. 25.
55 Or. 45 Dindorf, Vol. II, p. 4.19 and 86.6 ff. Cf. Cicero,
De oratore I 47 where Plato is admired for this.
56 Or.. 46 Dindorf, Vol. II, p. 381.12 ff.; 381.23 ff.f 382.13 ff.l
383.14 ff. On these passages, cf. Walsdorff, pp. 88-91.
57 Spengel, Khetores Graeci II 68.21 ff.
58 Cf. wuint. 5.7.28.
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Laertiu.8,111 48 ff. discusses the dialogue- form and Plato's
artistic use of it and in 52 Diogenes Laertius, like Proclus
in 110.10 ff., points out how Thrasymachus , Callicles, Polus,
etc, are introduced as having false ideas and attacked accordingly,
while Plato gives his own views through the mouths of So crates ,
Timaeus, the Athenian Stranger (in the Laws) and the Eleatic
Stranger (in the Sophist).
The way was thus open for Platonists to take up this point
about Plato without considering it a fault in their idol*
Mazimus of Tyre treats it in very much the same way as Proclus.
In JUYI.5 (p- 315.4 ff. Hobein), after noting Homer f s portrayal
•r\ i

of contrasting characters he says: Ap<*
./p <*TY\9
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The question why

into his dialogues is raised again

by Qlympiodorus in his commentary on the Grorpdas.

The answer

he gives is that these would be inappropriate in a Platonic
ideal state;

but as we do not live in such a state characters

are introduced, and the bad ones are censured while the good
are praised (1.12 ff.)

The same question is treated in a

slightly different way at Anon. Prol. 14.9-23, where the answer
given is that the evil characters in Plato, unlike those in drama,
change and learn better ways under the influence of the good
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characters.

KQ

These later discussions by Olympiodorus and

in the Anon. Prol.

sound very like Proclus 110.10 ff. and
Maximus

159.24 ff. and probably owe a good deal to Proclus.

of Tyre shows us that Proclus was following Platonist tradition
in turning to the advantage of both Plato and Homer the point
that Plato's own work is mimetic and presents characters.
In 163.13-172.30 Proclus argues that Plato is a
He emulates Homer in both style and subject-

of Homer.
matter;

therefore, according to Proclus, he cannot really
The concept of ^^Aof

disapprove of all Homer's work.
"emulation*1 , comes from rhetoric.
often used in this sense too.

is

The term p-'w^if

So in TH

^ Q-^W

9

13.2 ff.

are coupled together and imitation of
earlier writers expounded as a means to otyo
wisely avoids using tuV^r/

.

Proclus

in this sense since it would be

liable to confusion with the philosophical sense of ^V^/f
used by Plato in the Republic.

and

He always uses ^y^jf

its derivatives for the rhetorical concept, influenced perhaps
by Plato's use of ^Ai-l-r-if
at 163.15.

in Ion 530b to which he refers

This kind of imitation is an ambivalent concept:

even in ancient times it could be considered a literary vice,
plagiarism, rather than a literary virtue.

So WZ.Q}

u

13.4 is anxious to distinguish laudable imitation from koTnr\
"plagiarism".

Athenaeus, apparently following Herodicus,

59 Cf. Westerink's introduction, p. xxxv, and his parallel in
Ascl. In Metaph. 138.7-9.
60 Cf. D.A. Russell's notes in his edition (Oxford, 1964), pp.
112-3.
61 Cf. Russell's note on this passage.
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accuses Plato of plagiarism in taking the doctrine of the
immortality of the soul from Homer.

rp

Similarly Heraclitus

All, ch. 4 criticises Plato and exalts Homer by saying that
Plato got his ideas from Homer.

The Christian apologist Justin

makes a similar point against Plato at coh. Or. 24 , 25 (Migne
VI, pp. 284-5 ). 63
The claim that Plato derives his ideas from Homer is
made without anti-Platonic implications in Ps. -Plutarch,
Vita Homeri

122 ff., especially 128.

Ps. -Plutarch desires to

exalt Homer by tracing the doctrines of all philosophical
schools back to him.

He is in no way attacking the doctrines

so traced.
These judgements all concern Plato's subject-matter but
one of our fragments of the famous critic Longinus declares
that Plato was first and best at transferring Homeric
into prose. *

Longinus, like Proclus, is looking on Plato's

imitation of Homer as a virtue.
It is significant that Proclus should have been preceded
by Lunginus in considering Plato's imitation of Homer to be a
virtue, for it is Longinus who is frequently cited in the In
Tim,

for his literary judgements of

Plato.

Proclus considers

his comments worth noting even though he always turns to
philosophical discussion as the real business of his commentary.
Here in the 6th essay Proclus is not just praising Plato for
62 Ath. XI 507e. Of. Dttring, Herodicus. p. 36.
63 On these passages, cf. Weinstock (op. cit. above note
51), pp. 145 ff. and Daring, Herodicus. pp. 159 ff.
64 Spengel, Hhetores frraeci I 214, fr. 9. Cf. Walsdorff,
p. 95.
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his choice of model but taking that choice as testimony that
Plato approves of Homer and so making the discussion of JyS^
relevant to the topic of his essay.
Proclus divides Plato's emulation of Honier into style
and subject-matter. This distinction is in accordance with
rhetoric 65 but it is also reminiscent of the practice in the
later lleoplatonic commentaries of

Olyiapiodorus of dividing the

discussion of each lemma into /Ve^Vp
and

£Wi/>/<^

and

^evf/i/V

.

are the terms Proclus uses here at 164.8 ff.

He also uses them in the In Tiiq. at, for example, 227.8 ff.
and 303.26 ff. although he never divides his comment as
rigidly as does Olympiodorus .
an{*

f/> /e^
T~f/>

In fact the division into

is one of the features which the later

Neoplatonists have taken over from rhetoric for use in
philosophical commentary.
Proclus praises Plato's <lv~^y<2ac* as equal to Homer's
(163.22-3).

This is another rhetorical concept.

In

Proclus here cv/Y^*is the result of successful c/><
l\
(in the Rep. X sense of u /^ ^
.) Such i^/u^if moves
our

4^^.^'oc

, our imagination (163.27-8) so that we have

a clear mental picture ( ^Ui/rsL^'/oC again) of what is being
imitated (164.5-7).

Proclus is using ^owrsrf/^ in two, related

senses, first of the faculty of the soul which we would call
65 Cf.pp.26CM above, on the distinction between
and A^K-HKC^
ia. the 8th problem of the 5th essay.
66 See A.J. Festugiere, "Kodes de composition des commentaires
de Proclus 11 , MH 20 (1963), pp. 77-100, reprinted in Festugiere'e
Etudes de philosophie &recciue (Paris, 1971), pp. 551-74.
67 Seejr?^ u yerjf 15.1-2 and Russell's note on p. 121 of his
edition (op. cit. above, note 60).
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imagination, and secondly of the images which that faculty
produces.

£^\/T^^/<^

by

is connected with £v=re\<x.

Quintilian 6.2.29, "quas ^-ra^.^p Graeci vocant, nos sane
visiones appellernus, per quas imagines rerum absentium
ita repraesentantur animo ut eas cernere oculis ac praesentes
15.1-2.

y ero

habere videamur", and by T}

They are

both using the term in the sense of "imagery",

the imaginary

pictures which the artist actually writes into his work.

This

is different again although related to Proclus 1 second sense
of the word.

Proclus 1 first sense of ^^vn^.U

is the ueual

philosophical sense, as defined by Aristotle in the Be aimaa
and common in Neoplatonism.

Philosophers do also use the

word in Proclus 1 second sense (see L3J ^^T^/OC
Proclus is using ^I/-T^L//C^

in two senses which are both

philosophical and are distinct from the
find inTTj

u ty&or

1 .a)

and Quintilian;

rhetorical sense we

yet he combines it with

the exclusively rhetorical concept of <L\i<Lv(c\<^
pv(c

just as

and ^uintilian combine rhetorical
with
In 164.8 ff. Proclus turns away from
A<£jfetAf but after dealing with Plato's derivation of subject
matter from Homer he returns to a literary topic at 170.27 ff.
What he examines now is a different kind of literary question,
not Plato's style, Ae^i_f
en i^ovvs/u/^

. enKovo^x i'o*.

, but the structure of his work,
too is a rhetorical concept.

was included under the ^^p^v^d^^of
along with invention, &nc 6<f

.

>o7r^>f

It

of rhetoric,

That is why rroclus deals
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with it here rather than earlier in the section.
In 171.10 ff. Proclus sums up the points he has made.
171.15-7 might have been written by a rhetorical, not a
philosophical critic: v_t>u
oC
>p.

o

>a

TU\/

v^p

A

Tv\f

A/)

Aj9tV

U^

ijn

K<M.^6£-u)r ^v^/e-ic*

If''

"

A

In

TV4V
jx

O
n

TVJV

A^^

in the

sense of "beauty of style" and 'cA~'<^ meaning "style" are
terms Proclus has not been using earlier but they are standard
in rhetoric.

With A TTOIKUJ/* TVJV A(9^\/Proclus notes

Plato's skill in characterisation to which he has already drawn
attention for more specific reasons in 110.10 ff. and 159.24 ff.
As we saw, Plato's gift for creating characters was often
noted in antiquity and often turned against him rather than
in his favour.

Proclus expresses general admiration for it

a"t in Crat . 14, p. 5.17 where he calls Plato ^^/jn/^jT^Tr>f because
he makes Cratylus and Hermogenes respectively speak in appropriate
styles.
Although Proclus considers rr^l OTT^VOJO^CJV^ Tvyf
less important than philosophical discussion of Plato it is
clear from these passages of the 6th essay that he was fully
63 Cf. Russell onz!<^ Zw&vr
1.4. For the claim that an
admired author imitaies Homer's cnxov=^v^
, cf. Harcellinus'
Life of Ihucvdides 35» where this claim is made for Thucydides.
(in 37 Thucydides is also said to imitate Homer's style.)
69 Cf. esp. Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Pern. 5 and 6 on the good
and bad styles of Plato.
</

i rf

70 See LSJ ^^
BII.2b and «dco< 4b where the examples quoted
TTA^TVIVIK^ ?cT£/0c
and An^^^P^i/*^
^c/e^
are exactly
parallel to ^fiyi^
foQ/ic
here and are drawn from
Syrianus* commen'cary on Hermogenes.
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aware of the literary qualities of Plato's work and sensitive
to them.

Too often critics of Plato can appreciate him either

as philosophy or as literature but not as both.
both.

Proclus manages

It is true that some of his literary comment, such as

the parallel with Homeric enKovenx/k , strikes us as rather forced
but his appreciation of Plato's skill in creating dramatic
characters, for example, is something we can agree with.

In

fact the case is just the same as with his philosophical
comment:

some of it still has interest and validity while

other aspects of it are alien to our way of thinking and of
largely historical interest.
In discussing Proclus' use of the concept of
in 163.13-172.30 I showed how the claim that Plato derives
his ideas from Homer was made by a variety of writers for
various different reasons.

The idea that Plate is deliberately

imitating iiomer is a form of the more general view that Plato
and domer are in agreement.
6th essay.

This latter view is basic to the

It is expressed in the introduction, 69.23-71.17.

It lies behind all tne allegory of iiomer in terms of Neoplatonist
metaphysics in the first book of the essay and is more explicitly
developed in the second book where Proclus draws a number of
detailed parallels between passages of Plato and passages of
iiomer. 71
These arguments that Plato and Homer agree may be seen
as part of the general tendency in the early centuries of
the Christian era to believe that there was one authoritative
71

Of. above Chapter 3, (iv), esp. p. 203.
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tradition of truth and wisdom expressed by all the great
writers of the past.

So Plutarch in the De Is. et Os. argues

that Oriental wisdom agrees with Plato while the claim that
Plato derived his ideas from Hoses was a theme of both Jewish
and Christian apologetic. 72 One thinks of i^umenius 1 celebrated
characterisation of Plato as Mui^*V
Clem. Al. Strain.

£rr-ri*«'_£VJ\/ (apud

1.150.4 - GCS II, p. 93)

Galen wrote a
work on the agreement of Plato and Hippocrates 7 "5 and according
to the Suda Syrianus and Proclus each wrote a
^)

~T3

/Vov/l^L

In the words of A.H. Armstrong, it was a matter of "taking
tradition by the scruff of the neck and shaking it till it
makes sense". 75 'I'his well describes irroclus* procedure in
interpreting Homer to make him agree with the Heoplatonists '
PlatoJ
we saw earlier how the claim that Plato derives from
Homer was made into a charge of plagiarism by lierodicus,
Heraclitus and Justin and used to exalt nomer as

the supreme

authority in rs.-rlutarch, Vita xiomeri . According to the Suda
the firfim^ftticus Telephus of ^ergamum, in the 2nd century A.D.,
wrote a work ir&A

'^^

C ^^^\P^J

KL^

/I AoS rUy/pp _£j

72 See H. Chadvick, Larly Christian Thought and the Classical
Tradition (Oxford, 1966), pp. 13 ff.» for the opposite view in
Celsus that Hoses was dependent on the Greek philosophers, pp.22 ff,

73 Ee placitis Hippocratis et Platonis (ed. Mttller, Leipzig,
187477 for some discussion of it, see P. de Lacy, "Galen's
Platonism 11 , AJP 93 (1972), pp. 27-39.
74 On the Suda lists of Syrianus 1 and Proclus* works, cf. above,
pp. 131-2.
75 In his lecture, Pagan and Christian Traditionalism in the
First Three Centuries A.L.. given to the Seventh International
Patristics Congress, 1975 (not yet published).
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In claiming that Plato and Homer agree Proclus is making use
of a well-established theme in a way which accords with his
belief in one and only one authoritative tradition.
Although the first book of the 6th essay is primarily
concerned with Homer Proclus never allows his reader to forget
that Homer and Plato are saying the same thing.

81.21-8, at the

end of Proclus 1 exposition of his theory of inspired, symbolic
myths, looks forward to the development in the second book of
the view that Socrates in the Re -public really agrees with Homer
and is only rejecting him for education, not altogether (notice
81. 27-8 ^AA^ -TsCu-r^

pu*/4v

^V

u6-nzoo\/

.)

101.21-102.19

argue that Plato and Homer agree on the justice of the gods in
punishment.

At 101.11-3 Proclus has declared his desire to

give an explanation of why the gods cause Pandarus to break
the truce T-^ -re

c£u6&i. -rCiv TT^VV^TVIV/
and in 101.21

he takes this up again:- ST\

/<-

en'u.<i-C<*

tfitotod/j cT<HK.\/uuy£W

'fTAiivly/oj* C6-TL

Tliis is indeed

"taking Homer by the scruff of the neck and shaking him till
he makes sense".

In 104.15 ff. Proclus compares the choice

put before Pandarus with the choice of lives described in
the Republic.

It is quite plain, apparently, that Homer is

saying the same thing as Plato: uo
T^OT^.

/So£iv->^fy 'oi.

U^A

o

^V

/loAerc?/^

^_ i^ u. /? oi

At 107.20 ff. Iroclus draws an explicit parallel between

the opening of

II. 20, as he interprets it, and Tim. 41 a.

In

126.19-127.11 Proclus draws a parallel between his interpretation
of the Homeric description of Hephaestus and certain features

203

of the Platonic creation of the world in Tim. 34a and 42d.
He draws the same parallel at In Tim. II 98.6 ff.
34a).

(on Tim.

In 149.20 ff., he uses an example from Plato as part

of the defence of Achilles 1 action in cutting off for Patroclus
the lock of hair he had dedicated to the itiver ^percheius:
Socrates in Ale. II 151 a accepts the garland which ^Icibiades
had originally destined for the god.
II as genuinely by Plato.

I-T r

(ivroclus accepted Ale.

) The basic argument here is that

anything in Plato must, self-evidently, be right.

If Homer

can be shown to be recounting a parallel story, then Homer too
77
is safe from attack.
In the second book of the essay i-roclus takes up in
earnest the theme that Plato and Homer agree (see 154. 16-9) •
'we have already seen how two of the themes Proclus uses
here, that Plato is as mimetic as iiomer, and that he copies
Homer, were traditional and often used in polemic against
Plato.

The argument that Plato honours Homer, developed by

Proclus in 154.14-159.6, also belongs to the patterns of
anti-Platonic polemic.
contradiction

jtToclus is concerned to resolve the

in Plato'a attitude to uomer (see 70.3-7

where the contradiction is explicitly set out) and, because
he wants to regard Homer as an authority too, he draws
attention to the passages where Plato praises Homer and tries
to mitigate the severity of the sentence pronounced in the

76 Cf. above, p. 89.
98.2677 Cf. also 85.1 ff., mentioned above, p. 269;
201-2; 103.3-109.7,
100.17, discussed in Chapter 3, pp.
discussed in Appendix II; and 117-22 discussed in Chapter
3, pp. 209-11.
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A parallel contradiction

Republic.

in Plato's differing

attitudes to rhetoric is exploited in the more obvious, antiPlatonic sense by Aelius Aristides.

In Ms defence of rhetoric

he argues that Plato really honours rhetoric and, just as Proclus
here produces Platonic quotations to prove his point, so
Aelius Aristides quotes passages from the Politicus. the
Apology and even the Cror^ias.

He positively glories in drawing

attention to the contradiction he finds in Plato.

It is

generally agreed that Aelius Aristides is merely reiterating
traditional material in his attacks on Plato.

•7Q

The patterns

of argument which he uses help us to see that Proclus too is
using traditional themes but exploiting them for his own
purposes.

Proclus makes these themes favourable to Plato and

i

by implication replies to attacks which had used them in the
opposite sense.
Proclus cites a selection of passages in which Plato
expresses admiration for Homer:

Phaedo 94d ff. (especially

95a);

Laws III 6?6a ff. (especially 682a);

320d;

Laws I 624a;

Symposium 209d;
as ironical.

GorAlas 523a and 526c;

and Ion 530b.

I-linos 31 9d and
Apology 41 a;

V/e might dismiss some of these

How serious is 3ocrates* desire that what he is

saying should agree with Hcmer, in Phaedo 95a?

Or does he really

mean the praise of Ion's calling and of his favourite poet in
78 Or. 45 Bindorf, Vol. II, pp. 148-50.
79 See, for example, the remarks of A. Boulanger, Aelius
Aristide (Paris, 1923), pp. 227 ff. Of. Quintilian's more
sympathetic comments on Plato's attitude to rhetoric and the
Gor^ias in 2.15.24-31.
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Ion 530b, to be taken at face-value?

Proclus is always

reluctant to admit irony in Plato and of course it would
not suit

argument to allow a suspicion of it here

his

In citing Laws

I 624a he is seizing on one of the introductory

remarks in the dialogue.

Pcst-Iamblichean interpretation of

Plato carefully interpreted every word, including the openings
of the dialogues, in accordance with the 6K^m^>$

of each

dialogue, but I hardly think Plato intended us tc take the
Athenian's passing reference tc Homer at the opening of the
Laws so solemnly.

We can see how Proclus 1 attitude is over-

serious if we contrast his interpretation of these passages
with that of a modern critic like Vicaire in Platon. critique
litteraire.

Vicaire is anxious to make out that Plato is

sympathetic to poetry and he collects Plato passages with a
Yet of these passages

painstaking care fully equal to Proclus 1 .

which Proclus cites, Vicaire takes only Snrp. 209d as expressing
unqualified admiration.

Phaedo 94d ff. and Laws III 682a

he

admits may be ironic though he includes them among "approbations
et eloges" of Ilcmer by Plato.

The same goes for Apology 41 a,

while the Kinos of course he regards as spurious.

Vicaire

thinks Plato's attitude to poetry in the Ion as a whole is
ambiguous, and classifies Laws I 624a and the G-ornias passages
/

neutrally as "utilisations dec mythes hcmeriques".

80

Cf .pp.239-40 above.

81

Vicaire, p. 37 (£o&. 209d);

pp. 86-7 Uhd. 94d ff.);

pp.

93-5 (Laws III 632a); p. 17 and P. 06 (AR. 41 a); p. 203, note
2 (Minos - cf. p. 247, note 3); pp. 33-5 (Ion); pp. 99-100
(Laws I 624a); pp. 96-7 IGr/:. 523a and 526c77
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Although Proclus 1 attitude to these passages is overserious, it is true that Plato ! s attitude to Homer is somewhat
ambivalent.

We cannot discount amp* 2G9d and even in Phaedo

95a and Laws III 662a, some genuine respect for ncmer may
lie behind the irony.

Although Plato condemns the practice

of using Homer as a kind of Bible in which all wisdom could be
found, he does sometimes seem to follow the practice himself.
This is what happens in Phaedo 94d ff. where he makes use
of

Odysseus 1 address

to his i^p*£'f\ in id. 2u.17-3.
/
'
is not however appealing to Homer here as a sacrosanct

Plato

authority in the way that a *«eoplatonist would appeal to him.
He is using Homer to illustrate Ms argument and appealing
to him where a modern philosopher might appeal to the way we
ordinarily use language without necessarily thinking that
cur ordinary usage is sacrosanct and immune to revision.

The

passages where Plato appeals to Homer do show something about
his attitude to Homer but Proclus is mistaken about what it is
that they show.

He is foisting Ms own attitude to traditional

authority on rlato, whose treatment of tradition was very
different.
Proclus assumes a LecplatoMc meaning for some of the
passages which he cites,

He assumes that the reference to

Homer with which Plato opens the myth in the U-or^ias (523a)
is to be understood in terms of lieoplatoMc metaphysics:
£eus, ^oseidon and Pluto are the three demiurgic monads among
whom

the procession of the gods from the One is divided

(156.26-157.2).

»<e saw the same principle operating in I'roclus 1

allegories of Homer and his citation of supposedly parallel
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passages of Plato.

Proclus assumes that Plato and Homer agree

in expressing Neoplatonic metaphysics.

He oiay have been

influenced in choosing Minos 319-20 and Laws I 624a among his
examples by the way Plotinus interpreted Minos.

In 71.9.7.23 ff.

Plotinus refers tc the Homeric description of Linos as
u,€Vois\ero

ox/"^-^r (®&* 19.179)

and takes this as indicating

that I'iinos spent his time in contemplation, returning, as he
does in Homer every nine years, to share the fruits of his
contemplation with his fellows.

Plotinus seems to have in

mind Plato's references to the Homeric description of Minos
in the Minos and the Laws .

op

I suspect that Proclus interpreted

Minos in this Plotinian way and was therefore the more ready
to cite Plato's references to him.
In ar£uin£ that Plato admires Homer, or that Plato's own
work is mimetic, Proclus is, as I have said, taking up charges
of self-contradiction which had been traditionally levelled against
Plato.

Proclus 1 belief in a hierarchical scheme of different

levels of reality is a ^;reat help to him in resolving contradictions
in Plato.

3o he argues that the mimetic elements in both Plato

and Homer are acceptable in states other than the ideal

O-T

and

in 161.30-163.9 he develops the theme of the purity and unity
of the ideal state and of the corresponding: ideal education.

To

it apply all the qualities which come highest in the ITeoplatonist

82 Of. Henry and Schwyzer's reference^to these Plato passages
in their text of Plotinus. ^Iso Buffiere, p. 535» note 57,
and J. Plpin, I-iythe et Allegorie (Paris, 1953), p. 207.
83 The same point is made in the 5th essay:- cf. p. 243
above.
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.
Scheme .

\ ,
"TT\V

" , . ,
t \/ U-J 6 '^

(162.8)

c,__i /
oc JT y\o TvvTl?

V ,
TV\V

V ,
TY\\/

•>, \ i ,n
tx v^ l^r^\ oiVj

.
\
TY\ V

Mimesis, on the other hand, is fitted only

to the lower levels of reality which are apparent, not real,
multiple, not uniform, and divided, not undivided (162.23-6).
The terms used here are all terms of iJeoplatonlst metaphysics.
This is the same move as Proclus makes

when he distinguishes

between educational and inspired myths which are suitable for
different audiences (different tjrpes of soul)
divides poetry into three types.

HA

or when he

The three types of poetry

are described in descending order of value but none is completely
useless (nothing in the ITeoplatonist world is unmitigatedly
evil).

Each is appropriate at its own level.

QC

Contradictions

are thus solved by assigning the contradictory elements to
different levels of reality.

Since the different levels make

up one universe, the contradictory elements are being fitted
into one overall system.

Proclus used his metaphysical system

as an interpretative tool and we should not forget that Neoplatonist metaphysics was developed into an elaborate system
by philosophers who were developing comprehensive exegesis of
Plato at the same time.
In 164.8-172.30 Proclus gives a number of cases where
Plato allegedly derives his ideas from Homer.

So he argues

that Plato's account of the creation of the world in the Timaeus
agrees with that implied by Homer (164.8-165.12), that iieus*
84
85

See further below, pp. 327-3.
Of. below, pp. 385, 592 and 395.
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speeches to the gods in the Iliad accord with Tim. 41 a
(165.13-166.11), that Plato's description of the gods going
to their intellectual feast of contemplation in Phaedrus
246e ff. is based on II. 1.423-4

(166.12-167.9), that Homer's

description of the gods as good and omnipotent agrees with the
views of Plato in the Laws (167.10-168.2), that the nekuiai
of Homer and Plato present the same true picture (168.3-169.24),
that the linguistic theories of the Qratylus are based on Homer
(169.25-170.26) and that Plato's philosophical psychology,
particularly in Ale. I 129 ff., is in accordance with Od. 11.
601 ff. and 90 ff. (171.22-172.30).

A couple of these topics

have already been treated by Proclus earlier in the essays
the opening of £L- 20 and Tim. 41a in 106.14-107.30, and the
nekuiai of Homer and Plato in 117.27-122.20.

0&. 11.601 ff.

also came into the earlier section at 117-22.

As earlier,

so here much of the agreement which Proclus finds between his
two authorities depends on his interpretation of them, particularly
of Homer. For example, he interprets Phaedrus 246e ff. and II.
1.423-4 as both describing the return of Neoplatonic metaphysical
gods to their causes.
Proclus' treatment of these passages of Plato is in
accordance not only with his interpretation of them elsewhere
but also with the traditional interpretation of them.

His

interpretation of Tim. 41 a is repeated again at In Tim. Ill
199 ff. where he again cites the opening of H. 20 and again
claims that Plato and Homer agree about Zeus' speeches to the
gods. 86 I have argued in Chapter 3 (iv) that all this section
86

See esp. £n. Tim. Ill 200.27 ff.
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derives from Syrianus 1 lecture on the KotvUv/^ TViv

of Plato and Homer and traced some of the development of
the interpretation of Phaedrus 246e ff., of Plato's nekuiai.
Qrj

and of the Cratylus. '

In the case of the Phaedrus in

particular we can see from Macrobius Sat. 1.23 that 246e ff.
was already being put together with II. 1.423-4 and interpreted
as a physical allegory, before lamblichus and Syrianus developed
the allegorical interpretation of Plato and Homer respectively
and carried both into the sphere of transcendent metaphysics.
Similarly the parallel Proclus draws between Ale. I 129 ff<
and Qd. 11.601-4 and 90 ff. was already well-established before
his time. The different interpretations of Qd,. 11.601-4 have
He argues that the
been collected and discussed by Pe*pin,
QQ

interpretations in Plutarch De facie in orbe lunae 30.944£'-945a,
Ps.-Plutarch, Vita Homeri 123, Lucian D. Mort. 11 (16),
Plotinus 1.1.12, IV.3.27 ff., VI.4.16 and Proclus fe Remp.
120.12-8 and 172.6-30, form a continuous tradition of inter
pretation, despite the differences between them, and that Ale, i
is implicitly or explicitly behind them all. He suggests that
the origins of this exegesis of Homer lie in post-Platonic
Pythagoreanism, or in the Old Academy, or specifically in
Xenocrates.

It is interesting to find that once again we

are driven back to the 4th century B.C., for many Neoplatonic
doctrines seem to have their roots in the teaching of the Old
87

Pp. 203 ff. above.

88 J. Pepin, "He'racles et son reflet dans le ne'oplatonisme",
in the ONUS volume, Le ne'oplatonisme (Paris, 1971), pp.
167-92.
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Academy.

The 4th century B.C. also appears to have been

the formative period for the tradition of anti-Platonic polemic
to which I have been relating many of the questions discussed
by Proclus.

In 172.6-30 Proclus is equating Heracles 1 e

with his body and Heracles O^TO/

with the

which according to Proclus is indicated by O^JT^ TO O<UJT<S
Ale. £ 130d.

in

Ps.-Plu. Vita Homeri 123 draws attention to the

use of the masculine participle £v^\/

of Tiresias' soul

in Qd. 11.91, despite the feminine ^UX

in *^e previous

line and says the usage shows that the soul was Tiresias the
man, the essential Tiresias.

Pe*pin points out how this inter

pretation of the grammatical anomaly lies behind Proclus 1
brief mention of 0&. 11.90-1 in 1?2.28-30. 89
Pepin argues that the interpretation in In Remp. 120.12-8
is different from that in the later passage.
Proclus distinguishes <£&(A/\OV
UA>^/

uses eCcft^AoV

suggest that the SSdi^Aov

» ^^>y\

In 120.22 ff.
an<^ ^£^f

and v/^v^' is superior to both,
is distinct from the body.

•
122.26 ff
Pe*pin

thinks this passage is the interpretation of Qd. 11.601-4 and
that Proclus is now finding four parts of man implied by that
Homer passage, where he later finds three.
on Plpin's part.

This is a mistake

120.22 ff. is an interpretation not of the

lines about Heracles but of II. 23.103-4, attacked in Rep. Ill
386d and paraphrased by Proclus in 118.8, TO ^cfuixlcv/ m^
A —• •
^ - ^ ^ '-"/-'
Proclus cites the
89 Of. also Buffiere, p. 404. Buffiere discusses some of the
interpretations of 0&. 11.601-4 on pp. 404-9 but without
mentioning their relationship to Ale. I.
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example of Heracles in 120.12-8 for a different purpose, the
defence of H. 22.362-3 and 0&. 11.489-91 which had also been
attacked by Plato.

He explains that different types of soul

behave differently when separated from the body and that
Achilles -Tr^eXkrriK-Ai/

^xuV

i> £ TV\\/

» by contrast with the

deified Heracles, would naturally regret leaving the body.
Proclus is here building on Plotinus 1.1.12, where Od. 11,601-4
is taken as indicating the dual nature of the soul - part of
it remains in the intelligible world while the rest, the
<£i'<fu/W , falls into the material world. Heracles in Plotinus
\
~>
\
is an example of practical virtue: ~rr-0*< K/n*^v
CXV^^-TV^V
€vi^V

(1.1.12.35 ff.)

Eroclus is not copying Plotinus

here (he did not hold the Plotinian doctrine that part of
each soul never falls at all) but making use of him. In
Proclus Achilles becomes the example of practical virtue, Heracles
of something higher. It may be that Ale, i 129 ff. lies behind
Proclus 1 use of W>A*£^JI

in 120.25 (cf. 171.22 ff.) and

that if pressed Proclus would have difficulty in making his
interpretation of elAuAov in 1^. 23.103-4, at 120.22 ff.,
consistent with his interpretation of ddiA^oV

in C)d. 11.601-4

in 172.6-30, but 120.12-8 is not directly inconsistent with
172.6-30 because they are not both using the same lines of
Homer in the same way. Both are related to the tradition of
interpretation traced by Pepin, but a careful comparison between
them brings out that Proclus was using that tradition as it
suited him in different contexts.

In one case he uses it to

contrast Achilles and Heracles, with the effect of reversing what
Plotinus had made of Heracles, while in the other he uses the
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link with Plato which was present in the tradition and makes
the passage an example of the agreement of Plato and Homer.
The parallel between certain Homeric descriptions of the
gods and Plato's Laws, which Proclus draws in 167*10-168.2
It recurs, for instance, in Olympiodorus
90
.. p. 65.20-4 and Ammonias j& Porph. 3.9-15 Basse.

later became traditional.

Proclas again affirms divine providence and refers to the Laws
in Dec. Dab. I. p. 3 where the "adamantinis sermonibus" of the
Latin translation is the same phrase as the
Hemp. 167.16,

taken from G-orgias 509a1 .

In P£ 1.1 5t

pp. 71.14-74.16 Saffrey-Westerink Proclas bases on Laws X
901d2-e3 an analysis of divine providence in terms of knowledge,
power and will, though without

reference to Homer.

We do

not find precisely this analysis, or the parallel with Homer,
before Proclus.

The systematisation

involved suggests it

could be Proclus 1 own, or he might be taking up a suggestion
of Syrianus.

In any case we have here a striking example of

the pervasiveness of Proclus 1 influence on later Platonist
commentators.
Of the seven examples which Proclus gives where Plato
allegedly derives from Homer, four come from mythical parts
of Plato's work (the two Timaeus examples, Phaedrus 246e ff.,
and the nekuiai ) .

This is significant for it is in his myths

that Plato draws upon the poets for the form in which he presents
90 For further references in Elias and David, see Saffrey
and Westerink's note in their PT. Vol. I, p. 148 (note 1 for
p. 71). Surprisingly, they omit to mention this In Hemp.
passage.
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his ideas.

The Neoplatonists take Plato's myths as seriously

as they take all other myths, if not more so.

The allegorical

interpretation of Plato's myths makes possible the claim
that their content as well as their form comes from Homer,
for Homer too is interpreted in the same way.

Proclus

builds on genuine linguistic parallels between Plato's myths
and Homer such as f^CZT^
<f*Ccr^

Homer's

in this respect.

in Phaedrus 247a6 which does echo

in H. 1.424. 91

172.21 ff. is illuminating

There Proclus claims firmly that the parallel

between Ale. I 129 ff* and Od. 11.601-4 is linguistic but also
more than that:
TV»V

oy/«m,£r

I

A

'X c
this case even the linguistic parallel
is forced - I doubt if Plato had to go to Homer to learn one
of the uses of c^^Lf

9 let alone a possible meaning of

eVcf^Aov/ - but "fcne possibility of drawing it allows Proclus
to go on and find a parallel in subject-matter too.
Proclus assumes that drawing on poetic myth means drawing
on Homer.
ideas.

91

In fact Plato had more than just Homer to give him

The cosmology of the Timaeus should be related to what

Cf. above, p. 207.
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we know of earlier philosophical or quasi-philosophical
cosmologies rather than directly to epic poetry, while
Plato's mythical accounts of the soul and its afterlife are
usually thought to contain Orphic and/or Pythagorean ideas.
Thus Dodds in his note on Gorgias 523a1-524a7 expresses the
view that the references to Homer in the eschatological
myth of the Gorgias are "introduced ... to give an air of
92 If that was
orthodoxy to a not wholly orthodox narrative".
Plato's intention here he has succeeded only too well in
making Proclus believe that his narrative conforms to traditional
Greek eschatologyJ
References to Homer by Plato himself are indeed the other
main point on which Proclus builds.

His treatment of the Cratvlus

in 169.25-170.26 depends on Plato's own use of Homer in Cra.
391-2 while for the eschatology in the Phaedo he is using a
version of Pel. 11.513-4 which has been emended to make its
account of the four rivers of the underworld agree with Plato's
Q-*
use of them. ^
We would speak of Plato's use of Homeric language and
motifs in his myths, or of his use of references to Homer in,
for example, Cra. 391-2.

Proclus' attitude to these Platonic

allusions is fundamentally different from ours.

He thinks not

in terms of writers each giving an individual twist to existing
material, but of their expressing one, unchanging truth.

Since

the truth does not change all its exponents agree with one
92 E.R. Dodds' edition of the Gorgias (Oxford, 1959), p. 373.
93 Cf. above, pp. 64-7.
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another.

Tradition for Proclus is not something which writers

and thinkers can manipulate but something fixed and stable
which different writers and thinkers can only express in
different ways.

This is not at all the modern concept of a

literary or philosophical tradition.

It is much closer to

the religious notion of an eternal truth which may be re-interpreted
in successive ages but remains essentially the same.

The practice

of allegorical interpretation goes hand-in-hand with this
"religious" concept

of tradition for it is by means of such

interpretation that different writers - Plato and Homer in this
case - are made to agree with each other.
In 169.25-170.26 Proclus gives a brief re*suml of the
Cratylus as he understood it. ^
t?v<?uorr^
by nature,
convention,

According to him Plato divides

into two, those unknown to us which apply to things
d?v&<^~
9e 6 &\~

» and those known to us which apply by
.He equates the former with the

divine names alluded to in Homer, the latter with the names
which Homer says are those of men.

The latter are subdivided

into those used by sensible people, such as
and those used by more foolish people.
and human ovou«crsz,

The division into divine

is based on Or a. 391-2 and the references

to Homer there, while the further subdivision of human OVOUPCT^
comes from 392c ff. and its reference to the two names by which
Hector's son was known to men and women respectively, Astyanax
and Scamandrius.

The views Proclus expresses here are essentially

the same aa those he develops at greater length in his commentary
94 tfor the relationship of Proclus 1 interpretation to earlier
Neoplatonic
interpretation of the -J^-L*^
Qratylus. see above, pp.
212-5.
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on the Cratylus and that work can help us to understand 1his
Proclus sets out the

page of the 6th essay.

contrast at In Crat . 10, p. 42

are

Cratylus thinks OV^UL^T^.

, while Socrates

^6<£rL.

, Hermogenes that they are

takes an intermediate view that some are^J^ei. and some
This is the view which Proclus attributes to Plato in the 6th
essay.

, those

The names of eternal things are more c£ J & £T_

of perishable things more 0-<l££^,

Proclus gives Homer's

.

\

as an example of

as an example of Ta. <*v

and his /^W^x^

Homer's divine and human names have been accommodated

Cra« 392a),

to the Heoplatonic metaphysical system,

just as they are in

In J£ Crat. 51, p. 20.10 ff. Proclus divides

the 6th essay.
ovouocrsa,

(°f»

^u^^f

into three types:

those which come from the gods,

those which come from demons and angels and have been taught
to men, and those which arise from divided (i.e. human) souls*
into three types

This corresponds to the division of ov/Ju-oo-s*.
at In Hemp. 170.21 ff.

In In Crat. 70, p. 29.15 ff. Proclus

draws attention to the fact that Plato turns to Homer in
Cra.391~2. even though he banishes him from his ideal state
and in 71 he elaborates the different types of divine
in great detail.

He claims that these divine ovopocrsi.

are

what Socrates is talking about in Gra. 391-2 and just as In
Ream*

170.11 says divine o^ou<xrr^

are <£>—p4--K^£>TG_n

so In Crat. 34.15-6 tells us
uoCn52.

95

«-•*-»

e^

<6L

Rod

£v/\V<X

UwO

On the In Crat,. cf. Koch, pp. 227-30.

O

' Y&

(J/

<X/iK/ TG./)
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I

f

!

.

The subdivision of

human o\/oup<rn3. at In Hemp. 170.13-6 is the same as that at
i
i
In Crat.35.13-5; CTV>^ cx-rr^ u/ dk <Wc£0£iv TO^rUv/ ~ry?o/
"

v

r-v

•-j-<sn r

TT~52 '"5—/) ( KLxC5~~\ ("
/

Divine

o^<=> LLOLT^L
I

?

/

^X-X T\ o~l /^

*

j

are &9/>/\T3L k^u
// )

(In Crat. 31.5 ff.) just as in the In flemp. (170.3).

J'/i/ t-i^"r^.
J

Proclus also uses the Or.at.vlus at In .items* HO.8-11 where
he refers to the etymology of Hera in 404b as supporting hia own
interpretation of Hera.

He makes the same point, and the same

link with the Homeric Hera, at In Qrat. 169» pp. 92-3-

Once

again Neoplatonic metaphysical interpretation is used to make
Plato and Homer agree. 96
Plotinus uses etymologies from the Gratylus in a similar
way.

Like him, Proclus takes the dialogue absolutely seriously,

with never a suspicion of irony.

He takes the reference to Homer

as a genuine expression of respect for his authority.

Read

seriously, the Cratylus is splendidly Heoplatonic, but it should
not be read altogether seriously.
in the etymologies.

There is plenty of irony

On the other hand I am not at all

sure

that we should dismiss most of the dialogue as no more than a
satire on the linguistic theories of contemporary sophists.
There is a core of real Platonic views on language somewhere
in it, even if that core is rather difficult to find and define.

iiichard Robinson has argued in a very interesting article '
96 On the interpretation of Hera in the In Crat.. cf. above,
p. 183.
97 "The Theory of Names in Plato's Cratylus", ftlPh 9 (1955),
pp. 221-36.
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that Plato in the Qratylus
(fu^^L,

is not in fact opposing language

to language &</£<^L

as later theorists did.

All the

speakers in the dialogue assume that the origin of language
is in convention;

the argument is not about that but about

whether the conventional ly given names are in some way naturally
appropriate;

the view to which the "nature-theory" (as

liobinson calls it) is opposed is never clearly defined.

It

seems to me that Kobinson is right and therefore that Proclus
is mistaken in reading the rfu^^x f Q-<=&&_
into the dialogue.

opposition back

He has read it in the light of later

Greek attitudes to language and been misled by them.
However Proclus does not make another common mistake of
interpretation to which Robinson draws attention.

He does not

think that the dialogue is about the origin of language.

At

. 169.29-170.2 he simply says it is concerned to expound
/

ovcru-rv,. . -jv <x/^c ^TSLTA\/ . ..

Crat . 1 , p. 1 he says the ^K^n-oj
\

^>

TAV „ , TWV

">

i^U^MV

f

VoVi^O\f

-

«-u/)/oi\/

and in In.

of the dialogue is to show

- ,

C\/<S:/>ir
V

\

\

>, J\

\

This aim is to be achieved by discussing the
topic T\V TWV o\A=ru<^T)4^

o,p£L=rNyrs

which is what Plato

himself gives as the topic of the dialogue in its opening
paragraphs.

Hobinson points out how the mistake arises from

taking the mythical lawgiver as a serious historical figure
and in general mistaking logical for historical analysis.
Proclus takes the lawgiver seriously, but he does not treat
him as a historical figure, any more than he treats the demiurge
of the y^pOTffl as one.
at ifl Crat.

He draws the analogy between the two

51, p. 19.24 ff.

Proclus does not interpret the
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Timaeus as about the creation of the world in time, nor the
Cratylua

as about the origin of language.

Instead he interprets

loth as concerned with the eternally existing order of metaphysics.
He does not take logical for historical analysis but he thinks
that logical analysis is analysis not just of the way we talk
or think but of what really exists.

Logic for him is indissolubly

bound up with metaphysics, as indeed it was for Plato too, and
he interprets the Cratylus in accordance with his own metaphysical
system, classifying oMou^&r^

into categories which parallel

his categories of gods and demons.
Pestugiere, in his translation of the In Remp . . points
out that Proclus 1 division of ON/O'LC^T^
170.21 ff*
is.
Crat.

into three types in

is not in the Grat.vlus although Proclus claims it

We have seen that the same division is found in the In
Proclus could be thinking not only of Cra. 391-2 but

also of the -n-^u-r^

o \jJ> ^CT^L

of Cra. 422 ff.

the basic elements into which other

c^crsi.

These are

can be analysed

and are not really at all like Proclus 1 divine o\/oix^cr^

but

Proclus, believing in his own theory, might well have seen a
reference to it here.

(Unfortunately the In Crat.

as we have

it does not extend to the later part of the dialogue, otherwise
it could have told us how Proclus interpreted 422 ff.)
The whole 6th essay can be seen as an attempt to solve
a contradiction in Plato, that of Plato's differing attitudes
to poetry.

Most of the essay is concerned with Plato and

Homer and with interpreting these two authorities in such a
way that they agree with one another.

Towards the end of the

essay, in the latter half of the second book, Proclus grapples
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with Plato's statements on poetry as ouch and develops hie theory
of three types of poetry.

He argues that the theory Is to be

found in both Plato and Homer and solves the contradiction in
Plato by making different Platonic opinions fit different types
of poetry.

I shall disease the theory uf three types of poetry,

both in itself and as an interpretation of Plato, in Chapter 6 f
but I want here to consider the way Iroclus interprets the Ion
as expressing; the highest of his three types, inspired poetry.
The I^n and the myth of the Phae^r^ are the loc^L claasici
for Plato's views on poetic inspiration.

In Chapter 3 I

have shown how iToclus interprets Hiaedrus 245a to make it
lie follows his interpretation
7
express his inspired poetry, QQ
of ffhaedrua 245a with a close paraphrase and parti&l quotation
of Ion 530-535- (182.21-135.7).

Iroclus 1 other references to

the ^.oji in the 6th essay are to the praise of Homer in 530b,
at 158,3-11*

QO

another brief reference to the same passage

at 163.15, and a reference to %on 533e as evidence that Plato, like
Proclus, really thinks Homeric poetry perfects \tervf
than appealing to the

rnxOvyri^ov/

rather

in the soul (201.20-3).

In all these passages Iroclus treats the Ion seriously as
evidence for

Plate's favourable opinion of at least some

poetry.
one way of res^lvin^: the contradiction

in Plato's views

of poetry is to take the !>;& as ironical arid without serious
intent, or even to reject it as spurious.
98 Pp. 221-2 above.
99 Cf. pp. 284-6 above.

Iliis course presents

202

the interpreter with a Plato totally hostile to poetry and to
inspiration.

Such an excessively rationalist Plato would not

be acceptable to Proclus, nor would it, I think, be a correct
picture.

If one takes the Ion seriously it is natural to align

it with Phaedrus 245a, as Proclus does, and one then has to
tackle the same problem as confronts Proclus.

There are various

middle positions, such as that of W.C. G-reene.

He thinks

that in the Ion Plato is accepting the traditional belief in
poetic inspiration but, at the early period to which the dialogue
belongs, is not yet clear about how this inspiration is related
to real knowledge;
the poet.

Ion the rhapsode is being mocked but not

We are faced with what is by now a familiar problem:

given that there is irony in the Ion, as I think there is, how
should we take it?

How much serious philosophy lies behind the

irony? Plato clearly distinguishes poetic inspiration from
f
~n£)^\M and he is making his usual point that the poet does not
have knowledge, even if, for whatever reason, the point is not
being made in quite the usual form.

Plato's irony bears more

heavily on Ion the rhapsode than on poetry itself.
warmly of poetic
Phaedrus.

inspiration very much as he does in the

Yet Ion is the voice of the poet, the lowest link

in the chain that hangs down from the Muse.
to say that Ion is being ridiculed but the

It will not do
poet is not.

rhapsode and the poet stand or fall together.
I.qn

He speaks

The

If we take the

together with the Phaedrus we must conclude that Plato

is according poetic inspiration a certain worth in the right
100

In "Plato's View of Poetry", IlSPh 29 (1918), pp. 1 ff.
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place (the praise of inspired poetry in the Phaedrus comes in
the myth.)

But if the interpreters of poetry claim too much

for it, as Ion does, then Plato will turn the full force of his
irony upon them.

Proclus 1 way of taking the praise of poetry

in the Ion is perfectly tenable, though his failure to admit
irony leads him, as usual, to treat it all rather too solemnly.
The other, related problem of interpretation commonly
raised in connection with the Ion is its subject.
rhapsodes, or about poetry, or about both?
disagree on this point.

Is it about

Modern critics

On the view I have just advocated,

the dialogue is about both poetic inspiration and the interpreters
of poetry, i.e. about both poetry and rhapsodes.

Proclus, who

is not commenting on the dialogue as a whole but only using it
in the course of another argument, does not commit himself.
It is interesting to note that the Renaissance ITeoplatonist
Marsilio Pici.no thought the subject of the dialogue was poetic
inspiration and subtitled his Latin translation of it,
"De poetico furore".

In the preface to his translation he

expounds his concept of "poeticus furor'1 and equates that
of the Ion with that of Phaedrus 245a.

Ficino's concept of

poetic inspiration sounds very like Proclus' - he thinks poetry
comes from the gods, not from "are" or "fortuna" - and it could
well be that Proclus 1 use of the Ion here led Picino to his
belief that the dialogue was "de poetico furore".
101 P. 59r ff. of the Venice edition of 1491. Of. Ghs. XIII
and XIV of his commentary on the Symposium and it. karcel's
introduction to his edition of that work (Paris, 1956), p.101.
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There is little trace of any ancient interpretation of
Icm before Proclus.

Athenaeus XI 506a gives the dialogue

as an example of Plato abasing everybody and says that in it
Plato lox KO A ov-<£

THRX/T^ T^T^C

but this

TT-OI^T-^

accusation, which may be traced back to Herodicus,
qualifies as interpretation.

1 02

hardly

Much more interesting is Plotinus

Plotinus there compares our relationship to the

V. 3. 14*8 ff.

One to the relationship of the inspired to what inspires them:
^A/U ' ^£TT£/)

o-»e

^vfeWlU \Ar^>

u_*u

^^-ro^^-i

v^r-O^^

ip£ v/eox

ix.

>\
Hr

l^v -7y^ r

^KC-?VO

(the One) ...

Henry and Schwyzer think the comparison alludes to Ion 533©
where good poets are described as <£\/i9^2n- - . btetrzLyA u ^ V3T~ .

K.^JL

Proclus' allusion to the same passage of the

Ion in 201 .20-3 places the inspiration of the poet very high
among kinds of cognition. 10*5^ It may well be that Proclus
was encouraged to take the Ion as he does by Plotinus' allusion
to it.

Moreover, in the account of the magnetic chain of

Kuse-poet-rhapsode-audience he would see the later lieoplatonic
doctrine of

6&\/)vUi

linking the different levels of reality.

That he did take it in this way is clear from 184.2 ff.
i
102

The

finds its authority in the golden chain of Homer,

Cf. During, Herodicus. p. 32.

103 Cf. below, pp. 351 ff.
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. 8.19-20104 but the Ion could provide it with Platonic
authority too. 10^
of £<?^p<^

Plotinus 1 use of the Ion and the doctrine

would thus combine to encourage Proclus in taking

Ion seriously and giving it an important place in the
exposition of his theory of inspired poetry.
In the final section of the essay, 202.9-205.25, Proclus
displays a striking historical awareness.

He points out that

Plato attacked poetry so severely in the Republic because of
the excessive honour paid to it at the time.
unexpected.

This is rather

Usually Proclus 1 "divine Plato" sounds like a

being removed from any historical situation.

Yet perhaps

after all we should not make too much of Proclus 1 historical
awareness here.

Plato's position vis-a-vis the sophists and

contemporary methods of education can easily enough be inferred
from the Republic and even more from, for example, the Crorglas*
Proclus prefers to draw inferences of this kind rather than
ascribe

-rr^Oo/

to Plato (see 202.1 2-4 )s

he considers

an explanation in terms of external historical circumstances
better than one in terms of internal psychological conflict.
Despite the differences in scope and purpose between the
5th and 6th essays Proclus 1 method of interpreting Plato is
fundamentally the same in both.

In both he is concerned to

104 Of. P. Levfque, Aurea catena Ho.me.rl (Paris, 1959), esp.
pp. 61 ff.
105 J. Simon, Histoire de I'e'cole d'Alexandrie (Paris, 1848),
Vol. I, pp. 137-9, connects the magnetic chain of the Ion with
the later Platonist belief in divine inspiration and the conviction
that poetry, religion and philosophy could all be reconciled with
one another, but more recent expositors of Neoplatoniem seem to
have missed this point.
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expound Plato, to find authority in him for Neoplatonic doctrines,
and to show that his work presents a consistent unity.

In the

6th essay he attempts to make Homer part of the same unity^
while in the 5th we can see him reconciling Aristotle and Plato
in a

similar concern to make all authorities agree.

Platonic

vocabulary and ideas are constantly behind Proclus' words, yet
he is building something of his own, despite his conviction
that all he is doing is interpret pre-existing truth.

In

three important respects his interpretation of Plato differs
from ours:

he has a "religious" concept of tradition and

therefore looks at Plato's use of earlier philosophy or poetry
in quite a different way;
Plato;

he very seldom admits irony in

and he never interprets passages only in relation to

their context, rather than to Plato's thought as a whole.

Along

with the last point goes his lack of any idea of chronological
development in Plato's thought.
To understand Proclus' interpretation we need to under
stand how it is related to earlier interpretation of Plato and
in particular to anti-Platonic polemic, to which he is often
implicitly replying.

We need too to appreciate how Neoplatonic

philosophy and contemporary rhetoric affect his reading of
Plato.

He treats Plato's

works as literature as well as

philosophy and his knowledge of rhetoric helps him here.
Comparison of modern interpretations with Proclus has
helped to bring out some of his basic attitudes to Plato,
and to philosophy in general.

In the remaining two chapters

of my thesis I shall turn from Proclus' interpretation of his
authorities to the theories about allegory and about poetry
which he develops in the course of his exegesis.
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CHAPTER FIVE
SYMBOLS

AITD MYSTBRTB3

At Rep* II 378d Plato refers, disparagingly, to the
allegorical interpretation of myths.

The word he uses is

, M under-sense lf or "hidden meaning".

It is only

later, in Hellenistic times, that bJAre />•'<*. "saying something
else" and the verb, ^y/y^v

, come to be used.

Plutarch,

for example, comments on the change in terminology at De aud.
poetis 19e-f.

Proclus does not use ^/U-^yj/^

and apart

from his two quotations of the Plato passage which uses
vrro'vcne*

(79-29 ff. and 186.15 ff.) he uses the Platonic

term in the 5th and 6th essays only at 131.7 and 153-2.
also uses o£\/U££6&eu.
89.6, 93 f 23, 124.30.
in Plato . )

He

$ "to speak in riddles" (82.18, 83. 3t
Of. 118.18 where he speaks of PUV!VLL^G-^

This is a very common term in ancient allegorical

commentary used, for example, by Plutarch, Philo and Origen.
All the other terms which Proclus uses for allegory are
taken from mystery-religion and from theurgy.

The most frequent

1 Of, Buffiere, Ch. Ill, pp. 45 ff• on these terms for allegory.
For eZ.\i!66£6&gm- see, e.g., Plu. £e la. ej; Os. 366c and d}
Philo, Qpif. 154, Prob. 2; Origen, princ. Iv.2.5 (12) (GCS

V, p. 314. 11}, sis. II.5 (4) (GK2S IV, p. 59.24) and see H.

Crouzel, Origene et la *connaissance mystique* (Toulouse, 1961),
pp. 228-9. Of. also 0. Casel, De phil9sophorum
silentio mystico. R&W XVI.2 (1919) index s.v.

In rhetoric there is a distinction between the figures
^V.V^OCT^ are obscure both in language
i
and i/AA^vo/i.'oi
and in underlying meaning. See, e.g., Tryphon in Spengel,
Rhetorea Graeci III, p. 193.
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term he uses is fouAoAo\/
and adverb.

together with the related adjective

(See, e.g., 73.12, 83.9, 125.5 for

and 131.6 for the related <£uay2o/U u^lr T^ON/ ).

<*
For Proclus

kov has a special significance since it is a term used
in theurgy.
fo^&oXoL.

The theurgist operates with visible and tangible
9 stones, animals and plants which do not merely

stand for invisible and intangible things but are thought to
be

inherently connected with them.

work, On the Hieratic Art p

The fragment of Proclus 1

tells us how certain plants and

animals belong in this way to the sun and others to the moon.
It is because the ^ou/£oA<x.

are inherently connected with

the invisible and intangible realities they symbolise that
action upon them can affect the other things in the cosmos
of which they are symbols.

The other term which has exactly

the same sense in theurgy as /uu^oAov/ is
this too Proclus

^ui/^uoc

uses of allegory, though less commonly

(e.g. 147.6 and 138-5-6).

We find a clear statement of what

^uvOrtui*

means to Proclus at In Hemp . II 242.24-6:

/id

^uflfVvr\

T^i.

\

)

/I ^

Proclus regularly uses

a

I
/9 ixc

»>o/>/»^->o\/

meaning which he finds in myths:
2

and

(
O Lc/

for the hidden

e.g. at 152.7-8 he speaks of

Published by J. Bidez in Cataloue des manuscrits
. faec. 6 (Brussels, 1928). It has been translated by A.
Bremond in "Notes et documents sur la religion ne*oplatonicienne M ,
Kg£ 2S ^IH (1933), pp. 102-6 and, with some lines omitted,
by A.J. Festugiere in La rlv^lation d* Hermes Trisme'/d.ste. Vol.
I (3rd edn., Paris, 1950), pp. 134-6. For a commentary see
H. Corbin in Eranos-Jb 24 (1955), pp. 199-205 and 263-7.
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yir
is a term commonly applied to the secrets
An inscription from Bleusis of the 2nd
i
-TV^O K \ —^
century A.D. refers to nxf TT= ^TXWAT-R.

of the mysteries.

/p

^

uses the word

(e.g. 73-2, 78.22, 89,26, etc.)

The parallel between under

standing allegory and understanding mystery-rites runs right
through Proclus 1 theoretical justification of allegory on
pp. 71-86.

It is explicitly developed in such passages as

75.5-16 and 78.14-79.4, and made use of in particular cases
of actual allegorisation at 110.21-111.16 and 125.2-6.

Already

in the 5th essay Proclus compares the poetry of false
imitation, which has a place in some states though not
in Plato's ideal Republic, with rs ^u^\\^.^ \£v&o^<z^^

which

do play a role in mystery-rites in preparing the audience to
receive the divine (48.1-13). 4
This mystery-language which Proclus uses as a model for
the theory of allegorical poetry has two distinct origins,
first in the traditional use of mystery-language in Grreek
philosophy,and secondly in theurgy.
The use of mystery-language in Greek philosophy is a vast
topic, which I cannot hope to cover here other than selectively.
3
4
5
in

SIS
Cf.
For
the

c

873.9. Of. also, e.g., Bur. Khes. 943.
above, pp. 243-4.
further details and references see B. Wind, Pagan Mysteries
Renaissance (revised Peregrine edn., London, 1967)» Intro-

P. Boyanc^, Lq culte des Muses chez les philosophes grecs (Paris,
1936) and J. Pe*pin, "iyierikSteron-BpoptikSteron (Proclus in Tim.I2Q4.
24-7): Deux attitudes exe'getiques dans le n^oplatonisme**,
Melanges Pueoh (Paris, 19757, pp. 323-30.
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Already in Aristophanes' Clouds 143 and 254 ff. the knowledge
available in Socrates 1 c(/> O*T\ &Af> > o\/ is described as ^u6-^^&L
and Strepaiades has to go through mock rites of initiation
before he can be admitted as a student.

Aristophanes here

is cashing out a metaphor in concrete terms for comic effect,
as he so often does.

Even today mystery-language survives when

we speak of being "initiated into the mysteries 11 of, for example,
Cordon Bleu cookery.
metaphor, lacking
practice.

In modern English the phrase is a dead

in any associations with existing religious

Between Aristophanes and the modern dead metaphor

lies a long and complicated history, in the course of which
the

metaphor is used to make different points and with different

degrees of vitality.
Plato's metaphorical use of mystery-language is of central
importance to the later development of mystery-language in
philosophy and would, of course, be particularly significant
for a ^eoplatonist like Proclus.

At Symposium 209e and 210e,

for example, Diotima describes the philosopher's

progression,

from love of physical beauty to love of spiritual beauty to
perception of the Form of Beauty itself, in terms of initiation
<j
into the mysteries.
In the same way a fragment of Chrysippus
(SVF 11.17) tells us that cfu^//c ^

, the highest of the three

Stoic types of philosophy, includes theology
Yoa€rv(>*w ~r f -><3-u>cnL)

TTS?/? <* /o <£ £1 £ .

The metaphor which was

vivid and striking in Plato has become something of a cliche* in
6

Cf. the notes in K.J. Dover's edition of the Clouds (Oxford,

7

Cf. Phaedrua 250b ff. and Phaedo 69c.

1968)

on lines 143 and 254.
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In his Life £f Alexander Ch. VII Plutarch records

Chrysippus.

that Aristotle taught Alexander cro ^.ovov ixW S\
A

-

~
W

1*A

~

rrr

, The "esoteric" Aristotelian doctrines
which Alexander was taught are here described in terms of
mysteries (notice £TR7n-T-iocci_P * )

The passage which follows

makes it clear that the doctrines in question are Aristotle's
Metaphysics Q and Plutarch comments on their difficulty and
the need of philosophical training to understand them.
mystery-language here has

The

often been taken seriously and

along with other testimony to the division between "exoteric 11
and "esoteric" works of Aristotle has contributed to the legend
of "secret doctrines" in the ancient philosophers.

Mystery-

language was already taken in this way by Clement of Alexandria
(see Strom. V.9.58.3 ff. - GCS II, p. 365)* I. Dttring and
Q

G. Boas have shown that these "secret doctrines" are only
a legend, without basis in fact.

In other words, the mystery-

language in this Plutarch passage too is metaphorical.

Theon

of Smyrna presents us with a detailed parallel between philosophy
and mysteries in his Expositio rerum mathematicarum (pp. 14.18 ff.
Hiller).

He not only calls philosophy ^£>f\6\v . . ,

8 I follow J.R. Hamilton in his commentary (Oxford, 1969), p. 20
in accepting the MSS U.£T^ TS $o6\L<LU in VII.9 and not adopting
as ^i®gl®r does in
Xylander's emendation n-s/, -^ d)v6\*-^
^
'
his Teubner text.
9 I. Daring, Aristotle in the Ancient Biographical Tradition
(GOteborg, 1957J, pp. 426 ff. G. Boas, "Ancient Testimony to
Secret Doctrines",P£R 62 (1953), pp. 79-92.
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oV'TUv/

i^

ciA-vW

JAU-TVW?
AU£-TVW?,<~!\/

but also distinguishes degrees of philosophy in accordance
Theon

with five stages of initiation into the mysteries.

explicitly relates his use of this parallel to Plato's
metaphor.

The mystery metaphor is similarly used for philosophy

in lamblichus 1 Vita Pythagorioa Ch. 17 and the "esoteric"
doctrines of the Pythagorean school are there described
as reached only in the final stage of initiation.

Proclus

himself develops the idea that Plato's doctrine is a MJ^T
T£*V

Q-etuv

and an <£noTr-rW<^

at the opening of

Platonic Theology (1.1) and in his Commentary on the
Timaeus he uses ^rr^/y-AToV

of esoteric philosophical doctrines.

Is such mystery-language commonplace and without much meaning,
as it is in Chrysippus, or did lamblichus and Proclus really
think of progress in philosophy as a kind of progress in
mysteries?

We shall be better able to answer this difficult

question when we have seen some further aspects of Proclus'
use of mystery-language.
In the 5th and 6th essays the language of the mysteries
is applied to allegory of Homer, not, as at the opening of
"fc*16 Platonic Theology, to pure philosophy.

The idea that the

hidden meaning of poetry is parallel to a mystery can be found
in Heraclitus 1 All. 53^64 and 76, in a work which is
allegorical commentary, not technical philosophy.

The parallel

10 See, e.g., In. Ti£. 20.29-21.2. Of. also PT III 20,
p. 163.17-26 Portus and IV.16, p. 216.12-3; p. 217.44218.11? Marinus Chs. 13 and 22; etc.
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between allegorical interpretation and what happened in the
mysteries would "be facilitated by the need to allegorise
actual mystery-rites such as those of Bleusis and so make
them morally and intellectually acceptable.
In Philo the two types of usage come together, apparently
for the first time, and we find mystery-language used in a
context of both metaphysics and allegory together*

When

Philo introduces an allegorical interpretation with mysterylanguage, as at Cjier. 27 or Abr. 122, an allegory in terms
of transcendent metaphysical or theological entities is involved
and the Biblical story is interpreted in terms of God and
his powers and not, as is more common in Philo, in terms of
moral abstractions such as virtue or happiness or the lover of
wisdom*
The difficulty of understanding the allegorical meaning
of a work made the mystery metaphor peculiarly apt for allegory.
Initiation into the mysteries was thought of as something
which required purification and special spiritual preparation,
just as the understanding of allegory was something which
required special intellectual preparation and training.

The

other side of this is the exclusivity of both allegory and
mystery-rites.

Mysteries were revealed only to initiates and

Proclus makes it clear that his allegories are similarly exclusive
and that only those with proper training can understand the
Homeric myths aright.

Thus at 74.19 he speaks of

11 On ancient interpretationsof mystery-rites, cf. F. Cumont,
Lux perpetua (Paris, 1949), Uh. V, pp. 235 ff.

using, as often, the standard idea of the
literal meaning as a "veil" for the allegorical meaning, and
at 74.20-4 he explains that the literal meaning of myths
functions as a kind of protective barrier.

This barrier keeps

off the profane from the sacred truths of the allegorical
meaning and Proclus uses mystery terminology to describe
how it works (A&^A^rof

> put-r^vdst'Af ).

The profane in this

context are particularly the young who lack philosophical
wisdom and experience and are therefore more impressionable
and open to corruption.
As applied to allegory the mystery-metaphor is more than
Just a cliche.

Like Philo, Proclus takes up the mystery parallel

from allegorical interpretation on the one side and, under
the influence of the philosophical usage of the parallel on
the other side, puts it to use to talk about one particular
kind of allegory.

V/e have seen in Chapter 3 1 2 that Proclus

takes over from Syrianus a distinctive

type of allegory,

allegory in terms of transcendent metaphysical entities.
the i-Tv^yrsz.

If

of philosophy are metaphysics then it makes

excellent sense to call a metaphysical allegorical meaning
The point becomes clear when we look at Proclus 1 use
of the word p_u <$"TI *J>f
where.

both in connection with allegory and else

At 73.16-8 Proclus compares Homer's myths with Plato's:
One might think

12

Esp. pp.133-6 and 190 ff. above
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is used there because the reference is to Plato's
myths:

so it is but it is also used because it is the
is concerned.

appropriate word where knowledge of T^ &t£^

Similarly at 89.26 the myths of the poets about battles
among the gods are called ^ fxu>6'n^

(fe^A^jr

TWV

9 at 171.12 there is mention of the
in Homeric poetry and at 174.19-20 we find the phrase
Vo6/3^f

my^

(9^Gv KLc*Li

uiU6T)k-enp

Thought, mysteries and the gods all go together and the
implications are

not only that au^rjk

is the

i/o£if

highest kind of cognition but also that this kind of
cognition can be attained and expressed by means of myths.
The usage of mystery- language in other works of Proclus confirms
that this is his view.

At PT V.3, p. 254.1 ff. Portus, Proclus

again discusses the myths which Plato excludes from his ideal
state and expresses the same views as we find in the 6th essay.
refers to TV <xm/iA-rov O^OTVOV
them UU£T)/^V CTwoAu&n^/

and calls

<^£Wow

£vd£iuc/r>k.o<

At Xi^

.

Crat. j>,

51.8-13 the knowledge that iieus is demiurge, father of every
thing and unparticipated nous is called TVW

me/),1
'

au^T»u>|\/

^itxv/

and at ^n Tim.

III. 12. 28-9

the doctrines of Plate's Parmenides . which deals with meta
physics, are called A

-renj

TT^a^v/cfcfv

t^<^/o)

~n~£yj&J=>6\ f.

Proclus 1 belief that mystical experience is the highest
kind of cognition means that «/r«<y' /\i^:> f

and u<J^T)U^of

are

not just conventional labels for metaphysics and metaphysical
allegory but do have a specific meaning.

Expressions taken

originally from the mysteries have now become technical terms
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in a precise philosophical system.

Thus what begins as a

meaningful metaphor in Plato, becomes a dead metaphor in
Chrysippus, but revives in association with allegory takes
its place in Proclus as part of an organised philosophical
terminology.

We shall see in Chapter 6 that Proclus describes

poetic inspiration in terms of mystical experience and that
this too can be brought into a precise relation with late Hee
l's
Platonic epistemology. ^
To say that language taken originally from the mysteries
becomes technical philosophical terminology in Proclus might
suggest that the metaphor has lost

all its original force,

especially when we consider how extensively it had been used
in Greek philosophy.

This is not the case.

We have already

seen that the metaphor was less likely to lose its meaning
once it became associated with allegory and I have

mentioned

the Neoplatonic belief that mystical experience was the highest
kind of cognition.

For the later lifeoplatonists this belief

in mystical experience was associated with a belief in theurgy
and it is to this second source of Proclus' mystery-language
that we must now turn.
The later Keoplatonists have acquired a bad name for
practising theurgy and have often been accused of debasing
the rationalism of Plotinus by substituting magic for intellectual
contemplation as a means of achieving union with the divine.
Thus Edgar Wind, in his discussion of mystery-language in
antiquity,
13

distinguishes three senses of the term "mysteries11 :

Pp. 351 ff below.

14 See note 5 above.
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ritual, figurative and magical.

Of these the ritual sense refers

to such ancient mystery-rites as those of Eleusis, the figurative
is the metaphorical sense which I have been discussing, used by
Plato and others, and the magical is the sense used by the later
Neoplatonists for their practice of theurgy.

Wind's view implies

on the one hand that Proclus and the rest thought of theurgic
rites as mystery-rites and so gave their mystery-language a
real content, and on the other that theurgy was no more than
vulgar magic.

I would argue that the practice of theurgy

did give mystery-language a new significance but that Proclus
never loses sight of the traditional use of such language in
philosophy.

Whatever the more sensational, magical aspects of

theurgy,it is wrong to condemn a rigorous thinker like Proclus
as a "solemn trifler". 1 ^3
The Ueoplatonic evidence for theurgic practices has been
surveyed and discussed by Dodds

1 ft

while Boyance has argued

17

15 The phrase is Wind's - op. cit., p. 6. A similar problem
arises in the study of Renaissance Neoplatonism and there Wind
argues that the Renaissance antiquaries regarded the figurative
sense of "mysteries 11 as basic and held differing attitudes to the
actual practice of magic. On the link between magic and the theory
of symbolism in the Renaissance, cf. ^.H. G-ombrich, "Icones
Symbolicae" in Symbolic Images. Studies in the Art of the
Renaissance (London, 1972), pp. 170-8 (amplified version of a
study which appeared in JWI 11 (1948), pp. 163 ff.)

16 In The Greeks and the Irrational (Berkeley and Los Angeles,

1951), Appendix II, "Theurgy", pp. 283 ff. The essay is reprinted
from JRg 37 (1947), pp. 55-69. Cf. also The Ancient Concept
of Progress (Oxford, 1973)> "Supernormal Phenomena in Classical
Antiquity", pp. 200 ff. for a comparison of theurgy with
modern spiritualism.
17 "Thdurgie et telestique neoplatoniciennes", RHR 147
(1955), pp. 189-209.
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covers more than just

that the Neoplatonic term ~n?x\££'-riki/

He

the magical practices of theurgy and has older origins.
suggests that Jtfeoplatonic "telestic" had its roots in the
mysteries of Bleusis and in Orphic rites, not just in the

Qhaldaean Oracles and the theurgy practised by their authors.
It may well be that several streams flowed together to constitute
the magical rites practised by Proclus:

iiarinus(Ch. 19) records
All

that he practised the rites of all pagan religions.

the

same I do not think Boyance is right to imply that the
Eleusinian mysteries influenced Proclus directly.

Such influence

is rather filtered through the traditional philosophical attitudes
to mysteries.

The Chaldaean Oracles

themselves present a

strange mixture of Platonic and magical ideas and the search
for the precise origins of IJeoplatonic ritual practice
is a difficult and rather unsatisfactory undertaking.

It seems

best to rest with Dodds 1 broad definition of theurgy as we
find it in the Neoplatonists:

"magic applied to a religious

purpose and resting on a supposed revelation of a religious

character. 11

18

I am dealing here not so much with -t'roclus 1 practice
of theurgy as with his theoretical attitude to it and his use
of terminology deriving from it.

The words £uu./o\/

and

uoc which, as we have seen, Proclus uses of myths which
require to be interpreted allegorically, can be traced clearly

18 The Greeks and
16), p. 291.

the Irrational (op. cit. above, note
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to the Ohaldaean Oracles. 19

Fragment 108 in des Places'

edition of the Chaldaean Oracles reads
o f -is?

TT-SJyiiJ,/

fa

Zuu/^xA*

The two terms recur in lamblichus,

for example in De myst. 11.11.96.19
chaldaica

J

is used in the same sense as

(JX/rjfAc<

in 108.
and 12. 21

^^

vo <£ •

VOOTS^

In fragment 109

^/TT&^V/

V00J-

Fragment V of Proclus 1

and 97.5, and IV. 2. 184. 5

Eolo^ae de phllosophja

etates that every soul is composed of \io<zfen X

and fc^ot- £u(i&oA&L .

The former come from the intellectual

Forms, the latter come from the divine henads and make union with
the divine possible.
and ^u\/u^
c

In this fragment Proclus uses £otjL/2<

interchangeably and explicitly connects

with the Ghaldaean Oracles (~ns

Theurgy,

\o\n'oL ).

like other similar types of magic, makes use

of the old idea of cosmic sympathy in a systematically
organised way:

f

*

specific 6Uk>./Z&Ao^ or ^o\/^\^^cr^

sympathy with specific other things in the cosmos.

have a
This kind

of systematisation was precisely what Proclus achieved in his
metaphysics and physics.

Everything in both the natural

and the intelligible world was organised and classified both
as belonging to a particular level of being and as belonging
19 Of course the history of both words, particularly of u
goes much further back, but it is the Chaldaean ^raclea which are
important for Proclus 1 usage. On the history of £(,ufio\o\/ , cf.
Coulter, Ch. 2, Appendix I, pp. 60-8. Coulter fails to realise the
importance for Proclus of the use of ^^i 0\o\/ in theurgy and the
'/
Chaldaean Uracles.
20 Cf. des Places 1 notes and Lewy, p. 191, with notes 55-6. The
reference to Lewy, notes 255-6, in des Places is an error.
21 Cf. des Places 1 introduction to his urac. Chald.. pp. 28-9,
22 Ed. A. Jahn (Halle, 1891).
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to a particular £<^*

or ~T~a^if

, i.e. inherently

related to other members of the same £<^y?<x

on other levels

of being, just as one link in a chain is related to the others.
Thinking of it diagraminatically, we may say that the world
was conceived as organised into both horizontal and vertical
lines.

The heliotrope, on the low level of plant life, is a

goufiatAoV of the sun which is in the same £gu>ot

, the

same "vertical line", but on a higher level of being, a higher
The sun in turn is a <fuuA&Ao\/ of higher
*
/
such as the god Apollo, and
realities in the same <^h/?o<^
"horizontal" line.

ultimately, as in Plato lie p. VI, of the transcendent Good which
is the Neoplatonic One.

The belief that such "vertical line"

relationships hold between the natural world and the intelligible
world is equally essential both to theurgy and to Proclus 1
metaphysics.

To put it another way, it was because he believed

in a particular kind of metaphysical system that Proclus could
believe in and practise theurgy.

To say that A is a

of B is not just to say that magical operations on A will
produce effects on B, but is also to say something about the
relative places of A and B in the structure of the universe.
is a much more precise and meaningful term for
2*^

Proclus than the English word "symbol" is for us. J

Mystery-language as traditionally used in Greek philosophy
refers not to mystery-rites but, however weakly and metaphorically,
to

experience.

When Diotima calls the final stage in the progress

23 Gf. Dodds, ET, pp. 222-3, note on prop. 39, for Proclus'
use of /ou^-iov/ in general.
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to vision of the Form

cf Beauty TS? , .

(Smp. 209e) she means not that Socrates will go through any
actual rites but that he will experience a marvellous vision
like that experienced by the initiate who had gone through
the final rites in the mysteries.
with mystery-rites

The comparison of philosophy

is always fundamentally a comparison

between the experience of the philosopher and the experience
of the initiate.

I do not mean that such a comparison

always implies that the end of philosophy is mystical
experience.

Even in Plato the point is rather that the

philosopher's knowledge, attained by dialectic, is worth
more than any knowledge gained in the mysteries.

The later

Neoplatonists, however, believed both in the possibility
of mystical experience and in the efficacy of the actual
rites of theurgy.

J?or them the end of philosophy was mystical

experience and they took the iuystery-language used by Plato
and others quite seriously.

Did Proclus refer all such

language to the rites of theurgy, believing that only through
those rites could mystical

experience be attained?

This

leads to the difficult question whether the later Neoplatonists
did entirely abandon the Plotinian ideal of intellectual
contemplation or continued to believe both in that ideal
and in theurgy as alternative ways of reaching the divine.
Proclus 1 attitude to theurgy is J.ot like Plato's attitude
to the mysteries.

I do not doubt that he believed in

the efficacy of theurgy and karinus tells stories of his
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activities as a magician.

Yet at the sane time Proclus

does not seem to regard theurgy as the only means of attaining
union with the gods, and the One.

Recently Andrew Smith has

discussed the apparent contradiction between PT 1.25, p. 113.4 ff.
Saffrey-Westerink, where theurgy is called k^W-rrUV

fc-n-^^f

and In Crat. 32.28 ff.
and 65.25f.

where theurgy is said not to operate beyond the

level of the VO^T^

O^n7

. ^

.Smith argues that Proclus,

and lamblichus, divided theurgy into a higher branch, concerned
with uniting the individual soul to the divine, and a lower
branch, concerned with the material world, but that ritual
was not absent from the higher branch.

He rejects the distinction

made, for example, by Ilosan 26 between a higher, "contemplative"
theurgy in which ritual played no part and a lower, purely
ritual theurgy.

Certainly it is clear that while theurgy could

be used, like vulgar magic, to bring about effects in the material
world, Proclus, and lamblichus, attached such importance to it
because it could promote the union of the individual soul with
the divine.

Cmith does not really solve the problem of just

how theurgic ritual and intellectual contemplation were related
24 Marinus, Chs. 28 and 29. On the problem of reconciling what
and magic with Proclus 1
appears to us as vulgar superstition
philosophical acumen, cf. the interesting articles by A.J.
Festugiere, "Proclus et la religion traditionelle", Melanges
Piftaniol 3 (Paris, 1966}, pp. 1581-90 and "Contemplation
philosophique et art theurgique chez rroclus" in Studi di
storia reli^iosa della tarda antichita(Hessina. 1968), pp. 7-18.
Both are reprinted in Festugiere'sL^udes de philosophie grecaue
(Paris, 1971), pp. 575-84 and 585-96.
25 Smith, Ch. 8 "Theurgy in Proclus", pp. 111-21.
26

Kosan, pp. 212 ff.
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in promoting this union. 27
There are some signs of disagreement among the Ifeoplatonists
themselves on this point.

The pupils of lainblichus 1 pupil

Aedesius differed in their attitudes to theurgy.

According

to Eunapius VS VII. 2 (p. 43.5 ff. GiangrandeJ ^usebius of
Myndus disapproved of it, while Chrysanthius and Kaximus
made striking and

"theatrical" use of it:

the youthful

Julian was more attracted by the magic of Chrysanthius and
I-iaximus than by the solemn warnings of iusebius.
86.22 ff. records the opinion of -nWf

PR

Hermias

that

was effective only in the area beneath the moon,

presumably

following Syrianus Hermias himself rejects this view.

Moreover

at Hermias 92.6 ff. we find that Proclus asked Syrianus a
question about the relationsllip of -r£A<z6Tn<^
and o^Ti^O
Ti^

txpi\//^
tx

.

^otvx/ok

to

It is clear from Hermias 1

discussion that Syrianus and his pupils understood the
M.pcv/'ot

of the Phaedrus to refer to theurgy, and

Proclus was apparently puzzled that Plato placed it below
and CP\A^^\ ixoivx/oc despite the importance which the
Platonists of the 5th century A.D. gave to it.

Hermias '

report of Syrianus 1 answer is not easy to follow, but it seems
i 6Tiu^/ only £V
;
that Syrianus maintained the primacy of ~T^A<I
/&0 (riT^v&u d'enJ iTfltv\jL*6iV

(92.13-5).

and not

It is tempting to

suppose that if Proclus was already concerned about this problem
27

Gf. also Wallis, p. 153 and note 3 there.

28 Cf. The Greeks and the Irrational (op. cit. above, note 16),
p. 288.
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when he and Hermias heard oyrianus lecture on the Phaedrus • then
his own views may have changed and developed in the course of time
This might explain seme of the contradictions in what he says
about theurgy in different works.

Clearly further systematic

research is needed on this problem.

In my view Proclus did

believe both in intellectual contemplation of a Plotinian
type and in the rites of theurgy as ways of achieving mystical
experience.

V/e do not at

present know enough about his views,

or those of other late Neoplatonists, to say precisely how these
two ways were related in his thought.

What we can say is that

of an
the belief on which theurgy depends, that gou./Sxo^^
'/
intelligible world are to be found in the material world, provides
Proclus with an important theoretical model.

It appears from

ffcl. de phil. chald . Frag. V that he thinks of the "one in the
soul" as a

^ua/^Aov

of the transcendent One and that it is

because of this ^ou&sdov/ -relationship that any mystical
union, including that achieved by Plotinian intellectual
contemplation, is possible.

Perhaps Proclus came to re-interpret

the Plotinian way of achieving mystical union in terms of the
theory

behind theurgy, and that is why it can look as though

he subordinated it to ritual theurgy. 29y
In the In Orat. the theurgic practice of putting <5uu/^
on statues to make them like the gods and so able to receive
the presence of the gods is compared to the giving of names to
things in such a way that the name is like the thing named.
29 Gf. C. z.intzen, "faystik und ixiagie in der iVeuplatonischen
.t-hilosophie", i&K ii.P. 103 (1965), pp. 71-100, esp. pp. 93 ff.
On the "one in the soul" and Proclus 1 theory of mysticism see
further above, pp. 224-9 and below, pp. 364 ff.
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Crat.p.19.12-9*

cf.p.25.1-7)

In general in the In. Crat.

Proclus takes the view that words are ^u^oA^

of things,

There is a link here with his theory of allegory for the idea
that there is an essential connection between the name or, more
generally, the word, and the thing which it signifies is only
one particular form of the idea that there is an essential
connection between symbol and thing symbolised.

An allegorist

who believes that there is one particular deeper meaning, and
one only, which the literal meaning of a work stands for,
believes in such an essential connection.

If there were no

such connection between symbol and thing symbolised there could
be several possible interpretations of a work and no one
interpretation would have an exclusive claim to be correct.
Proclus is making such a claim to be authoritative in his
interpretations and when he admits the possibility of more than
one meaning it is only because the different meanings are
different ways of looking at the same thing or reflections of
the same truth on different levels of being.
In the In Tim,

the statues used in -reAe^rM

contain both visible and hidden ^ua/o/oc

which

of the gods are

compared to the sensible world which contains both visible
and hidden

6Lu£oA<*~ of the intelligible world (273.10-8) and

/
the ToUs-r^f

'

who adorns the statues is compared to the demiurge

of the world (III. 6. 8-15*

cf. 1.330.1-331.5)

In the Neoplatonist

view these statues, as a part of the world, reflect the nature
of the whole;

that is why the comparison makes sense.

When Proclus

calls myths <<uu/^/\cA

he is associating

his theory of allegory with his theory of language, with the
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theory behind theurgy, and with the basic principles of his
metaphysics.

He is also infusing new life into the traditional

mystery-language by associating it with a ritual which he
practised and in which he believed.

At the same time the

mystery metaphor finds its place in an organised philosophical
terminology since mystical experience, whether attained by
ritual theurgy or by intellectual contemplation, has a precise
place in his epistemology as the highest of a series of kinds
of cognition.
We can now return to the question raised on p. 31 2
whether lamblichus and Proclus really thought of progress
in philosophy as a kind of progress in mysteries.

The argument

I have been pursuing leads me to answer that they did.

When

lamblichus describes progress in philosophy as progressive
initiation in the mysteries in Vita Pythagorica Ch. 17 he
is following the traditional usage of such language, although
his belief in theurgy would give it a special meaning for
him.

In the pe myst. , as we have seen, he uses the language

of theurgy and the Chaldaean Oracles .
The two types of language, from the two sources of
philosophical tradition and theurgy respectively, have already
come together in Julian.

This suggests that they did so

in lamblichus from whom Julian derived much of his philosophy.
In Or. V.1?2d Julian describes the doctrine of the Chaldaean
Oracles as Sy/M-tof

'

uLu6^YdV>'<*.

'

o j

In Or. VII.215c ff. he divides

philosophy into branches, of which the highest is ~K>

and goes on to say that f-tfoYpxvL

is appropriate only for a

very limited area of philosophy,*^ 9^^AoV(U^j TW
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.^J

•

Although T^£6-rik

is a term associated with

mystery and magic from Plato onwards, it would have special
significance for Julian as related to the lleoplatonic
"telestic" art of animating statues.

In the passage which

follows Julian develops the mystery parallel:
f\

ou[£

it/? orrTZ;

ZL*~

1^01

~^>

cxtTr-o K-£ uo i_y*

u-^&D
/)7r-7T^

f\i**iv*

saying

o6\f itf sn-r&

&j(.

i'<

is a

attributed to the philosopher Heraclitus and

common in this kind of context^

and ^u^B-sz/i-r&v

refers to

the purification necessary before initiation into mysteries of
any kind.

Later in the same speech, (235a ff.), Julian

describes his own education in philosophy in terms of initiation
into the mysteries.

It is this education which, he

claims,

has made him adopt the right attitude to myths and poetry.
All the elements of Proclus 1 use of mystery-language are present
here although not systematically organised or developed in
detail.
In Or. VII Julian distinguishes between inspired and
educational myths.

(See, e.g., VII.223a)

Proclus uses a similar

distinction in the 6th essay in order to reconcile Homer and
Plato.

The distinction is clearly set out at 76.24 ff.:

/peox/
'
, f
^qo/?«r

ertLoM.
'

Tf
_

TV
,x
__ r

~

-

LL<ov <

tVTTo

v

iicxruo\/7vJ /

types of audience follows.

€ ^tv .

A distinction between

Educational myths are suited to

30 Cf. Proclus In Hemp. II 107.6-7.
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the young, inspired myths to those capable of understanding
(cf. 80.4-13 and 81.12 ff. where the different

metaphysics.

effects of the two types are set out:
produce f\9ixs\

oy?£~rvA

-r4 9&ov 6ov*(f«v. )

educational myths

f inspired myths produce TV\
In 84.12 ff. there is a similar distinction

between inspired and educational otpaovifoU.

which is correlated

with the two types of ^oQo^ovf^ in 84.24-6.

The distinction

between the two types of myths is made again at 140.6-19,
where Phaedrus 245a has clearly influenced the thought and
phraseology of lines 16-9*

Plato in Rep. II and III is concerned

with the education of the young and with what sort of literature
is suitable for them.

Proclus is always ready to admit that

Homer, writing inspired myths which require to be allegorically
interpreted in terms of metaphysics, is not suitable school
reading.
In the Heoplatonist universe the structure of the whole
is mirrored in every part and man in particular reflects,
as a microcosm, the structure of the macrocosm.

Accordingly

Proclus describes the man who is fit to understand inspired
myths as subduing the childish and youthful element in his
OWn SOUl, TO

at 80.23-81*10,
has here become a
soul.

The distinction between two types of audience
distinction between different parts of the

Inspired myths are suitable for the rational part of

the soul and for nous . not for the irrational part and for
phantaaia.

This links up with the belief that inspired myths

are really about metaphysical entities:- the highest part of
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the soul is needed to understand them properly.

•JP4

The distinction between different types of audience is
again taken into the individual soul, in a more detailed way,
in a passage in the 16th essay, near the beginning of Proclus '
commentary on the myth of Er, at In Remp. II 107.14-109.3.
There Proclus explains that the reason why we take pleasure in
myths is that we have not only rational nous in our souls
but also irrational phantasia.
phantasia

He does not just say that

takes pleasure in the literal

story while nous

appreciates the deeper meaning but declares at 107.23-6 that
the relationship of literal meaning to hidden meaning is just
like that of phantasia to nous;
obscures the other.

the one covers over and

The extent to which everything reflects

everything else in the lleoplatonist universe can be quite
bewildering!

Proclus goes on to say that it is important

that our phaatasia which, as we recall from the passage in
the 6th essay, is the childish part of our soul, should be
presented with clean and appropriate literal meanings and he
refers to Plato's condemnation of myths as bad for Jre

though he makes no mention here of the theory of
inspired myths.

He makes a detailed comparison between the

effects of myths and the effects of the mysteries (which, he
rather confusingly adds, do themselves make use of myths):
even among the initiated there are different levels of compre
hension.

The different tropoi

of interpreting such myths as

31 Cf. also Proclus' correlation between three parts of the
aoul, three types of life and three types of poetry at 177 ff<
p. 392.
See above, pp. 224-5 and below,
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the Theomachy in the 6th essay would, I think, be considered
appropriate to different levels of comprehension in this
way. 32 By speaking of phantasia as the childish part of the
soul Proclus takes the exclusivity of inspired myths inside
the human individual and thereby links it with the originally
Platonic idea that only the highest and most rational part of
the soul

can apprehend the deepest truths of philosophy.

as the uninitiated

Just

are shut out from the mysteries so

phantasia is shut out from understanding the allegorical meaning
of myths.

In the passage from the 16th essay Proclus makes

further use of his psychology to provide rather a good explanation
7J-Z

of why human beings take pleasure in myths. "
Both myths and mysteries can be misunderstood and taken
in the wrong way by the ignorant and uninitiated.

It is of

course for this reason that the young are to be excluded:

it

is not just that they will not understand the myths but that
there is positive danger in the mistaken ideas which, in their
ignorance, they will receive from them.

This element of the

parallel between myths and mysteries is explicitly worked out
by Proclus at 75.5-25 and 76.8-17, in order to make the point
that such misunderstanding is the fault of the audience, not
of the myths or mysteries themselves.
two further parallels.
the creation of the

These passages introduce

In the first there is a parallel with

world:

the providential organisation of the

32 Cf. above, pp. 136-41.
33 Cf. Olymp. J£ Q£g. 46.3, p. 237.14 ff. and 6, p. 239-12 ff.
In general this whole section of Olympiodorus may be compared
with Proclus 1 theoretical justification of allegory.
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world is not responsible for the way in which some people
abuse the things in the world any more than the myths
or the mysteries are responsible for the way in which people
misunderstand them.

In the second passage the new parallel

is with the abuse of alcohol:

just as it does not follow

that alcohol is bad because some people misuse it, so it
does not follow that myths, or mysteries, are bad because some
people misunderstand them.

The parallel with the creation of

the world, which recurs at the very end of the essay, at 205.13-21,
is important.

For Proclus these comparisons are not just

literary similes which find or create convenient
to illustrate the point at issue.

similarities

The points of comparison

are really there all the time and the nature of Homeric poetry

really does reflect the nature of the world (and vice versa)
just as the division of the thinking part of the soul into

irrational phantasia and rational nous really does parallel
exactly the distinction between the impressionable young and
the mature and reflective old.

We can see how seriously Proclue

took such a comparison from In A^c. 10.13-4 where he develops
a parallel between the elements in a Platonic dialogue and the
elements in the cosmos.

Similar comments apply to the parallel
with alcohol which Proclus has picked up from Plato's Laws. 35
Another way in which mystery-language is appropriate for
Proclus 1 allegory becomes clear at 77.29-79.4.

Here we are told

34 Cf. also Anon. Prol. 15.2-13, 16 and 17, with Westerink's
introduction, p. xxxv. On the parallel between the demiurge
and the creative artist, see Coulter, p. 30, note 23 and
PP. 95 ff.
35 See above, p. 271.
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that what the myths say is true of the lowest members of the
divine chains, the demons, and Proclus compares the way in
which mystery-rites take account of the demons as well as of the
higher gods.

The idea that one has to propitiate the demons

to make sure they do not hinder the operations which are being
carried out is common in ancient magic.

In the fragment On

the Hieratic Art Proclus mentions an occasion when a solar
demon with the face of a lion was said to have appeared.

When

a cock, another solar creature traditionally opposed to the lion,
was displayed, the demon vanished.

•X£-

Proclus might have some

such apotropaic ritual in mind here but Ms reference to
laughter and lamenting at prescribed times (78.15-6) suggests
rather that he is putting a ^eoplatonic interpretation on
some of the

ritual acts performed in mystery cults.

He

connects these with a distinctive feature of his metaphysical
system, the idea that every god is represented at every
level of being;
are demons.

at the lower levels these representatives

The same idea lies behind one of his standard

types of allegorical explanation, that the myth under discussion
is literally true of the demons who, as representatives of the
gods mentioned in the myth, bear their names.

The principle

involved is set out by Proclus at 79.2-4:
M-OlPvW
O^ac

ek<x^T^op
0<±

cfoUu^ iA Oj~

Uo-CTS.

Tvy/

M-^V

€6T>V

R^3~5?

^ TT-o /)/) /\ T-OV/

ro

CJJvUi Voi> G vO \/

t7^~^^ ^ V/ -

Proclus has thus absorbed into his system the old idea that
apparently unworthy myths may be excused on the grounds that
they are about the demons who are intermediate between gods and
36 QMAO 6, 150.15 ff. (cf. note 2 above). Of. The Sreeka and
the Irrati^r^ ( O p. cit. above, note 16), p. 291 and note 65*
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men rather than about the gods themselves.
I have been mainly discussing Proclus 1 use of the mystery
He

comparison in his theoretical justification of allegory.
does also make some use of it in the detailed discussions
of individual Homeric passages.

At 110.21-111.16 Proclus points

out that in ascribing changes of shape to the

gods Homer is

doing just what the mysteries do, and he quotes a passage from
the Chaldaean Oracles to prove his point.

The explanations

which follow apply both to Homer and to the mysteries.

Here

we have an illustration of how both poetry and mysteries make
use of similar mythical conceptions.

This kind of similarity

in detail is a corollary of the general similarity between poetry
and mysteries which Proclus makes use of in his theoretical
justification.

In the same way at 125.2-6 Proclus points out

that there are |9^wcrc

in the mysteries which symbolise

divine providence, just as there are Q-pfyer^
in Homer.

by the gods

Because of the parallel in this point of detail

Proclus can take over the explanation of the one type of
for the explanation of the other.

I have already dealt in

Chapter 3 with the allegorical interpretation of the rites
performed by Achilles at Patroclus 1 bier as the theurgic
rites of o^T^^v/cxT^^f

, in 152.7 ff., and with the

suggested interpretation of Achilles as a uu^f

, as a

way of defending his impious rudeness to Apollo, in 148.19-24.
These interpretations which, as we have seen, derive from
Syrianus, are perhaps the most extreme examples of detailed

37 Of. above, pp.149-50and 192-4.
38 Pp. 185-90 and 199-200 above.
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application of the parallel between myths and mysteries.
The mysteries in question are specific theurgic rites.
A number of the different aspects of Proclus 1 use of
mystery-language can be seen together in the Commentary on, the
1st Alcibiades.

There progress in the mysteries is compared

to philosophical progress towards self-knowledge (In Ale. 9*2 ff. t
19.1-7 and 142.1-9), the demons which can distract -che theurgist
are compared to base lovers who distract the true "lover"
in the sense of Plato's Symposium and to sophists who distract
the true philosopher (39-40) and the way in which mysteries
turn men to the divine is compared with the way in which
philosophical arguments and discussions turn men to the philosophic
life (61.10-62.2)

A passage like 9.2 ff. could be related simply

to the traditional use of mystery-language in philosophy but
in 39-40 Proclus obviously has theurgy and the Qhaldaean Oracles
particularly in mind.

The reference

to the distracting appearance

of demons reminds us of the passage from On the Hieratic Art
to which I referred earlier (p. 332 above) and Proclus actually
quotes the Chaldaean Oracles in this context.
Proclus saw the traditional mystery language of Greek
philosophy with the eyes of one who believed in the practice
of theurgy and in the possibility of mystical experience.

The

metaphor therefore had a precise meaning for him and he used
it in a variety of ways.

In Proclus' thought everything really

does reflect everything else.

Like a modern structuralist he

finds the same underlying pattern in the mysteries, in theurgy,
in philosophy, in language, in myth, and in the world as a
whole.

The principles behind the use of 6via^\o^ in theurgy
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are also the principles behind Proclus 1 interpretation of
poetic myths and so he can transfer language from the one sphere
into the other and use mystery-language to provide a terminology
for allegory.
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CHAPTER
THBQRY

OF

THREE

SIX
TYPES

OP

POETRY

Plato deals with poetry in two different parts of the
Republic. in Books II and III and again in Book X.

Much of

Proclus 1 6th essay is concerned with Rep. II and III and with
the attack on Homer which Plato makes there.
of the essay he turns to Rep. X.

Towards the end

The attack in Rep. X is couched

in more general terms than that in Rep. II and III:

Plato turns

from the moral effect of poetry and the discussion of specific
passages to the metaphysical status of poetic imitation.
Accordingly Proclus in dealing with Rep. X turns from detailed
allegorical interpretation to a general theory of poetry.
Plato he is concerned with poetry's metaphysical status.

Like
To

answer Plato on his own terms he must show that at least some
poetry is better than "third from reality11 .

In the sections

of the 6th essay from 177.7 to 196.13 Proclus expounds his
theory that poetry falls into three types.

At 196.18-199.28

he uses the theory to answer Rep. X.
Proclus first expounds the theory in the abstract
(177.7-179-32);

then he shows how it is recognised by Plato,

fitting a number of passages of Plato on poetry into his
scheme (180.3-192.3), and then shows how Homer exemplifies all
types of poetry and claims that in his description of different
1 On the three types of poetry cf. Buffiere, pp. 27 ff., closely
following Friedl, pp. 56-9; Gallavotti, L'estetica greca...
PP. 44-54; S. Koster, Antike Epostheorien (Wiesbaden. 1970),
pp. 111-4; Coulter, pp. 107 ff.
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poets Homer shows himself aware of the theoretical classification
(192.6-196.13).

This is a slightly deceptive procedure, since

Proclus 1 three types are, as we shall, see, evolved from a
reading of Plato in the first place.

It is, however, typical

of the way Neoplatonic doctrines are developed:

they begin from

a particular way of reading Plato, and hence the Neoplatonists'
own claim to be no more than interpreters of Plato, but they
can then be presented as independent doctrines in such a way
that the modern reader sees the differences from Plato and
regards Neoplatonism as an independent philosophical system.
The first of Proclus 1 three types is inspired poetry.
The main Platonic authority for this is Phaedrus 245a, and the
Ion.

Proclus describes inspired poetry as corresponding to

the highest of three types of life, that in which the "one
in the soul" is united with the gods.

Inspired poetry conveys

truths about the divine world in allegorical form.

It can

be dangerous if not properly interpreted but to those who
understand it, it is instructive in the highest possible way.
Most of Homer falls into this class, including all the myths
about the gods which Proclus has interpreted allegorically
in the earlier part of the essay.
Next comes didactic poetry.

It presents either facts

about the physical world or ethical precepts.

In either

case it tells the reader what is true and morally commendable
in a straightforward way, without allegory.

The poetry of

Theognis, and perhaps of the Presocratic philosophers, would
come into this class.

This type of poetry corresponds to the

second of the three types of life described in 177.15-178.5,
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that in which nous predominates.
The third type of poetry, mimetic, is further divided into
eikastic and phantastic.
Plato in Rep.

This is poetry as conceived of by

X, merely a representation of the sensible

world and as such deceptive.

Proclus bases its subdivision

on the discussion of mimesis in the Sophist (235d ff.)
Eikastic poetry represents things in the sensible world as they
in fact are.

The Homeric example is the passages where Homer

represents the heroes fighting or holding counsel or speaking
in accordance with their different types of character (192.7193.4) - in other words representations which may not fit the
conduct of the philosopher but are at least accurate and not
too discreditable.

Phantastic poetry is lower.

It represents

things as they appear to us, aiming not even at accuracy
of representation but only at effect on the emotions.

The

Homeric example, a rather curious one, is the description
of sunrise in Pel. 3.1-2.

The sun does not really rise out of

a lake, but Homer describes it as doing so because that is how
it appears to us.

This third type of poetry corresponds to

the third type of life which is ruled by the irrational part
of the soul and its cognitive faculties, sense-perception and
imagination.
Proclus 1 answer to Hep. X, or rather his way of reconciling
it with Plato's other statements on poetry, is that Rep. X is
directed only against the lower division of mimetic poetry.
Inspired poetry, while admittedly unsuitable for the education
of the young, is otherwise left unscathed, as is didactic.
Proclus regards Homer with almost as much reverence as he
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regards Plato and it is quite characteristic that he should
produce examples of all types of poetry from Homer and even
claim that Homer knew his poetic theory.

As the best poet

Homer is not just the supreme example of the best type of
poetry, inspired poetry, but contains all the others in some
degree.

This is in accordance with the Heoplatonist principle,

"Everything in everything but according to its nature":every type of poetry is in Homer although the best type
predominates.

Proclus 1 use of Homer here, and the examples of

Homeric poetry he picks on, can be related to the long tradition
of Homeric interpretation and I want to examine this before
going on to discuss the individual types of poetry, and the
theory as a whole, in more detail.
After a general statement of how each type of poetry
is to be found in Homer (192.6-21) Proclus comes to specific
examples. I have mentioned that his use of Od. 3.1-2 as
an example of phantastic poetry seems rather curious.

It

seems odd because Proclus has stressed how emotionally harmful
such poetry is and it is a little hard to see,
/-I^Aior
x
> otVoV
cru/>

J ' <*• v GnerO 6 &
>
<i|>

.A iTTUV

Tr^p ' K ocA/l <£ o^

X LUV/V\/

/ Vex:
~7>o -A\ o

as aiming at ^u^oci/^lj/.U t especially when we are told that
the lines are phantastic not, for example, because they are
beautiful and make one think about how the words are well
chosen and arranged, but because they say what is not true,
2 Proclus is thoroughly Platonic
that the sun rises from a lake.
2 Por an ancient criticism of the style of Od. 3.1 f with its
educational effect in mind, see Aristid. Quint. II.9, p. 68.14 ff.
Winnington-Ingram.
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here in his simple-minded view of the relation of mimetic
poetry to truth (although we shall see later on that on the
relation of inspired poetry to truth he is less naive).
L* 235d-236c is described as
imitation which produces illusions of perception.

In 235e5-

236a2 the ELeatic Stranger refers it to painters and
who change the proportions of objects:

sculptors

if they reproduced

the proportions exactly, the upper parts of the objects, distant
from the observer, would appear too small and the lower parts,
near the observer, too large.

This account would lead Proclus

to look for an example of poetry presenting an illusion of
perception and when we look at other ancient interpretations
of the passage of Homer we can see that Proclus was not the
first to notice its factual incorrectness.
8.45 reads J ox> R. l<,Jv\Q£

/V(=-7^c <£/7ft TV^

o\

cfe

/~.

0!\A£\,

Schol. B on

%-LO\~-TI\£IV r^nj /\xl

I have underlined

because if Proclus knew this scholion its use of the word
might well encourage him to take the lines as an example of
•

Ps. -Plutarch, Vita Homeri 104, cites

the lines among those which show Homer's wisdom about the
as "the Ocean" while Proclus
3 The scholion takes /I UAV/\
follows the alternative interpretation and takes it as "lake".
Festugiere in the note in his translation here rightly points out
the different possibilities forxU'^w\ but suggests, despite his
own translation, "un certain lac", tnat Proclus 1 J^ ~r\v
cy7T>o>T^/\/ (192.26) means he takes it as "the Ocean". Proclus
because he is trying to make
puts in (fc^ -?>y lsr^s^?si\/
his example parallel to the examples of painting and sculpture
in the Sophist - note 6& -^ -ri
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Bun.

The writer of the Vita, it seems, succumbed to belief in
'
appearances and was taken in by
The scholion I have noted is not among those attributed to
Porphyry.

If, as I am arguing, Proclus 1 interpretation implies

that he knew the scholion, then we have here an indication
that Proclus 1 knowledge of earlier Homeric interpretation was
not limited to Syrianus 1 use of Porphyry.

c

Proclus classifies Homer's descriptions of the heroes
as eikastic poetry.

Earlier in the essay, when interpreting

passages about the heroes, he does not resort to allegorical
explanation, and in the 5th essay he explains that what Plato
objects to in Homer's poetry about the heroes is
(see 44.6 ff.)

Proclus would say that Homer's u-iu^d/f

in fact otzenof

is

when one takes into account that the heroes

are practical men, not philosophers.
I

u^<iV

^v

xny

£

•,

(Of., e.g., 145. 27-1 46. 5 »

"*»

A a id c u^sf\f

___

"TTp0

Similarly Proclus 1 examples of
didactic poetry in Homer refer back to his own earlier discussions
of Homeric passages.

c-t(o*0v£

I would follow Pestugiere here in referring

(o £r^6&t
rtf -ruv -uo/i'.Vlv/
-uo/i'.
(Wo

T

V (193-4-5) to

ff., on Homer's knowledge of the nature of the soul and
4 On ancient
pp. 215-6.
5 Cf. above,
passage among
of Homer.
6 Cf. above,

interpretations of the lines, cf. also Buffiere,
pp.15^-7 and 185. Priedl fails to note this
those where Proclus is using earlier interpretations
pp. 13-6, 162 and 198.
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its distinction from the body, and -r/\v
4AJV

w>i4<jL£VAv/

(193.5-6) to 172.9 ff.,

on the Homeric Heracles and the relation of his
his soul.

193*6-7 ^r\v T^^V

TvW
>/)^\J<£j

to

t^oV
^Wi

<4v TVJ TT^?\/TX

also have a specific

reference, this time not to a passage of Homer discussed by
Proclus himself but to passages discussed by earlier interpreters
of Homer.

Ps.-Plu., Vita Homeri 94-5 > praises Hoiner for his
The

knowledge about the elements, just as Proclus does here.

Vita cites U.. 8.23 ff. as proof that Homer knows earth comes
at the bottom, II,. 14.287-8 ae proof that air comes above earth
and ether above that;
e-vp<*vc>r

II. 17.424-5 and 1.497 as proof that
and finally says that Homer

comes above ether;

calls Olympus oAov Ao±+sjr/i&v because he knows it is purer
than air and furthest from earth and its exhalations.

n

We

can see from this that it was usual to find the doctrines
physical science

and cosmology in Homer.

of

Kuch of Ps.-Plu.,

Vita Homeri is concerned to show that Homer has knowledge
about all sorts of things and it was common Greek practice
to take verses of Homer out of context, more or less seriously,
to illustrate factual knowledge or give it authority.

Indeed

this practice may go some way to excuse Proclus, and Plato,
for thinking of some poetry as misleading simply because it
says what is not in fact true.

The practice of treating Homer

as a repository of all knowledge is important for Proclus in
a number of different ways:

we have seen how it leads him to

7 Cf. the expanded version of this passage at Stob. 1.22.2
Wachsmuth, and Buffiere, p. 106.
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pick as an example of phantastic poetry a

case where Homer

is not a reliable informant of the facts;

it explains how

Proclus can find didactic poetry in Homer at all;

and

it also explains why Proclus should want to claim that Homer
knows his own theory of poetry.

Homer had been claimed as a

rhetorician and a philosopher:

Ps,-Plutarch claims both these

types of knowledge for him, and Proclus himself claims throughout
the essay that Homer knows Platonic philosophy.

Q

Now Proclus

claims him as a poetic theorist too.
It is at first sight surprising to find Proclus listing
five elements here, earth, water, air, ether and heaven.
It is all very well for the philosophically eclectic Ps.Plutarch to distinguish between ether and heaven but one
would expect Proclus, as a Platonist, to have four elements,
not the Aristotelian five.

In fact Proclus 1 view on the number

and nature of the elements is another example of an attempt
to reconcile Plato and Aristotle.-7q The details of it are to
be found in a fragment of his
Philppojius De aeternitate mundi. p. 482.21 ff. Kabe.

According

to Philoponus Proclus claimed that the fifth element was not
different in nature from the other four, as Aristotle had
maintained, but was the purest part of them.

Philoponus objects

that this is not consistent with Plato's view in the Timaeus
8

Gf. above, pp. 280 ff., esp. pp. 288 ff.

9

Cf. above, pp.245 ff.
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that the heavens are composed of all four elements.

A similar

view to Proclus 1 was taken by Plotinus who maintains in II.
1 that the heavens are made of pure fire.
list five elements when thinking in terms

Proclus can thus
of cosmology even

though in terms of physics he would reduce those five to the
Platonic four.
Proclus 1 examples of inspired poetry in Homer likewise
refer back to his own earlier interpretations. -r-/\Y
"JY\f

£?£ -T7)'pl

JloO/eox^p

TVJV/

o /I U\/ (193*10-1 1

refers to 156.26 ff., on the G-orgias * use of H. 15.187 ff.,
and to 164*26 ff., on Homer's views on the creation of the
world. 11 TWV c Hck-'^ro JWL«\/

(193-12)

alludes to

Proclus 1 interpretation of the binding of Ares and Aphrodite
by Hephaestus at 141-3* and
-rr^ip TY ^0v<^ov (9^-rvvTR TY^ ^HptLf... (193.12-4) to hie

exposition of the meaning of the scene on Mount Ida in 132-40.
To illustrate how his poetic theory applies to Homer
Proclus uses both examples drawn from the tradition of Homeric
interpretation and examples from his own interpretations
earlier in the essay.

We can see in the latter how careful

he is to preserve the consistency of his thought and how, in
the application of eikastic poetry to the heroes, for example,
his poetic theory is already implicit in the preceding sections
of the essay and even, in part, in the 5th essay.
Proclus goes on to assign each of his types of poetry to
10 Gf. Wallis, p. 24.
11 Here again I follow Festugiere.
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a poet mentioned in Homer, claiming that Homer is aware of his
classification of poetry:
(194.7-9).
inspired poetry,

Phemius, didactic;

left with Clytemnestra, eikastic;

Demode cus represents

the bard whom Agamemnon

and Thamyris, phantastic.

All these poets are traditional examples of Homeric poets,
Demodocus being of course the best known.

So Ps. -Plutarch,

mentions Thamyris, Demodocus and

Pe musica 3»

Phemius;

Pausanias 1.2.3.10 gives Demodocus and the bard left with
Clytemnestra as examples of poets who lived at the courts of
Athenaeus I 14 b-d discusses the bard left with

kings;

Clytemnestra, Demodocus and Phemius;

Lucian, De domo 18,

lists Demodocus, Phemius and Thamyris together with Amphion
and Plato, Ion 533b, groups Thamyris, Crpheus

and Orpheus;

and Phemius together. 12
It is hardly surprising that Prcclus should take
Demodocus, the singer at the court of Phaeacia, as the Homeric
inspired poet.

It is Demodocus who sings of Ares and Aphrodite,

one of the examples of inspired poetry which Proclus lias just
given.
A^xe-T-o

Proclus quotes the phrase from Cd. 8.499
(«yv£i-o in Homer) as evidence that Homer explicitly

says Demodocus is inspired.
of this phrase.
by the god"

There are two possible interpretations

One may translate either, M he began, inspired

or, making the phrase refer to the conventional

prelude invoking a god, "he began, starting from the god".
the latter interpretation it is possible to take 0t^eru
12

Cf. also Ovid, Ibis 270 and Cicero, Brutus 18.71.

On
either
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/K/^-T-O

or with

with oppA&$

» to give the same meaning;

on the former ft^^u

mast go with o/Jixolfe'f .

the line takes (9e<5v

with

pretations;

Schol. T on

o^^O^!^ and gives both inter
with

Schol. P and HQ, less happily, take (9^ru

S^N/^-T^O but still give both interpretations.

Proclus is

choosing the interpretation which suits his argument and
taking the phrase to mean, "he began, inspired by the god"
(cf. also 194.11 ). 15
Proclus goes on to quote the praise of Demodocus in Qd.
8.488-90 and then
Homer himself;

says that Demodocus in some sense represents

like Homer he is blind, according to Qd. 8.64«

Proclus would no doubt interpret the blindness of Demodocus
in the same way as he interprets Homer's blindness in 173.4177*3.

The inspired poet is blind because he turns his mental
The

vision away from the sensible to the intelligible world.
identification of the blind Homer with the blind Demodocus

was already common in the tradition of Homeric interpretation.
by Schol. EV on Ud. 8.63 and Schol.

It is attributed to TW<£/
Cf

E also Says:

\

t

A

I

)

(cf. Proclus 193.19-20 n
TvN f

/ P^o LL^^fi^f ^~rov/
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This scholion is among those attributed

13 R. Harriot, Poetry and Criticism before Plato (London, 1969),
p. 42 suggests that Plato's phrase in Ion 534c, ^ M^u^^ ^x>-^>v/
reflects Homer and an interpretation of
(the poet) &pff\6£\/
cy^O^f &TL&\) as "inspired by the god". Whether this is true
or not, it could well be that Plato's use of £>uA6^v here
encouraged Proclus in his interpretation of 6
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to Porphyry ^ and Proclus could have known it either directly
from Porphyry or through Syrianus.

Similarly Maximus of

Tyre XXXVIII. 1c says that (Jd. 8.63-4 really refer to Homer's
own blindness and in XXVI. 1b Maximus adapts Od. 8.487-8 to
praise Homer himself instead of Demodocus.

Proclus is drawing

on the traditional view of Demodocus in order to insert
Demcdocus into his own classification.
For his Homeric didactic poet Proclus picks on the next
best known Homeric poet, Phemius.

Homer's use of

in Od. 1.337 provides the motive for making Phemius a poet
at the level of nous. 1 5

The inclusion of Phemius in Plato's

list of poets at Ion 533b

might also have influenced Proclus.

I have argued in Chapter 3 (v) that Proclus' concept of didactic
poetry is his own creation, produced by splitting Syrianus 1
concept of inspired poetry in two. 1 7

It would accord with

this that while there is, as we have seen, good precedent for
treating Demodocus as an inspired poet, there is no tradition
of treating Phemius as a didactic poet.

Indeed the subject-

matter of the two poets 1 songs as described by Homer sounds very
much the same.

Both

sing

the deeds of gods and men, the one

in Phaeacia, the other in Ithaca.

Both in fact are very like

Homer himself.
Of the two types of mimetic poetry, eikastic is the better
14 See H. Schrader, Porphyrii Quaestionum Homericarum ad
Udvsseam pertinantium reliquiae (Leipzig. 1890). p. 72.
15 Cf. Festugiere's note in his translation here.

16 Cf. above, p. 34517

Pp.221-34 above.
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and for his eikastic poet Proclus selects the bard whom
Agamemnon left with Clytemnestra, according to Od. 3.267 ff.
Homer, exalting his own profession, implies that the bard had
a good influence on Clytemnestra;

only when he had been taken

to a desolate island and abandoned there did Aegisthus succeed
in winning over Clytemnestra to adultery.

The Homeric

led later writers to stress this bard's sophros.yne.

account
So

Strabo 1.2.3 cites him as proof that Homer-roup It&if&b? £VJ</
^ps\ice

.

Similarly Athenaeus I Hb says that the bard

gave Clytemnestra a desire for virtue, by recounting the deeds
of virtuous women, and distracted her mind from base thoughts.
The scholia too stress the bard's virtue and invent a whole
family history for him.

LTo one before Proclus seems to have

regarded this bard as a mimetic poet.

The tradition has

caused Proclus to place him third, rather than fourth, in
the list of Homeric poets, attributing cyPA efo^c
making him sing T^ TY\C ^u^-o^ovr^
w &<**-

(194.19-20 and 26).

a^A^

to him and
and TTSLL^

The rest is Proclus 1 invention.

Thamyris (or Thamyras as the name is sometimes written)
is more interesting.

Proclus takes him as the type of the

phantastic poet and says that his punishment by the Muses
(recounted in II. 2.594 ff.) was for concentrating too much
on the sensible world and pleasing the masses.

As usual Proclus

is anxious to point out that the gods are really impassive and
in 195.7 ff. he slips in an interpretation of the anger of
the Pluses as meaning Thamyris' unsuitability 18 to receive
18 o<M£-7ri-r^<cn^f
j_s a ifeoplatonist technical term:see
Dodds, iilX pp. 222-3 and pp. 344-5 and cf. 4. des Places, "La
religion de Jamblique", ffntretiens Hardt XXI (VandoeuvresOeneva, 1975), pp. 92-4.
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their gift of poetry. 1 Q
discussing,

Unlike the other poets I have been

Thamyris was not just mentioned in the Homeric
There

poems and thereafter with reference to those poems.

is an extensive independent mythological tradition, details
of which may be found in

V. Gebhard's RE article on

Thamyris, or in HOfer's similar article in Koscher's Lexicon
of My thol.o,gy .

What would be important for Proclus are Plato's

references to Thamyris in Ion 533b, Laws VIII 829e, and Rep. X
620a7.

Plato always couples Thamyris with Orpheus and seems

to regard him as a good poet.

Similarly Hermias 76.27 ff.

interprets Thamyris 1 punishment as a blindness which opened
his eyes to intelligible beauty. 20

Proclus, however, always

regards Thamyris as a bad poet (i.e. morally bad;

for Proclus,

as for Plato, moral and aesthetic evaluation are inseparable).
In the 16th essay, on the myth of £r, he comments on Rep. ^
620a7.

After stating that Thamyris and Crpheus are mentioned

by Plato as types - Er saw not the soul of Thamyris but a
soul like that of Thamyris (In. Kamp. II 313.23 ff.) - Proclus
goes on to say that Thamyris was punished by the huses for
^ , referring no doubt to the fact that Thamyris had
the audacity to engage in a contest with the Muses.
Proclus divides u&v£\itj(

In II 316.6 ff

into two, inspired and human.

O4

Orpheus is the type of the inspired poet, Thamyris of the human.
Inspired poetry does not here receive the high place accorded
19 Of. Proclus 1 interpretation of the mourning and laughter
of the gods in 122.25-128.23, discussed above, pp. 196-820 Gf. above, p. 219.
21 Cf. above, p. 20.
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to it in the 6th essay.

Both inspired and human poetry, says

Proclus, lead the soul to irrationality.
save it.

Only philosophy can

(In the myth Br sees both the soul of Orpheus and

that of Thamyris choosing birds for their next incarnation).
The 16th essay differs from the 6th in its view of inspired
poetry but in both essays Thamyris represents an inferior
type of poetry.
Proclus was no doubt led to his view of Thamyris by the
fact that the Homeric story describes Thamyris as audacious,
and punished accordingly.

There are two possible interpretations

of the Homeric lines which record the nature of his punishment,
II. 2.599-600. ~W(\PO$

in 599 has been taken as meaning

simply "maimed" , i.e. "deprived of song".
records

Schol. A on the line

this as the view of <A \/eu -re/^a_

and it is

preferred by, for Instance, Leaf and Monro among modern
commentators.
"blind".

Alternatively, 7n^/>of

has been taken to mean

This would make the Homeric story agree with the

version found in, for example, Hesiod fr. 65 Merkelbach and

West:

...

T?r-ru^Au^(9^x .

Similarly Euripides Rhesus 919-25 recounts the

version in which Thamyris was blinded.

As I mentioned above

Hermias too follows the blindness version.
does not say that Thamyris was blinded.

Proclus however

In fact he does not

commit himself to either interpretation, but the way he
describes Thamyris' punishment implies that he understands
simply as "maimed".

Picking up II. 2.595

he says,
(194.29-30) and then quotes 1^. 2.599.

He
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nowhere uses the word

/
-ruM^J1

•

oo

It would not suit

Proclus to make Thamyris 1 punishment blindness, for poetic
blindness, as with Demodocus, and Homer himself, is a sign of
inspiration.

2"3

Moreover Proclus 1 interpretation keeps close

to Homer's text and, given his proven knowledge of earlier Homeric
interpretation, we may well see him making a conscious decision
between two existing possible interpretations here.
Proclus* classification of Homeric poets in accordance
with his theory of three types of poetry is an example of his
constant desire to draw up corresponding schemata of all
kinds.

It also, as I have mentioned, belongs to the practice

of regarding Homer as a fount of knowledge of every kind.
Once again we can see how Proclus is drawing on the earlier
tradition of Homeric interpretation and building it into
his own scheme of things.
I shall turn now to a more detailed consideration of
the three concepts of inspired, didactic and mimetic poetry
respectively, before further discussing the theory of three
types of poetry as a whole.
Inspired poetry
Proclus expounds his concept of inspired poetry in the
as
22 Festugiere is therefore wrong to translate ~n~/\f>£>f
'
"aveugle" here.
23 Gf. the difficulties Proclus runs into in 173.4-177.3,
where he has to explain Stesichorus* blindness as a physical
punishment but Homer's as symbolic of inspiration:- see
above, pp. 215 ff.
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abstract at 178.10-179.3.

It corresponds to the highest type

of life, described in 177.15-23, in which the "one in the
soul" is united with the gods.

Inspired poetry is described

as producing a kind of mystical union:
Ytro*L

(178.12-4).

Ti

TTpvTX

T>

-rdt^ /?^-uL£

At 178.24 ff. the Platonic foundations of the

concept appear.

Proclus speaks of a UL^M S^ _ , . g^cDaogov}

.

The oxymoron comes from Phaedrus 244d

and the account of -Tro^T^

\>.ct.\j'^

the starting point of Proclus* concept.

f\ A

in the Phaedrus is
When he comes to give

Platonic authority for it, in 130.10-186.21, his primary authority
is the Phaedrus (closely followed by the Ion) and he expounds
Phaedrus 245a at considerable length. 25^
the 7roiAT)jcA

ix^v/'o/.

He goes on to link

of the Phaedrus with the divine

measure of Laws IV 71 6c and with symmetry, one of the "three
pfi
monads 11 , truth, beauty and symmetry, at Philebus 64-5.
Is Proclus thinking of inspired poetry from the point of
view of the writer or from the point of view of the reader?
When he describes how such poetry unites the soul with the
gods, one might think he is talking about its effect on the
reader.

On the other hand, the mania of the Phaedrus is that

of the poet himself.

The answer is that Proclus has both in

24 Cf. also 3mp. 218b.
25 The notion of a p*v/-'oc 6\A<i(p\A\f
has a considerable
history between Plato and Proclus. i^orae of it is traced in
H. Levy, Sobria flbrietas. 4MTW 9 (1929), pp. 51 ff. The inter
vening history of the phrase might well influence Proclus but
there can be no doubt that he is getting it directly from Plato.
26 Cf. above, pp. 229-32.
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mind.

The inspired poet has a sapra-rational cognition which

enables him to perceive metaphysical truths and enshrine
them in his verse.

The reader of such poetry who understands

it in the proper allegorical way will himself be assisted to a
similar

supra-rational cognition by his reading.

Following

Plato in Rep. A, Proclus focusses his theory on the metaphysical
status of poetry itself, rather than on the
readers or audience.

poet or on his

He is, however, interested in the effect

of poetry on the audience, again following Plato, and although
his types of poetry are primarily distinguished by the nature
of their subject-matter, the effect on the audience affords a
secondary means of distinction.

He is much less interested

in the nature of poetic creation or in the psychology of
poetic process.

the

Most modern writers on inspiration, still under

the influence of the Romantic interest in the personality of
the poet, are interested primarily in the process of poetic
creation.

So for example John Press's book, The Pire and the

Fountain. 27 deals with details like the peculiar nature of
the poet and the circumstances favourable to composition.
Similarly R.E.M. Harding in An Anatomy of Inspiration
a mass of material about how artists
produce their work.
writer.

po

collects

of all kinds actually

Proclus has no such interest in the individual

In describing inspiration in the terms of Neoplatonist

mysticism, he describes it in terms of a psychological experience;
nevertheless his primary interest lies in the inspired work

27
28

(Oxford, 1955).
(Cambridge, 1940).
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produced, just as in the case of mystical experience he is
more interested in the union achieved and the knowledge
gained thereby than in the personal psychology of the
2Q
mystic. J
A modern example of an attempt to pick out the character
istics of inspired poetry is provided by C.M. Bowra's Rede lecture,
Inspiration and Poetry.

•ZQ

After dealing with the process of

31
Inspiration, Bowra comes to the qualities of inspired poetry.
He describes these as an unusual degree of power and as the
qualities which show a poet's gifts in their most personal
manifestation, saying that inspiration enables a poet to
make the most of his technique.

Bowra seems to be thinking

here of the formal qualities of poetry.

He would, I think,

claim that inspired poetry could be written on any subject.
Similarly,

in the ancient world, the celebrated fragment of

Democritus in which he affirms a belief in poetic inspiration
implies that inspiration gives poetry beauty of form rather
than a specific subject-matter: Tix?»/\TAf
r*\

L{ &\J

cfc
l/tpt-*.

r£~ny , , .
Diels-Kranz).
by its content.

V

C

s**

f

ia/J&-\J

(Frag. B 18

Proclus, by contrast, delimits inspired poetry
This initially surprising view seems less

startling if we reflect that we often value more highly works
29 Similarly, Origen's theory of inspiration concentrates on the
inspired work, rather than the psychology of the writer:- see
H. de Lubac, Histoire et Esprit (Paris, 1950), pp. 299-300 and cf.,
with him, Gels. 7.10 and 7.11 ((/CS II, pp. 161-3;. I'he similarity
between Origen and Proclus here is at least partly due to their
common Platonist orientation. Coulter's remark that Proclue devoted
theoretical attention "to the mind of the literary artist himself"
(p. 106) is misleading.
30 (Cambridge, 1951). Reprinted as the first essay in the book
of the same title (London, 1955).
31 Pp. 27 ff. of the 1951 lecture; pp. 19 ff. of the 1955 edn.
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of literature which, in their own way, express universal
truths:

this can be seen as an evaluation in terms of

content.

The trouble with Proclus 1 view is that it makes

the content required too specific.

He does not simply

demand that poetry express universal truths to qualify
as inspired, a demand which would be justifiable even if not
universally accepted;

he demands that inspired poetry express

iteoplatonist metaphysics in allegorical myths.
"52

U.K. Chadwick in Poetry and Prophecy^

notes that in

primitive communities inspiration is associated with subjectmatter and relates to revealed knowledge.

Among her primitve

communities she includes a number of ancient ones.

On her

evidence the knowledge revealed to the inspired poet or prophet
is largely of past, present or future events.

This association

of inspiration with knowledge forms a part of the early Greek
idea of poetic inspiration.

Homer invokes the Muses at the

beginning of the Catalogue of Ships (II. 2.434 ff.), calling
upon them for factual information about the Greek host before
Troy.

Plato, however, stresses the poet's lack of knowledge

and sharply distinguishes inspiration from the knowledge of
•*•*
the philosopher. ' The i^eoplatonic belief in a kind of cognition
32 (Cambridge, 1942), p. 41.
33 P. A. Singleton in her Cambridge PhD. thesis, Inspiration and
Poetic Genius• with special reference to Ancient Greece from
Homer to Plato. places great stress on the link between inspiration
and knowledge in Greece before the 5th century B.C. and argues
that it was Plato who dissociated inspiration from knowledge.
Cf. further Od. 8.487 ff.; Hes. Th. 27-8 and 36-9; Pi. Pae.
6.51 ff. I should like to thank Mrs, Singleton for allowing
me to read her thesis. As far as I know it has still be to
finally passed by the examiners.
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above and beyond that of the rational intelligence allowed
Proclus to put inspiration and knowledge back together,
while transposing the knowledge involved from that of events
in the material world, whether past, passing or to come, to
knowledge of metaphysics and theology.

AS is well known,

the iiecplatcnists believed in the possibility of mystical
experience and Plctinus himself, according to Porphyry, actually
•*c

experienced mystical onion four tines. J

In the later fiieo-

platonic school, whatever became of the experience, the theory
that it was possible

was firmly established and. the belief

developed of a special faculty, the "one in the soul", by means
of which mystical union was achieved.

•zr

In mystical experience

the philosopher, according to the theory, attained knowledge
like that of the philosopher in Plato's Hepublic who sees the
Form of the Good (iiep. VI 505 ff.).

Vie should not properly

speak of "knowledge", for such awareness is thought of as
distinct from anything we know as discursive or intuitive
knowledge;

we are reduced to using the neutral term "cognition".

This cognition is of metaphysics at its highest level.
inspired poet perceives the truth about the gods.

Proclus 1

The distinguish-

ing mark of the inspired poet in Plato is that he lacks knowledge.
Yet in the Phaedrus•

Proclus 1 cardinal text on inspiration,

Plato speaks of the inspired pcet in terms of high praise,
ifeoplatonic epistemology made it possible for Proclus to answer
34
the
35
36

Cf. also In Orat., p. 44.21 ff. where inspired poets know
true names of things.
See Porph., Hot. 23.14-8.
On the development of this belief, see above, pp. 224-7.
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Plato on his own terms and to conceive of an inspired poet
whose distinguishing mark is that he goes

beyond knowledge.

This inspired poet has knowledge (cognition) of a new and
special kind.

The original knowledge of the inspired poet has

been transposed into a peculiarly ileoplatonic philosophical
knowledge.
Analogies are frequently drawn between poetic and prophetic
inspiration.

K.JC. Ghadwick, as the title of her book indicates,

groups together the poet and the prophet in primitive societies
for the purposes of anthropological study.

The iiomantic poets

saw themselves as prophets speaking to society,

when we turn

to the ancient world and another writer who, like Proclus,
practised allegorical interpretation of an authoritative
text, we find that Philo's theory of inspiration is a theory
of prophetic inspiration.

For Philo, dealing with the

Bible, poetic inspiration is subsumed under prophetic.

argues that Philo fused the four maiiiai of Plato's

Wolfson

"57

Phaedrua

with a concept of prophecy derived from the v^ld Testament.
He cites some interesting cases

7tQ

where the Bible describes

poets as prophets (Miriam in Exodus 15.20-1;

David in II

Samuel 23.2) and argues that Philo uses the term "prophet"
to cover all four of Plato's maniai as well as in a narrow
sense which corresponds to the Greek notion of a pruphet (see
esp. Vita Mo sis II 188-91).

For the iTeoplatonists

also,

there is a close connection between poetic and prophetic inspiration,
37 H.A. Wolfson, Philo
H ff.
38
Op. cit., p. 13.

(Cambridge, Mass., 1947), Vol. II, pp.
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stemming of course from the Phaedrus.

Here in Proclus we

are dealing with poetic inspiration alone but Hermias 1 account
of enthousiasmos in 84.18 ff. deals with both poetic and
prophetic madness.

Hermias distinguishes the four nanlai

from one another (89.1 ff.) - each has a distinct role to play
in the return of the soul to its primal unfallen state but also insists on their interdependence (88.10 ff. and 90.5-8).
For the later Neoplatonists the First Hypostaatis, the One, is
no longer simple as it was for Plotinus.

The First Hypostasis

also contains the divine henads which link the One to the many
and are identified with the gods of traditional G-reek religion
in their highest form.

•XQ

The higher realms of Eieoplatonist

.metaphysics were progressively expanded from lairfblichus
onwards

and this allowed a corresponding expansion of the

possible ways of supra-rational cognition, of being united with
the First Hypostasis.

Hermias describes each of the maniai

of the Phaedrus as a different way of achieving such union and
he ranks them in order (88.8-10).
it,ea>6u<LA

u.<*\//oL

tLoCvfo

, then

When they are so ranked

comes at the bottom, then follows TtiAc £
LiotvTMcA

and finally £0\AT\*s\

would subscribe to this ordering too:

.

Proclus

it is significant that

although he describes the inspired poet as achieving mystical
union with the gods, he never says this union is with the One.
There are grades of mystical cognition and the inspired poet,
while he gets a considerable way inside the First Ilypostasis,
39 See Bodds, ET, pp. 257 ff.
40 Gf. above,ppj83-4,and the ref. in note 88 there to Saffrey
and Westerink ! s introduction to their PT. Vol. I, pp. Ixxv ff.,
esp. pp. Ixxxvii-lxxxviii.
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?
\
does not get as far as the philosopher inspired with 6^\A^1^\
i^ocvVoc

.

Although Pro das gives inspired poetry so

high a place he would ultimately agree with Plato in ranking
philosophy even higher.

However, immediately after ranking

the maniai in order, Hermias points out their interdependence.
As often, especially in relation to the First Hypostasis,
ITeoplatonist distinctions are collapsible in a bewildering
way;

in one sense each mania is a distinct way of achieving

supra-rational cognition of distinct elements in the First
Hypostasis, yet in another the maniai are all the same and all
lead to contact with a unified First Hypostasis.

(Of. Hermias

90.5-8, In^cTa
£6"r, <i»<

-T^TJ-TO

u^

o^J

).

£&£G-Lf

Poetic and

prophetic inspiration are thus closely linked in later Neoplatonism.

Both are varieties of mystical experience,

prophetic inspiration being a more lofty variety than
poetic.
In his work as a whole Proclus uses the concept of
inspiration in three main ways.
Plato as inspired.

First he describes parts of

In PT I 4, pp. 17 ff. Saffrey-Westerink,

he divides Plato's method of expounding theology into
four:

sometimes Plato unfolds the truth about the divine

world in an inspired manner ( <ay 0~^ ^ g-n ^J^r ) » sometimes in
41 Cf. above, pp. 227-9 » on prophetic inspiration in
lamblichue and on enthouaiasmos in general in iiermiaa.
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a dialectical manner; sometimes he uses symbols, sometimes
It is clear from the examples
.
he uses c^K^vGf
Proclus goes on to give that these are four different methods
of exposition. The inspired method is used in the Phaedrus .
the dialectical in the Sophist and the Parmenid.es* the symbolic
in the G-orgias . the Symposium and the Protagoras, and the method
through e?*-o\/ef

in the Timaeus and the Politicus.

The

symbolic and the inspired method do not coincide as we might
have expected. A similar list of four methods is to be found
a* %fi Parm. 646.21-647.24.

A"*

Shere appears to be an in

consistency here with the view of the 6th essay that inspired
poetry and symbolic poetry are the same thing. A possible
way out is to distinguish between philosophical and poetic
exposition: in the terms of Herinias which I have just been
discussing, Plato operates at the level of (philosophical)
(remember that the example given in the
if)\ATiK)\ fxextf/o*
PT is Socrates' "inspired" speech in the Phaedrus ) and at
that level inspired discourse is more direct than symbolic
discourse and distinct from it;

the inspired poet, even including

anc^
Homer, operates at the lower level of uenJ^iuiA LL^V/^OC
at this level inspired and symbolic discourse are the same.
Although the In Para,

passage mentions poetry as

well as

philosophy, it too is primarily concerned with the different
styles of philosophical exposition and it could be argued that
42 On the difference between symbols and <vc£>\i£\ , see
further below, pp. 399 ff.
43 Cf. Saffrey and W&sterink's note on the i-T passage, pp.
136-7 of their edn.
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Proclus only distinguishes between symbolic and inspired
poetry there because of the distinction
inspired philosophy.

between symbolic and

Even if this is not right and we have

simply to admit inconsistency on Proclus 1 part, it is important
to distinguish the inspiration of the philosopher, of Plato,
from the inspiration of the poet,
A second distinct type of inspiration is that of the
exegete.

Proclus is too modest to describe himself as an

inspired exegete but at In Eemp. 133.6-7 he describes Syrianus 1
interpretation of Zeus and &era on Mount Ida as "very inspired"
^~ri52

)•

The devoted Marinus looks on

Proclus himself as an inspired exegete.

In Gh. 22 of his Life

he describes Proclus 1 exegesis of theology in these terms:
T-^/?o\/

Y^V.

i^<^.

<£^

In Ch. 23 Marinus tells us it was even

more impressive to hear Proclus lecture than to read his
writings:

o
~

'^-'^/'O;
T7Ar\/)xsr\J ^ C^-X

)

A^^
txL.c<x

T^VO/
">0

(fcokl^x.
^/A/\O

1~S2

QLLL1

TT>?o

LL^'T^/v<=v/ (I have underlined the words which

44 Cf. above, p. 163*
45 Ilosan, p. 25, translates <I\/^€ro^ i^<f^K^TCyocv , "in a
very enthusiastic manner". This is much too weak. The word
does not so much describe Proclus 1 manner as he expounded
as commend the quality of his exposition.
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make it clear that Marinas is describing Proclus as actually
inspired while lecturing).

A similar concept of the inspired

exegete may be found in Hiilo.

In Cher. 27, for example, ihilo

introduces his preferred allegory of the Cherubim with a claim
that his interpretation is inspired: s\ia?v£<^
A&v

Aoverv

Tr^y<i-

l^u/^f

cfV

^

*

£eE^A/y7rT?£V£^

u <*v T^6 £ t @ oic

.

^

-nWc

Bven when one makes allowance for

literary convention here,

there is, I think, a genuine

belief on Philo's part that the right interpretation is a
divinely

inspired one.

from reading the work.

The exegete derives his inspiration
So too Origen, in Philocalia I 6

(from princ . IV.1), gives this sensation of inspiration felt
by the reader as a proof

that the Bible is inspired: &c

dr<£.(

^Jv\/

'

(Jj\/

7T5?

(Gf .phlloc. 1.1).
I mentioned earlier that Proclus thinks of the reader of
inspired poetry as assisted to similar inspiration himself
by his reading. 49

The inspiration of the reader and that of

46 Cf. also Gh. 33. Rosan, p. 26, translates
as "discreet". This is again too weak. I suspect that the
concept of u^^'^ £&<&M lies behind it. One might translate,
"••. words ... poured forth from his mouth, yet he was sane."
47 See also the famous description of the experience of
inspiration at IU.gr.34 ff.
48 Literary convention also plays a part in
description:- cf. Porph., Plot. 13.5-8.
49 P.353 above.
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the exegete may be taken together, for the exegete begins
as a reader, but they should be distinguished from the
inspiration of the poet.

To put it in the terms of Plato's

Ion, the inspiration of Ion the exegete is not the same as
the inspiration of Homer the poet.

Both derive ultimately

from the same source but Ion's inspiration is at a lower level
than Homer's.
The inspiration of the poet as we find it in the 6th
essay comes in between that of the philosopher and that of
the exegete.

Lower than the former, it is nevertheless higher

than the latter.
excellence.
as inspired.

For Proclus Homer is the inspired poet par

iiarinus Oh. 27 describes the Urphic poetry
It would be interesting to know whether Proclus

thought of his own Hymns

as inspired poetry.

The only

reference in them to inspiration is a plea for it, in the
Hymn to. the buses; v/oe^£p
(III. 10) (/txLfffif

^e

ULO^<S

6o$£\/ /^t^v^-re u6£Wf
indicates that what Produs is

asking for here is the ability to write the kind of poetry
which he thought Homer wrote.

Proclus is no Philo to describe

his own inspiration in philosophical interpretation.

He is

no Hesiod or Calliiaachus to describe a personal encounter
with the Muses or Apollo.

His Hymns concentrate on the gods

to whom they are addressed, invoking them, listing their attributes,
asking for their gifts, but saying little of the worshipping poet
who writes them.

Heading Proclus' attractive Hymns we may well

feel that the Muses granted him his prayer, but he has left us
no record of whether he himself felt that they did.
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The inspiration that we are dealing with in the 6th
essay is poetic inspiration, distinct from the inspiration
of the philosopher on the one side and that of the exegete
on the other.

According to Hernias it is also distinct

from prophetic inspiration.
are related;

All these types of inspiration

all, even that of the exegete, are conceived of

as different grades of mystical experience and to define
Proclus 1 concept of inspiration more precisely we need to
understand the distinguishing characteristics of
of mysticism.

his theory

I speak of a "theory of mysticism" because I

would agree with J.ii. itist that, "where -t'lotinus is a mystic,
Proclus seems to know only a theory of mysticism". 50 Hot
even Marinas ever suggests that 1'roclus actually experienced
the Plotinian ecstasy, but he did believe in its possibility.
I have just been suggesting that iroclus did experience
inspiration.

G-iven the Keoplatonic belief in divine inspiration,

it is not, I think, simply conventional tribute when toarinus
speaks of his teacher as an inspired exegete.

tiarinus used

that form of words because he really thought that Proclus
could not have lectured and written as he did without assistance
from an external divine source.

The experience known as

"inspiration" is, after all, common enough amongst writers of
all kinds, in varying degrees of intensity.

In its simplest

form it is a feeling that what one is writing no longer proceeds

50 "Mysticism and Transcendence in Later Keoplatonism", Hermes
92 (1964), p. 220. Cf. also iJodds 1 distinction between
"mystical theorists" and "practising mystics" in I-asan and
Christian in an A&e of Anxiety (Cambridge, 1965), p. 70.
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from the

conscious mind;

suddenly present

words come unbidden and new ideas

themselves.

This feeling may be explained

in different ways and the source of inspiration may be thought
of either as some inner

faculty of the mind (the unconscious,

for example) or, as commonly in the ancient world, as something
external.

Thus pagan ancient writers attributed their inspiration

to the 1-iuses or the gods, while the Christians attributed theirs
to the Holy Spirit,

within the context of Neoplatonic

theology and metaphysics inspiration would naturally be
attributed to an external source in the divine world and
if Proclus, when writing his Hymns . felt an apt word suddenly
come to him, lie would consider that the Luses had put it into
his mind.

Inspiration may be a relatively common experience

but mystical ecstasy is extremely rare.

Proclus 1 view is

that inspiration is an experience of the same order as mystical
ecstasy, not that it is precisely the same experience.

This

is the point of the distinction between grades of mystical
cognition which we find in ileriaias.

In hecplatonic terms,

what I am suggesting is that Proclus never experienced the
c><

of the philosopher which lie ascribes to

Plato (the ecstasy felt and described by Plotinus would be this
mania ) nor yet U.OC/TM^

uo^'o*.

, experienced no doubt, in

Proclus 1 view, by the writers of the Chaldaean Oracles.
he did perhaps experience was uenj^ii^
uioi\/!o^

u<x^/oC

What

and the

of the exegete, an inspiration comparable to Ion's.

The term "mystical experience" properly refers only to the
highest of these maniai and of that rroclus has culy a theory.
There is another reason too for my use of the phrase
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"theory of mysticism".

Although I have digressed into the

question whether Proclus actually experienced inspiration, I
am discussing primarily his ideas, not his experiences. The
passage of the 6th essay with which I am dealing is an abstract
exposition of the nature of inspired poetry, not an account
of how it feels to be writing such poetry or in any other
way achieving contact with

a supra-rational world.

Writers on mysticism may be divided into those who believe
that the experience of the great mystics was qualitatively
different from all other human experience and those who regard
the difference as one of

degree, treating the experience of

Plotinus, St. John of the Gross or St. Teresa as an experience
of the same essential kind as that of the poet who feels
inspiration or even of the ordinary person who experiences a
momentary "vision" of some sort.
Sacred and Profane 51

R.C. Zaehner in Mysticism

is an example of the former group,

William James in The Varieties of Religious Experience 52
of the latter.

group.

In

Marghanita Laski also belongs to the latter

her book, Ecstasy. 53J

she assimilates a large number

of experiences of ordinary people to celebrated accounts of
"ecstatic" experience in religion and literature.

Proclus

(and Hermias) would go into the latter group here, but whereas
Harghanita Laski is inclined to be agnostic about the source
of all these experiences and William Janies, while believing
51
52
53

(Oxford, 1957).
(London, 1902).
(London, 1961j.
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in their supernatural origin, gives no precise or exclusive
shape to his belief, Proclus is certain that they all alike
come from the gods.

Zaehner, as a believing Christian, wants

to distinguish experiences in which he believes that contact
is really made with divinity from all others;

i-iarghanita Laski,

on the other hand, does not find disturbing the thought
that if mystical union is an experience of the same essential
kind as,

e.g., poetic inspiration and poetic inspiration has

its source in the human mind, then the source of mystical
union will also have tc be located there.

iToclus too is happy

to attribute poetic inspiration and mystical union to the
same source but in his case the source uf both is external,
for both come from the gods.

2he modern writers on mysticism

whom I have mentioned are also grappling with the problem of
whether to admit experiences induced by drugs into tne range
of mystical or ecstatic experiences.

This is in fact the

starting point of ^aehner's book ana. experiences induced
by mescalin are the first group he rejects as qualitatively
different from those of true mystics.

' illiam oames is inclined

to include among his series of mystical experiences, "the
consciousness produced by intoxicants and anaesthetics,
54
especially by alcohol".

Ixargnanita Laski argues that the

experiences of ciescalln-takers are of a different nature

from the wide range of experiences she calls "ecstatic".

54
55

Op. cit., p. 387.
Op. cit., Oh. JUIV, pp. 263 ff.
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Proclus does not face this problem.

Perhaps, however, since

the operations of theurgy can, in his view, induce an
experience of supra-rational cognition, he would, if pressed,
maintain consistency and agree with ^'illiam Janes that
experiences induced by drugs or alcohol are of the same order
as those of inspiration or mystical union.

In the ancient world,

after all, alcohol was connected with the experience of Dionysiac
ecstasy.
Plotinian mysticism is distinguished by the fact that,
for Plotinus, to quote Dodds, "mystical union is not a
56
substitute for intellectual effort but its crown and goal".
The philosopher ascends towards the Cne by an intellectual
process.

All is dependent on his own efforts.

Lnly at the

very highest point of the ascent does divine revelation come
Only when this highest point has been

into the picture.

reached does Plctinus use the language of possession and
filling, as he does, for example, in 71.9.11 .13-5 • 'AXk' ui^rne/)
/3TT^/^-> f

A

*\£°/>0(

£V&\>4*at£at.f

vc- f^ \jr\T3JL

Ml

T^emT»

fr

^^

elJAl/J

Iii later Aeoplatonisia

there is a certain modification of this picture,
of the traditional ^ods into the First

v.ith the entry

hypostasis as the divine

henads there is, so to speak, more help from above.

The gods,

or their lower emanations, can come to the assistance of the
one who seeks union with them.
in, for it summons the gods.

This is where theurgy can come
As often, the later Leoplatonists

56 Pagan and Christian. . (op. cit. above, note 50), p* 87.
57 Of. J.M. lUst, Plotinua; The .doad £o iiealitv (Cambridge,
1967), p. 223.
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are developing an existing element in Plotinus 1 thought.
Plotinus does, occasionally, speak in terms which suggest
divine aid for the aspiring mystic and Jiugustine thought
he found the Christian doctrine of grace in i^eoplatonism. 58
In Proclus* account of

how inspired poetry brings about

union with the gods, at 170.1 0-24 , both the gods and the
soul play a part and union is achieved through their co-operation!'
see, for example, 176.12-6, ^^^-5?

TIV&

T^

TO\/

£

UuJ^/v

\yO\/
V .
U.G.V

TTbof
\

TVN/

j> V V
oS^Al^f

^
IC^U.

f\ ^
J
ot\J^(X l^f

/

c
U7>o (^T-^1

-TVA
u£

Poetry plays a similar role to theurgy in assisting the
effort of the individual and summoning the gods.

(Of. the

use of the quotation from the Cnaldaean uracles in lines
17-8.)
It is this modification of the ilotinian theory of
mysticism to allow for greater assistance from the gods which
makes possible r'roclus 1 view that poetic inspiration and
mystical ecstasy are experiences of the same order.
poetic inspiration is
source may be

When

ascribed to an external source, that

conceived as taking complete possession of the

inspired writer, who acts simply as the mouthpiece of another.
There is a classic statement of this idea in i'hilo, xier. 264s
58 See Civ. Dei X 29, and cf. R. Arnou, Le d£sir de Dieu
(iana la philoaophie de Plotin (2nd revised edn., Home, 1967),
pp. 224-9, for the contrasting passages of Plotinus on this
point.
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4°
c* V £X? ^ TT1 Vov/

O

en KI / ^<? -r^u.

. J "J

Alternatively

tine inspired poet may b© taoogiit of as ret&ining his own
facultiee and will, and co-operatine witn the source which
inspires him.

i'iiis is the view tanen by uri^er..
/i«1 i^oo /HI, p. j>7o; he Qi

©nisi, ut quidam saspicautur, ciente ®xcid©bant prophetae,
et ex necessitate

spirit us Icquebaiitur'V^

i'his view is

surprising ia wrigen, siace he also holds that U-od Himself,
rather than inspired Individuals, is the author of the Bible.
rroolas, who holds that ii. flier's poetry ie produced by sua
inspired poet, not directly by the gods, is core consistent
in similarly adhering to this latter view tiiat tne inspired
poet is net totally possessed by the divinity which inspires
him.

, ',
§144 ^hQ Irrational v' '

a>odd8 argues that

o in the xuaedru^ conceived of poetic inspiration as total
possession, as the former of tne two concepts 1 have outlined
above , and in ira&afn and Unristian in an ^:e 9^ Anxiety.

f5

(-->p. cit. above,

60
pp.
pp.
61
62

'Jf. also £2- I 22 (GC^ IV f n. 27), aiid r-rinc. III. 3-4 (uG3 '/.
260-1). bee ii.ir.O. ilaasori, Allegory and ->vent C London ^ 1959),
194 f.J also cle Lubac (op. cit. ^.bove, iiote P' 1 , pp. 299-300,
^Berkeley and Los lUi^eles, 1^51), pp. 6b-01 and pp. 217-9.
(Up. cit. above, note 50;, pp. 70-2; of. also pp. 76-9.
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discussing the mysticism of Jflotinus, lie distinguishes firmly
between

possession and mystical union,

when we come to

Iroclus, inspiration is not conceived of as total possession,
and mystical union involves divine assistance as well as human
effort.

Thus it becomes possible to classify inspiration

and mystical union as experiences of the same order;

in

both, personal effort and divine assistance co-operate.

This

means that iroclus treats xlato's account of divine madness
in the irhaedrus as describing the same experience as that
of the soul which perceives the ^orrus in the rhaedrus and the
Jbut the soul which perceives the i'orius is
indeed, according to ilato, experiencing €pl*6T>k)\
To equate ep\A^v^\

v^-^'ck with mystical union and in effect

ascribe mystical experience to
far.

aou/

ilato is, I tnink, go ing too

i-roclus would do this, but would be wrong to do so.

on the uther hand we may wonder whether Models is not also
going

too far in equating TVOI^T)

ix«*\/'<?c. with possession.
\

jJudds 1 discussion implies that irlato tnought of <5/?<-J^k-A

as significantly different from the other three.

r^r

ic

"let in

.thaedrus 249d2 x-'lato describes the man who experiences it
as

dv/&eru4\ ^^"ui^

or even "possessed"?
€/?i4'T>k^l

.

Should we translate this "inspired 11 ?
Lven if we reject the equation of

uotY/oC with mystical union, tiie ^eoplatonic interpretation

of the maniai of the i-'haedrus. as we find it in xiermias, is

63 This view is explicitly taken by '«.J. Verdenius, "Der
Begriff der hania in ilatons Phaidros"« ^iGrh 44 (1962),
pp. 132-50.
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beginning to look rather plausible.

Plato does conceive of

all four maniai as experiences of the same order, differing in
degree but not in kind, and this is how Hermias and, I am
suggesting, Proclus interpreted them.

All four come somewhere

between the two poles of possession and mystical union.
Proclus would equate the highest of them with mystical union
but we should remember here that Proclus 1 concept of mystical
union is not quite the Plotinian one.

In any case when we consider

Proclus 1 concepts in isolation from the interpretation of Plato
we can see that it is because he thinks of mystical union as
a

co-operation between god and man, and of inspiration in the

same terms, that he can treat the two experiences as of the
same kind though different in degree.
Mystical union is typically a transient experience*
If poetic inspiration is an experience of the same order, it
would follow that the inspired poet is not inspired all the
time.

This is indeed Proclus 1 view, for he admits that not

all parts of Homer's work are inspired.
Proclus 1 treatment of inspired poetry focusses on the
poetry itself, rather than its creator and his psychological
64 On how far the gods help man to achieve mystical union, in
Plot., Porph. and Iamb»,see Smith, Ch. 7, pp. 100-110. My
point that inspiration and mystical union, instead of being
opposed to one another, can be thought of as experiences
of the same order, is also made by H. Corbin, "Sympathie et
Theopathie", Eranos-Jb 24 (1955), pp. 199-301 - see esp.
pp. 201-5. Corbin applies the idea to Sufism but it is
interesting that his starting-point is Proclus 1 fragment
On thq Hieratic Art.
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state.

He defines inspired poetry in terms of its content

and demands that that content be the expression of metaphysical
and theological truth in the allegorical form of myths.

He

considers inspiration a type of supra-rational cognition,
of the same order as mystical experience, although at a
lower level than true mystical union.

The importance attached

by the Ueoplatonists to this type of cognition allows Proclus
to bring back the old association between poetry and knowledge
in a different form;

the knowledge now becomes supra-rational

cognition, and its object is transposed to become the eternal
truths and entities of metaphysics.

Proclus 1 theory of

mysticism involves the belief that there are grades of mystical
cognition.

The ecstasy of the mystic is the highest of these

grades and differs in degree rather than in kind from lower
grades such as prophetic inspiration, poetic inspiration and the
inspiration of the exegete.

In mystical union and poetic

inspiration alike both personal effort and divine assistance
are involved:

inspiration

is not thought of as total

possession, nor is mystical union possible without the help
of the gods.

Proclus 1 concept of poetic inspiration is thus

closely connected not only with other types of inspiration
such as that of the prophet or that of the exegete but with
Neoplatonic epistemology and metaphysics as a whole.

The

basis of it is the Tro^Tn^ u^v/i^U of the Phaedrus and the best
aid to understanding Proclus 1 concept of inspiration is Hermias 1
discussion of the four maniai of the Phaedrus even though,
as we saw in Chapter 3 (v), Hermias differs from Proclus with
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regard to the actual content of inspired poetry. 65

Inspired

poetry is clearly the one of his three types in which Proclus
is most interested;

this is the concept which provides him

with the means of answering Plato, this is the poetry whose
allegorical meaning he spends most of the 6th essay expounding
Proclus 1 aesthetics are an integral part of his philosophy
as a whole and his concept of inspired poetry has to "be seen
in relation to that philosophy in order to be understood.
Didactic poetry
In Chapter 3 (v) I argued that the concept of didactic
poetry in the 6th essay is Proclus 1 own creation:

Proclus

has turned the simple division into inspired and uninspired
poetry into a threefold classification by splitting inspired
poetry into inspired and didactic. While inspired poetry
H
deals exclusively with myths which require allegorical inter
pretation in terms of metaphysics, didactic poetry expounds
the lower ranges of metaphysics, physics and ethics in a
straightforward way, without allegory.
subject-matter in 186.22 ff.: -jr^AAot

(See the list of
cv

TrcV,

T^\f
=:/? )

£ O ULV.£T/)*

Of. also 192.12 ff.)
65
66

I mentioned in Chapter 3 that didactic

See above, pp.221 ff.
See above, pp. 221 ff.;

also p. 347.
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poetry is something of an oddity beside the

other two types,

inspired and mimetic poetry.

They are both thought of as

some kind of representation:

mimetic poetry represents its

subject matter directly, by imitation, and inspired poetry
represents it indirectly, by using symbols.
poetry does not represent at all.

But didactic

It simply tells the reader

or audience of its subject-matter, retailing facts of philosophy
or natural science, or else delivering ethical precepts.
It is useful to distinguish between the belief that
poetry in general has a didactic value and the classification
of a specific type of poetry as didactic.

Proclus believes

that all poetry has an educational value for some audience
even though inspired poetry is not suited to an audience
of the young and uninitiated;
all poetry as didactic.

in this sense he thinks of

He distinguishes one specific type

of poetry as didactic by its manner of presenting its material.
Didactic poetry is poetry which teaches directly, without the
use of representation of any kind.

This distinction is

really more important than the distinction in teims of
subj ect-matter.
When we speak of didactic poetry we are usually thinking
in terms of a classification by genres.
of poetry are not genres:

Proclus' three types

to make this clear, it suffices

to point out that Homer, supreme representative of the genre
of epic, contains all three types. 67 Our concept of didactic
poetry dates from the eighteenth century.
67

In fact the concept,

Of. Koster (op. cit. above, note 1), p. 113.
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though not the term, may be found a little earlier, in
Addison 1 s Essay on the G-eorgics. first published anonymously in
Dryden's translation of Virgil, in 1697.

Addison distinguishes

georgic poetry from pastoral on the one side and heroic on
the other, thinking of course of Virgil's Eclogues. Georgics
and Aeneid respectively.

The Georgics. he says, "fall under

that class of poetry which consists in giving plain and direct
instructions to the reader;

whether they be moral duties, as

those of Theognis or Pythagoras;
as those of Aratus and Lucretius;
those of Hesiod and Virgil."

or philosophical speculations,
or rules of practice, as

Joseph Trapp, the first Professor

of Poetry at Oxford, makes explicit reference to Addison*s
essay when he comes to discuss didactic poetry in his
Praelectiones poeticae. 68 He includes didactic among the
genres and deals with it in his 15th lecture, "Be poemate
didactico;

seu praeceptivo"

(Vol. II, pp. 90 ff.)

Trapp

picks out Addison as the first to discuss didactic as a
separate genre.

Addison is referred to in the same way by

Thomas Tickell in his lecture, "De poesi didactica", given at
Oxford in 1711. 69

Both Trapp and Tickell distinguish various

types of didactic poetry and give examples ancient and modern.
Tickell opens by making the distinction between the didactic
value of poetry in general and didactic poetry as a specific
68 (Oxford, 1711, 1715 and 1719).
69 Published in an English translation by J.L. Austin in
H.E. Tickell, Thomas Tickell and the eighteenth century poets
(London, 1931), pp. 198-209; cf. pp. 21-30 on Tickell's
lectures at Oxford.
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type:

"Although the whole of Poetry has set out to improve

no less than to delight ... yet every one of you is aware that
that sort of poetry, which is termed Didactic, is quite
distinct, wherein the Poet avows himself Master, lays down
Rules after his own fashion, and assumes the Role of Teacher."
The growth of our modern concept of didactic poetry is linked
to the eighteenth century popularity of Virgil's Georgics.
The Abbe" du Bos in his Reflexions critiques sur la poeaie et
la peinture takes the Georgics as his primary example of the
"genre Dogmatique". 70 Later in the century Joseph Warton's
Reflections on Didactic Poetry were published in the translation
of Virgil by him and Christopher Pitt. 71
By the eighteenth century the classification of genres
had ceased to be purely on formal grounds.

Of (Erapp's genres,

some, such as lyric, are defined by style, while others, such
as pastoral and didactic, are defined by subject-matter.
In antiquity genres were classified simply on formal grounds
and what we would call didactic poetry came under gr\v\

.

We shall find that the eighteenth century writers on didactic
do present some interesting points of comparison with Proclus
70 See Vol. I, sections 8 and 9. The Abbe du Bos' work was
first published in 1719. His assumption that there is a "genre
Dogmatique" suggests that the concept we find in Addison has
European origins but I have been unable to trace these. Didactic
is not among the genres listed by Boileau in his Art poe*tique.
71 (London, 1753). For Warton's Reflections, see Vol. I, pp.
393-440. On the fashion for didactic poetry in 18th century
England, see D.L. Durling, Georgic Tradition in English Poetry
Uew York, 1935). Ch. 1, esp. pp. 21 f f., deals with
theories of didactic poetry.
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but we must not forget that didactic is not a genre for Proclus
as it is for them.
Although "didactic" is the most convenient term for
Proclus 1 second type of poetry we should note that he does not
in fact call it <Ti <ft* ^.T) UA
to describe it.
KLoor^

himself.

He has no one term

In 186.22-3 he calls it Cm ^\ uov^ ruv

venjv

ioA

<fa&v\Ji\/ ^vc/jj/ov^otv/ ( cf . 188.24-5) and

193^5 he uses <J«/i£K(^v/

of Homer as a didactic poet.

It was common enough in ancient thought about poetry to
?/
distinguish, within the genre of ^Tr^
, between the work
of writers like Bmpedocles and that of poets like Homer.
Often the former is rejected as not really poetry.

This is

the view of Aristotle in Poetics 1447b13 ff.: e^Jcfi/ c/V
T7c fo U-x^-i^
xOT7c
T<>\/

M.

w.^A/\o\/ A

-

Tn^\

TO

LJL^TTA

'

7ro<ATv^\/

.

A similar view is expressed

by Plutarch in De aud. poetis 16c: TS?.

cT ' ^LL
/lo^J
w?ciu

r^/?

OYAU^

TX>

^-

ue-r/)

Different types

of subject-matter for epic are distinguished in, for example,
Manilius 1 prooemium to Book II of his work and in the prooemium
to Oppian's Cynegetica. 72 Both Kanilius and Oppian are
writing didactic epic and so reject heroic and mythological
subject-matter.

72

If we think not in terms of the modern genre-

Of. Koster (op. cit. above, note 1), p. 135 and p. 155.
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classification but in terms of this ancient tradition of
didactic as a subdivision of the genre of epic, it comes as less
of a surprise that Proclus should think of didactic poetry as
an element in epic and assign it a special subject-matter.
Unlike Aristotle, who places the essence of poetry in M-I'M/J^
(as he understands that term), and Plutarch, who thinks poetry
is essentially

yevScf

(false/fictional), Proclus is quite
in fact he gives it a high

willing to accept didactic as poetry;
place .

Proclus gives no examples other than Homer of didactic
poetry on metaphysics or physics.

Festugiere, in his translation,

suggests that the poetry of the Presocratic philosophers would
be counted as dealing with the second of these types of subjectmatter.

This would fit in with Aristotle's reference to

Empedocles and Plutarch's to Empedocles and Parmenides.
the other hand,

On

at In Parm. 665.17 ff. Proclus, after quoting

some lines of Parmenides, delivers a judgement on them like
those of Aristotle and Plutarch: &6rz.

^£>UUv

o

rre
73

here, however, may well be judging the specific passages of
Parmenides which he quotes, rather than Parmenides 1 work as a
whole.

He might still be willing to include other passages of

Parmenides under his second type of poetry.

His examples of

didactic poetry in Homer are passages where Homer displays know
ledge of the nature of the soul and of cosmology.
73 Cf. Parmenides A18 Diels-Kranz and Koster (op. cit. above,
note 1), p. 12.

74

Cf. above, pp. 341-3.
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For

the poetry of ethical instruction Proclus turns to

Plato and follows Laws I 630a in commending Theognis and,
to a lesser extent, Tyrtaeus.

His other example is the

anonymous lines on prayer cited by Plato in Ale. II 142e.
Theognis provides a clear example of what Proclus understands
by poetry of this sort and the treatment of Theognis in Laws
I 630a may well be seen as the Platonic starting-point for his
concept of didactic, just as Phaedrus 245s. is the startingpoint for his concept of inspired poetry.

But with the intro

duction of Theognis, and of Tyrtaeus, who both wrote in elegiacs,
it becomes clear that Proclus 1 didactic is not simply a subdivision of

7t

epic. 1 "^

His classification is neither into genres,

nor into the subdivisions of a recognised genre.
As for the lines on prayer in Ale. II 142e, Proclus
fastens on them in particular because of Socrates 1 description
of the anonymous poet as ^o/uxof

•

This becomes clear

in 188.12 ff. where Proclus explains that the epithet is used
because didactic poetry, such as this, belongs to £rn6TAUA ,
the cognitive faculty of nous with which didactic poetry was
T-l£

associated in 177.7 ff.
75 Of. the Plutarch passage quoted above. Although Plutarch follows
Aristotle in the rejection of Empedocles, he must be talking about
poetry in general, rather than £TT^ in particular, for he includes
Theognis among the rejected prosaic verse.
76 Festugiere is quite wrong to say in his note here, "II ne faut
•" He
pas trop urger sur cette opposition o/£n cfoV^/^m^™
points to 188.25
J7V>!
, but the point there is that he who
€v
, can lay down
, or the poetry of £ir\ 6^^^
has £Tr\6-f\p\
for others. The opposition between <pr?\£W^
fyOA oTo'^oc
looks back, as I have indicated, to the
and o,,&\ cToPU
earlier correlation between the three types of poetry and three
faculties in the soul.
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Addison gives three types of subject-natter for didactic
poetry:

"moral duties", "philosophical speculations" and
77 Trapp (p. 92) has
"rules of practice".''
four: "ad mores",

"ad philosophiam naturalem", "ad vitae humanae negotia et
oblectainenta", "ad ipsain denique poesin, sive artem poeticam".
Tickell (p. 200) gives a different four:

morals, philosophy,

arts, "and a fourth kind compounded out of these".
these cases the first two correspond
subject-matter of didactic.

In all

exactly to Proclus 1

Although the eighteenth century

writers give modern examples,

classical poetry provides

them with their primary instances and determines their
classification of themes.

Addison f s third type of subject-

matter, "rules of practice", is the most important for him
because of Virgil, who wrote on a subject of this kind.

It

is essentially this third subject of Addison*s which becomes
the third and fourth types of didactic for Trapp and Tickell
respectively.

(Tickell's instances of his compound

Hesiod and Virgil).

type are

The Greek representative of Addison 1 s

third type of subject-matter is Hesiod, but this is the Hesiod
of the r/orks and Days. the "Ascraeum carmen" which Virgil
claimed to be reproducing in Latin.
as a theolQgos.

For Proclus Hesiod ranks

a writer of inspired poetry, because Proclus 1

Hesiod is the writer of the Theo^ony.

The eighteenth century

interest in the G-eorgics leads the eighteenth century writers
on didactic to concentrate on didactic poetry with subject77

Gf. above, p.376.

matter like Virgil's,

.troclus, writing with, different

interests and purposes, concentrates on the didactic poetry
mentioned by Plato.
Neither Addison nor 'xickell cares much for moral
didactic.

"Precepts of morality," says -^ddison, "... are

so abstracted from ideas of sense, that they seldom give us an
opportunity for those beautiful descriptions and images which
are the spirt and life of poetry."
himself in very similar terms:

lickell (p. 201) expresses

"... precepts are so devoid of

all ornament that they make poetry dull and unattractive.

The

images that occur to the expounder of moral x-recepts have
their origin in the Intellect alone, while G-enius is delighted
with what thrills the senses powerfully and vividly."

The

very reasons for Addison*s and Tickell's low estimate of such
poetry are the reasons why irodus - and Plato - are willing
to praise Iheognis.

'what could make a i-Iatonist happier than

poetry which does not appeal to the senses, whose images "have
their origin in the Intellect alone"?
Proclus 1 didactic poetry is more than simply a subdivision
of epic, for it includes 'liieognis and Tyrtaeus.

it is not

the same as the modern genre of didactic poetry, for it includes
some of liomer, and Proclus 1 three types of poetry are not
genres.

Although .troclus gives it a distinct subject-matter,

what significantly differentiates it from inspired and mimetic
poetry is that it is not representational in any way, either
direct or indirect.

Altogether Proclus 1 concept of didactic poetry

is something of an oddity:

it does not quite fit any of the

boxes into which one is tempted to put it.
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Kimetic poetry
The last of Proclus 1 three types of poetry, mimetic, is
subdivided into eikastic poetry which ainis at accurate
imitation of things as they are, and phantastic poetry which
aims only at imitation of things as they appear to most
people.

The end of the latter is

^X^^jf^

' its e:f^or'ts

are directed towards the -n-^/Q^r>K^\/ in the soul, and it
presents only a shadow-show (^/C^/A^H^ ), not true knowledge.
The abstract exposition of mimetic poetry and its two divisions,
in 179.15-32, is based upon two of the Platonic texts which
Proclus cites as authorities for it in the later section at
188.28-191.25, Republic X and Sophist 235d.
and i^Wr^T-ik^
types of |AIUATIK/{

The terms ^K<*£

come from the Sophist passage, where two
are discussed, while 179.22-3 recalls

the way in which the power of poetry is envisaged in the
Republic.

In particular the term &vcLokYc>ot<Si^

(179.25-6)

echoes Rep. X 602d and the conception of a poetry which is
in the

addressed to the T^ ^ T> K*£ v

too is a term found in Plato:

from Rep. X. IjAj^oOr J y /o^

in Phaedrus 261 a Plato describes
^i>X«W)f'<* T»C eft*

rhetoric as

(cf. also 271 c).

Xov^V

common in later theory.

soul likewise comes

It became

Strabo, for example, in 1.2.3 denies that

poetry aims at ^y^V^ly^

.

He holds with the Stoics that

poetry is educational, and argues against Eratosthenes who
considered its end to be I^L^X \AJ /^ .

Proclus, typically,

is setting up a scheme which allows him to have it both ways:
bad poetry aims at (uy^v ^ while worthwhile poetry is
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essentially educational. (Proclus would, I think, hold that
even phantastic poetry could be used for the education of the
lowest part of the soul, but this is not its primary purpose.
Cf • £& Aernp. II 107.21-108.16 on the appeal of myths to the
imagination.)

Just as Proclus 1 inspired poetry had its

starting point in Phaedrus 245a, and didactic poetry had its
Platonic basis in I/aws I 630a, so mimetic poetry is developed
ou"t of Rep* X and 3pj£. 235d.
In fact, in elucidating what he means by mimetic poetry
Proclus faithfully expounds the Platonic concept of poetry
as mimesis.

Proclus 1 mimetic poetry presents few difficulties

juat because it is a concept with which we are familiar
from Plato.

Two points of interest arise from the section

in which Proclus gives the Platonic authority for mimetic poetry.
188.28-19U25.

To take the less important one first, Proclus

uses his division into eikastic and phantastic to reconcile
Hep.X with the more favourable view of poetic mimesis taken
in Laws II 667c ff.

He takes the latter passage as concerned

with eikastic poetry and derives from it -rnV osQoivvrsL
uijW/uoo-^of

-r^ro

• accuracy of representation, as the aim of eikastic.

Hep. X he sees as dealing only with

phantastic poetry.

This

shows us how Proclus is going to use his classification of
types of poetry to answer itep. X

in 196.18 ff*

The attempt

to resolve a contradiction in .flato by referring contradictory
passages to different elements in a Leoplatoaic classificatory
scheme is typical of
78

Proclus 1 method of interpretation. 78

Cf. above, pp. 287-8.

It
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is true that Plato in Rep* X is being as hard on poetry as
he can, and there are some grounds for taking his words there
as referring only to some poetry, not as a condemnation of all
poetry. 79 Moreover it is natural to put Lavs II 667c ff.
together with Sph. 235d.

The use of the term &icc^g7\i<J\

invites one to do so.
The second point of interest in this discussion of mimetic
is precisely Proclue 1 interpretation of the Sophist passage.
Proclus* use of this passage implies that both the types of
discussed in it are pretty bad.

The only merit of

is that it is not quite as corrupt as e^v/T^ni^
TTo(A7)k/

meets only with modified approval.

It

is definitely less valuable than either inspired or didactic
poetry.

There is a common modern interpretation of this Sophist

passage according to which £k^7)/J)

aiuniMt/

is given a

Vicaire, for example, calls it

much higher value than this.

"savante" and connects it with the poetry approved in
Phaedrus 245a.

R1

this some more discerning modern

Against

interpreters have taken a similar view to Proclus 1 , that the
and q^oWTS^nic/

contrast between <^ko^Ttu^

and worse, rather than between good and bad.
Idea.

is between bad
So 13. Panofsky in

A Concept in Art Theory takes this view and, interestingly,

associates the

'

of "blie

See further below, pp. 395-6.
79
Of. Vicaire, p. 233. He takes the Laws passage as
80
making the same point as the Sph. one, but with less precision.
Vicaire, pp. 230-1. Cf. also G.K.A. Orube, Plato's
81
Thought (London, 1935), pp. 194-5 and 203-4.
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X 602a.

The same view is implied in B, Cassirer, Eidos und

Eidolon.

Das Problem des Schflnen and der Kanst in Platons

Dialoaen. *

Likewise Richard Robinson in Plato Vs Earlier

Dialectic

rejects the suggestion that Plato approves of
I am myself convinced that this latter view,

.

that neither <~^<£T>IO
by Plato, is correct.
context in the
is bad.

nor q<i/7^^r>io\

is really approved

The other interpretation neglects the

Sophist from which it is clear that all

u.iiA/vTik/

of any kind deals in images,

and even faithful images are rejected by Plato on principle.
Proclus here shows himself more alive to the spirt of Plato's
philosophy than are some of his modern interpreters.
The distinction in the Sophist is made with reference
to painting. Proclus transfers it to poetry and we have seen
earlier85 that this leads him into difficulties when he gives
an example of phantastic poetry.
justified.

But the transfer itself is

Plato is using painting to illustrate the activity

of the sophist, who deceives people with words not with trompe
1*0611 pictures, and it is clear from Hep. A that he considers
poets to be as much JX.IIA/\-TPU

as painters.

Proclus 1 mistake

is rather in not making the transfer thoroughly enough. The
concept of qfUv/rsi^kJi /-^Vl^if would need further modification
before it could be usefully applied to poetry.
(Bng. trans. New York 1968), p. 5. Of. Proclus 1 quotation
82
of Rep. X 602a at 191.31-192.1. Panofsky, interested in the
visual arts rather than in literature, makes no mention of Proclus
here among ancient and Renaissance interpreters of the passage.
83 Vortrage der Bibliothek Warburg. 1922-3, I Tell, pp. 1-27.
84 (2nd edn. Oxford, 1953), pp. 219-20.
85 Pp. 339-41 above.
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One might wonder why mimetic poetry is subdivided at all.
The Platonic authorities Proclus cites for it show that he
has a twofold motive?

on the one hand he wishes to take

account of the distinction in the Sophist, while on the other
he wishes to resolve the contradiction between Laws II and Hep.
X.

Why then, it might be asked, does he not go further and

make it clear that he has four types of poetry rather than
three?

Proclus is not just giving in to a fondness for triadic

arrangement here,

Qf

though no doubt that weighs with him.

Eikastic and phantastic are closely connected.

As the Sophist

passage itself shows, they are two forms of the same thing.
They differ, it is true, in the ends to which they are directed,
but they deal with the same subject-matter and represent it
in the same way, by imitation.

As we have seen, Proclus

distinguishes his types of poetry by their subject-matter,
and by the manner of representation.

The effect of a

particular type of poetry on its audience is only a secondary
criterion.
This discussion of each of the three types of poetry
individually has clarified some aspects of the general theory.
I now return to further examination of the theory taken
as a whole.
It should now be clear what I meant when I said at the
beginning of this chapter that Proclus 1 three types of poetry
are evolved from a reading of Plato in the first place,

iiach

86 On Proclus 1 tendency to arrange things in threes, cf. the
good remarks of Kosan, pp. 97-3.
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one is based on a passage of Plato and developed from there.
We have here a small, and therefore easily comprehensible,
example of a general tendency in fteoplatonisia.

fteoplatonic

doctrines evolve from the exegesis of Plato and we can see
in the discursive commentaries on Plato which the later
Beoplatonists composed how exegesis becomes independent
philosophy.

In his important article, The Parmenides and

P7
the NeoPlatonic One

Dodds argued that the basis of ifeoplatonic

metaphysics came from the interpretation of Plato's Parmenides.
By studying earlier interpretation of the Paraenides he showed
that the interpretation precedes, and causes, the doctrine,
no"k vice versa.
accepted.

The essentials of this view are now generally

Saffrey and Westerink in the introduction to Vol.

I of their edition of the Platonic Theology present the
development of Neoplatonic theology as going hand-in-hand
oo

Similarly
Philip Merlan in Konopsychism. Mysticism. Ketaconsciousness 89

with the development of exegesis of the Parmenides.

expresses the view that, "the philosophical Insight which
Plo^inus expresses by his doctrine of the three principal
realities he has acquired by trying to synthesize texts."
Dodds, Saffrey and Westerink, and Merlan are all dealing with
Neoplatonic metaphysics, but the point they make could be made
in the same way with reference to ^eoplatonic aesthetics.
87
88

GU 22 (1926), pp. 129-42.
See note 40 above.

89

(The Hague, 1963), 5 38, p. 77.

What

we have seen to be true of the theory of three types of
poetry in this respect is true of Proclus 1 philosophy as a
Merlan goes on to describe Plotinus 1 philosophical

whole.

insight as "derivative rather than original".
rather too harsh.

This is being

Admittedly the link between exegesis and

independent philosophy is peculiarly close in Lreoplatonism
but much philosophical insight is at least assisted, if not
actually produced, by the examination of previous writers.
Very few minds are capable of philosophical speculation in
a void.

One of the interesting things about Ueoplatonism in

general, and Proclus' theory of poetry in particular, is that
it presents us with an extreme case of a process which is common
in philosophical thought.

Proclus is an academic philosopher

whose independent speculations arise out of teaching and
interpreting philosophical texts, and in seeing how his
doctrines are related to his exegesis we may be helped to a
better understanding of how much philosophy develops.
We have seen that Proclus 1 types of poetry are not
genres and that they are defined in terms of subject-matter
whereas ancient genres were largely defined in terras of form.
The Neoplatonists were familiar with the usual classification
2

J

into genres, as we can see from Ilermias 98.18 ff.: £rron>£n.Lo<\/
/• ,' •* * -~> 90
v ri
v ,i ,i
^
^f^-1
it/

term Hermias uses for genres is 6

.

^co_p

is the word

Proclus uses in the introductions to his commentaries for the
90

Cf. above, p. 248.
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literary form of a Platonic dialogue.

In the 1st essay of

the Commentary on the Republic (In Remp. 14.15 ff.) Proclus takes
Plato's classification in Rep. Ill of three styles, narrative,
dramatic and mixed, treats it as a classification of ^'/A
and assigns the Republic itself to the mixed (rSrcfo/ .

Then

(15.19 ff . ) he describes the dialogue as mixed according to
a second classification of <£&r\r\ into

and

w-itci-of

.

This latter, philosophical classification

is found also in Albinus, Isa/ro^e 3
49.

Plato's own three

&{<\

and Diogenes Laertius III

are mentioned by Diogenes

Laertius III 50 as an alternative way of grouping the dialogues
but he treats it with some disdain, calling the use of it
.^

Proclus uses

the Platonic classification only here in his extant commentaries,
surely because he is dealing with the dialogue in which the
classification is introduced.

This division of literary styles

into narrative, dramatic and mixed is sometimes called a
classification into genres, of a more fundamental kind than
the familiar classification into tragedy, comedy, epic,
op
These fundamental styles, kinds or genres are
lyric, etc.
91 Of. also Plu. Quaest. conv. VII 711c and Anon, in Tht. col.
3, line 37 ff.
92 Cf. R. Wellek and A. Warren, Theory of Literature (London,
1949), Ch. £flli they relate jrlato's classification to a
classification into three fundamental literary kinds, drama,
epic and lyric, bimilarl.y .uorthrop Fry© in iAne Anatomy of
Criticism (Princeton, 1957), pp. 246 ff., uses the term "genres"
for three fundamental kinds, drania, epic and lyric, and suggests
that the basis of generic distinctions in literature is "the
radical of presentation", i.e. wlietner the words are acted,
spoken or sung. This classification is more like i-lato's in
Rep. Ill than like the common use of the term "genre".
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His three types of poetry are

\ in Proclus 1 terminology.

to be distinguished from them as much as from genres in the
.

common sense, Hermias 1 literary c=>y <fn
,!•—-^

Proclus avoids using the term<^cfoj>
poetry.

With his usual rigour

of his three types of

In 180.3 and 195.13 he calls them y^Vq

while in

, but most of the time he

192.6 ff. he uses the terra ^§V

simply uses feminine singular articles and participles implying
.

an unexpressed noun TTOC^TVIC/
^Vi^^-n^ (e.g. 179.3)^
cf. p. 378

So

he speaks of

/\

4m^^v rtiv o \md\x

(186.22:-

above on Proclus1 lack of a precise term for didactic

poetry) and A

(e.g. 138.28).

UL^TLI^

Perhaps we

should be calling the theory a theory of three poetries.

As

this sounds a little quaint in English it seems best to keep
to the neutral "three types of poetry".
I have stressed several times that Proclus 1 primary
criteria for distinguishing the three types are subjectmatter, in terms of which the distinction is explicitly made,
and the manner of representation, an implicit criterion which
plays a particularly important part in the distinction of didactic
poetry.

The effect on the audience is a secondary means of

distinction.

TA'e saw that eikastic and phantastic, which deal

with the same subject-matter, are distinguished by the effect
at which they aim.

Kffect on the audience also becomes important

in such passages as 201.14 ff.

^o Plato's charge that the

imitative poet directs his efforts towards the emotions, towards
the

r\^&r\T) uJ>v

in the soul, Proclus replies that drama

affects that lowly part of us but the higher poetry of ilomer
affects our nous or -nsnj

\j&\j

(£W~4-rrao v t i.e. the "one in
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the soul".
Proclus' metaphysical system presents a hierarchy of value,
not just a factual ordering of reality.

The One, at the highest

point of the system, is supremely real and supremely good.
As one proceeds downward through the Weoplatonist universe
both reality and value decrease:
as good, as the One;
and so forth.

Mind is not as real, or

Soul not as real, or as good, as Mind;

The system of three types of poetry is

explicitly correlated with different elements in the human
soul which represent the different hypostases within it so
that the series £(/ 7*\
is

vo

~> ve^of —^> «^£U

a hierarchy parallel to the overall hierarchy

of Weoplatonist metaphysics.

The three types of poetry themselves

form such a hierarchy, that is, the classification is evaluative
as well as factual.

In other words inspired poetry is not

just different from didactic or mimetic but is also better
than either of them.
Aesthetic judgements are judgements of value, and attempts
at aesthetic classification, however factual they may claim
to be, often carry evaluative implications.

So, for example,
q-z
when R.G. Collingwood in The Principles of Art J ^ distinguishes
between amusement art, magical art, and art proper, he does
so in order to claim that art proper is better, more valuable
than the two types of pseudo-art.

Even when we say of something

in the ordinary way, "That's not art", we are usually implying
an adverse judgement, not just making a factual statement. 94

93

(Oxford, 1938).

94

I owe this example to a lecture by kr. A.K. ^uinton,
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When Proclus 1 whole metaphysical system presents a hierarchy of
value, it is no surprise that his classification of types of
poetry should be evaluative too, but I would argue that
euch evaluative ordering is particularly comprehensible when
dealing with poetry, or art of any kind.

One of the oddities

of Platonist metaphysics for us is the way fact and value are
inseparably bound up together.

V.c may find it easier to

understand if we start from an area like aesthetics where
for us too fact and value are closely intertwined.
Since the theory of three types cf poetry is evaluative,
Proclus can use it to make value-judgements.

So in 195.22 ff.

he assigns tragedy to phantastic poetry and thus passes adverse
judgement on it.

This is not really any different from the

Platonic condemnation

of tragedy, but by saying that tragedy

is phantastic poetry Proclus rives the judgement a deceptive
ring of factual objectivity.

The value-judgement in question

is of course moral as much as, or more than, aesthetic.

Like

Plato,

Prcclus makes no distinction between moral and aesthetic

value:

good poetry is poetry which is good for us.

see more clearly now why

Proclus could not consider

We can
the meta

physical status of poetry without also taking seine account of
the effect on the audience.

What poetry is, whether it is good

as poetry, and whether it is good for us, the audience, are not
separate questions for Proclus any more than they were for
Plato.
We saw in Chapter 5 that Prcclus makes r, distinction
between two types of myths, inspired and educational. 95 How

95

See above, pp. 327-30.
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does this distinction fit in with the distinction of three
types of poetry?

In 182.4-13, in the discussion of the three

types of poetry, the earlier distinction between two audiences,
young and initiated, the audiences for educational and Inspired
myths respectively, is

picked up.

It is clear here that

inspired poetry uses inspired myths, and Jrroclus explains
that such poetry is educational in a special way.

The link

between educational myths and the lower types of poetry is
less clear.

A passage at 86.19 ff. implies two kinds of

educational myth, for myths which are not inspired are divided
into: -rvjf
u£< r

&<$€* *

r

•

This form of

recalls the subject-matter of didactic poetry.

expression

Mimetic poetry,

which imitates the world around us, would presumably not use
myths at all.

3o educational myths must come within the province

of didactic poetry.

The difficulty about this is that didactic

did not sound as if it used myths at all.
is the odd one out, the
scheme.

Once again didactic

one which does not quite fit into the

If we suppose that some of s. poet like Parmenides would

count as didactic perhaps the mythical parts of hie work would
be educational myths suitable for use in didactic poetry.
this may be forcing too much coherence on .t-roclus.

But

The real

answer is that he is more interested in inspired poetry and
inspired myths, and so the relationship between those two is
clearly worked out.

His concept of educational myths is little

more than a foil to that of inspired myths and he has not worked
out in full how educational myths stand to hie lesser types of
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poetry.
The theory of three types of poetry is developed for the
purpose of answering Plato's attack on poetry in Rep. X and
in 196.18 ff. Proclus proceeds to use it in the interpretation
of Plato.

He argues that the strictures of Rep. X apply only

to mimetic poetry, indeed only to the. lower kind of that,
phantastic poetry (which was, we recall, defined with the help
of Rej>. X5 ) .

Plato is thinking primarily of tragedy and

only attacking Homer because of his influence on tragedy.
Proclus 1 view is not without justification here.

The

strongest point in his argument is Plato's phrase at 595a:
•

poetry is mimetic?

How much

Only drama and unimportant parts of Homer,

according to Proclus.

In 607a Plato says he will accept only

hymns to the gods and encomia of good men into his ideal state.
It is true that the

frequent description of Rep. X as an

attack on art is misleading.

It is not an attack on absolutely

all art, or rather, on absolutely all poetry.

(The real subject

under discussion is poetry, or, one might say, literature.

The

96 Coulter, p. 109* takes it that educational myths belong
to didactic poetry. He is thus led to think that Proclus in
the 6th essay considers Plato as a writer to be on the same
level as didactic poets who compose such myths. This cannot
be right. Proclus may consider some of Plato's myths
educational rather than inspired but he never says, and never
would say, that, to quote Coulter, "Plato as writer was, at
best, only the equal of the middle rank of poets." One
of the reasons for Coulter's confusion here is the fact
that Proclus is unclear about how educational myths are
related to the lower types of poetry.
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visual arts are introduced only by way of illustration of
the meaning of mimesis.)

Yet there is no denying that it

is an attack on most poetry.
the amount of poetry admitted.

Proclus grossly exaggerates
Plato's own phrase,

his own admission of poetry into the ideal state, has left

the way open for a defence like that made by Proclus. 97'
Similarly Proclus is right to point out that Homer is being
attacked because of his influence on the tragic poets (see,
e.g., Rep. X 598d7-8 -nr\v
o^T^p

CfOuf\pov

) but he neglects such passages as Hep.

X 600e3 ff. where Homer is included among the poetic /xi ^<\-r^.
If pressed, Proclus would presumably say that in such a passage
Plato was thinking only of the mimetic parts of Homer's
work.

In 199.14-28 Proclus argues that even when Homer is
mimetic that is not his main aim. 98
Plato uses

-i-V'A^f

in Hep. X in a rather different

sense from that in which he uses the term
In the earlier books

-S/ ^i

QQ

in Rep. II and III. y

is the impersonation of the actor,

97 Of. Immisch, p. 271 and Coulter, p. 46.
98 Pestugiere mistranslates ^^ 'x> ^> L\^V C-UJTOV/
A*/2<£>v Tvav Kc^/^^Tvov
(199.21-2) as v "parce qu'il n'avait
recii qu'une mediocre experience des choses a imiter," taking
both i(AA<£r and ^'^^ in an odd sense. It means rather,
"because he has experience only of copies".
99 This is a much discussed problem. 3ee, for example, W.C.
Greene, "Plato's View of Poetry", HSPh 29 (1918), pp. 1-75;
J. Tate, "'Imitation' in Plato's Republic". Ofl 22 (1928), pp.
16-23 and "Plato and 'Imitation'", CM} 26 (1932), pp. 160-9; W.J.
Verdenius, Mimesis : Plato * s Doctrine of Artistic Imitation and
its Meaning to Us (Leiden, 1949) - the first part of this monograph,
the part on Plato, is reprinted in Plato II, ed. G. Vlastos (New
York, 1971), pp. 259-73; K.G. Collingwood, "Plato's Philosophy of
Art". Mind 34 (1925), pp. 154-72 and The Principles ^f Art (Oxford,
1938), pp. 46 ff.
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while in Rep, X fui^i/ is imitation and the poet, as well as
the actor, is an imitator.

The mimesis of the actor can be

fitted in to the concept of mimesis in Rep. X if we think of
the actor's activity as not unlike that of Ion the rhapsode
in the Ion.

(The description of Ion reciting in 535b makes

him sound rather like an actor who identifies with the character
he is playing.)

Ion is reproducing the inspiration of the

poet in a diluted form, and the actor, I suggest, is Imitating
at an even lower level than the poet, reproducing by imitation
a work which is itself an imitation.

If the poet is third

from reality, the actor would be fourth from reality.

This

attempt to amalgamate the two senses of mimesis does not resolve
all the problems of the contradiction between Rep. II and III
on the one hand and Rep. X on the other, for the narrative,
non-mimetic poetry admitted in Rep. II and III win still be
rejected as mimetic in Rep. X.

It does however suggest that

there is point in regarding the mimesis of Rep. X as the primary
sense of mimesis for Plato, since mimesis in Rep. II and III
can be thus subordinated to it.

The Rep. X sense of mimesis is

the only sense with which Prod us deals, for a number of
related reasons.

When discussing Rep. X, it is natural to

think of mimesis in the sense expounded there.

Moreover

this "metaphysical" sense of mimesis is the sense which is
important for Plato's philosophy, in which the sensible world
is conceived as

an imitation of the eternal Forms.

Corres

pondingly it is even more important for Neoplatonist metaphysics,
in which there is a whole series of levels of reality, each one
imitating the one above.

It is mimesis

in the Rep. A sense,
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not the Rep. II and III sense, which has been enormously
influential in later thinking about art.

The starting point

for the doctrine of art as imitation is Rep. X, whatever its
subsequent modifications .
One of the most celebrated modifications of the doctrine
of art as imitation is the Plotinian one, that the artist
imitates not the sensible world but the Forms (see V.8.1 and
1.6).

Plotinus

speaks primarily in terms of the visual arts,

painting and sculpture.
idea to literature.

It was left for Proclus to apply this

His inspired poetry represents the divine

world not directly, by imitation, but indirectly, by symbolism.
Before going further into Proclus 1 distinction between
symbolism and direct imitation I should like to point out that
Proclus is again here closer to Plato than are some of his
modern interpreters.

He does not try to claim, as Tate does,

that Plato has a good sense of direct imitation.

Nor does he

introduce, as Verdenius does, the idea that the artist can
imitate correctly, though at two removes, by imitating the
elements in the sensible world which do themselves imitate
the Forms.

By

un-Vif

Proclus means what Plato means

in Rep. X, direct, slavish, reprehensible imitation of sensible
particulars.

wv'a.W ( j

could never be a way of representing

the divine world of Forms and Neoplatonist metaphysical entities
Instead of suggesting that it could be, Proclus follows along
100 See Tate and Verdenius, op. cit.
already suggested in Plot. V.8.1.32-4.

Verdenius 1 idea is
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and introduces a new

the path that Plotinus had indicated
concept of symbolic representation.

Such a concept is not

present in Rep. X, nor elsewhere in Plato.

At this point

Proclus leaves Plato behind him and develops one of the most
interesting and important ideas of the 6th essay.
In 198.13-9 Proclus distinguishes clearly between the
symbolic representation employed by inspired poetry and the
direct mimesis of Hep. X: k^o. r\C\f

n £>
-

-A
-73

•'rfr*

TY\V <rvW -7779^yacirrU\/
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V
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evf^MisrzA cyo^iV •

things even by their opposites.

Symbolism can represent

So we have seen Proclus in his

allegorical interpretations of Homeric myths arguing that the
gods do not change or deceive although the myths say that they
do.

Proclus 1 practice of allegory shows us how this theory works

101 I do not mean to imply that the idea originated with
Plotinus. It is found already in Cicero, Orator 2.8-3-10
and in Seneca £p.. 65.7-10. W. Theiler, Die Yorbereitung
des Heuplatonismus (Berlin, 1930), pp. 15 ff. has argued
Cf. Coulter,
that it goes back to Antiochus of Ascalon.
pp. 98-100, and Panofsky, Idea (op. cit. note 82 above),
pp. 11-32* Plotinus would, however, be the significant
predecessor for Proclus. Proclus applies the idea to
sculpture in the traditional way, using the traditional
example of Phidias 1 Zeus, at In, Tim. 265.18 ff.
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in practice. 102
The distinction between symbolism and mimesis belongs to
a distinction found elsewhere in Proclus between three modes
of representation in all, symbolism, ZsvotAo^doL

and mimesis.

Proclus seldom mentions all three modes of representation
together

and this makes the distinction between them difficult.

Nevertheless I hope to show that he does distinguish three
different modes.

86.15-8 speaks of symbolism and of analogia:

ufrxo^x

This passage is easy to misunderstand because

.

the two sets of c^V and c/e are naturally taken at first sight

as exactly parallel so that an opposition between G^^v

and

corresponds to one between ^"u>tyfox(<< and
•

This is how Festugiere takes the passage.

^

But,

102 The later distinction between allegory and symbolism is not
relevant to Proclus. One is inclined to call his interpretation
allegorical because it sets up a detailed one-to-one corres
pondence between the myth and its subject-matter, and his theory
a theory of symbolism because he uses the word <^ou/<!oAo\/
but this modern terminology implies a distinction wnich he
does not make. Coulter, pp. 39-60, is wrong to claim that
Proclus* distinction between c^^U^v and ^uu^oAov is the same
as the modern distinction between allegory and symbol. He
says (p. 51), "symbolic mimesis ... possessed the capacity to
suggest to the reader the whole structure of reality in all the
complexity which the i^eoplatonists believed it to possess."
This is not what Proclus means by symbolic mimesis. Coulter
fails to take account both of how rroclus interprets Homeric
mythical <r6u/£o/)o< in practice and of the significance of
6oui&0\oV as a theurgic term.
103 Coulter, p. 51, follows him and so conflates symbolism and
analogia.
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as we shall see, ^ic^V

and

7T^y>* d<^Wo<~ f "copy" and

"model", are correlative terms and analogia is precisely the
mode of representation which uses ^i^v^e and Ti^^cfeVu^
J
/
0'
refers both to analogia
and to symbolism, for in both these modes one thing is shown
through another, but in analoaia like is shown through like
while in symbolism opposite may be shown through opposite
(cf. 198.13-9).

I would therefore translate, rather freely:

"For in all such fictions imagined by the writers of myths
one type of entity is shown by another type;

it is not a

matter of showing -copies through mouolo in all these cases;
sometimes symbols are used while at other times the sympathy
between the two types of entity is expressed by analogy."
The correlative terms <^K^~iV
already present in Plato.

and TTS^ Jcrfcsvruo^
VTA

are

Plato's attitude to images, like

his attitude to the sensible world which contains images of
the Forms, is ambivalent.

The sensible world is condemned

because it consists of images;

yet Forms can be known only

through sensible particulars and in a dialogue such as the
Tlma.eua the world of sense is regarded as good precisely because
it imitates the Forms.

Images in general may either be condemned

because they are not the original, they are deceptive - this ia
Plato's more common attitude - or they may be approved because
they resemble the original and can lead us to it. 105
104 See, e.g., the discussion of T^f* J<^rp<*.
in Pit. 277-9. Cf.
H. Robinson, Plato's Earlier Dialectic (op. cit. above, note 84),
pp. 209 ff.
105 The tensions in Plato's concept of an image are brought out
in Cassirer, Bidos und Eidolon ... (op. cit. above p. 386 and note
83). Cf. also U.S. McK.eon, "Literary Criticism and the Concept of
Imitation in Antiquity", in Critics and Criticism ed. K.3. Crane
(Chicago, 1952), pp. 147-59, reprinted with minor alterations from
Philology ^54 (1936), pp. 1-16.
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In Neoplatonism the two attitudes to images separate out
")

/

'

/

r

and lamblichus makes extensive use of the <^u^^V / JT^. />* cl<z^\/uc
relationship.

<?\/6f

are good images, for they lead the

mind up to the Traa* <p ocr^ which

they represent.

lamblichus

took the view that the Platonic dialogues each had one and
only one

d>Vo7rof

and so interpreted some portions of a

dialogue as showing through <^u^\JC£

on one level what the

dialogue as a whole was concerned with on another level.

So,

for example, physical parts of a metaphysical dialogue would be
interpreted as describing those aspects of the physical world
which copied the aspects of the metaphysical world dealt with
in the rest of the dialogue.

This method of interpretation

is bound up with the picture of different orders of reality,
1
Proclus uses the term
each of which copies the one above.
analogja

of this eJuuW /TT^cx cT^-i/c^ relationship.

1 08
Analogia in Proclus has been discussed by Stephen G-erah

who illustrates what
mathematics.

Mathematical figures for Proclus are

of higher realities.
Priedlein:

Proclus means by analogia from his
Gersh cites, for example, In Euc. 22.2-6

v
0

in lamblichus, see K.Praechter,
106 On £^u\V and Ti^yca)^*^
"Kichtungen und Schulen im Neuplatonismus", Genethliakon Carl
Robert (Berlin, 1910), pp. 131 -4, reprinted in Praechter's Kleine
Schriften ed. H. Dorrie CHildesheim-Uew York, 1973) f pp. 191-4.
107 Cf. J. Plpin, "herikdteron-Epoptikoteron: Proclus ]& Tim. I
204.24-27. Deux attitudes exeg^tiques dans le neoplatonisme",
Melanges Puech (Paris, 1975), p. 324.
A study of spiritual motion
MK/AiAlT"OZ108 In IQAJH^/^
the philosophy of Proclus (Leiden. 1*973), PP. 83-90.
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Analogia

then is a matter

of representing

something on a higher level of reality by something on a lower
level which is like it.

This is to be distinguished from

symbolism where there is no resemblance between symbol and
object symbolised.

The distinction between the two is made

clear by W. Beierwaltes in Proklos . GrundzCUce seiner Hetaphysvk; 1 09
"Das mythisch-mystische g\}it-£&Aov

verdeckt den Sinn dessen,

worauf es verweist, mehr als dass es inn erhellt.

Deshalb

bedarf es der Auslegung durch den kundigen rlythologen oder
Mystagogen.

^^ci^V

dagegen ist zu verstehen als cxv/^/lo^V

als Weg zum Urbild, zur Sinngestalt der Idee, die von sich
aus nicht 'unsagbar 1 ist, sondern durch das Bild ins Wort
gefasst wird."
the same as

As vre saw in Chapter 5

pL^U

means

£ OLL&O\OV in Proclus and at In Kemp. 84.26 ff .

he distinguishes between <E^xJ>\l^
A

<Toi/(&ou0c

O^

^kLoV/^lv/

and

U^6^-0(Joj7

^'u\yi9vi/ a &cr^ :
^T^ri/1

\/Vr\6i l^f

A

Proclus does not always preserve this distinction
between analogia and symbolism.
he can say ^

<$vt^C - , - ^i

At 77.15 ff«> for example,
ix<sV

(yuc^t^v^

UL

109 (Frankfurt, 1965), p. 171, note 23.
110 Of . PT I 4, esp. p. 17.21 ff. Saffrey-Westerink,
their note on p. 136; In Tim. 30.11-8; In Tim, 7.26
also Friedl, pp. 86-7. There is the same distinction
Dionysius the Areopagite:- see koch, pp. 202 ff. and
Dion. £.^. 2.1-3.
111 Pp. 308 and 318-9 above.

with
ff. See
in PS,Ps.-
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He is talking there about any kind of

.

representation of a higher reality by a lower and chooses to
neglect the distinction between symbolism and analogia for
the purposes of his argument.
the jjLip/yiv^f

In 76.20-4 Proclus describes
which should be like their

as using c^^v/c^

•n^{xoe?)^oo-a. .

Here he is talking about representation

in general again (with Rep. II and III rather than Hep. X in
mind) and allows himself to call the user of analo^ia a
Similarly in 154.4 ff., a passage which Gallavotti
claims is inconsistent with the distinction between symbolism
and mimesis in 198.13-9,

general sense of representation of any kind.
WM\/

-a G rr^ V

, t ^

Vf"<£ V£ rf'/v/
r^^

&&<*£\%

TT*

Homeric poetry as follows: T^nj1
6\\J

ia the

Proclus uses p-^/^f

He characterises
TT^V

k oO

a~V f/\ f

l^^r^

A /} uj ('
oJ. v

a /M. A ^'

He is not saying here that all

Homeric poetry is mimetic, in the narrow sense of mimesis dis
tinguished in 198.13-9.

He says that Homer's representation

as a whole, whether of gods, demons or heroes, is in accordance
with n^> TT^^TT-OX/

(and so would be approved by the canons of

Rep. II and III).

The second half of the sentence implies the

later distinction between inspired and didactic poetry:
>/>/?n T^ TZLS&V
Homer expounds some things cx*7>^/>/?n
''
in the symbolism of inspired poetry and others
112

L'estetica greca.. pp. 53-4.

» that is,
s
6ov
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' "kkat is > in didactic poetry.
Despite the conflation of analofiia and mimesis in such
a passage as 76.20-4, the two are not the same
thought.

in Proclus 1

Mimesis uses images in the bad sense, the prevailing

Platonic sense.

An image in this sense is an
in Proclus.

never an 6^^W

(Gf. 70.26 where

is used of the images of reality with ^hich the poet of Rev.
are lowly and associated

-£ consorts, or 160.15 where ^dVi/W
with ^WT^<f,/<

.)

At In Crat. 56, p. 24.17-25-7 Proclus

distinguishes analogia from the relationship of ip </V^
<?^cf^/lo\/ •

to

Symbolic representation is also mentioned in

that passage although the distinction between symbolism and
is largely ignored in order to distinguish sharply
relationship.

between analogia and the Z</c<*/<->/d t~Moi/

There are then three modes of representation:
uses £uuL&oA<*

(£o\i (PXvxcxLT^ );

and mimesis which uses

symbolism which

analogia which uses <^x^i/£f

<~^Jc^A<< .

Inspired poetry uses

symbolism, mimetic poetry uses mimesis;

analogia would, I

suppose, be employed by didactic poetry but here there is a now
familiar problem in that didactic is not presented by Proclus
as using any mode of representation at all.

Although analogia

is important elsewhere in Proclus, it is the other two modes,
symbolism and mimesis, which matter at the end of the 6th essay,
for mimesis is clearly expounded in Rep. & and Proclus is
concerned to distinguish symbolism from it.
As applied to

literature and art this notion of symbolism

is of the highest interest,

host ancient thought about art

conceives of it as representational:

art is a mirror, reflecting

;
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either objects or actions in the world of perceptible reality.
•^roclus 1 concept of symbolism, taken over from the religious
context of theurgy, belongs to this framework, yet succeeds
in breaking out of it:

art becomes a magic mirror which reflects

the truth about the world in terms of its own.

The notion

of art as a mirror works well enough for some kinds of art
but there are others for which it is quite inadequate.

It

is easy to see what an Impressionist painting of a landscape
represents and satisfactory to think of such a painting as
primarily concerned to imitate the appearance of that landscape
under a certain light.

But what does a Surrealist painting

by an artist like Salvador Dali represent?
is not

Such a painting

primarily concerned to imitate anything at all and

the notion of symbolism can be of some help in understanding
and appreciating it.

Similarly in literature, a realistic

novel is easily thought of as an imitation of life but we are
likely to misinterpret both literature and life if we take
all the novels of a Henry James or an Iris Murdoch as straight
forward imitation.

To judge art by its success in direct

imitation would not only exclude many existing works of
but would ignore one of the most
can do.

art

important things that art

The symbol can express what is not otherwise expressible

and some aspects of human experience are better expressed by
symbolism than by direct imitation.

All this, of course, goes

far beyond Proclus but the possibilities of it are there in
his concept of symbolism which he uses to account for literature
not easily explained as imitation (i.e. the Homeric myths)
and to express the inexpressible (i.e. the highest realms of
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theology and metaphysics.)

^

The theory of three types of poetry is developed in
order to interpret Plato and we
consequent interpretation, while

have seen that Proclus 1
in some respects close to

Plato in spirit, distorts Plato's view of poetry and exaggerates
the amount of poetry of which Plato would approve.

Proclus 1

interest in inspired poetry, and the symbolic myths which it
uses, goes beyond this immediate purpose of the interpretation
°f &9JJ* £•

Inspired poetry reveals the world of transcendent

metaphysics so much elaborated in later Weoplatonism and its
myths are interpreted by Proclus earlier in the essay in the
same way as he interpreted his other authoritative texts, the
works of Plato, the Qhaldaean Oracles and the Orphic writings.
«hen we try to evaluate the theory of three types of poetry
as a theory in literary criticism, we must first ask whether
it can be detached from the metaphysical system to which it
is so closely linked:

if it cannot be, and the metaphysical

system is unacceptable, then the poetic theory will be invalidated
li fortiori.

The same problem arises with regard to Plato's

theory in Hep. A..

That is often considered in isolation from

113 On the novelty and importance of this notion of symbolism,
cf, P. Dronke, ffabula; explorations into the Uses of hyth in
Medieval PlatonismTLeiden. 1974). P« 27 f. He finds a similar
notion in the medieval Platonist, William of Conches, and claims
William's originality. Dronke points out that William was
influenced by Ps.-i)ionysius. It looks as though William is
doing again what Proclus had already done, transferring the
notion of symbolism from religion to aesthetics.
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Platonic metaphysics, but the most telling criticisms of it
are criticisms of Plato's metaphysics as a whole.

If we

detach Produs* poetic theory from his metaphysics it is much
weakened.

We are left with mimetic poetry which imitates

the world around us, didactic poetry which tells us truths
of ethics, science and philosophy directly, and inspired poetry
which perceives and conveys some kind of ultimate truth.
Without the backing of Neoplatonist metaphysics we cannot
pin down what sort of truth inspired poetry conveys, or even,
perhaps, what philosophical truths didactic poetry will tell
us.

The concept of inspired poetry is left looking rather

empty.

Yet the difficulty with Proclus' inspired poetry in

practice is precisely

that he makes its meaning too specific.

To say that myths symbolically express truth is attractive;
to say that kieus and Hera on I-lount Ida are the monad and the
dyad sounds nonsensical to modern

ears.

The problem Proclus

is grappling with is the problem of how literature expresses
truth even though that truth cannot be spelled out in indicative
statements.

The distinction between symbolism and mimesis

is an important theoretical contribution to the understanding
of this problem but Proclus' critical practice is disappointing,
for his allegorical interpretation means spelling out what he
thinks Homer means in excessively precise terms.

Proclus

resolves the quarrel between literature and philosophy by making
literature a means of expounding philosophy and philosophy for
him is a precise and rigid system.
114

Cf. above, p. 355.

If we refuse any solution
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of this kind, as I would want to do, the claim that literature
somehow expresses truth is left looking rather empty and un
satisfactory in theoretical terms.

Perhaps in the end we

have to be content with that, and rather than subordinating
works of literature to the meaning we find in them, as Proclus
does, we have to remember that critical exposition is secondary
to the work expounded.
for himself.

In the end we must leave Homer to speak
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APPENDIX
THE

CONTESTS

0?

THE

I

COMMENTARY

ON

THE

REPUBLIC

As no English translation of the Commentary on the
Republic exists, or commentary on it, it may be helpful to
give here for reference a summary of its contents.
The commentary consists of sixteen essays, and an
additional discussion of Aristotle's objections to Plato in
the second book of the Politics * and fills two volumes of
Teubner text.

I argue in Chapter 1 that the first five essays,

the seventh and eighth, the tenth, eleventh and twelfth, the
fourteenth and fifteenth all belong together and probably formed
a course of introductory lectures on the Republic.

Their

subjects and their places in the Teubner text are as follows:

1.

Introduction.

Discussion of the ^ko-n-of

dialogue, of its nature and subject-matter.
at the end)
2.

Vol. I, p. 5.

(Hissing).

On the argument with Thrasymachus.

the beginning)

4.

(Incomplete

On Socrates* reply to Polemarchus'definition of

justice.
3.

of the

(Incomplete at

Vol. I, p. 20.

On the nature of the gods as defined in Rep. II.

Vol. I, p. 27.
5.

On poetry, its kinds, and Plato's judgement of the

best harmony and rhythm.
7.

Vol. I, p. 42.

On the three parts of the soul in Rep. IV.

p. 206.

Vol. I,
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8.

Vol. I,

On the equality of men and women in Hep. V.

p. 236.
10. On the distinction between the philosopher and the

lover of opinion in Rep. V.

Vol. I, p. 258.

11 . On the nature of the Good in the Republic.

Vol. I,

p. 269.
Vol. I, p. 287.

12.

On the cave in Rep. VII.

14.

On the arguments to show that the just man is happier

than the unjust.
15.

Vol. II , p. 81 .

On the division of subject-matter in Rep. X.

Vol. II, p. 85.
The remaining essays are all distinct units, on the following
subjects:
6.

On Plato's attack on Homer and poetry in the Republic .

Vol. I, p. 69.
9.

On Theodorus of Asine's discussion of the equality

of men and women as put forward by Socrates.

Vol. I,

p. 251.
13.

M</A(<^<^

Republic.
\it

on the speech of the Muses in the

Vol. II, p. 5.

(On the untranslatable

~ "selected discussion"? - see Proclus 1 own

explanation, II 5-4 ff.)
16.

Commentary on the Myth of Er. Vol. II, p. 96.

Both the 1st essay and the beginning of the 16th are of
some interest for the understanding of the 5th and 6th.
contents of the 5th and 6th essays are as follows:

The
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5th essay.

42.1-43.5s

Introduction, setting out the ten

problems to be discussed.
43.26-49.12;

First problem.

Why does Plato honour

poetry as divine and yet banish it?
49.13-51.25:

Second problem.

Why does Plato

especially reject tragedy and comedy even though
they are useful in purifying the emotions?
51.26-54.2:

Third problem.

Why does Plato say

in the Symposium that tragedy and comedy belong
to the same branch of knowledge, but in the Republi
will not let the same poet write both, or the same
actor act both?
54.3-56.19:

Fourth problem.

Why does Socrates

say he knows nothing about musical modes and then
claim knowledge about rhythm derived from Damon?
56.20-60.13:

Fifth problem.

What is real

What is the relation between poetry and
60.14-63.15:

Sixth problem.

What kind of harmonies

and rhythms does Plato consider educationally useful?
63.16-65.155

Seventh problem.

What are the faults

of poets in Plato's eyes and why does he say in the
Laws that the Muses never err?

Plato as a critic

of poetry.
65.16-67.9:

Eighth problem.

What sort of poetry

does Plato think the best poet writes?
67.10-68.2:
true poetry?

Ninth problem.

What is the end of
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68.3-69.19s

Tenth problem.

Who is the universal

poet on whom the earthly poet can model himself?
6th essay Book .1
69.23-71.17s

Introduction.

71.21-86.23:

Theoretical justification of allegory.

87.1-95.31 s

Interpretation of the Theomachy.

96.1-100.17s

Interpretation of lines which seem to

make the gods responsible for evils.

(The two jars on

the threshold of ZeusJ
100.21-106.10:

Interpretation of Pandarus' breaking the

truce.
106.14-107.30s

Interpretation of the strife to which

Zeus rouses the gods.
108,3-109.7s
109.11-1H.29s

Interpretation of the judgement of Paris.
Interpretation of changes of shape by the

gods.
115.4-117.21s

Interpretation of Agamemnon's dream.

117.27-122.20s

Defence of both Homer's and Plato's

myths about Hades.
122.25-126.4s

Why Homer attributes mourning to gods

and heroes.
126.8-128.23s

Why the gods laugh;

in particular why they

laugh at Hephaestus.
129.4-132.7:

Defence of passages of Homer which seem

to make light of sflphros.vne.
132.13-140.23s
Hera.

Interpretation of the union of Zeus and

4H
141 .4-143.16:

Interpretation of the story of Ares and

Aphrodite .
143.21-146.5:

Answer to Socrates 1 charge that Homer

attributes greed for money to his heroes.
146.8-149.28:

Answer to the charge that Homer attributes

disrespect for the gods to his heroes.

150.1-153.20:

Answer to the charge that the Homeric

heroes have no respect for life.
153.21-154.10:

Interpretation of Theseus and Pirithous 1

descent to Hades.

Conclusion of Book I of the essay.

Book
154.14-159.6:

Plato honours Homer.

159.10-163.9:

Why Plato in the Republic condemns Homer

as unsuitable for the young.
163.13-172,30:

Plato emulates Homer in both style and

sub j ect-matter .
173*4-177.3:

Answer to what Plato says about Homer in

the Phaedrus .
177.7-179.32:

Three types of life, three parts of the

soul and three corresponding types of poetry.
180.3-192.3:

The three types of poetry are recognised

by Plato.
192.6-196.13:

Homeric poetry includes all three types.

196.18-199.28:

Why Socrates rejects Homeric poetry in

Rep. X and what part of it he rejects.
200.4-202.6:

Answer to the charge that Homer is not

educational, nor useful politically.
202.9-205.23:

Why Plato attacked Homer as he

did.
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II

THE

JUDGEMENT OP

PARIS

(108.3-109, 7)

In Chapter 3» (ii) and (iii), I analysed a number of
Proclus 1 interpretations of Homeric myths and related them
to earlier interpretation, particularly that of Syrianus.
We have no evidence for Syrianus 1 interpretation of the
Judgement of Paris , but the interpretation which Proclus
gives of this legend at 108.3-109.7 may be related to the
earlier history of its interpretation.
Proclus interprets the story as about a choice of
lives.

He refers to the passages of the Phaedrus (252e ff.

and 265b) where different types of life and the four different
maniai are associated with different gods.

In Phaedrus 265b

Aphrodite is associated with G^T)/^ K^v/t'oL , while Hera
is associated with the Att^i^i^* /^<W in 253b.

According

to Proclus, Paris represents a soul choosing a type of life,
and in giving the golden apple to Aphrodite, he is choosing
the £/3tA7)kA

a/o_p and -ri ruv

</w«v. <evuv UL^ /A/lo/

.

Since

Platonist £/>HP can be the force that draws the soul up to
the intelligible world (as in the Symposium) Proclus has
to make it clear that the Aphrodite chosen by Paris is the
^f
Vo^V

in the vulgar sense.
^

<f^\/YlV

Paris is not

Tr^^^^^Vof

(108.23);

if he were, he would have chosen Athene rather than Aphrodite.
In order not to discredit the goddess Aphrodite Proclus suggests
at the end that the beauty of the material world which Paris
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pursues is really the province of
rather than of Aphrodite herself.
A number of interpretations of the Judgement of Paris
are listed in Hoscher's Lexicon of Mythology.

Turk, the

author of the Hoscher article, points out that there is
constant confusion in versions of the legend as to whether
Paris was judging the goddesses 1 beauty or choosing between
the gifts they offered him.

Thus Euripides Troades 924-31

implies that Paris was choosing Helen, the bribe offered by
Aphrodite, rather than judging Aphrodite to be the most beautiful
of the three

goddesses.

If we keep this in mind, it is

easy to see how the myth could be interpreted as a choice of
lives.

It was so interpreted by Chrysippus, according to the

\/ /
r (
scholiast on Eur. Andromache 277: 2 A/><5£<.7TTrop
^G

'
^

T2
A
fli£ylAo\/

p.0 &oV

-y^^^ •

This

interpretation fits in with what the goddesses offer Paris
in the Troades passage, for there Athene offers military glory,
Hera offers dominion over Europe and Asia, and Aphrodite
offers the pleasures of love with Helen.

The gifts promised

by each goddess are appropriate to her traditional role in
Greek mythology.
1 Vol. III.1 (Leipzig, 1897-1902), pp. 1586 ff. s.v. 'Paris'.
2 Scholia in. Euripidem. ed. E. Schwartz. Vol. II (Berlin,
18915, p7 274.
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For a Neoplatonist allegory of the myth before Pro clue
we may turn to SaHustius.

In De diis et mundo Ch. 4 Sallustius

gives the myth as an example of his "mixed" type.

•2

In his

allegory the golden apple represents the world and Paris is
n

k-o</r ' c*X&QY\ <fiv

lA^c*

i^o

only beauty among the different

.

Such a soul sees

uvt^d?

^ the world and

so Paris gives the apple to Aphrodite.
Proclus 1 interpretation may be related to Chrysippus 1
on the one hand and Sallustius 1 on the other.

Like Chrysippus,

he treats the myth as about a choice of lives, but he puts
the choice in Neoplatonist terms and associates it with Plato's
mythical choice of lives in the Phaedrus .

He links Athene

with wisdom rather than war, since Athene for him was primarily
the

goddess of philosophy.

Like Sallustius, he makes Paris

a soul given over to the sensible world and its beauty.
We saw in Chapter 3 5 that in 175.12-176.8 Proclus
allegorises Helan as sensible beauty.

This fits in with his

interpretation of Paris' choice here.

In his allegory of this

legend Proclus is developing existing interpretation in a
way consistent with his allegory of other aspects of the
Trojan War story.

The tradition of interpretation helps us to

understand why he has certain difficulties to explain away.
In accordance with tradition, and indeed with the basic legend,
3 On Sallustius 1 classification of myths, see Nock's Prolegomena,
pp. xlv ff. and esp. p. xlix for the "mixed" type, and cf. above,
p. 135.
4 See Marinus Chs. 6, 9 and 15 and Proclus Hymn VII, esp. line 34
where Proclus asks Athene for ^d'^ *<^ ^'t-i-r^
, meaning true
Platonist <s/?wf :- cf. Vogt's parallels ad loc. See also Rosan,
index s.v. 'Athena' and cf. above, pp. 152-3.
5 Pp. 215-20 above.
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he makes Paris choose the life of love, but he then has to
distinguish such love from true Platonist <s?nif and to excuse
the goddess Aphrodite from involvement in the grossness of the
material world.
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PASSAGES

DISCUSSED

This index covers only passages of Proclus* 5th and
6th essays.

Where there are several references to a passage

and one reference is underlined, that reference contains
the principal discussion of

the passage.
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content, is discussed in the place referred to.
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109.11-1H.29
109.11 ff.
109.17-8

-

PP- 138-40
PP. 415-8
P- 35
PP. 192-5
p. 62
(pp. 71-2);

109.27-110.4
110.10 ff.
110.21 ff.
110.21-111.16

-

(pp. 100-2)
pp. 272-5
pp. 138-40
p. 3095 P- 222

111.16 ff.

-

pp. 149-50

(pp. 75-6)

433
Proclue
112.13

-

P. 34

113.H-5
113.20
113.29-30
115-17
115.4 ff.

-

(p. 62); (p. 63)
p. 35
p. 54, n. 6
pp. 155-62
pp. 61-2; p. 155, a. 55

115.13-4
115.19

-

p. 33, p. 34
(p. 54)

115.27 ff.

-

p. 129

117-22

-

p. 201; pp. 209-12; p. 289

117.9-10
117.28

-

(p. 62)
pp. 89-90

118,esp. 118.8 and 10-1

118.18
119.2
120-1

-

120.12-8 and 22 ff.

-

(pp. 82-4);

p. 307
p. 35
p. 198
- pp. 290-3

120.15-6

-

(pp. 58-9)

122.25-126.4

-

pp. 197-8

123.7-8
123.9-12
123.15
123.17-20
124.1
124.23 ff.
124.30
125.2-6
125.5

-

(p. 72)
(pp. 81-2)
(p. 72)
(pp. 79-81)
pp. 34-5
pp. 197-8
p. 307
p. 309; p. 333
P- 308

126.8-128.23

-

pp. 196-8

126.14-6
126.18-9
126.19 ff.
126,19-127.11
126,20
128,18-9
129-32

-

(p. 72)
p. 34
PP- 172-3
pp. 282-3
p. 47
"
pp. 68-9;

p. 201

p. 291

434
Proclus
129.6-7
129.16
129.21-6
130.1 ff.
130.29-131.3
131.2-132.7

-

p. 34
( p . 72)
( pp . 77-9)
p . 35
(p. 57)
p. 77, cf. p. 86

131.5 ff.

-

p. 33;

131.6
131.7
131.29 ff.

-

p . 308
p. 307
pp. 41-2;

132-40

-

pp. 162-84;

132.14
132.29-133.3

-

p. 34
(pp. 63-4)

133.5 ff.

-

p. 39; P. 129; p. 163; P. 361

138.5-6
139.2-5
139.21
140.6-19

-

p.
p.
p.
p.

140.8-11
140.16 ff.

-

p. 298
(p. 105)

P. 35

p. 79, cf. p. 86
p. 344

308
196, n. 98
64
328

pp. 173-4; p. 178, n. 85;pp.195-6;p.344
141.4-143.16
p. 34
141.4
(p. 59)
141.14-5
p. 201
143-6
p. 37
144.21
(p. 55)
144.25
(p. 56)
145.1-2
(p. 57)
145.25-6
p. 341
H5.27-H6.5
146.8-149.30, esp. 148.19-24 - pp. 199-200; p. 333
p. 34
146.8-9
(p. 72)
146.13
p. 34
146.17
p. 259, n. 33
147.5
p. 308
U7.6
( pp . 60-1)
U7.17-8

435

Proclue
149.20 ff.
149.22
150-3
150.6-7
150.11
150.14-5
150.19-20
150.23-151.1
151.13-5
152.5-6
152.7 ff.
152.7-8
152.20-1

-

p. 283
p. 42
PP. 184-90
p. 130
p. 33
p. 185, n. 90
(p. 58)
(pp. 59-60)
(p. 58)
(p. 55)
pp.129-30? pp.185-90; p. 333
pp. 308-9
(p. 60)

153.2 ff.

-

pp. 129-30

153.2
153.7
153.26 ff.
154.4 ff.
154.14-159.6
154.16 ff.
154.16-9
155.1 ff.
155.19-20
155.25-156.9
156.6-9
156.10-1
156.16-20
156.26-157.2
156.30-157.1
157.8-11
157.16-7
157.20-3
158.6-11
159.24 ff.
160.15
161.20 ff.

-

p. 307
P- 189, n. 95
p. 219
PP- 404-5
pp. 283-7
p. 203
P- 283
PP. 341-2
(pp. 91-2)
PP. 205-6
(PP. 111-3)
(p. 91)
(p. 110)
pp.<W-1; p. 344
(p. 95)
(pp. 94-5)
(p- 41)
(PP. 95-6)
(pp. 106-7); p. 301
PP. 272-5
P. 405
p. 271
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Proclus
161.30-163.9
163.13-172.30
163.15
163.22-164.7
164.8-172.30
164.8-9
164.13 ff.
164.26 ff.
166.6-8
166.12-167.9
166.15-6
166.28-30
167.10-168.2
168.3-169.24
169.7-8
169.11
169.H-5
169.25-170.26
169.25-6
170.27 ff.
171.10 ff.
171.12
171.22-172.30

pp. 287-8
pp. 204-5;

pp.

p. 301
pp. 277-8
pp. 288 ff.
p. 205, n. 109; p. 278
p. 37; p. 41
p. 344
(pp. 102-3)
pp. 206-9; p. 294
(p.94)
(p. 56)
p. 293
pp. 209-12

(pp. 72-3)
(p. 63)
(pp. 64-7); p. 295
pp. 212-5; PP. 295-300
p. 41

pp. 278-9
p. 279
p. 315
pp. 290-3
p. 342
172.9 ff.
172.15-6 (and 172.25) - (pp. 58-9)
P« 294
P« 34; PP. 215-20
173-4-177.3
173.11-7 (and 173.22) - (p. 105)
172.21 ff.

173.26
174.19-20
175.8-11
176.17-21

p, 35
P< 315

177.7 ff.

pp.16-9, cf.p.49; pp.35-6; pp.221-34;
pp. 336 ff.
pp. 89-90
pp. 225-9

177.9
177.15-178.5

(p. 106)
(p. 104)

437
Proclus
177.15-23
178.10-179.3
178.10-24
178.25
178.26-179.3
179.3
179.10-1
179.15-32
180.3
180.10-186.21
180.10-182.20
180.11
182.4-13
182.21-185.7
183.1-3
183.14-20
183.24-6
184.2 ff.
184.14-7
184.18-25
185.9

185.11-3
186.13-4
186.15-6
186.22 ff.
186.22-3
186.29-188.27
187.10-21
187.26-188.8
188.18
188.24-5
188.28-191.25
188.28
189.5-22
190.7-20
190.20 ff.

p. 352

PP. 351-2
p. 369
p. 230
pp. 229-32
P. 391
pp. 222-3
PP. 383-4
p. 391
pp. 232-3? p. 352
pp. 221-2
p. 105

p. 394
PP. 301-5
(p. 107)
(pp. 107-9)
(p. 109)
p. 304
(pp. 90-1, cf. p. 107)
(p. 109)
p. 90
(PP. 111-3)
(pp. 93-4)
(pp. 114-5); p. 307
P. 374

P. 378; p. 391
p. 380
(pp. 110-1)
(pp. 97-100)
p. 99, n. 69
p. 378
pp. 383-6
p. 391
(pp. 96-7)
(p. 111)
p. 18

438

Proclus
190.26-7
191.4-18
191.30-192.3

-

p. 41
(p. 116)
(p. 117)

192.6 ff.

-

p. 233; p. 391

192.6-21
192.21-8
193.4 ff.

-

p. 339; p. 374
pp. 339-41
pp. 341-2

193.5

-

P. 378

193.6-7
193.10 ff.
193.16-195.12
194.15-6
194.22-4
195.1
195.13
195.21-196.13
195.22 ff.
195.24 ff.
196.18 ff.

-

pp. 342-4
p. 344
p. 219; p. 233;
(p. 55)
(p. 56)
(P- 55)
P. 391
p. 16; p. 250
p. 393
P. 271
pp. 395-6

196.24-198.24

-

p. 16

196.25-197.3
197.4-7
198.4-5

-

(P. 115)
(p. 115)
(P- 117)

198.6-7
198.9-11

-

(P- 117)
P. 250

198.13-9
198.25

-

PP. 399 ff.
P. 37

199.4 ff.

-

P- 272, n. 52

199.H-28
199.21-2
200.3-4

-

p. 396
p. 396, n. 98
P. H7

200.4-24

-

P. 269

201.9 ff.

-

P. 185t n. 91

201.11-2
201.14 ff.
201.16-202.6
201.16-7

-

(p. 54); (p. 58)
PP- 391-2
p. 16
p. 250

pp. 344-51

439
Proclue

201 .20-3

-

p. 301; p. 304

201.27-30

-

(p. 92)

202.9-205.23
202.25-205.13

-

p. 305
p. 16; p. 250

203.12-26
204.16-8
204.23-6
204.26-8

-

(p.
(p.
(p.
(p.

205.4 ff.
205.8
205.13 ff.
205.21 ff.

-

p. 271
p. 117
P. 203; p. 272, n. 52; p. 331
pp. 42-3; PP. 130-1; p. 241

117)
117)
115)
116)

